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This book has been a long time in the writing, or perhaps it only seems that way

as so much has happened since it was first conceived. It began as a doctoral thesis

i¡ September 1993, and much of the primary research was generously funded by

the British Academy. I remain deeply grateful for the opportunity provided by the

Academy to undertake research trips around the United Kingdom (the CMS
archives in Birmingham, Rhodes House Library in Oxford, the National Library
of Scotland in Edinburgh, the Public Record Olûce in London); to Itaiy (the White
Fathers' archive in Rome); and to Uganda itself, where simply being in the country
and talking to Ugandans was just as important as visits to the Uganda National
Archives at Entebbe and Makerere University Library, Kampala. The thesis was

defended at the School of Oriental and African Studies in October 1996, and this
was foilowed by a period of wondering what to do with the basic text, other than
milking various journal articles from it. In August 1997 I came to Eritrea, to the
History Department at the Universiry of Asmara, and began to revise the thesis,

trying to make it altogether more coherent as a possible monograph and
attempting to draw out and emphasise the core themes. Writing (or rewriting) can

be difÊcult enough; it is even less straightforward when you find yourself in the
middle of an armed conflict. In May 1998, border disputes between Eritrea and
Ethiopia escalated into full-scale war, and over the following months the material
basis of pre-colonial Ganda power seemed rather less important than a very
current military confrontation which threatened to destabilise the entire Horn of
Africa. That I managed nonetheless to gradually work through it is a credit not to
my own powers of concentration, but to the wonderful companionship and
encouragement I found in Asma¡a and the working environment of the History
Department at the University. In many ways, living through the conflict helped me

to sharpen my ideas about what war actually meant, rn real terms; and while such
ideas may not have had a direct bearing on pre-colonial Buganda, they
nevertheless allowed me to approach an understanding of reality, rather than
simply studying the abstract. At any rate, perhaps I can use the excuse of 'war
stress' to explain away the book's remaining flaws.

Over the last few years many people have contributed, directly or indirectly,
wittingly or otherwise, to the writing of this book. My doctoral supervisor ât SOAS,
Professor Andrew Roberts, did more than anyone to create something readable.
His penetrating advice, the often staggering breadth of his knowledge, his attention
to detail, as well as his appreciation ofthe broader picture, both emboldened and,
at times, overwhelmed me; he took someone with little more than raw enthusiasm
and attempted to transform him into a 'scholar'. I am deeply indebted to him. Also
at SOAS, Dr Dave Anderson was always on hand with crucial and friendly advice .

I should also like to record my thanks to Prolessor Robin Law at the University of
Stirling. Robin has had little direct involvement in the writing of this book, but as

my undergraduate tutor at Stirling, it was he who introduced me to Africa and its
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One

Introduction

Buganda was situated on the northern shore of Lake Victoria. By the
beginning of the nineteenth century it stretched between two major rivers:
the Nile to the east, on the far bank of which were the people known
loosely as the Soga, and the Kagera to the southwest, beyond which lay
the kingdoms of Karagwe and Kiziba. As such Buganda possessed an
extensive shoreline, and by the nineteenth century the kingdom had
incorporated numerous islands in the northern waters of the lake , notably
the Sesse group. The kingdom's lacustrine position was a key factor in its
historical development. To the north was Bunyoro: as a result of the
Uganda Agreement of 1900,r the northern boundary of Buganda was
considered to be the Kafu river, which flows between lakes Albert and
Kyoga. The pre-colonial Ganda boundary probably lay some 20 or 30
miles to the south of the Kafu.2 One other significant river ran through
the kingdom, namely the Katonga, while numerous smaller rivers and
streams, many of them slow-moving swamps at Various times of the year,
made up the Ganda drainage system. They are indicative of the moisture
with which the area has been blessed. The southern part of Uganda
enjoys quite high rainfall, particularly during the two major wet seasons)
which are between February and .June and between October and
December. In the nineteenth century, as now, Buganda was markedly
greener than many of its neighbours, even in the more pastoral areas in
the north and west. The areas bordering the lake are particularly rich in
vegetation. The landscape is characterized by regular and evenly spaced
hills, between which often lie the sluggish streams mentioned above.
Further north and west, the land becomes slightly less hilly, and this
terrain facilitates the keeping of livestock in greater numbers than is
possible closer to the lake. Throughout nineteenth-century Buganda,

rSee the section belorv outìining the religious wars and the establishment ofcolonial rule.
2 This gave rise to the controversy olthe 'lost counties', lost, that is, by Bunyoro at the hands
of the British and the Ganda at the end of the nineteenth century.

Maþ 4 I-and Trade Routes'in the Inte Nineteenth Century
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agriculture was combined with the keeping of livestock. Broadly speaking,
however, agriculture was predominant in the east and south, and cattle in
the north and west. Although the Ganda were not unfamiliar with crop
failures and drought, the region is in general characterized by fertile anã
well-watered soil, capable of supporting a fairly dense population.
Recognition of this crucial fact is the first, and perhaps the most important,
step towards understanding the material basis of Ganda power and the
growth of the kingdom.

The aim of this book is to examine the material basis of Ganda
political power, in both internal and external terms, in the pre-colonial
period, with particular reference to the nineteenth century. It is our
puryose to trace the changes wrought upon the kingdom's economic base
and to survey the kingdom's material state on the eve of colonial rule.
Fundamentally, therefore, the book is an examination of economic and
military change in pre-colonial Buganda, and as such it is not a political
study. Rather, it represents an attempt to place the political kingdom,
which as we shall see is well documented, in its economic and material
context, and to examine what lay behind it in economic, social and
military terms. As will be clear from our survey of the secondary
literature, some understanding of these dimensions of the pre-colonial
Ganda state is essential, as otherwise our appreciation of this most
complex of African polities remains one-dimensional. The history of
Buganda has been interpreted almost wholly in terms of its political
organization, lrom a centrist and elitist approach. Important aspects of
Buganda's past have been ignored, while early analyses have remained
largely unchallenged. It is hoped that this book, while acknowledging and
building on the efforts ol previous scholarship, will contribute to our
understanding of what Ganda power meant in real terms, how the king-
dom used the resources at its disposal and met the challenges which
confronted it, and, ultimately, the limitations to its dominance of the East
African lake region.

Before we move into the substance of the argument, however, it is
necessary to provide a brief outline of Ganda political structures and the
changes brought to bear on them, for two main reasons. Firstly, and
perhaps most obviously, many of the developments and organizational
changes which the book examines cannot be understood without some
knowledge of political Buganda, as examined by numerous scholars over
the past 40 years. Secondly, one of the core arguments of the book is that
the political history of the pre-colonial state should be read in a new lieht
as J result of the examination of social, economic and military develop-
ments. It is precisely because of the earlier concentration on Ganda
political history that the book focuses on issues which, while not overtly
concerned with politics or chieftainship, are critical to a clearer compre-
hension of the political state. It is hoped, therefore, that the well-
documented political changes of the nineteenth century might be placed
alongside those spheres of Ganda history examined here and that ã new
synthesis may emerge.

Introduction

The political & territorial kingdom

Buganda is believed to have emerged in its modern sense around the

fifcãenth century, its appearance probably in some way connected to the

misration of western Nilotic Luo-speakers into the lacustrine region. It
remained a comparatively small and insignificant kingdom for the ñrst 200

vears of its discernible history, prone to attack from its much stronger

northerly neighbour Bunyoro, although this period was clearly crucial in
the formation of identity as well as of the means of self-defence. During the

seventeenth century, the kingdom embarked on a journey of territorial
expansion, developing a centralized political system and a powerful
mílitury ethos and organization; it also took advantage of the internal
problems of Bunyoro. This expansion continued steadily until the early

nineteenth century, as we will see in a later chapter. During this period the

Ganda pushed their frontiers north towards the Kafu river, east towards
the Nile, and south and west towards the Kagera river and the plains
approaching the Ruwenzori mountains. We will see in detail in the
ensuing analysis how particular areas of expansion were critical to the
growth of the Ganda state. Here it is sufûcient to mention that the
incorporation of Kyagwe in the earþ eighteenth century and that of
Buddu a few decades later were among the most significant, in terms of the
resources which were thus acquired and the strategic positions thus gained,
in the kingdom's development. By the early nineteenth century, the
kingdom had reached its greatest territorial extent.

Buganda was originally cornposed of a number of clans - by the
nineteenth century there were around 50 - at the head of which was the
kabaka, lctng or 'head of the clan heads'. The single most important theme
of Ganda political history over the 300 years belore the nineteenth century
began was the gradual shift of political and territorial power from the
bataka or clan heads to the kabaka. The latter was able, by eroding the
freehold estates (butaka) of the hereditary clans, to control more directly
land and thus political appointments. The batongole, the chieß appointed
directly by the kabaka, became the main agents of government in Buganda,
while the bataka were increasingly marginalized from the political process.
The position of the kabaka thus grew more powerful, so that by the end of
the eighteenth century he had power of appointment and dismissal over all
the major chieftainships in the kingdom. Importantly, non-clan land was
in the gift of the kabaka. as it were, and could not be inherited; thus the
Ganda political system was founded to a ìarge extent on competitionr
betwe en ambitious chieß seeking the favour of the kabaka. Life at the royal
court - which was, superficially at least, the political hub of the kingdom --

was characterized by jostling lor position and marked, dangerous and
often fatal intrigue.

-Ihe kabaka himself was the holder of a secular office. The position of
kabaka díd not belong to any one clan; rather, the kabaka took the clan of
his mother. By the nineteenth century, Buganda appeared to outsiders to
be an autocracy dominated at all levels of social, political and economic
life by the kabaka. His power over chieftainship appeared to demonstrate

32



- Political Pown in Pre-Colonial Buganda

this, as did the unconditional loyalty and constant displays of aflection
demanded from his ministers. While the kabaka was without question an
important and potent figure in many spheres of Ganda life, however, his
authority should not be exaggerated; as was the case in a number of other
African societies at this time, much of the personal authority of the ruler
was more apparent than real. It is clear that at various points during the
nineteenth century, one or two of the kabaka's chiefs had as much political
power as the kabaka himselL To some extent, as we shall see, a situation of
this kind had developed by the late 1BB0s, and indeed the overthrow of
Mwanga in IBBB had many precedents.

Most of the principal royally appointed chiefs were provincial
governors. By the second half of the nineteenth century, Buganda was
divided into a number of ssazas (usually translated as'counties'), which are
listed below along with the title of governing chief.

Busiro - the mugema

Busujju the kasujju
Butambala - the katambala
Gomba - the kitunzi
Mawokota - the kaima
Kyadondo - the kago

Kyagwe the sekibobo

Bulemezi - tbe kangawo

Buddu - the þokino
Singo - the mukwenda

Several other important chieftainships, notably the kimbugl¿ and the
kafikiro, were not territorial titles; it was possible, however, for one man to
hold more than one position. Thus the katikno might also hold the title of
pokino, as was the case for some time during the reign of Mutesa. In
general, the katikiro was noted as being the second most powerful position
in the kingdom after the kabaka himself. The title was usually described by
contemporary Europeans as being that of a prime minister or supreme
judge. In theory, all of these powerful posts might be fiiled by lowly sub-
chieß or eve n ordinary peasants (bakopfi who had come to the notice of the
kabakathrough economic, military or political endeavour (or intrigue). This
will be demonstrated throughout the ensuing analysis, and it will be seen
that military achievements and particular branches of economic activity
were lauded by such a process. The kabaka was thus seen to have absolute
control over the careers ol the bakungu or high-ranking territorial chieß.3

The Ganda are noted for having compiled a substantiai kinglist by the
end of the nineteenth century, and particular rulers are regarded in both
the indigenous sources as well as European accounts from the late nine-
teenth century as having been instrumental in the process of the kingdom's
expansion. The mythical Kintu and his no iess improbable successor
Chwa I are viewed as the founding fathers of the kingdom, and can

3 There has been somc debate among historians concernin¡ç the definition of such terms as

batongole and bakungu; the discussion here represents an attempt at neutrality. See for
example Southrvold l96l; Twaddle 1969, 1974b; Low 1971: l5-17.

4

Introduction

nrobably be associated with the migration mentioned above. As we shall

lee throughout the following chapters, Kintu in particular.was by the nine-

ieenth century associated with almost everything 'good' concerning the

kinedom of Buganda and may be viewed as the most potent symbol of
Galtda identity. In the early to mid-sixteenth century, Nakibinge appears

as the leader who heroicaily battled against vastly superior Nyoro forces

during an invasion which almost resulted in the destruction of the small

Ganda kingdom. Out of the ashes of Nakibinge's defeat arose a wiser and

stronger peopÌe, and the lessons learnt during this period served to elevate

I.{akibinge himself to almost divine status; certainly his reign seems to have

been something of a watershed, as we shall see below. In the eighteenth

6entur]¡ several rulers stand out as successful expansionists and state-

builders, including Mawanda, who probably presided over the advance of
the eastern frontier to the Nile, and Junju, who annexed Buddu and
established the southern frontier along the Kagera. In the nineteenth
century, Buganda was governed successively by Kamanya, perhaps the last
qrcat soldier-statesman in the kingdom's history, Suna, who presided over

ihe begrnnings of dramatic commercial and military change, and Mutesa,
who struggled with the burdens of a glorious past to maintain the
krngdom's position in an increasingly hostile world. It is the reign of
Mwanga in which much of our story culminates, for he was the last ruler
ofpre-colonial Buganda and proved singularly unequal to the tasks which
faced him, although the crises of the period also went some lvay towards
ensuring a harsh historical juclgement, again as we shall see .

It is ol course impossible to date with any certain$r the reigns of
Mutesa's predecessors, and the problems of the existing kingÌist have been
highlighted by David Henige.a The basic chronology used in this book
does not difler greatly from that tentatively constructed by M.S.M.
Kiwanuka, which was in turn based on Apolo Kagwa's kinglist,5 as indeed
most subsequent scholarship has been. Kiwanuka's dynastic chronology
was calcuiated at 30 years per generation, which is probably as accurate as

we can expect. None the less, the criticisms recently made by Christopher
Wrigley are sound.6 In particular, this book takes note of Wrigley's
estimates for the reigns of nineteenth-century rulers. Thus, it is likely that
Suna became kabakaarowd 1830, and died in c. 1857; Semakokiro and
Kamanya probably reigned between the late 1790s and c. 1830.?

The 'wars of religion'
& the establishment of colonial rule

The political history of Buganda in the second half of the nineteenth
century is intertwined with the introduction of foreign religions. A brief

{Henise 1980.
5 Sce Kagrva I971: Appendix 3. Kap¡va was the katiki¡o of Bugancla frorn lBB9 to 1926; much
ofhis rvork was bascd on or:rl history, as well as his orvn expcriences at the centre ofGanda
politics.

6Wrigley 1996: sec Chapter 2 in particular.
? Ibid.: 229.
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outline of these developments is required here as they form the backdrop
to much of the ensuing analysis; the politico-religious history of Buganda
in the late lB00s has received some excellent coverage in recent years, and
the works mentioned below in the review of the secondary literature
provide much greater detail than is offered here. Kabaka Suna, who
probably reigned between c. 1830 and 1857, first became acquainted with
Islam in the mid- I840s, with the arrival in Buganda of the first merchants
from the East African coast. In 1862, the first Europeans to reach the
kingdom, John Speke and James Grant, made Kabaka Mutesa aware of
Christianity. Between this time and the establishment of the British
Protectorate in 1894, politics in Buganda, at least in the capital, were
increasingly influenced by allegiance to either Islam or Christianiry, and
even within the latter, to either Protestantism or Roman Catholicism. At
the same time, indigenous belief systems, the worship of balubaale or deities
and spirits, remained influential, Mutesa declared himself to be Muslim for
much of the lB60s and lB70s, but the situation became more volatile with
the arrival of the first Anglican missionaries, members of the Church
Missionary Society, in 1877. French Catholics, members of the White
Fathers, reached Buganda in 1879, much to the dismay of the Anglicans,
and henceforward matters were complicated by the presence of two
competing Christian denominations. Moreover, the growing Egl.ptian and
Sudanese presence to the north was a source of concern. Visitors from the
province known as 'Equatoria', governed in succession by Sir Samuel
Baker, General Gordon and Emin Pasha, reminded Mutesa in the late
lB70s of the potential military threat from this direction.

In his last years, Mutesa attempted to play the different groups off
against one another, and for a period at least was able to remain more or
less in control of the powerful new influences entering his kingdom. To
Mutesa, who until his twilight years was above all a pragmatic ruler, each
group represented something which Buganda could utilize to its
advantage. The coastal traders were agents ofthe vital international trade
system, connected ultimately to Zanzibar, which carried to Buganda cloth
and guns among other commodities. The kabaka was thus keen to curry
favour with those whom he saw as the representatives of the Zanzibarí
sultan. The European missionaries were similarly ambassadors of a
powerful technological culture whose presence in Buganda could only lead
to the kingdom's advancement. It may be argued that recognition of these
potential material gains was the sole reason behind Mutesa's tolerance of
such disruptive influences.s

In the meantime, however, Islam, Catholicism and Protestantism were
all claiming converts from among the chieß in the Ganda capital. This was
especially true among the young and militant chieß and pages of the royal
court with whom Mutesa and, after the latter's death, Mwanga were
increasingly surrounding themselves. In the mid-lBBOs, Mwanga, whose
handling of state matters was even less assured than that of his aiiing
father, attempted to violently crush allegiance to foreign religions and
indulged in a ferocious persecution of Christians in particular. By l8BB,

Introduction

however, political camps identifying themselves with one or other of the

new religions had developed in the capital. Ostensibly at least, one of the

iustifications for the coup which removed Mwanga in IBBB was his
'intolerance of foreign religions. Although he was reinstated in lBB9,

lollowing the brief reigns of the puppet-rulers Kiwewa and Kalema, these

oolitico-religious camps remained in conflict with one another until the
'British imposed a settlement, using a mixture of military force and

neqotiation, in the mid-lB90s. The British presence in the area was at first

reõresented by the Imperial British East Africa Company (IBEAC), to
*hi.h u royal charter had been granted in IBBB. The IBEAC, headed in
Busanda by Frederick Lugard, signed a treaty with Mwanga in December
1890, five months after an Anglo-German treaty had confirmed that
,lJsanda' was within the British sphere. Financial difficulties led to the

withdrawal of the IBEAC in lB93; it was replaced by a provisional
protectorate under Sir Gerald Portal. A little over a year later, the Liberal
qou..n-..tt of Lord Rosebery formally assumed the protectorate over
Éuganda; this was extended in I896 to include Bunyoro and the kingdoms

to the west. The culmination of this process was the Uganda Agreement of
1900, which established the pattern of relations between the British and
the native council, and dealt with the questions of law, taxation and land
tenure. Overall, Buganda's role in assisting the British to establish
hegemony throughout the region of modern Uganda sowed the seeds of
resentment among the surrounding peoples, and indeed distorted a clear
understanding of nineteenth-century Ganda history for many years.

The secondary literature

Buganda is well known to historians of Africa, even though the kingdom
came to the attention of literate society comparatively late in the pre-
colonial period. But the manner in which the early observations were
made seems to have had an enduring influence over the historiography of
Buganda. The explorers Speke and Grant arrived in the kingdom just as
Mutesa's reign was beginning, and their admiration of the complex and
highiy bureaucratic socio-political structure was echoed by the escalating
numbers of Europeans who passed through Buganda in various capacities
in the lB70s and 1BBOs. Adventurers, missionaries and, eventually, colonial
administrators were struck by Buganda's hierarchical organization, the like
of which, it was frequently suggested, did not exist anywhere else in eastern
Africa. After the obligatory caveat concerning the kingdom's essential
savagery, it was widely held that the Ganda possessed an intelligence and
a capacíty for self-improvement which held out great potential. This was
demonstrated by the alacrity with which so many Ganda embraced
Christianity in the 1870s and lBB0s. Indeed, the basic framework of
Buganda's political structure was used as the model of government for the
whole Uganda Protectorate from 1900.

This fascination with political Buganda has continued to shape scholar-
ship on the kingdom throughout the twentieth century, and eJpecially as

76

I See also Reid 1999a.
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the study of African history expanded. In spite of the enormous volume of
material produced by historians relating to Buganda over the last few
decades, it is possible to identify certain strands of thought and established
patterns of approach. It wili be seen, thus, that quantiry does not
necessarily mean variety and, while certain aspects have attracted the
attention of writers over the years, criticaÌ spheres of Ganda history have
becn neglected. Buganda, which undoubtedly ranks alongside other states

with large historiographies, such as Asante, Dahomey and the Zulu, has

been overtaken by studies of these. Political history, and in particular that
of the last quarter of the nineteenth century, has been made the primary
focus of study among the analysts of Buganda's past, the implication being
that sociaÌ or economic change could not be studied either because there
was none) or because the evidence for it was irretrievably lost. It is hoped
that the current work demonstrates that its sources, none of which
represents a new find and all ofwhich have been used by other historians,
do contain an enormous amount of data germane to studies of this kind.

The distinction between primary and secondary sources is often
blurrecl, particularly in the period of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. The definition depends on the puÌpose for which the
source is used. Thus, much early historiography mày be described as

'primary source rìaterial' as it includes work written by those who
observed or directly participated in many of the events and developments
they purported to describe. The same can be said of those early writers
who based their work on recorded oral history and data provided by a

wide range of informants. The historiography of Buganda, therefore, really
begins with Robelt Ashe, a CMS missionary who observed at first hand
the events ofthe late lBBOs and early 1890s, and his work represented the
earliest attempt to place these events in a historical context.e In the years
following the establishment of the protectorate, another CMS missionary,

Johrr Roscoe, and the katikiro of Buganda, Kagwa, likewise sought to
compile both historical and ethnographic surveys ol Buganda, using oral
traditions and a number of informants.r0 These are also, therefore, among
the most valuable primary sources. Others followed during the 1930s, by
which time the Llganda Journal oflered a new outlet for historical debate .

Ham Mukasa andJohn Gray had important articles published,rr and B.M.
Zímbe andJ. Miti also wrote books based on oral history and on their own
experiences during the last years of the nineteenth century.12

! Ashc l BB9, 1894. Ðarlicr travcllcrs hacl macle lirnited investigzrtions into Buganda's past, but
Ashe's work constituted a rnore serious exploration: see also Speke lB63b, especially
Chapter 9; ancl Stanley lBTB: I, especially Chaptcr 14.

10I have nsecl translations of Kagva's three main works: [tr. E.B. I(alibala, ed. M.M. Edel],
(irstans oJthe .Bøgarirla (Nerv York, 1934); [tr'.J.Wamala],'A Book of Clans of'Buganda'(MS
in Makererc University Library, Kampala, c. 1972); and .&rigr (see bibliography for a full
citation. This is a translation of the fìrst hall ol Kagwa's book only, but it covers the era
rclevant to the present str-rcly). Roscoe's most important lvc¡rks are: 77rc Bagaruta: an Accotnt of
thdt Natia¿ (,hstons and Bdiefs (Lonclon, l9l 1); and Ttaa(1-fu fears in East ff ica (Cambridge,
l e2 l).

'r Gray l[)34, 1935; Mukasa 1934, 1935.
rrAeain, translations have bcen usecl: J. Miti,'A History olBug:rnda'(MS in the School of

Oricntal and Afì'ican Stuclies Library, London, 1938); B.M. Zimbe [tr. F. Kamoga],
'Bugancla nc Kabaka' (MS in Makererc Univcrsity Library, Kampala, 1939). Miti,
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After the Second World War, there was a considerable surge in interest

in Ganda history, and much research was undertaken at Makerere Univer-
.itv und the East African Institute of Social Research. Pre-colonial Bugancla

atíracrcd the attention of a number of writers in the 1950s, including A.H.
Cox, Abu Mayanja, R. Oliver, D.A. Low and Wrigley,r3 who shared an

interest in late nineteenth-century poiitical developments. Wrigley and C.

Ehrlich alone began to research the kingdom's economic past, albeit the

impact of colonial rule on what was perceived to be a static indigenous

economy.rn They were basically concerned to show that the pre-colonial

economy was almost completely lacking in dynamism, and that only with
the establishment of the protectorate did conditions permit any kind of
economic change or growth. I shall challenge this long-standing view in due

course. In the late 1950s and the 1960s, Martin Southwold, A.I. Richards,

L.A. Fallers and P.C.W. Gutkind also undertook research into socio-
political Buganda, often from a historical-anthropological standpoint.15 The
work done during this time was critical in establishing a professional
approach to the Ganda past; it also established the major themes of study
with regard to nineteenth-century Buganda, namely the role of kingship,
political office and the religious wars olthe late lBB0s and earþ l890s.' During the 1960s and early 1970s, further ground-breakins work on
pre-colonial Buganda - and in particular on the poÌitics of the late nine-
teenth century - was undertaken, notably by J.A. Rowe, Kiwanuka and
Michael Wright.'6 Rowe and Kiwanuka especially pushed Ganda historio-
graphy forward in their analyses of Luganda source materials and the kind
ofpre-colonial past which could be reconstructed using such sources, The
immense potential for historians of nineteenth-century Buganda was made
clear through their efforts. At the same time, on a wider regional level, a
number of scholars were turning their attention away from a purely
political interpretation of the past and towards the development of the
nineteenth-century economy and the role of commerce. In so doing they
were building on the earlier efforts of Wrigley and Ehrlich. Thus, B.W.
Langlands published work on Ganda crops;'iJ. Tosh, G.W. Hartwig and
M. Kenny on the growth of trade;r8 and G,N. Uzoigwe and C.P. Kottak

12('*')according to Kiwanuka, rvas a'Muganda historian, a contemporary of Kaggrva and a
product ofthe royal court in the lBB0s and lB90s': see Kiwanuka's'Introduction'to Kagrva
l97l: xlvi. Zimbe was also a junior court page during the lBB0s; he later joined the CMS
mission and became a clergyman.

r3These rvriters came from varying backgrounds: Oliver, Low and Wrigley r,vere trained
scholars, Cox rvas a colonial government olEcial and Mayanja was a political activist, the
ñrst secretary-seneral of the Uganda National Congress. See: Cox lg50; Mayanja lg52;
Oliver 1959; Wrigley 1959a; Low 1957; Low & Pratt 1960. Lorv also published a number
ofessays, which later appeared together in Low 1971.

'{Wrigley 1957; Ehrlich 1956.
15Southwolcl 1961, 1966, 1968; Richards 1964, 1966. L.A. Fallers produced a number of

essays: see Fallers 1959, 1964. For P.C.W. Gutkind see 1960, 1963.
r6Rorve 1964b, 1966, 1969; Kiwanuka 1966, 1967, l97l; Wright 1971.
17 Sec lwo articles in particular: Langlands I 966a, I 966b.
rsSce Tosh 1970. Gerald Hartrvig's inleresls lay primarily wirh Ukerewe, bur his examination

of lake commerce raised a number of questions pertinent to the Ganda position: see
Hartwig 1970, 1976; Kenny 1974, 1979. See also Auiten l97l and Holmes 1971. The rvork
of R.W. Beachey should also be mentioned in this context, although his analysis is often
rveakened by over-generalization and factual error: see Beachey 1962, 1967, 1976.
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on the role of markets and the material basis of state power.re R.D.
Waller's MA dissertation on the pre-colonial Ganda economy2o alsq
opened up a wide range of critical issues which earlier scholars had either
overlooked or considered unimportant; his analysis of commercial changes
in the late nineteenth century has to some extent acted as a signpost for the
relevant parts of the current work. During the 1970s, too, a number of
works on Buganda's immediate neighbours emerged, such as Uzoigwe, C.
Buchanan and E.I. Steinhart on Bunyoro, S.R. Karugire on Ankole, I.K.
Katoke on Karagwe and D.W. Cohen on Busoga.2r

Above aÌl, however, the most popular topics of examination in Ganda
historiography have been the lives of Mutesa and Mwanga, and more
especially the political and religious factions at their courts, culminating in
the religious civil wars of that period. Critical as such themes are, they
have tended to overshadow equally significant spheres of the Ganda past
to the detriment of our appreciation of this complex society. To some
extent this imbalance was offset with the appearance in 197 I of Kiwanuka's
major monograph on pre-colonial Buganda. Indeed, in many ways the
scope of his History of Bugandahas yet to be rivalled. But, while it is the best
we have had to date, it is one of the aims of the current work to address
certain key questions overlooked by Kiwanuka. He repeatedly reminds us
of Buganda's power and prestige, which the book in some ways aims to
underpin, and of how the neighbouring peoples regarded the Ganda with
awe and terror, but we are scarcely told why. We need to analyse the
stlucture and motivation of the army and fleet which so terrorized the
region. It is also necessary to examine long-term trends and the poiicy
objectives of successive rulers in the nineteenth century, as well as the
economic and material bases of Ganda expansion and the critical role
played by expanding commerce. The main strength of A History of Buganda
is in its treatment of political history, and in this Kiwanuka oflers often
exemplary analysis; still, in a monograph covering seven centuries, more
than a third is taken up with the last 20 years of the nineteenth century. In
any case, after Kiwanuka's contribution, from around 1970 onward,
research on pre-coloniai Buganda suffered, largely because of political
turmoil within Uganda itself, which only in recent years has subsided
sufficiently to permit the renewal of academic enquiry within the country.
Indeed, the study of Uganda's modern traumas has tended to take
precedence over any pre-1900 investigation. The period between Amin's
seizure of power in 197 I and Museveni's capture of Kampala in l986 saw
a suspension of research in Uganda itself, although certain scholars
continued to publish work on Buganda, for example Michael Twaddle,
W. Rusch, R.R. Atkinson, A.B.K. Kasozi, Henige and B. Ray,22 Even
here, for example, Ray and Twaddle had been to Uganda to undertake
important research before the country became eflectively closed to
scholars. In general, the interests of these writers lay in analysing Ganda

19 Uzoigrve 1972; Kottak 1972.
!oWaller 1971.
2rUzoigrve 1973; Buchanan 1978; Steinhart l98l; Karugire 1971; Katoke 1975; Cohen 1972,

1977.
??Twadclle 1972; Rusch 1975; Atkinson 1975; Kasozi 1975; Henige l9B0; Ray 1972.
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Linøship, the structure and ritual of royal authority, and the political and

i"liäorr events of the late nineteenth century. With the exception of
n-uích, whose work was based in large part on secondary sources, there

ir¡as during the 1970s no further study of the pre-colonial material basis of
,ower. Rusch's work, while thematically structured and thorough in its
Iou.."g. of certain key issues, sought to ofler a Marxist interpretation of
ihe Ganda economy, notably, that the Ganda peasantry were trapped

within an exploitative system operated by an indolent aristocracy. In the

liqht of earlier work, for example that of Tosh and Hartwig, Rusch's

aõproach was somewhat regressive.
'-Since the mid-1980s, comparative stability in Uganda has encouraged

scholars such as Schiller,23 Ray2a and in particular Twaddle and Wrigley to
renew academic study. Twaddle's work has established him, deservedly, as

the leading scholar of late nineteenth-century Ganda political develop-

rnents,25 while Wrigley's most recent work is the culmination of four
decades' enquiry into the pre-colonial past and the usefulness to the

historian of 'traditional' Ganda accounts.26 It is not the intention of the
present work to supplant this scholarship, but rather to build upon it,
äon'ect some wrongly held assumptions, and offer alternative perspectives

on the Ganda past to the conventional political histories. For example,

most of the works already mentioned have something to say about military
organizaíoî, but, as with the economic and commercial past, this is dealt
with cursorily. This central topic of clebate has become swamped by
clichés, and few have seriously tried to analyse what Ganda military power
actually amounted to. One exception is Twaddle, who has o{fered some

insights into the organization of the army and the role of firearms;27 more-
over, as we shall see, he alone has attempted to explore the complexities of
slavery and the slave trade.28 But other-wise these areas of Ganda history
have remained untouched, except by the most uncritical of analyses.
Indeed, there seems to have been an assumption that, if Speke found
Buganda a powerful state in 1862, then the kingdom must have been at
the height of its power. Little attempt has been made to place the Ganda
of l862 in their historical or indeed geographical context, and Kiwanuka's
account has remained the closest there is to such an approach for a
quarter of a century, and his concern appears to have been to depict
Buganda as undisputed master of all it surveyed and Mutesa as an
unqualified success in everything he did.20

The omissions of the secondary literature are further highÌighted when
work on other parts of sub-Saharan Africa is considered. Inspiration can
be drawn from the commitment and energy so evident in S. Feierman's
study of the Shambaa,:ì0 and from the fine detail and detached analysis ol
R.C.C. Law's work on the Yoruba empire of Oyo in the seventeenth and

'?rSchiller 1990.

'?{Ray 1991.
2iItr particular, sec Twadclle l9BBa, l9BBc, 1993.

'?6lVrigley 1996. Also see Wrigley 1974, 1989.
2i In particular, 'fwaddle 1993:1asslnr.
?sTrvaddle l9B8b; see also Trvaddlc l9BBa.
2eFoL an earlicr responsc to this, see Reid 1999a.
30Feicrrnan 1974.
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eighteenth centuries, a period and subject area for which the sources are
hardly profuse.3r Law's study on the 'slave coast' of West Africa is also
exemplary in its treatment of domestic economies and the social and
military dimensions of commerce.32 I. Wilks's study of the Asante, primar-
ily a work of political history, also offers much to historians of other parts
of Africa in its treatment of comme rcial developments and communicatio¡¡
networks.33 Again in a West African context, mention should be made of
A.G. Hopkins's work:3a while the current book is not a study of economic
history in this sense, it has drawn inspiration from Hopkins's considerable
achievement. Work on social, commercial and military change in
nineteenth-century Tanzania and Kenya should also be mentioned:
although more than 30 years old, the collection of essays on Tanzania
edited by A.D. Roberts, for example, is important as it explores historical
themes either ignored or taken for granted in the context of Buganda.3s
This is also true of work on nineteenth-century Kenya, and on the Kamba
in particular.36 More recently, C.H. Ambler's study of central Kenya has
taken this kind of study forward through its examination of the interaction
between trade and the domestic economy.3T In the context of long-distance
tracle and, in particular, the development of canoe transport, R. Harms on
pre-colonial Congo provides a useful and instructive reference point.38 The
material basis of power and the organization of resources to meet external
challenges are also themes which have been pursued in a southern African
context, most recently in a fine study of Lesotho by E. Eldredge.3s

Again, studies of armies, warfare ancl the background to military
expansion in other parts of Af ica have ser-ved as models or inspiration for
the current work. Jeff Guy's work, for example, examines Zulu military
expansion in remarkable depth,a0 while Kagame produced an admirably
thorough study of the regiments, as well as the campaigns in which they
were involved, of pre-colonial Rwanda.ar In central Africa, Roberts's essay
on the introduction and impact of firearms in Zaml:ia raises issues and
problems germane to much of sub-Saharan Africa in the nineteenth
century.a2 But it is once again on West Africa that some of the best
scholarship has been focused. Robert Smith in particular, in his excellent
study of armies, tactics, weaponry and the ethos of warfare, was the
pioneer of an approach to pre-colonial history which should surely be
taken much further;a3 indeed, a number of other West Africanists have
shown themselves wiìling to explore these subject areas.44

:ttLaw 1977.
3? Law l99l .jjWilks 1975.
3'Hopkins 1973.
3rRobcrts 1968. Robcrts's orvn work on Mirambo and the Nyamrvezi remains relevant.
rûFor example, Kimambo 1970;.Jackson 1976.
37 Ambler l9BB.
:iEHarms l98l.
3! Eldredge 1993; see also Beinart 1980.
roln particular, see Guy 1979, I980.
¡ì Kaganre 1963.
{2Roberts 1971.
{3'Smith 1989; Smith & Acle Ajayi 1971.
'ri See Falola & Law I992; also Whitehead & Ferguson 1992.
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Introduction

The aims & structure of the book

In the present work I have attempted to fill in the gaps of the historiog-
,,.,t1v, and to expancl on a number of themes dealt with briefly by earlier

llñoíu.r.-' The fundamental raiionale of the book is the ways in which
ä,,nundo organized its material and human resources in the pursuit of
ihrË. ."nt.ul objectives: profit and the generation ofwealth through both

rommerce and homestead production; internal cohesion; and external

...uriry. Each chapter is therefore concerned with both private enterprise

and public life. and the book is not so much a study of the state in itself,

but óf the relationship between the state and its subjects, and between the

slarc and its resources.

The book systematically examines the following topics, each concerned,

in di{Ierent ways, with these relationships and objectives. Part I deals with
hnd and livelihood, in other words with production, a broad term I have

used to include agriculture and animal husbandry, hunting and fishing,

and the fabrics and metal industries. These activities were, collectively, the

very basis of the growth of the Buganda kingdom, and I have attempted to
develop the analyses ventured by a number of earlier scholars, notably
Langlands, Wrigley and Richards. In general the importance placed on
Ganda agriculture by earlier authors was implicit, rather than fully
explained, and as such I attempt to make explicit the vitality of farming in
pre-colonial Buganda; the kind of crops produced and in this connection
iegional variation; and the extent to which the productivity of the land was

lrequently offset by drought and subsequent crop failure. Alongside this, it
is clearÌy essential to examine the roles played by fishing, hunting and
livestock-keeping; these activities, like food production, had socio-political
and commercial, as welÌ as nutritional, dimensions. I endeavour to show
that, in the lB70s and lBBOs, Buganda's productive base was being under-
mined by cattle disease, drought and crop failure; I argue that these
calamities were in fact more powerfui determinants of the course of
political and military events at this time than earlier authors have
suggested. A similar approach is employed when examining the main
industries of the Ganda: metal-working, fabrics and pottery. The impor-
tance of these occupations and the ways in which they changed in the
course of the nineteenth century - has been overlooked in the secondary
literature. It is clear that the search for sources of iron influenced the
nature and direction of Ganda expansion, but I also aim to demonstrate
how this influence worked in practice. I examine the cultural, economic
and social dimensions of activities such as iron-working, and attempt to
show how iron was both a means and an end in the context ol territorial
expansion. I also seek to demonstrate how so seemingly mundane a

lmaterial as barkcloth should be seen as one of the keys to Buganda's
economic and indeed political strength in the lake region.

Part II sees a continuation of the general theme of the statc's utilization
of its resources. Here I focus on the organization of public labour in the
construction of roads and buildings, the development of state taxation, and

'rrI have also attemptcd this in Reid 1997, l99Ba, 1998b, 1999a.
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the relationship between particular professional and social groups withi¡
the labour system. I argue that the organization of pubiic labour was
critical to the maintenance of the political establishment; it demonstrated
the pursuit of internal cohesion, which was achieved by balancing
individual commercial and productive freedom with an ethos of collectivity
in certain spheres of public life. While the first part of this section considers
the nature of 'free' labour, the second part deals with the institution of
slavery and its importance to the economic and poìitical life of Buganda.
Here I develop themes which have been considered in detail by few
historians, Twaddle being an exception. In addition, the critical issues of
what slavery meant in its many manifestations, who was enslaved and the
functions performed by slaves are examincd.

We then move on in Part III to trade, both regional and long-distance,
and here I develop some of the themes first examined by scholars such as
Tosh and Waller a quarter of a century ago. We examine the growth and
operation of commerce in greater detail than has previously been the case,
and our study includes the range ofgoods traded, the development ofpre-
colonial currencies and the growth of the slave trade in the second half of
the nineteenth century. I sr-rggest that the Ganda were relatively un-
restricted by centralized political control, and that participation in long-
distance trade was not confined to chieß and the powerful men of the
kingdom. Perhaps the most important contribr-rtion which this section
makes to our understanding of pre-colonial Buganda is in its examination
of the role of commerce in the growth of the state. The Ganda were
vigoror-rs traders, and the kingdom to some extent owed its regional
dominance in the nineteenth century to its commercial strength.

Yet commercial advantage often had to be protected and promoted
through military action, and in Part IV we turn to military organization. I
pursue in depth a number of themes which have been either taken for
granted or simply ignored in the secondary literature, including the
constitution of the army, the development of weaponry and the impact of
firearms. I also analyse the role of militarism and war in Ganda history;
the motivation behind war, lor example, is a subject for too long ignored
or treated uncritically by scholars. The army was critical to internal
cohesion and the stability of the political system. Above all, I chaÌÌenge the
view that in the nineteenth century Buganda was all-powerful and that its
neighbours regarded the kingdom with awe and dread. On the contrary, I
argue that Buganda was in military decline after c. 1850, for a number of
reasons, not least of which were internal political developments and, later
on, the detrimental effects of what might be called the firearm cult. Finally,
I draw together the themes of commercial expansion, military aspirations
and, of course, the statc utilization of resources to examine the Ganda on
Lake Victoria, which may be termed the last frontier for the pre-colonial
kingdom. As outlined above, a number of scholars have highlighted the
importance of the lake as a trade route, notably Hartwig and Kenny. I
take tl-ris theme further by examining the history of the canoe in Ganda
military and economic history. I argue that the canoe fleet as developed in
the nineteenth ccntury had its origins in Buganda's ancient fishing
communities, but was createcl in order to stem military decline on land

T4

Introduction

6¡d to control the long-distance trade which had become so vital to thc

kingdom''"-ú/e have already noted how political turmoil in Uganda in the 1970s

.,¿ l980s is partly responsible for the failure to develop the research

ü"-"r discussed above. This said, interest in pre-coionial history has

iãinirll"¿ over the last 20 years or so, as will have been evident lrom thc

"-o" of some of the scholarship cited above. That this is the case is due to a
i?,mU.r of factors. Prominent among them is the renewed interest in the

"olonial 
period, engendered by the availability of archives and other

"nur"" 
*ut..ials relating to this era since the 1970s. Conversely, con-

ãd.n." in the sources for the pre-colonial period has waned somewhat,

with optimism about the possibilities of using recorded oral histories in the

reconstruction of thc pre-colonial past fading alter the i960s and heirrg

replaced by scepticism about the genuine historical value of such sources.

In the case of Buganda, this scepticism is perhaps best and indeed most

eloquently expressed in Wrigley's latest work.a6 It is, however, clear frorn
my 

'o*n 
use of such sources that outright pessimism at the end ol the I 990s

is as unwarranted as was, pcrhaps, the optimism of the 1960s.

Unpublished archival material still yields nlany n9w data, in part because

diflerent questions are now being asked. Recorcled oral 'traditions' and
indigenous histories may demand greater scepticism in the reconstruction
of political events, but they can be extraordinarily rich in the information
they often inadvertently yield regarding broader social and economic
patterns. Ifa rccorded oral account is compared with an old photograph
a dubious comparison, admittedly, although old photographs may also be

'touched up' from time to time - then it is the background scene, rather
than the foreground in closer fbcus, which can offer some of the richest
data on the period it describes.

When dealing with European souices, Western contextualizations are
clearly visible, especially in the e arlier accounts describing political
customs and institutions. Perhaps the most obvious example is the manner
in which Mutesa was perceived as omnipotent, an absolute despot with
whom no one dared disagree. Europe had only recently cast aside the
notion of divine kingship, and European observers, imbued with the values
associated with science and reason, assumed that Africa rnust still belong
to that dark and savage era. 'Ihey witnessed the highest chieß in thc land
grovel in the dust before the kabaka; the court rang with cries ofloyalty to
the kabaka and reverent proclamations concerning the time-honoured
authority vested therein. Only in the late l870s a few recently arrived
missionaries began to wonder if all of this was not some elaborate but
meaningless court performance. Similar contextualizations occurred when
Europeans observed the Ganda economy. Most travellers commented
upon the apparent prosperity of the country: the abundance of luxuriant
vegetation, the fertility of the soil and the seeming ease with which the
Ganda won their livelihood from a freely giving environment. But these
observations led Europeans to conclude that the Ganda ecollomy was
static; gometimes depicted as a soporific idyll, the economic system of the

{6 Wrigley 1996, especially Chapters 2 ancl 3.
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kingdom was inherently unprogressive, while the people themselves wers
Iazy and unwilling to aspire to anything greater than a regular supply of
bananas. This was a one-dimensional view of a tropical production system.
Representatives of the workshop of the world imposed, and their moderr¡
counterparts continue to impose, their own notions of economic progress
on Buganda and tropical Africa more generaliy.

I find myself in the position, then, of disagreeing on a fundamental level
with the views expressed by contemporary Europeans while relying o¡
their evidence to reconstruct the past which they have witnessed. As we
shall see, it is usually possible to pinpoint comments and observations
which in fact contradict the overaÌl conclusions of the witness. In the
economic context, such evidence supports the thesis that the Ganda
economy was in many aspects dynamic, that it exhibited signs of both
change and continuity, and that it was certainly more complex than might
initially be supposcd. Unfortunately, as we have seen, extant scholarship
has tended to overlook this,ai assuming that only with the establishment of
European aclministration and the development of large-scale export crops
did the Ganda economy begin to 'expand' and 'progress'. Despite the
wealth of economic ancl social data, 'however, the preoccupation of
nineteenth-century observers with political organization is clear, and
modern scholars have tended the follow the line of their gaze. In eeneral,
Europeans were more interested in Ganda political structures and the
rationalization of kingship than in exchange or production; they were
more likely to convey a sense of bloody and mindless violence when
describing military activity, than to attempt to understand the complexity
of military organization and the motives behind the waging of war. But the
evidence to support an alternative history does exist, if one ìooks hard
enough. Of course work of this kind is a gamble, as was suggested to the
present writer by one senior schoÌar; the sottrce material is not as

straightforward as it is for a later periocl and on more overtly political
developments. But, in the realm of historical enquiry, to remain stationary
is eventually to go backwards.

It can be seen that selected areas of Bueanda's past cruclely
summarized, centralized political society have receivecl ample attention
over the past 40 years. However, many critical themes have been ignored,
or only partly and uncritically examined. Despite the decline in the study
of the pre-colonial past, inve stigation in other parts of Africa - particularly
West Africa - has indicatcd what still needs to be done and what can be

done. Buganda still has much to ofÏer the interested historian. The
phenomena of Ganda organization, expansion and decline have needed
further examination for some time. 'Ihese themes '- Ganda military
stnlcture and ethos, the role of commerce, economic development, the
material basis of power - surely represent that which is special about
Bugancla in the nineteenth century.

{7Sec lValler 1971, lor a partial exccption to this rule.

Part One

Land td Liuelihood
A survey

of the Ganda economy
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Land €d Cultiuation

Introduction

Historians wishing to analyse changes in Buganda's pre-colonial domestic

economy are to some degree frustrated by a lack of adequate source

materials. There is some cold comfort to be taken from the fact that this is

not an uncommon a{fliction. Studies of other regions of East Africa and

indeed of West Africa, for which more detailed sources of greater antiquity
are often to be found, have encountered similar difficulties.ì Indeed, the

danger lies in the very attempt to depict local socio-economic conditions
andlhe changes brought to bear upon these: before we know it, we find
ourseÌves inadvertently portraying a static environment which has remained

so for as long as anyone cares to remember, and which is oniy wrenched
from its slumber by the infiltration of sudden, external (usually European)

influences. This study follows a long and illustrious line of scholars of other
parts of Africa in wishing it was able to describe Buganda's local economy
before the nineteenth century, but is unable to ofler anything more than
tentative observations based on late nineteenth-century conditions. Thus,
the charge may be levelled that no discernible changes took place , ancl in
any case we can only look in detail at one relatively short period that
immediately preceding the establishment of colonial rule and therefore
any such study hardly belongs in the sphere of history. lVrigley, the
eminent historian of'Buganda, seems to gloomily summarize these argu-
ments, suggesting after more than 40 ye ars of research that 'there was no
new kind of industrial production' in pre-colonial Buganda, while 'agricul-
tural methods were basically unchanged'.2

Yet courage and comfort may be drawn from Wilks's suggestion that
'there is a time when the historian must be preparecl to risk being wrong
in the effort to develop a synthesis of the materials in terms of which new

I To name but two examples, see Alpers 1975: I ancl Larv l99l: 33

' Wrigley 1996: 252.
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issues may be posed
faction ofthe author

not necessarily resolved even to the
On the face of it, lVrigley's conclusions

sound, although there is something gratuitously pessimistic in such a
comparison between an African society and industrial western Europe
None the less, some however unsatislactory, should be made
examine in detail the of Buganda's domestic economic base,
there are two main justifications for this. Firstly, some degree of change
innovation can be discerned from the available sources) and wherevs¡

and facilitated adventures and enterprises in commerce and warfare in the
pre-colonial era. 'Ihe outline presentecl below, therefore, should be seen
an overwiew of domestic economic conditions in late nineteenth-century
Buganda, with historicization attempted wherever possible.

The aim of this and the following two chapters, therefore, is to examine

f-. k.I areas of production, a term which is used with a certain flexibility.
Thus there are included in the present chapter outlines of farming and the
organization of the homestead of the mukopi þ1. bakoþi, peasant or
commoner), the basic unit of production in nineteenth-century Buganda,
and in the next we look at pastoralism, hunting and fishing. Following this,
we survey what were in general more specialized enterprises, namely
barkcloth production, metal-working and pottery. All of these are germane
to the broader appreciation of the ways in which land was used and energy
expended. Certain occupations were cÌearly more important than others
by the second half of the nineteenth century, but all had a significant
impact on the economic, social and material development of the kingdom.

At first glance Buganda appears uniform, if scenic, in relief, soil cover
and vegetation, and there is little doubt that the landscape is less variable
than that of other East African societies. IJpon closer inspection of the
sources, however, it is clear that nineteenth-century agricultural and
husbandry systems varied accorcling to region more widely than might be
assumed. There was a broad distinction between the lake shorelands and
the slightly drier hinterland, with agriculture being more intensive close to
the lake, particularly around the sites of the royal capitals in Busiro,
Mawokota and Kyadondo ssalas, and in the districts of Buddu and
Kyagwe. Indeed, the Busiro-Mawokota-Kyadondo heartlands were the
cradle of the kingdom, where good rainfall and the successful appiication
of agricultural skills originally encouraged relatively dense seìtiements,
making land a valuable asset worth fighting for.5 In late IBjT Emin Pasha

3 lVilks 1975: xiii.
'I For example, in Goody 1971, these fundamental difrercnces are analysed and acceptecl,

but.this surely docs not preclude studies ofAfrican societies in their own right, and the
analysis of cconomic conclitions, innovation and industrial development from"within these
societies.

5 lVris^ley 1996: 234-5.
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, ^^..,"¡ as he approached the lake that 'here there is one cultivated

ÎlÌili""f lancl altei another, and houses in sreat number'. He captured

f,I-"".î"r... of cconomic life on the shorelands thus: 'On all the hills which
t'Ï 

",itr"ou.ttly 
passed people were inclustriousiy employed, new fields

ü"otuntåtions werc springing into existence, and bonfires of plucked-up

i'-^i"'."nt forth clouds of smoke and the smell of burning' The women

Í1"* ¡rru digs'ing in the fields, planting^ sweet potatoes or plucking up the

1"-T* ,o p.,rther north and west, for example in the areas of Singo and

l,ili^"t;, the soiì was less arable and large tracts of land were more suitecl

í^-tt.,. t 
".ping 

of cattle than to cultivation. Travelling outwards from thr:

.".r-,u. itrto tltcse regions, bakoþi pÌantations became less common, largely

i"."ur. of the lower levei of rainfall than in the south ancl east.7

ãiantations ncver disappeared from view entirely, however: by the late

.in.t..nth ccntury, thcre were lew uncultivated a¡eas in Buganda. Even in

,t-,. Lonti.t rcgions bctween Singo ancl Bunyoro, or between western

Budclu and Ankole. which r'r'cre characterized by rolling pastureland,

bananas were grown, as were maiz,e , sorghum and sweet potatoes.

But, if a balance betwe en cultivation and herding was the chief charac-

teristic (and the driving force) of the domestic economic infrastructure,

each ssa1t. had, by the late nineteenth century, a reputation for certain

agricultural produce and lor prefèrring either agriculture or pastoralism.

Tiese reprtations were undoubtedly based to some extent on local stereo-

twes; moreover, the agricultural and pastoral economies of the ss¿<¿s them-

,êiu., *.t. probably not static but underwent perpetual change, especially

during the nineteenth century, when new crops were introduced,
commerciaÌ priorities aitered and natural blights affected cultivation and

graztngpatterns. Nor should the ssaaa be seen as a complete and autono-

i'rour e.oro-ic unit in this contcxt. Ssa<as had their own markets and ssa<a

chiefs drew revenue from these (see Chapter 7 below), while the ssa¿a might
itself be subject to taxation, thus implicitly recognizing it as a separate unit
of production (see Chapter 5). But, in terms of actual production, no ssaza

was rigidly fixed within its political and administrative bounclaries.B
Still, Kagwa was able to offer a snapshot of ssala economic systems in

the second half of the nineteenth century. Kyaciondo, for example, was
actually considered to have a relatively low plantain yield, and depended
more on sweet potatoes. As already alluded to, Singo was noted more for its
pastureland than its cultivation, although it is striking that famine and food
shortages were said by Kagrva to have been absent from Singo's history.
Although parts of Kyagwe were clevoted to the raising of livestock, this
îertile ssala lvas also rich in bananas, particularþ near the lake . 

-fhe I9og"
clistricts of Kasai and Mpoma lvere renowned for producing plentiful and
much favoured coflce crops by the late nineteenth century. Bulemezi was

6 Schweinfurth ¿1. al. IBBB: 39.
7 A near-contemporary report is ptovicled in Iloscoe I 9 ì I : 4,I By r'vay ofa qualification olthis statement, the socio-political inlrastructurc ofBuganda was

such that homestcacìs on the borcler of two .rsa¿as wonld have known very lvell to which chief
they owed allegiance. It is tl.rerefore ttle to say that in theory the exact prodr-rction levels of
any s:a<a could have been known. 1-he Gancla, holvever, rvould have had little use for this
information, and such precision was probaÌ.tly only approached in the collection of tax.
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not considered to have been agriculturally prosperous (as we shall see
below, the goddess of drought had her shrine in Bulemezi), but Busiro ¿1
the centre of the nineteenth-century kingdom enjoyed a high yieid of swçq1
potatoes, yams, sugar-cane and a number of fruits, if not (in relative terms)
of bananas: again, however, Kagwa tells us that famine 'was never felt here
as severely as in other parts of the country'. Mawokota was wealthy iq
bananas and potatoes, while cattle-keeping was predominant in Busujju and
Gomba, although the former also encompassed extensive tracts of arable
land. Buddu, as we shall see throughout the present work, was considered
rich in just about everything, although in indigenous accounts cultivatiorì
is to some extent overshadowed by the famed local industries and material
culture, particuiarly iron-working and barkcloth production.e Alongside
bananas and sweet potatoes, sesame.was common in most districts.'0

Two further points are of interest regarding this survey. Firstly,
although Kagwa had a sense of how each ssala had its olvn distinctive
features and individual histories - for example, he makes the rather
contentious claim thar lhe people of Kyadonclo werc rhc most intelligent in
the kingdomrt - ssaza economies are in another sense understood in terrns
of what they contributed to a national economy. They were essential com-
ponents of a nineteenth-century whole, and this is critical to an under-
standing of how the Ganda had come to perceive the creation of wealth by
the second haif of the nineteenth ccntury. The fundamental idea had
developed of individual' enterprise on whatever level county) district,
village, personal - but always within the concept of national cohesion, the
economic strength of the whole and the benefits of communal eflcrt. This
theme recurs throughout the present study. Secondly, it is remarkable that
for all the demonstrable ubiquity of the banana, the staple crop in
Buganda by the nineteenth century as in many areas of East Africa,
Ka.qwa states that certain regions did not produce as freely as others. This
is, perhaps, hardly surprising, but it does suggest that the agriculturai
economy lvas rather morc complex than might be assumcd. Plantain
cultivation was not uniform throughout the kingdom, while knowledge of
particulariy productive areas and, by the same token, those regions which
were more prone to shortage was essential to maintaining economic
stabiliry. As we shall see, the Ganda were not always successful in so doing;
none the less, the fundamental importance of the banana in the kingdom's
historical development is clearly undcrlined.

Land €d Cultiuation

-^rrhern shorc of Lake Victoria which encouraged original settlement

|i,r'- tttereafter, dense population and the growth of chieftaincy. It was,

|')ii,"i,rr, the introduction of the banana which facilitated the production
'ii",,-lrr, a pcrmanent community and the growth of the state which
il-"'i"to the view of the wider world in the mid-nineteenth century.

i"ii¡1, when the plant was introduced remains a matter of some

L."ulátio".'t Most recently, Wrigley has put fo¡ward the ide a that 'the full

if,rr"lop."nt of the banana economy fin Buganda] may have been as

lj..nt^as the sixteenth or seventeenth century', which would help to

.r,.,tuin the growth of the modern Ganda state at that time. He stresses,

i^i.u.r, that this is (as yet) an unproven hypothesis.r't Most scholars have

"ã.,ui"ty 
considered the banana tree to have been crucial in the early

Bantu-speakers' colonization of the forest environment. Ganda society

leveloped around the banana plant: to use Feierman's neat summary,
.Brerndu'r banana and plantain gardens were the key to the economic,

anftherefore political, value of land.'r5 The relative stability of the crop

facilitated the stability of settlement, as Richards has argued: 'Ganda

villaees certainly had fixed names and, since bananas can be cultivated

mant years on the same spot, many such settlements may well have been

in existcncc lor 200 to 300 ycars.'16
'Ihe banana tree transcended divisions of class and clan. It was an

investment for life, as once fully grown it can produce fruit fbr many years.

Itwas a multidimensional economic asset. A staple food, it was also used

to make various kinds ofbevcrage; the fronds ofthe plant served as thatch

for huts, and were also used for wrapping and covering, as commercial
packaging in the market-place and for convenient carriage of items on
iong journeys; the stems were used to build fences and defensive

enclosures, and ser-ved as rollers for the movement of heavy objects, for
example canoes; the fibres of the stalk made cord, while the stalk itself
could be used in the manufacture of an inferior shield. For H.M. Stanley,
who exaggerated but clearly understood its importance, the banana was

'almost everything but meat and iron'.r7 For the Ganda, the plant was
closely associated with the foundation of their kingdom and was perhaps
seen to possess viviparous qualities,rB which would not have been too far
from the truth. According to one tradition toid to Stanley, Buganda's
mythical f'ounding father Kintu brought to the kingdom the first banana

13 
Just two suggestions serve to demonstrate the uncertainty surror"rnding this question. In
l968,John Sut[on suggested that bananas'began to reach Afì'ica about two thousand years
ago along the trade and migration routes oftlìe Indian Ocean': Sutton l968: 72. Vansina
placed their introduction considcrably earlier, possibly in the first millennium tc. He
pointed out that alter the banana tree was brought to Br-rganda, it produced there 'twenty-
one original somatic mutants - mutations in thc body cell, not fi'om cross-fertilisation'.
l'lris process in itselfmay have taken 2,000 years. In Curtin et al. \978:lB.

r'r lVrigley I996: 235; see also Wriglcy 1989.
li Feierman in Cu¡tin et al. l97B I70.
ro Richards 1966: 19.
ì? Stanlcy 1B7B:411 14.
I8 This may be set in interestine contrast with the perception of the banana in eastern

religion. For Buddha, the banana plant symbolizecl the futility of earthly possessions,
because its 'flowers'were sterile ancl no fertilization thus occurred: Toussaint-Samat 1994:
678.

23

The kingdom of the banana

Anyone who has ever written on Buganda has acknowledged the role
played by the plantain.i2 As we have noted, it was the high rainfall on the
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s Kagva 1934: 162-6.
r0 For example, Stanley lBTB: I,383; Thomas & Scort 1935: ll3, 153.ìr Kagwa 1934: 162.'Ihis, of course, is Kalibala's translation. Kagwa may have meant that

they were more sophisticated and knowledgeable on account of being close to the urban
environment of thc capital.

r2 To mention just a few writings: lVainrvright 1952; Langlancls 1966a; Wrigley lgS7, 1g8g.
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There may be a case to be made for research into the history of
relating to bananas and their cultivation in Buganda and the
region, a project which in a much wider sense Jan Vansina
undertook for equatorial Africa.2r Certainly, by the nineteenth
there was a wide variety of'bananas as well as words to
diflèrences in type, methods ol cultivation and
logicaì past could be traced, a great many clues relating

these would presumably have become widely available to the Ganda after
this time . Similarly, nnaþetengu refers to a short plantain tree common in
Kyagwe. As we have already noted, production was not uniform,
certain plantations had reputations for particularly high-quality yields.
Again, Emin Pasha mentioned the area of 'Debatu', .iust north of the
Gancla capital, which in the late 1870s was 'celebrated throughout Uganda
on account of the quaÌity ancl excellence of its bananas'.2+

Such differentiation is further evidence that the agricultural econorny
was both rnore complex and more fragile than might be assumed at first
glance. Writcrs such as Wrigley, who considered cultivation of bananas
simple and food preparation even simpler, and Low, for whom food
production was equally straightforward and undemanding,25 have suggcs-
ted that the banana virtually cultivated itself. 'l'his meant that women
could thus take charge ol production, leaving the men to indulge in their
preferred pursuits of war and politics. The implied argument is that,
because cuÌtivation was largely (but by no means wholly) a female occllpa-
tion, it was therefbre a less significant activity in Ganda life: this is surely
gratuitous. Indeecl, one must challenge the sharp distinction thus made
between cultivation on the one hand, and war and politics on the other, as

though they were not perpetually changing ancl intermingling within the

re Stanlcy lt]78: I, 345*6.
20 Roscoe 1911: 141.
2ì Vansina 1990: see particularly the appenclix, Comparative Lexical l)ata, It is true,

however, that Vansina hacl rnany more sourccs frr¡m lvliich to rvork.
22 Schweinfi-rrth ¿l ¿¿l. lBBB: 38 9.

'3 See Chapter 10 below.
2a Schweinfurth et al. IBBB:48.

'?5 lVriglcy 1996:60; L,ow l97l: 13.

2+
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Crops & piantations in the nineteenth century

Plantations or homesteads were, by the middle of the nineteenth century,

the basic units of Ganda economic society. They varied enormously in
stze, and in terms of what they produced. Save for the larger estates, mar\y

of which were described in glowing terms by contemporary Europeans,

they are impossible to quantify.2T It will be clear, however, from the discus-

sion below and the later analysis of exchange that what may be called the
average plantation of the mukopi was the basic cell in the body economic,
and the bakoþi the engineers of the production system which placed the

kingdom at the economic heart of the lacustrine region. The plantation
was the source oflabour, on both a local and national scale; ofproduction
and reproduction; of the surplus which drove the exchange economy and
rendered Buganda so receptive to the infiltration of longer-distance
commercial impulses; and of the loyalty and energy critical to the king-
dom's outward expansion and internal cohesion. Their owners were over-
looked or treated at best as shadowy, insignifìcant and wretched creatures
in much of the contemporary literature, and so there are few hard data on

?0 Roscoe l9ll:429 3l; Schrveinfr-rrthetal. IBBB:38; Ashe lBB9: 49.Duringthedryseason,
banana trees were left largely to themselves, although fruit was removed as it ripened. The
bulk of the lvork was performcd during the wet season. Banana trees have the great
advantagc of'producing food all year round (although less so durins the dry season), but
the pricc ofthis is intensive labour. Moreover, a banana plant procluces only one bunch or
hand in its life, although that bunch may consist ofanything up to 400 bananas. After this
it dics, and a banana plantation is perpetuated by the planting of rhizomes or cuttings of
spontaneous shoots: Toussaint-Samat 1994: 678-9.

27 Stanley mentions being given a hut in the middle of a plantain garden 'about 100 feet
square', which seems a littÌe on the small side: Stanley lBTB: I, 200.

25
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plant (and, notably, slvee t Potato).re f ndeed the ngo clan we re keen
ihat they were in possession of the first piantain under Kintu, an
which underlincs the pcrceived sacredness of the plant.20
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their existences; btit it can certainly be assumed that they led
more complicated lives than the history of 'big men' has allowed

I"and €d Culttuation

:-rrôduction of the banana has any basis in truth, this 'tradition' may be a

Ïi"i..r"¿ rcflcction ol a historical process, whereby the growth of Buganda

ir"ih" .*p"nte of Bunyoro coincided with the supplanting of the sweet

i"ntlato by rhe banana as the staple crop of the lake shorelands.
v plantations tended to be laicl out on the sicles of the hills which

^hqracret'ize 
much of central Buganda's landscape. The Ganda, it seems,

l,I"lu .uttiuoted in thc valleys, aÌthough an exception may have been
',Ï^¿L x times of low rainfäll, when they were lorced to seek moisture for

,t"1. ..opt. Nor did they cultivate too close to the lake shore or on the

"ãe.r 
of major rivers. where flooding was a danger at certain times of the

-u"ítjo 
Plon utions of bananas might cover considerable arcas of land, the

larse r estates rcflccting the wealth and importance of their owne rs; many

"nãompurted 
scveral hills, being criss-crossed by streams and swamps.37 In

iB75 St"nley observed that the 'average plantation' was divided into

numerous plots in which were planted:

large sweet potatoes) yams, green peas, kidney beans, some crawling over
the ground, others clinging to supporters, field beans, vetches, and
tomatoes. The garden is bordered by castor-oil, manioc, coffee, and
tobacco plants. On either side are small patches of millets, sesamum, and
sugar-cane. Behind the house and courts, and enloÌding them, are the
more extensive banana and plantain plantations and grain crops, which
furnish fthe peasant's] principal food ...38

This is probably a somewhat idealized picture, but it does seem likely that
most Ganda cultivated a wide variety of crops within their enclosures, and
that such crops were careîully chosen. Roots such as sweet potatoes and
yams, for cxamplc, wcre rich in starch, sugars, mineral saits and various
vitamins, and the underground parts ofroot vegetable piants prospered in
the kind of climate present in Buganda.

Moreover, food production was undoubtedly further diversified r,vith

the development of long-distance trade with the East African coast.
Stanley's description above mentions tomatoes and kidney beans, for
example, which may have been introduced by coastal traders. It is clear
that such merchants had an impact on local agriculture, although it is not
easy to assess the strength of this impact beyond the vicinity of the capital.
Our appraisal depends to a large degree on how Ìong we consider the
coastal traders to have been growing their own crops in Buganda, and on
our understanding of the interaction between the traders and the local
popuÌace. Arab merchants had probably begun their own cultivation after
1860, from which time there was a permanent Arab settlement at or near
the Ganda capital, and it is clear that within a few years their produce had
begun to permeate indigenous husbandry. 'f'he precise nature of the
relations between the Arab community and the autochthones at the capital
is more closely examined in the chapter on commerce below; it is clear,

36 Speke l863a: 326,329.
37 Roscoe I 9 I I : 4. Again, IJurton heard that bananas grelv in 'erovcs a rvhole day's march

long', rvhich may be assumecl to have been thc property of-chieß rather than orclinary
larmers: Ilurron 1995: 40:.

38 Stanley lBTB: I, 383.
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for
Much of the agricultural work was performed by women, although -

with the assertion that war was a male activity - this statement
qualification. Most of the nineteenth-century accounts of the
of plantations describe the female struggle to
food. Emin Pasha noted women 'digging
potatoes or plucking up the grass'.28 'Ihere were specialisms which appe
to have been divided aìong lines of gencler. Ka.qwa tells us that millet,
example, had to be harvested by rvomen. None the less, men also
important roles to play in agriculture: it was they who constructed

womcn could begin their digging,3o Still, there seems little doubting
essential truth of Roscoe's assertion that'fglirls were taught to cook and
cultivate as soon as they could hoe; to be a successful manag^er of the plan"
tain grove and to be an expert cook were regarded as a woman.'s
accomplishments'.3r

Banana trees usuaÌly took pricle of place in any homestead,
plantations were never devoted solely to this crop and indeed diversity was
one of the great strengths of Buganda's agricultural economy in the
nineteenth century. When a family or what might be termed a
unit'32 acquired land and sought to establish a pÌantation, banana tree
shoots would be provided by the extended family, or perhaps by friends
and neighbours; yet the first crop ofbananas would not appear for at least
12 months. In the meantirne, other foods were used to supplement the
diet, again often provided by relatives. IVIost prominent among these
alternative crops, by the nineteenth century, was the sweet potato.33 From
the outset, then, bananas necessarily formecl only part of a farmer's
produce. The swe e t potato lvas probably of more recent introduction than
the banana, but by the midclle of the nineteenth century it was well
established.3a It may have been plantecl first in new plots of land, to
prepare the soil for banana trees. Even so, it seems to have acquired a
symbolic foreignness in popular tradition. Stanley was told that Kabaka
Nakibinge 'fought ancl subjected the Wanyoro, who, from their predilec-
tion for sweet potatoes, may have deemed themselves lone ago a separate
people from the !Vagancla'.35 If Wrigley's hypothesis concernins the

28 Sclrrveinfnrth el al. IBBB: 124.
2e Kagwa 1934: l0B.
30 Roscoe l9l1: 427.
3' Ibid.: 79.
32 For ou¡ purposes, the definition given by Thomas ancl Scott seems aclcc¡rate, not to

mention nncomplicated: 'It may be explainccl that the term "family" ... should be
understoocl in its restrictecl sense, as clcscribing a numl¡er of pcrsons livine togethcr, and
forming one householcl': Thomas & Scott lg35: 277.

3r Ibid.:429 30.
3r In l85B Richarcl llurlon reportcd that 'slveet potatoes, and the highly nr-rtritious plantain

... are the chiefarticlcs ofdiet': Burton 1995: 405.
35 Stanlcy lBTB: I, 349-50.
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however, that there was close, if not always officially sanctioned, local
action. A useful comparison can be made with 'fabora in U
from the l850s onward. The obvious diflerences between
Unyanyembe
much firmer

include the distance from the coast (coastmen at
links with Zanzibar) and political structure (the

were abÌe to take advantagc of Iess centralized and weaker government
Unyanyembe) But, as 1n the Ganda capitaÌ, traders lived some
away from the malorl of Africans àt Tabora; they brought manytoo
their own foodstufß th them, although they certainly morew1 were
sufÊcient than their fellows rn Buganda. But such fooclstufïs spread
Africans in both Buganda and Unyanyembc; merchants in both
still relied on local producers for certain basic produce; and both sets
traders depended to some degree on locally rccruited porters and
which drew them inextricably into the local economy.3e

Roscoe suggested that the coastal merchants had introduced
fruits which the Ganda had begun to grow themselves.ao At

the o() 0s rt was reported that wheat and rlce were grown solely by

ty

a
of the end

7 the
the of the se was still tn the handsArab communrtv: production crops

the traders and the Ganda remained untutored in their cultivation. Yet
is likely that the produce itself was stored and consumed by local Ganda
least in the environs of the capital.arln lB75 Stanleywas oflered a
of rrce alongside bananas and sweet potatoes upon his arrival 1n Buganda,
and rlce seems have common enough by this tlme Inbeen 42to

heat was sold to the French mrssron by a coastal whotrader had
rt from Tabora, and around the same Mutesa senttlme himseif a.

of rice to the mission.'f3 The missionary Mackay assumed that cotton was
indigenous to Buganda:aa there is very little other evidence for this, and
certainly no direct evidence to suggest that the Ganda made use of it.a5

Notably, however, Roscoe also suggested that Nubian, not coastalj
influence had Ìed to the introduction of cotton: Ganda envoys, returning
from a mission to Khartoum, 'brought back cotton seed and started the
growth of an inferior kind of cotton tree'.'t6 Roscoe does not date the
introduction (although we know that Ganda emissaries were in Khartoum
in 1879-80) and says nothing of the extent of cultivation. It is possible that
the cotton thus identified was in fact being grown by the coastal traders at
the capital, although þerhaps more likely) Mackay may have misraken a
similar plant for cotton.

Matze, like the sweet potato, was introduced from the New World.'t7 It
was apparentiy grown by Semakokiro, before he became kabaka, in the
second half of the eighteenth century.+8 'fhrough much of the nineteenth

3e Burton 1995:229 30,232; Waller 1874: II, 192; Benneu 1970:26.
'Io Roscoe l9l1:5.
rr Mackay 1890: 108.
r? Stanley lBTB: I, 190.
'r3 White Fathers: Rubaga Diary I/18 May lBB0, 28 NIay lBB0.
'rr Mackay 1890: 107-8.
'r5 See for exarnplc Thomas & Scott 1935: 125-6.
'r'i Roscoe 1921: 79.
'r7 Sntton 1968: 72.
16 Kagwa l97 l: 91 . 
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Another crop of great social importance was coffee, although its common-

ness is difficult to assess. Buddu was certainly a major colÏee-producer.

Arriving at Masaka, the district capital of Buddu, Speke observed that

coflee g.ew'in great profusion all over this land in large bushy trees, the

berriesiticking on the branches like clusters of holly-berries'.56 Indigenous
coffee had probably been grown in the region for several centuries. Thc

berry was known locally às mmLnan)i and was classified as robusta in lB9B.5?

The antiquity of the crop is hinted at, if not with any great accuracy, by
the 'tradiiion' that it was a member of the ennlon2i clan who originally
'came with Kintu' to be the latter's 'coffee cook''58 It was rarely, if ever,

''e Speke lB63b: 266.
s CìVIS CA6/025/l I Wilson to Wright 2l November 1877.
tr UNA A2l2 Gibb's 'Diary of Mruli Expeclition' 7 May 1894.

' CMS CA6,/025/11 Wilson to lVright 21 November 1877
53 Ashe lBB9:302ff.
ia For cxample, Thomas & Scott, 1935: 151: 'The indigenous rypes [of sugarl found in

Buganda ãrc not suitable for economic cultivation, but are largely grown by natives on
their own plots for chewing.' Contemporary accounts are rcplete with referenccs to this
ruminativc activity.

55 Roscoc l9ll:432-4.
56 Speke l863b: 275. Emin Pasha also believed 'southern Ugancla' to be rich in collee:

Schweinfurth ¿¿ ¿1. IBBB: 1 lB.
57 Thomas & Scott 1935: 143 4. Robusta was distinct from arabim, the seeds o{'which wcre

distributed by the Protectorate Government from 1904, ancl which became the more
important export coffee from Uganda.

jB Kagwa 1934: ll.
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made into a drink, but was normally chewed after being dried
in the sun. ll'hroughout the lake region, coffee berries played an
ceremonial role, being ofÏered to guests as part of an elaborate
process indigenous to Buganda, Toro, Ankole and Bunyoro.

and

Buddu

tn
probably Buganda's most coffee-rich ssala,ss suggesting, as with
types of plantain, that coffee became even more widely available
second half of the eighteenth century. Lugard also teils us that coffee
'with little cultivation and care' in Bucldu.60 It was aiso cultivated
several islands by the nineteenth century,6' and indeed the story of
crop, if it were known, would tell us much about the history of
relations between the islands and the mainland.

In the same category of crops which by the nineteenth century
considered part of the kingdom's agricultural heritage was tobacco.
was grown in a number of districts, in general those closer to the
although the American adventurer C. Chaillé-Long was given to
almost as soon as he entered Buganda from Bunyoro.62 According to
Pasha, tobacco erown on higherlying ground was considered the best.63

was both smoked and chewed.6'r In either southern Singo or
Busiro, a white-flowering and rose-tinted variety was widely cultivated;
addition to the tobacco itself, the leaves of the plant were apparently
as a vegetable.6s The Ganda were also importing tobacco from Ankole

our understanding of changing agricuìtural methods and practices
hoe, of course, was the basic tool in use throughout the region in the
nineteenth century, but that of the Ganda, with its flattened shoulders, was
distinct from that of surrounding peoples. 'fhe Ganda bill-hook, however
- used for clearing bush and pruning banarra trees - was basically very
similar to that of the Soga ancl the Nyoro.60

¡e Schweinfurth et al. l88B: llB. Upon reaching Bunyoro,James Grant discovered that
Iludclu collèe was greatly prized: Grant lB64: 294.ñ UNA 426/4 Lugarcl to Admin.-Gen., IBI,AC l3 August 1891,

6r Roscoe 1911:5.
6'? Chaillé-Long 1876: 92. The problem with contemporary reports describing how their

authors lvere offered particular foodstuffs is that it is not always clear if the produce was
grown on the spot, as it were, or brought in from elservhere.

03 Schweinfurth et al. LBBB:78.
61 lbicl.: 32.
65 Ibid.: 40.
oo Ibid.:78.
67 Macdonald lB97: 135.
68 Roscoe l91l: 143.
6e See Trorvell & lVachsmann 1953: 27, 102. This work painstakingly documents dozens of

tools used throughout the region and contains an enormous number of detailed drawings.
As we shall see in a later chapter, holvever, hoes were traded throughout the region, and
the Ganda in parricular importecl iron implcments from both Busoga ancl Bunyoro.
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The historical & cultural environment

olantatlon'' The greatest ancestor of them all, of course, was Kintu: the historical

and cultural honour attached to the mythical founding father in an

economic sense is clearly demonstrated) as we have seen, by his association

with a number of crops of national importance. He was, in the nineteenth
century, commonly presumed to have brought to Buganda the first banana
root and sweet potato (despite, according to one tradition, the association
of the latter with Bunyoro), as well as various lypes of livestock and, perhaps
the most valuable socio-economic asset of ali, in mascuiine tradition at
least, a wife. Kintu's reign is synonymous with agricultural affluence; late

nineteenth-century Ganda tradition (if not that of an earlier era) clearly
wished to pinpoint some historicai figure to whom thanks could be offered
for Buganda's vivifying environment. From Kintu's arrival in the area
which, according to most versions, was conveniently deserted Buganda's
economic strength can be dated: livestock multiplied, crops spread with
miraculous speed. Wrigley, drawing on Claude Levi-Strauss, suggests that
this was part of the 'humanizing' process of myth-making: in other words)
the preparation of food is associated with the foundation of civilized
culture.T2 Like Oduduwa, the founder of the Oyo dynasty in West Africa,
Kintu was seen, either implicitly or explicitly, as having supernatural gifts.
Oduduwa did not create the world, but created dry land in the midst of
the endless ocean which covered the world's surface;73 in Buganda, there
existed a creator god, Katonda, but his role in most aspects of nineteenth-
century Ganda life was restricted. In this context, Katonda is virtually
ignored in favour of Kintu, who did not create the earth but who brought
lile and economic wealth to it. For nineteenth-century Buganda, a rela-
tively secuìar society at least at its urban centre, this was a more impressive
?o Sclrwcinfurth et at. IBBB:36.
7r Law l99l: 108,274.
i'¿ lVriglcy 1996: 91.
13 Law l97l:21 .
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achievement, suggesting as it did the creation of civilization rather
nature.

None the less, a number of deities were also in attendance by the
teenth century, covering a range of occasions and eventualities
the apparently omnipotent god of the lake, was seen as the god

of

of
and was thus closely associated with fertility.i'f In addition, there
Kitaka, the earth god, who 'was consulted by women when they wished
secure good results from a newly-made garden; o{Ierings and requests
also made to him in orcler that the land might yield abundant crops'.7s
goddess Nagawonyi (or Nnagawonye) is supposed to have possessed
ability to end periods of drought or hunger, an ability derived from
acquaintance with the gods of the elements. During such periods
ship, people approached her shrine, which was in Bulemezi, with
as to when thcy might expect rain to fall.76 Another goddess, Nagadya,
also propitiated when iack of rain had caused a shortage of food.
Katonda, the creator god, was rarely mentioned in any of these
although during the dearth of lBB0 (see below) he was brought to
attention of the French missionary l,ivinhac, who wrote: 'There are
complaints of hunger. The people say that the banana trees do not
fruit. When asked why, they say that it is Katonda who makes it this way

'Queer foods' & famine in the nineteenth century

One of the most fundamental misjudgements made by many
century observers was that the Ganda were the dumb recipients of
country's natural wealth: foodstuffs grew in abundance and
without assistance, and all the Ganda had to do was consume them. The
Ganda may have been, as Wrigley has argued, 'as well secured against,
famine as any fpeople] in Africa',7e but they were not immune from severe
shortage s. The existence of famine foods suggests that there was a greater
struggle to procure food from the land than has hitherto been suggested.s0
f'his is also evident from the existence of deities associated with the
breakdown of the food supply, and also from the importance in the Ganda
diet of roots ancl other back-up provisions.Br Less nutritious roots for

1r Roscoe 191l: 290.
7¡ Ibicl.: 313.
i6 lbid.: 315; see also Murphy 1972:428.
77 Roscoe 191 l: 318.
70 lVhite Fathers: Rubaga Diary l/25June 1880.
7e lVrigley 1996:61.
80 'I'his rvas clearly recognizecl by commentators in the mid-1930s: 'Rainfall scasons through.

out the counhy are, in fact, subject to consiclerable fluctuations and, since irrigation is for'

207; Ashe 1BB9: 302ff.
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bikoso, the edible root of a water plant - were mostly used as

food, and were not normally preferred. Many roots were only
in tlmes of famine or at least of food shortage. The roots of plantain
for exampÌe, were eaten during such periods.B2 In lBB0, one

that the Ganda made allowances for the failure of staple crops. Kaama, for
example, is a small yam, seemingly growing wiid, eaten during shortage.

The preparation ol kigomba is evidence of local loresight: it consisted of a

mash madc from dried plantain, being stored away and consumed during
periocls of dearth. Likewise, mutere was food chopped into small pieces and

ãried for future use. Other emergency foods were mþambo (gourd seed) and

nþengere (dry sorghum millet). Although strangers and travellers were
entitled to help themselves to local reserves of food and to arrive uninvited
to meals, Kagwa stipulates that this occurred only in times of plenty.Bd

Indeed, the custom - if it can be so called - probably says more about
social behaviour and ideas of community than it does about agricultural
productivity. Moreover, certainly as far as the kabaka's güests were con-
ôerned. such local generosity could have devastating results. In 1862, a
short distance outside Mutesa's capital, Speke found that a foreign
diplomatic mission had been waiting a month for permission to proceed.
The European observed that'[n]ot a villager \,vas to be seen for miles
round; not a plantain remained on the trees, nor was there even a sweet
potato to be ficund in the ground. The whole of thc provisions ol this
beautiful place had been clevoured by the king's guests.'87

It is clear, moreover, that in nineteenth-century Buganda food was not
taken for granted, and indeed had great political and cultural importance.
Grancl ceremonies involving the distribution of food were often held at the
royal enclosure. Chiefs of varying rank were brought together for
impressive feasts in what amounted to conspicuous culinary consumption:
the kabaka's power-base may have been strengthened by these displays of
his substantial food resources, the implication being that much of the food
was produced from his own plantations in or near the capital.B8 None the

82 Roscoe lgll:439.
83 lVhite Fathers: Rubaga Diary l/24 August 1880.
8{ White Fathers: Cl4l192 Lourdel to Suþerior-General 25January 1890.b UNA AB/7 Isemonger to Sub. Comm.'3 lJanuary 1906.
ob Kagwa 1934: 130.
8? Speke lB63b: 280.ft Kagwa 1934: BB.

JJ

nì Schweirtlrrr th cl ol. LBBB: 37
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less, as we shall see below, large amounts of food were also brought into
capital from various provinces, a relationship which, as far as the urb¿¡
environment was concerned, had grim consequences in the last years

century TS also worththe nineteenth porntlng
affected

out that, 1n terms
distribution, the royal food reserves comparatl vely hny
proportion of the total urban population, albeit politicaily the
significant. This meant that, although famines and shortages could
all echelons of society equally, it was still possible for the kabaka to eat
while the rest of the townspeople went hungry. 'The capital was not
of cultivators - a g-reat deal of cultivation was undertaken at the capital
bakoþi - but it was an environment which was more prone to shortage
many parts of the kingdom. This was because a much higher proportio¡
than usual of the people who lived there were engaged in activities othe¡
than agriculture.Be This in turn meant that, as is shown below, there wers
unlque pressures 1n the system of feecling the urban envÌronment; also

meant that shortages capl very reflected crop shortfallsat the tal often
thc supplying provinccs.

None the less, the kabakahad, by the l870s and 1BB0s,

army of cultivators ancl cooks who belonged to a personalized
system. T'he precise origins of such a system are unclear, although in
Iate seventeenth century Kabaka Ndawula 'gave the village of Kikaaya to
his mothcr's relatives, where they could cultivate food for him'.so It seems

logical to suppose that the royal piantation system developed in step with
the growth of the kabaka's own authority and importance; moreover, i¡
probably expancled considerablv from the middle theof
century onward, as the procession through his
requiring sustenance and (from the kabaka's

wealth increased. Certainly, it was critical that the kabakawas seen to be,

able to adequately feed the large number of people attached to his

enclosure, a number which had itself grown enormously by the late
nineteenth century. In a sense this made food shortage a matter of grave

concern as regards the kabaka's authority in the capital: it is likely
therefore, that the failure ofcrops both in the area ofthe capital and, later,
further afield in the late nineteenth century served to undermine his

position.
Famines arc periodically noted, before the emergence of contemporary

reports, in the indigenous sources: for example, a 'disastrous famine' is

noted during the reign of Kamanya in the early nineteenth century, when
people 'ate queer foods', while a famine, resulting from drought, was

apparently raging at the time of Suna's accession, perhaps around 1B30.el

It is di{ficult to know to what degree the proliferation of contemporary
evidence from the 1860s onward distorts the picture, but it does seem as

though the encroachment of coastal commerce and European imperialism
coincided with more frequent food shortages and crop failures in Buganda,
European missionaries in the early 1BB0s often compiained about a

shortage of fbod at the capital, as did, more significantly, those Ganda

8'! Reid l998c: 4 lB; sce also Reicl & Medarcl 2000.
so I(agwa 1971:59.
er Kagwa 1934:142 3.
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cattle disease and famine then present in Buganda. Notably, however, the
,famine'did not prevent O'Flaherty from enjoying a'royal dinner' of beef,

mutton, venison, edible rat, fowls, fish, various fruits and plantain wine.etì

This was indeed a veritable feast, but it should not necessariÌy disprove the

existence of a more widespread de arth. Ninete enth-century Buganda, as in
other parts of the world in the twentieth century, may be an example of
how shortages were sometimes caused by a decline not in the volume of
food but in the availability of existing food resources, and by the ways in
which these were distributed. This argument is particularly germane to thr:
organization of production and distribution in the capital.ee In October
lBB4, O'Flaherty was once again complaining about the want in
Buganda,roo and in late l886 Mackay reported a 'severe time of drought',
resulting in equally severe food shortages.r0r

This situation was aggravated by the persistence and indeed spread of
various recently introduced diseases, notably strains of smallpox and
syphilis, which had been increasingly common in Buganda since the
arrival of coastal merchants in the lB40s. One Ganda writer expressed ill-
disguised contempt for the 'diseased immigrants' who permeated Ganda

e! lVhite Fathers: Rubaga Diary l,u I April 1880.
s CMS G3 A6/0 lBBl/22 Pearson to Mackay 29July lBB0.
e'White Fathers: Rubaga Diary l/16 April 1880, I NIay 1880.
i5 CMS G3 A6/0 1BB3/55 O'Flaherty to Wigram I October lBB2.
$ CN'IS G3 A6/0 lBB3/56 O'Flaherty to lVigram l0 November 1882.
e7 lVhite Fathers: Rubaga Dtary 2/ 16 Au¡1^ust 1882.
s CMS G3 A6/0 1884/l l5 O'Flaherty to lVigram ?.|uly 1884.
e"'I'his theory offamine causation has been fòrwarded in Sen 1982; see also Arnold lgBB: 43.

rm CMS G3 
^6/0 

lBB5/24 O'Flaherty to Wigram 6 October lBB4.
r0r CMS G3 A5/0 |BBT/162 Mackay toLang2T December l886.
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society in the second half of the nineteenth century.r02 The White Fathers
also noted the prevalence of kawumþuli, a term which today means
plague or more generall v epidemic,

ì03 T.he
a serÌous

something similar 00 years ago'
and which doubtless

prolifera tron of disease
Buganda at this time is of undoubted importance in understanding t\q
history of the kingdom in the late nineteenth century, especially when ss1

in conjunction with other environmentai factors. Unfortunately,
detail is known. It is, however, worth noting Wrigley's arresting hypothesis
that AIDS may have been 'present in a muted lorm for generations' i¡
Buganda,roa which might at least partially explain the toìl taken by
recognizable ciiseases in the lBB0s. Wrigley suggests that such a hypothesis
might also elucidate the historical problem of how Buganda remained, i¡¡
spite of its relative ecological advantages, underpopulated and generally
prone to labour scarcity.ros I may in turn suggest that this could explain,
even more than periodic lack of rainfall, the recurrence of food shortages,
especially in the increasingly diseased era of the late nineteenth century.
None the less, it is important to echo Wrigley's caution that this is purely
speculative.

Political turmoil & agricultural collapse
in the lBBOs & 1890s

Conditions in Buganda continued to fluctuate through the late lB80s: in
April 1BBB, for example, the missionary Walker observed that foocl was
cheap and by implication relatively abundant.106 Significantly, however, by
that year the army's long-standing iicence to plunder within the kingdom
had been curtailed. While moving across country, soldiers were no longer
permitted to seize livestock, but only bananas and certain other common
crops.ro7 'Ihe reason for this is not made explicit, but it was probably
connected to the fact that Buganda's agricultural and pastoral base was
increasingly unstable, ravaged in recent years by drought and disease: we
shall turn our attention to livestock in the following chapter.

Roscoe asserted that the bakoþi preferred not to live in the capital
because of the perpetual shortage of food there.ro8 There is a major
qualiûcation to be made to this statement, namely that a great many bakoþi
did in fact live in the capital, and were engaged in this very activity, that
is, producing food. Nevertheless, it is indeed likely that there were major
logistical difficulties in keeping the urban population adequately fed, and
that these difficulties were exacerbated during times of social and political
upheaval. As'"ve shall see, the late 1BB0s and early 1890s represented one

Io'?Miti l93B: I, 130-1,
I03 White Fathers, C131101 Livinhac to Lavigerie l0June lBBB. For a cliscussion of human

disease in Buganda during this period, see lvledard 1996.
rorWrigley 1996: 238.
r05 Ibid.
106 CMS G3 A5/0 IBBB/325 Walker to Lang 25 April IBBB.
rü CMS G3 A5/0 lSBB/389 Walker to Lang lBJune IBBB.
ro8 Roscoe 191 I : 246.
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own plantations near the royal
(as clicl a numbcl of promincrrt

.ronounccd oncc thc capital lvas in the grip ofpolitical upheaval, upheaval

Íiri.h, initiully at least, affected the provinces less directìy. In September

tgBB M*anga was removed by a Christian Muslim coalition in a

¡ornparatively bloodless coup. However, following the defeat of the

ätr.irtiun chieß and the removal ol l(abaka Kiwcwa in Octobcr 1888,

tension spread from capital to ssaza, and during 1BB9 scatterecl fighting

broke out throughout the kingdom as far as the borders of Bunyoro. Thus

a missionary wrote in lBB9 that'the people of the capital only live on that

which is brought to them from the countryside'.r'0 As thc 'religious r'vars'

besan to spread beyond metropolitan Buganda, the fertility r¡1 the Sesse

idinds proved essential. IVIany of these islands - noted for their fine

bananas, sweet potatoes, yams and collee - fed a great many mainland

Ganda a{ìlicted by the collapse of the agricultural economy.ìrrEven so, not

ail the Sesse were noted as being cultivators, and the fertile soil may not
have been used to the full bccause of the emphasis placed on fishing."'
IVforeover, the islands were also affected by the concatenation of natural
and man-made disasters at this time. In late lB90 thc banana crop on Sesse

failed, and the islanders were recluced to eating the roots of banana trees.rr:Ì

Food shortages, resulting'from the widespreacl abandonment of planta-
tions, became both chronic and frequent in the last ycars bcfore colonial
rule, with heightened social and political insecurity. Agricultural produc-
tion was deeply undermined from the late lBB0s; large tracts of'land both
around the lake and further inland notably in Singo and Bulemezi,
which were badly afiected by war - were laid waste of people ancl, thus,
cultivation. At the beginning of 1890, a missionary reported that there hacl
been 'little cultivation in Buganda for some two years past'.rr+ Towards the
end of the year, Walker wrote:

The whole country of Bugancla on the borders of Bunyoro is a clesert. f'he
houses have been burnt, the gardens destroyed, & the people carried away
into Bunyoro as slaves ... The whole country of Singo ... has bee n
depopulated and destroyed. Just about the capital here the land is
cultivated, & the people are nlrmerous, but in all other parts the country is
desolated. From plague, war, & famine thousands have died.rì5

Ìo! Roscoe l92l: 193.
Ir0 White Þ'athers: quoted in I¿s Müsbns Ciatholiquæ 2l (lBB9) p.155.
ìrìKagwa 1934: 157.
rp lbid.: l58.
rì3 Wlrite Fathers: Rubaga Diary 4/ I-6 September 1890.
r11 CMS G3 A5/0 lBgl/66 Gordon to Lang 20January 1890.
I15 CMS G3 A5/0 l9gl/77 Letters from lValker l-4 November 1890.
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The imag^ery of destruction is characteristic of late nineteenth
writings - particularly
undoubtedly a degree

those of mlsslonanes on East Africa, and there
of exaggeratlon here. This said the description cârl

be taken to be essentially accurate It SCCInS that, ironically capitalthe
recovering_ somewhat while the rest of the kingdom was increasingly
desolated. Indeed, by 1895, the capitai around Mengo was described by ¿
British officer AS a centre prosperity industry numof and

0,000 inhabitants most of whom had their plots7 own
cultivate.rrG In the context of a wider civii war, the capital was
deemed a safer, more protected place than the more scattered
characteristic of most of the kingdom; the idea of urban security was
probably further encouraged by the presence of the British, who
helped impose political stability there.

None the less, the extent to which the capital was dependent on the
provinces for much of its food is clear, and the situation in the early lB90s
would have amounted to a crisis of supply for urban dwellers. In 1Bg2 a
missionary noted that chieß in the capital were dependent on produce
brought in 'from distant gardens'.rr7 Moreover, the gravity of the economic
situation was almost certainly a factor in the ease with which the IBEAC
establishcd itself in Buganda.rrB Many of Mwanga's most prosperous food-
producing areas had been devastated, and it is clear that the embattled
kabaka was attracted by the company's promises of material assistance.
Certainly, Buganda's economic weakness cannot be seen in isolation fror¡
the political decisions taken by the kabaka and chieß at the capital. In the
early lB90s, Colonel Colvile casually observed that Buganda was, 'owing
to an insufficient population, sparsely cultivated'. Few observers visiting
the kingdom for the first time had described the country in these terms
before. Gone were the images of verdant, indeed idyllic, prosperiry of the
l860s and 1870s. Colvile went on to describe how'[o]n the outskirts of
nearly each village, l¡anana piants may be seen carrying on an unequal
struggle for life with the overpowering grass, and testifying to the
comparativeiy recent desertion of a shamba [= plantation]'."s

In Buddu in 1891, the missionary Baskerville noted the apparent
prosperity of that .r"ç¿z¿¿z: Buddu was 'full of resources to draw upon' and
food was abundant. However, Baskerville observed that 'the poor eat
sweet potatoes without salt or relish of any kind generally, [and] to them
plantains are à greàt treat'.r2O Baskerville was a recent arrival to the
kingdom and had not known Buddu in its prime: clearly even this ssø¿ø's

famousiy ample resources were stretched. Ilifïe has taken Baskerville's
testimony to suggest a growing poor stratum in Buganda, which is a
trenchant observation;r2ì it is, however, misleading to argue that such
poverly can be seen in terms of an enslaved class, and also in terms of a
gulf between the capital and rural districts. We have seen not only how

rroTernan 1930: 156 7.
r17 CMS Acc.B4 F3l1 Book 3, p. 3.

'rù See Chapter I for a brief summary of this process.
rrs Colvile lB95: 32, 41.

'm CMS G3 A5/0 lB92/50 Baskerwille to Stock 13 August 1891

'?rIliffe 1987:59.
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i.nproued by the following year, Wilson observing that the plantations
lhuu. b.".t sadly neglected, and onc of the richest of the provinccs is, lor

ihe moment, in a somewhat desolate 51¿16'.r2't It is worth noting that all of
these observations were made after Mwanga's rebellion in the area in
lB97; this uprising may be seen as the latest in a series of local calamities

which weakened the province's economic base. As we shall see in the study

of local commerce below, however, many such regions had recovered

suffrciently within a few years to permit some reconstruction of the pre-

colonial exchange economy. None the less, in using these reports as

sources for an earlier era, one must always keep in mind the degree of
devastation which fundamentally, and in some cases permanently, altered
ore-colonial domestic economies and weakened the Ganda state as it faced

its greatest challenges: political transformation and the loss of sovereignty.
As many areas did begin to recover, European observers - now the

masters of the country once again marvelled at the potential prosperity
of the land. Milk and honey returned to their rightful places in the imagery
flashed to a distant audience mostly interested in picturesque inanity. It is
deeply ironic, however, that one colonial officer should return so bÌithely
to the 'ease of production' idea, especially in light of what had been
witnessed since the late lBBOs. Around the turn of the century, Kitching
opined that'a minimum of labour is required to keep a household in food,
when once a garden has begun to yield its regular crop of bananas'.r25 This
particular affront -- that the Ganda did little to cuitivate their own food
and really had it pretty easy - was to haunt the country for many decades
to come.

rÐ UNA A4l9 Pordage to Wilson 4 September 1897.
rr UNA A4l9 Grant to Wilson 12 September 1897.
rr UNA A4l 12 Wilson to Berkeley 4 September lB9B.
r'?5 Kitching 1912: l4B.
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Pastoralism in pre-colonial Buganda

Comparc cl with Ankole, Busongora and Toro the west, Buganda
not ideal pastoral country, a point noted most recently by Wrigley.' Yet,
while rolling hills and dense foliage could not support large concentrations
of cattle , this land of landscape did not cover the whole of the nineteenth-
century king^dom; and where it did exist, it did not prevent the keeping of
a large number of small herds (small, that is, by the standards of those to '

the west). Many contemporary Europeans believed that the Ganda were
snobbish about the keeping of cattle, even though it was clear that the
Ganda had no qualms about keeping goats and other livestock. This
notion was largely bascd on a socio-economic stereotype, the provenance
of which is unclear. Something similar, though in reverse, can be seen in.
Bunyoro, where, as.J. Beattie has shown, the people were supposed to have
been traditionally pastoral, but where even in the nineteenth century the
possession of cattle was seemingly restrictecl to a select few. Having said
this, the pastoral existence was clearly the economic and cultural icleal in
Bunyoro, reflected through language as well as socio-political institutions,
just as the plantain garderr was in Buganda.2

Nineteenth-century sources repeatedly suggested that the Ganda
regarded pastorai communities as inferior. There is little real evidence for
this, although there are scattered indications that Hima herdsmen were
sometimes regarded as essentially alien and not to be trusted.3 'I'here was

I Cattlc clo not ereatly thrive in the over-lush vegetation of Buganda, and one of the marn
themes ol'thc country's liistory is their acquisition frorn the cìrier srasslands to thc west and
their subsequent distribntior.r to a popnlation l.rungry for meat and milk': Wriglcy 1996: 61.

2 Beattie l97I:14,2+8.
3 l(agrva, for exanple, clescribes a plot against Kayirzr, the katikiro, cluring the reign of

Mutesa. The plot wzrs clesigned to have l(ayìra dismissed lrom office. He rvas accused of
being 'a ùIunyoro and a Nluhima'; hc repliecl that his mother was Hima, but this was not
dcemecl sullìcient rcason f'or clismissal: Kagwa l97l: l48 9.
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racial, distinction between professional cultivators
tn nineteenth -century Buganda. 4 Contemporary Europeans

true, however, that Hima women, considered highly attractive by Ganda

men, were extremely popular as wives. Many Hima women found their
way into the harems of chieß and the kabaka.B More generally, relations

were usuaily defined in terms of exchange of serwices: this normally
involved cattle-keeping in return for land.

Emin Pasha described the lollowing scene a short distance from the
capital in lB77:

we passed a neat zeriba, and shortly afterwards a village inhabited by
dark-coloured Wahuma herdsmen. Six or seven houses for cattle, and two
or three for herds, encircled by high, thick, thorn hedges, formed the dirty

+ It is universally accepted that such racial notions were perpetuated by contemporaty
Europeans to explain the existence of 'aclvanced' African civilizations. One French
missionary was fairly typical in setting the Hima apart from the predominantly agricuÌtural
Ganda, suggesting that the pastoralists wele 'an aristocratic class'and that they'retainecl a
dignity and a kind of independence of which the Negro is incapable': White Fathers:
RLrbaga Diary l/lSJanr-rary 1980. The Hamitic myth was applied to Buganda by Speke
(lB63b: Chapter IX), who was convinced that anything remotely civilized encountered in
sub-Saharan Africa must have its origins in a more northerly, ancl lighter+kinned, people.
Ideas of this nature continued to be bandied about well into the twentierh century, notably
by C.G. Seligman, whose Races of Africa, first published in 1930, was reprinted several
times. Seligman, considering the supposed arrival from the north of a 'white' or Hamitic
aristocracy, wote: 'No doubt it is at least in part due to this "European" influence that we
find the curious mixturc ofprimitive and advanced elements in the social institutions ofthe
interlacustrine communities' (1966: l3B). For a briel'but informative criticism of the
argument, see Wrigley 1996: 72-3.i CMS Acc.B-t F3ll Book 5, p. 23.

u Robert I'elkin, in Schweinfurth et al. LBBB: 517, Caution should be exercised her.c,
however: the same missionary estimated the total population of 'Uganda', by which we
must assumc he meant Iluganda, at 5 million people, which now seems an extraordinary
exaggeration: l'elkin I885-6: 7O0,702. See also footnote 23 belorv.

? Waller 197]l:20. Thc evidence he cites cloes not warrant such a statement.
8 Schweinfurth e¿ al. IBBB:517.
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and neglected compounds ... On account of the character of
lVahuma, who live almost entirely on miÌk, cultivation worth naming
not to be seen. A small, newly planted fic1d of sweet potatoes and a
gourd plants ... and that was all.e

Their mode of living distinctive tn relation to the
whom lived was characterized by healy on
Lourdel also stated that they depended 'almost entirely on milk'.r0
was a critical contribution to Ganda economic lifè in the
century. Kagwa ofïers an example of this, as well as of the curious
of autonomy and serviliry which characterized the pastoral life
Suna became king there was a famine. The Bahima people worked
hard to supply their masters with milk. Those who were suflering
hunger saw these people with milk and thought they were not sufferins.'r¡
It is clear that the Hima, not cultivating extensively themselves,
such goods as milk and butter in local markets and villages for
producc.12 Ghee had become a particularly important product of
communities by the late nineteenth century, being both consumed
them and also sold locally.'3 It seems likely, therefore, that in
nineteenth century the Hima owned cattle, as well as tencling those
chiefs; taking a share of produce fbr either trade or consumption may have
been part pa
tended their

yment for the task of herding for chieli;. l'armers probably
which would haVC been small tn

they a

cases perhaps consisting
women had the role of

of AS few AS a couple of
vestock 111 smallcr

bidden eat sheep

compafrson) ln
head of cattle.

chicken
their own

own herds,
some
Often 1itending

were for toeven though, in theory, women
the eggs of certain fowls.ì'f The kahaka and the chiefs sustained
herds partly through war booty, and partly through the imposition of a

livestock tax, or kikungo, which according to Kagwa involved the payment
of one in every 20 cattle, and the same for goats.rs Doubtless the poorer
echelons of society paid their kikungo in the latter; the tax ratio mentioned
by I(agwa, who was fond of notional figures, should probably be treated
sceptically, as the state tribute system in Buganda was nothing if not
flexible .

Some time later, Emin Pasha noted another Hima settlement, this time

! Ibid.: 43. 'I'he essentially neeative imagcry of this depiction 'dilty and neglected com-
pounds' and lack of cultivation slrggests that Emin himself regarded the pastoralists as

infèrior to their asricì-rltural compatriots, who were, afìer all, often praised by forcign
observers for their tidiness and clcanliness. This stands in contrast to the stanclard vierv,
outlined in footnote 4 above, that the pastoralists lvcre a little higher in the league of
civilization than the cultivatols.

'0 lVhite I'athers: Rubaga Diary 2/15January lBBl.
rr I(agwa 1934: 143.
l¿ Sclrr,vcin{urth et'¿1. IBBB: l3l.
13 UNA A9/2 Comm.'s olIìcc to Sub. Comm. l0 August 1903. Ghee is, of course, usually

associated with lndian cuisine and its antiquity in the lake resion is unclear.
rr Kagrva 1934: I04--'5.
It Ibid.: 94. As I shall sugg^est in Chapter 5, there is every reason to suppose that the Ganda

paid tax in livestock, considering the value placed on cattle in particular. However,
Kagrva's use of the term kikungo is of interest as it can also mean a raicl or round-up.
Perhaps l(agwa was being circumspect; it is possible that the tcrm had a double meaning
irr the ninetecnth ccntury. See Murphy 1972: 193.
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1s

'the ill-nature d Wahuma, who wcre here 1n grea

the larger herds of cattle were accordingly widely distributed. In more
'densely populated districts, clearÌy, space was a problem (not to mention
the fact that densely populated areas tendecl to be those less suited to
extensive grazing). The spacing of homesteads in the more open country to
the north wouÌd have been less problematic, although, ironically, these

were the areas more vulnerable to cattle-grabbing foreign invaders. Nearer
the lake, land had to be used with greater efEciency by the mic{dle of the
nineteenth century. Vegetabie plantations were usually dividecl by small
tracts of land set aside for grazing, ancl these may have been shared by the
owners of' adjoining cultivated plots.2? This ran the risk of over-grazing,
however, and the lack of good grazing land in the more populated areas
would have compouncled (if not, indeed, initiated) the probÌems of cattle
disease in the last two decades of the nineteenth century, as is examined
below. There is no way of knowing whether Buganda's population was
growing cluring the nineteenth century,23 in spite of the numerous and
extremely variabie estimates forwarded in the 20 years before colonial rule
began,2+ so it would be unwise to suggest that this phenomenon caused a

ro Schweinfrrrtlr et al. IBBB: I3I.
rì Spekc lB63b: "154.
It lbid.: 459.
re CIvIS CiA6/010/48 Felkin'sJournal 9 I'ebrr-rary 1879.
?0 UN¡\ ¡\2614 Lugard to Acìmin.-Gen., IBEAC 13 August lB9l. As *.ill be shown belorv,

Buganda's hercls had been ravaqcd by clisease hy this ùmc. in parricular rintlcrpcsr.
¿r CMS c3 A6/0 lBB5,/98 Mackày to ivigro,tr ? Nlay lBS5.
'?? Stanlcy lBTB: l, 383; Rosr.or' l9l l: -i.rr lVrigley 1996: I45 6.
'1 See for examplc Fallers 1964: I 15 n. 53, I l6 n. 70; Hailey 1957: 120.
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shrinkage of land formerly used for grazing. However, it is possible

argue that the capital itself had been expanding rapidly since arouncl
1830s,25 and this would have had this very effect in a part of the
wliich did not enjoy large areas of pastureland in the first place
second
rare 1n

1S herds
the vicinity of the capital, which he used to feed his enclosure and
guests and to distribute AS largesse. 2rì Lourdel suggests that

their herds
the kabaka
between

estates and the better pastures. A herd would be kept close to the capital
no ìonger than a month or two, when it would be replaced by another
The purpose behind this system ol circulation was clearly to ensure that
the major herds lvere given the better pastures in which to graze for a

tain period. Perhaps, too, certain superior pastures were left unoccupied
a time to allow them to rejuvenate, through a system of pastoral rotation.

Better grazing \,vas to be found in parts of Gomba, Singo and
Emin Pasha noted a large area in either northern Busiro or
Bulemezi which hacl many catt1e.28 Singo was noted for its fine
land, particularly, Kagwa tells us, in the districts of l(itesa and K
mugera.2e This was not, however, the case in the southern part of the
to the east and north of Lake Wamala. From here a British ofËcial
in 1901: 'None of the part referred to being a cattle country) the grass

not burnt with the object of getting good grazing.'3o It is not clear
the methocl of grass-burning to induce better pasturcland was
applied. Kyagwe also supported large numbers of livestock, boasting
weâlth of cattle and goats; the districts of Busubika and Matembe

the more

Bulemezi also
was rmportant

promlnent regularly movedchiefs

contained good grazing land.
in the economic life of Busiro

Further south cattle-
particularly ln the district

grazlng
boasted

lands.

Bulam; most of Busiro's pastureland was located in the north of the ssa¿ø,

although, as we have, seen herds of cattle - as well as goats, which
ubiquitous -- were kept around the capital. Mawokota had a thriving
pastoral economy, and Busujju contained several noted
Buddu, lying close to the cattle-rich country of Ankole, a

variety of cattle, as well as goats and sheep.3r Western tsuddu in particular
afforded substantial grazing areas.32 T'o the northwest, Gomba was largely
a cattle ssala'. Kagwa recorded that the clistricts of Ekitabuza and Kaku-
bansiri were 'the healthiest and most fattening pastures'.33

1-he growth of Buganda's pastoral economy can thus be tentatively and

roughly traced with regard to the kingclom's territorial expansion. There is

no doubt that, as Buganda expanded west and north, it incorporated

'1i Reicl l99Bc: passz)z; Reicl & Medarcl: 2000, pa.sim.
$ CN,IS CA6/016/35 Mackay to lVright l7 Noveml¡er 1878.

'?7 lvhitc Fatliers: Rubaga Diary 2/l5January lBBl.
28 Schrveinlnrlh et al. IBBB: 133.
2e I(asrva 1934: 162{lì
r0 UN¡\AB/1 Tomkins to Comm.5 September 1901.
3ì Kagwa 1934: 162ff.
32 Lusard 1892: 832.
33 I(aewa 1934: 166.
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cxcellent pasturcland; the same can be said of its enlargement east

Nile, encompassing Kyagwe. This took place largely during the

of Mawanda 1n the first haÌf of the eighteenth (see Icentury Chapters

which allows US to consider that Ganda iivestock resources

markedÌY be tween 00 and 50.

occurred tn the century between
annexed Budclu and spread

An even sharper increase
0 and 1850, during which

the borders of Ankole,

7 7

57

to

,,¡¡ the core areas (Busiro, Mawokota and Busujju), the kingdom was able to
,access much more pastureÌand between the seventeenth and nineteenth

centuries; the irony lay in the fact that the superior pastì-lres were dilficult
to defend against ft,reign incursion. 'fhis meant that the Ganda continued
to havc recourse to both trade and war to keep their herds suppliecl

throughout the nineteenth century,36 and there seems little doubt that both
these activities were in part driven by the need for livestock. Abroad, the
:Ganda reputation as agriculturists, whether wholly accurate or not,
remained: according to Zimbe, pastoralists in late nineteenth-century
Ankole looked down upon the Ganda 'and wanted no Muganda to own
cattle because they considerecl us Baganda to be "Ugly-Rustic-Slaves"',37

Herds & herdsmen in politics & society

Like most critical components of pre-colonial Ganda life, cattle are
mentioned in the contexf of Kintu, wÈo, according to one version, arrived
in Buganda with a man of the ngabi clan: the latter was the kabaka's
personal herdsman and, by implication, the head of all other herdsmen.3B
Another indigenous account appears to suggest that Kintu found cattle
already being tended in the area, and that the local ruler himself had a
chief herdsman named Kajongoro. This rvould seem to have a kernel of
historicity, in so far as cattle-keeping certainly predates the kingdom itself.

$ Kagrva l97l:105.
35 lbicl.: 160.
3ô Buganda was certainly not r-rnique in using

the nineteenth centrtry, Rlvancla lreqr-rcntly
own herds: scc Bourqeois 1957: l{6, l{9.r?Zimbc 

1939: 219.
3'Kag"va 

1934: ll.

lvar to accnmulate cattle: in the second halfof
attacked neighbours in orcler to supplement its
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Indeecl, ZimL¡e tellingly observes that 'cattle, then, werc rcgarded
important as banana gardens are these days'. The pasturelands referrs6
here were probably in the area of southern Singo, possibly near
Wamala.3e Ziml:e was careful to make a distinction between
people and those who, in this account, were there already: the
smeared their bodies with earth and kept cattle. Zimbe attempted
explain how their clistinctiveness was respected within the new social
political order established by Kintu and his successors:

Some of the customs which the people of'Kabaka Wamala [the
ruler] had are even now still existing: for instance, Basekabaka
wore bracelets around their ankles. And Basekabaka of Buganda
jealous people that they dicl not like to see peasants wearing the things
themselves wore, fbut despite this] the herdsmen were allowed to
bracelets around thcir legs and could come in front of the Kabaka
almost nnde, having on only a goat skin.'l0

Significantiy, too, they'had permanent places for their abode, such as

of

century economy balanced

places and plains'
in all probabiiity,

supplying
As in

was
was

Some'"vhere 1n this uncomplicated
of'the origins and
between livestock

verston of events
growth of the

Kawuka, of the nge)e

The nsenene clan was

the last of the Chwezi
lvho rill shrouded

zLn account
ancl cultivation, and

fluid relations between herdsman and farmer.'t2
Whatever the precise origins of the position or positions, the role of

kabaka's chief herdsman remained a sig'nificant one until the end of
nineteenth century. Kanyambo, the official royal herdsman in the
1BBOs, was a great favourite of Mwanga, who took pleasure in giving
the best of the royal herds to tend. Kanyambo's cattle enclosure was
I(isubi, a fèw miles south of the capital. The Hima under
charg^e regularly brought cor,vs to fill the enclosures of Mwanga's
chiefs at the capital. Kanyambo was not alone, however: another
herclsman, Kamutasa, had his enclosure within the grounds of the
where he apparently tended at least 300 cattle. He was responsible

the kabaka with milk.as
other spheres of the economic past, many such posts

regarcled AS belonging particular clans and the award of suchto
enshrinecl in clan histories. For example
the title of the kabaka's chief goathercl.al

associated with pastoralism: one tradition has it that, significantly, the

3! Zir¡be 1939: 10.
!\¡amala \,v has beerr iclentifiecl AS beingIbid. , or amara

the reglon: see ere 968: cliscussion the Cl.rwezi,79. A ol' are m

some mystery, is outside the scope of the present work, but, for the findings of the most.

reccnt archaeological rescarch, sce Sutton 1993, See also lVrigley 1996: 75, who suggestí
that Nilotic immigrants 'may rvell havc helpcd to clevelop the mixed agro-pastoral
economy that look shape on the central grasslancls and the social relations that went rvith
ic.

rr Zimbc 1939: 12.

' Scc \Vrigley 1996.
't3 Zimbe 1939: 161.
'It l(agva 1972: 4. This cdition appears to have been proclr:cecl in c. 1972, ancl would seem

to bc diffcrcnt lrom tliat rvhich rvas commissionecl by the East Alrican Institute of Social
Rcsearch in the late 1950s or carly 1960s.
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to be exact and tha t one
à Hima shepherd. Kagwa,

belonge d to this clan, wrote

caÍ|e to Buganda with their cows and on their" arrlval 1n Buddu, they
at Bwera and they dug a pond which they called Ilalibowa

This still exlsts 1n Buddu today It was from this pond that their

IÇagwa 1S more explicit concernlng the political bcnefits that
result from pastoral connections In this ve rsl0n, Nfugalula, the
of the nsenene clan, entered the serv'lce of Kabaka Chwa and handed

his brother Kalibbala, to the royal court. 'OriginaÌly', Kagwa tells us,
this, he became a favouritcbala was Chwa ts herdsman. Bccause of

the kins- and he was subsequently promoted to the cliieftainship of
of Mawokota ssa<,4) which, AS we
grazlng land 1n the king^clom the

messages emanatrnB^ from these

tiaditions seem clear enough. Firstly, cattie-keeping and pastoral culture
were. in gencral, highly esteemed in pre-colonial Buganda and were
important enough in the nineteenth century to be woven into the king-
dom's foundation myths; the importance of livestock in Kintu's world
çould not be disguised even by those nineteenth-century Ganda narrators
who sought to promote the plantain as Buganda's primary economic icon.
Iídeed, it may be possible to speculate that, during the nineteenth century,
the 'contempt' for pastoralists supposedly expressed by cultivators was less

to do with cattle-keeping per se and more to do with the Ganda statc's
rèlations with its western and northerly neighbours. It was, perhaps, a kind
of propaganda exercise, even an unconscious one: we do not have to
accept that these international relations \,vere consistently awful (they were
not) to accept that Buganda (or its rulcrs and chroniciers) used the fact that
it was a predominantly agricultural society to assert a national identity.
This was the case in the nineteenth century in particular because after
c.lB50 it was clear that Buganda had reached the limit of its westward,
and indeed northwarcl, expansion. By way of consolidation, the plantain
became the symbol for all that made the Ganda diflerent and, oi coursc,
superior. This does not, of course, explain Buganda's relations with thc
Soga, for whom the basic unit of eóonomic lif. ou^, also the banana
plantation; but it does not need to. In any case, Ganda-Soga relations
lvere played out within an entirely dillerent context and set of imperatives.
Secondly, it is ciear that pastoral chieß occupied a centrai positi,cn in thc
earÌy political growth of the kingdom; rhe lorm of poliiical economy

'5 Ibid.: 13.s Kagrva lgTl: 14.
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which emerged over severai centuries was facilitated by the
of catde ancl cultivation and the social arrangements such a

required. Por,verful pastoral chiefs could cxpect political promotion
authority within a system of governance which was as flcxible as it
pragmatrc for the system to succeed, essential that the diversert was

of wcre , slowly allied to aeconomlc elements the reglon howeve r
authority represented by the kabaka. T'his, it would seem, is indeecl
happened.

Considering-
many bansenene (members thc nsenene clan) should their maln roleof see

although

their pastoral orlgrns ir shouicl come AS no surpnse

nineteenth-century Bu¡;and
dangerous to make block
economlc makc-up

a AS that of cattle-keepers,
generalizations concernlng clans and their

Kagwa, however records that Mugalula Buyong^a,

'parent' clan, 'is 'Muhima up to now' Precisely hat heof the

rt

à

by this is unclezrr, but Muhima may well be as ntuch an expression
way of life as of ethnic diflerentiation. What is more certain is that
nserrcne clan provides a good cxample of how social ancl cultural
might graclually dilute a purely pastoral way of 1ife, if such a statc

existecl. Nlembers of the nsenen¿ clan who hacl given up pastoralisrn
favour of cultivation were known as abaima abatasunda, which
means 'the Bahima who did not churn milk'.a7 This fascinating turn
pÌrrase implies something of an erosion of pastoral lii,rng in favour
relativeiy new economics of plantation cultivation. By 1800, the

of

'I'he

become
sub-chief, Sensalire, his o{ficial herdsman, a post which
Ìrereditary over the following centuries. According to Kagwa's history
the cian,

Sensalire had many herdsmen under him. Each rnonth they used to
bulls from rvhich thc Kabaka had his meat. Each day the

tjouu clan also claims to have arrived with Kintu and to
his official cattle herdsmen. Kimera supposedly appointecl a

brought six cows, sometimes four, lvhich would yield enough mcat
whole month. Scnsaiire's turn would come first. After him the next
was provided for by Namenyeka of the Mamba cian. After him it was th!

turn of Sebaliija the chief cowherd.'te

'I'he importance of the njouu clan is underiined by the fact that,
to Roscoe, it was responsible for instructing ner'v kings in 'the arts
herdins'ö0 the significance of the pastoral economy is further emphasized

n7 I(agvzr 1972: 19. Kagwa himself presumably belongccl irt this category.
rB Ashe 1BB9:339,
re Kagrva 191'2:.26 7.

'o Roscoc l9ll: l'17.
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that the new kabaka hacl at Ìeast to be seen to know how to hercl
j.lamenyeka was a sub-chief of the mamba clan based in Busiro,

ocldlv 1n the section dealing specifically with this
mention this duty. Kamenyamiggo. a

clan his
Kagwa doe not SUb-chief of

lugaue clan also based 1n Busiro, was noted as being 'the king's chief
appears to date from ther.5 according to a clifferent text, this

of Kabaka Mutebi in the mid-seventeenth century, when 'Kasoma of
presented Kamenyamiggo ancl he was left tn charge
It seems likely that this position was purely honorific

century
a ls noted 1n a nnmber of late nine teenth-century sources as

the chief herdsman althor-rgh his history 1n the context ol clan or
else 1S unclear Perhaps the title was the propcrty of no one

Kagwa describes him as being an ofÊcer of the royal househoid 1n

middle of the eighteenth
short-live

century, when he was important enough to be
I.53 In 1880, Lourdelthe d Kabaka M!vanga

being
of the
talent

this their
unsurprisingÌy therefore Sebalijj a 'has all thc tralts of the

I not clear hether this last remark refers to ethnic or
Lourdel mentioned
a Musoga named

iNâmutwa, hich would seem suggest a reference to socl0-economlc
rather than ethnic Hima. Sebali¡a is also mentioned as being in charge of
theknbaka's cattle in 1906,56 which is at least suggestive of the loneevity of
the post, although the author of a Luganda dictionary published'in 1972
places 'formerly' in front of the entry for Ssebalijja.sT There seems little doubt
that such posts dwindled as did the real power of the monarchy itself.
' FinaIIy, the nn;ton2i cÌan claims that one of their chieß, Kabengwa, was
made the grazier of the kabaka's cow (singular) at some indefinite clate.58
Roscoe, however, tells us that the clan was 'cleprived of that privileøe' at
some equally indefinite date:5e their transgression must have been
significant. llhese various duties, as well as the repeated appearance of
cattle in symbolic terms, are important. Nakibinge, kabakain the sixteenth
cçltury, having approached Wanema of the Sesse islands for military
assistance, was given by the latter the symbolic gifts of a collee tree, a
plantain tree and a cow. f'he nuuma cran was entrusied with the care of this
còw, which, apparently, provided Nakibinge with milk on the way to his

ir Kagwa 1972:45.
11 5"S*, 197 l: 45. Lugauc mctns an anr-cating rnarnmal.rrlbid.: 

77.

'r Whire Farhcrs: Rubaea Diary 2/ I 5 Jarruar.y I gB I .il lbid.
¡ô UNAAB,/7 Sturrock to Sub. Comm. 9 April 1906.
" Mumhv 1912:514.t Kagrva'1972:101.
" Roscoe 19l I: 159.
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great battle with the Nyoro.60 That this event should be mentioned at
clan'traditions' -' regardless

attached to it - underlines the
honour

of wha.tever historicity might or might
extent to which rt was perceived

lncomc for the maJ onty of' Ganda. They were
at market and

the
be

practical source
bought and sold

the

a

The consumption & utilization of livestock

In the nineteenth-century kingdom, goats were less important socially
cattle, but more numerous. Goats were a much more immediate

of
they often forme part of dowry; AS

they were, like most liveslock, st¿ìndards of wealth. Perhaps
importantly, they were more readily eaten than cattle among the
the population. The flesh of goats may have been thc only meat eaten
bakoþi on a regular basis, aithough even at the palace Speke
meal of 'the usual sweet potatoes and goat's flesh'.6r Cattle, much
than goats, were standards of rvealth in themselves, and were pro
eaten regularly only by chieß. The missionary Fisher, for
mentions the kabaka's uncle, Ndalika (usually known as the sabaganli,

cldest brother of the kabaka's mother), r,vho 'was reputed very
maintaining a big establishment of nearly 100 wives with flocks and
His possession of extensive herds suggests his considerable wealth;
he 'gave himself the airs of a king and was looked upon by the
country as the stronghold of the heathen & slave regime'. His
enclosure was in Gomba, one of Buganda's prime grazing regions.62

For hakopi cattle were symbols of wealth and, often, influence, and
they possessed were probably usually eaten in the event of' the
dying naturally, although beef might be purchased in markets.
missionary Girault u'rote that'the Wagandas cat littie meat; however,
like it very much; when a cow dies, they eat it ... Today, one of the
r'vhich r've have at Savaganzi's died; Savaganzi sold it for tlvo goats.'63

striking that on this occasion the sabaganli (who in 1879 was
different lrom the holder of that ofIìce mentioned above) sold the meat
more livestock. During the

capital was probably
B60s and 870s, the consumptron of all
periodicall influe ncecl by the coastal

who described themselves as practising Muslims. in 1862 Grant was
that Spcke 'was a favourite r.r,ith the king, because he was not, like

d a

2\ v

thr

Arabs, particular about having the cattle or goats killed according to

Mohammedan rites'.6a It is not clear how seriously Islamic practice lvas

taken by the Ganda in this respect; however, it almost certainly dicl not

spread beyond urban chieß and their entourages.

"o I(aga,¿ 1972: 58.

'jr Speke lB63b: 370.
æ CÀ,IS Acc.B4 F3l1 Ilook 5, pp. 2,7, B. 

-fhis 
was in 1894. Ten years earlier, this

chief may have been involvecl in the fateful milirary expeclition against Bukedi, rvhichrva!
ricldled with dissension and disease. Kagu'a refers in this instancc to 'Nclaalike': Kagtt'il

l97l: lB0. See Chapter 9 belorv.
63 trVhite Fathers: Rubaga Diary 1/2 October 1879.
6+ Grant 1864:217.
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tclls us that'fo]riginally, the Baganda did not eat meat', and

Kintu's son lVlulanga who convertecl the Ganda to carnivorous-

65 Exact|Y hy this assertion shou 1d be made 1S unclear br.rt rt may be

to the elevation of the plantairr national rcon, AS WC have noted

lt may be also be connected to the fact that the regular consumption
at which the kabakawas the preserve of

food would
chicfs. Certainly the rate

cattle for have emed u'iidlv extravagant to the vast

nineteenth century. In the early lB60s, Mutesa orderecl cattie to be

regularly and olten shot them himself for sport 67 Kagwa records

Mrttesa woulcl order his Hima herdsmen to bring^ about one hunclred

hundre d head of cattle every dav' 1n order to spear them. 6B This
two

Kagwa ,S other
were brought to

royàI enclosure cvery month. Br-r Mutesa was indced notably and
wealthy 1n cattle This was not, however a" constant: indeed,

ssron conveyed by Speke 1S that cattle were remarkably
ancl from Iater evidence \'vere much more SO than tn the

o 70s

Cows were also bought ancl sold at market see Chapter 7), and 1n the

late nineteenth century werc usually exchanged for suÌ¡stantial goods such

us slavcr. Indccd. it may be, although it is impossible to go beyond

5peculation, that cattlc became a more common exchange good for slaves

in the internal market as the external demand for slaves escalated, and as
:Ganda bccame ever more clesperate to find slaves either lor export or to
supplement theil domestic establishments. Moreover, as we shall see

beiów, livcstock itself probably acquired new trade values with the spreacl

of cattle disease during the l8B0s. Flealthy cattle would have been highly
valued, whereas in infected areas the exchange value of cattle may well
have plummeted. By the early 1890s, according to Lugarcl, beef was

widely available at markets in the capital:6s again, this may l-rave been quite
a recent phenomenon, linked to the death of largc uumbers of cattle from
disease. Their social and economic significance ancl the impact which a

change in livestock fortunes had on the wider community are always clear
enough. A colonial official in Kampala wrote in 1901: 'During the early

.part of this month . . . the natives got arì icle a into their heads that Govern-
ment intendec{ taking all their cattle, sheep and goats, with tlie result that
they were killing^ them ofÏ wholesale ... fA]pparently fthe rumourl was
startecl by some Bag,^anda traders who wanted to buy up goats etc. at â

65 Kagrva l97l: 6. Even so, irt thcory at least women were lorbidden to cat mutton,'cliicken

s
ô?

and hog, as well as certain typcs olfìsh, althor:gh royal women $,ere cxcrnPt from somc of
these prohibitions: Kal¡va 1934: 105.
UNA AB/7 Sturrock ro Sub. Comm. 9 April 1906.
Speke lB63b: 370, 380.
Kagva 1971: 140.
Lugard 1892: B3l.
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cheap rate.'70 This was a cunning ploy indeed: there is no evidencg
such artfulness in the nineteenth century, although one suspects that
impending kikungo may have hacl the same results.

Livestock was also traded between Buganda and its neighbours. In
early 1900s, at the important Ganda--Soga market in what was to be
modern Jinja,
exchanged.irln
line of commerce w
nineteenth century
derived substantial

vicinity of the
could obserwe

capital (which
closely) were

bulls, cows, sheep, goats and fow were
Ankole barkcloth grven 1n exchange for cattlewas

hich WAS probabl of lmmeasura rmportance

ls
7?

ble 1n

As is examined in Chapter 9 below, the
numbers of cattle and goats through warfare in

nineteenth century and earlier, but tribute was also an important
if only for the kabaka, a number of prominent chiefs and the environs

SS

also have been acquired in this way from Karagwe.T't fhe
incidence of disease among Ganda cattle at this time may account for
heightened demancl for imported livestock.

Livestock disease in the late nineteenth century

The Ganda may not have been as heavily reliant on cattle as

surrounding peoples, but the role of cattle was critical enough for
diseases of the late nineteenth century to have a devastating impact
many districts and in many spheres of life. Livestock suflered he
during the droughts and food shortages of the eariy 1BB0s. As early
1879, Lourdel's attention was drawn to the unhealthy state of
livestock: 'cows and goats scarcely give any milk. All the animals seem to
be suffering from a disease of the intestines which is due to the bad
which they drink.'is T'wo years later, Lourdel noted that herds in

v

cows and goats were becoming
and a month later he recorded

the
diminishing, while the cattle that remainedr

expensive, suggesting their relative scarcity,
that a number of cattle at the mission had

was of course the districtoniy

were unusually thin; again, he considered that this was due to bad wate[,
and poor pastures.T6 In 1882, the missionary O'l'laherty complained

recently died.77 At the same time, Vlackay reported that cattle disease was

rampant, stating that 'we have lost nearly all our cows and goats'.i8 In mid-

70 UNA AB/ I Tomkins to Comm. B Nove mber l90l .iÌ UNA ABll Grant toJackson 16 Nfarch 1902.
7'? UNA AB/4 Anderson to Sub. Comm. 6January 1904.
73 UNA A2ll Arthur to Berkeley l2 April 1893; A2/2 Grant to Colvile 6 August lBg4.I' UNA 426/4 Lugard to Aclmin.-Ger-r., IBEAC 24 Decenbcr lBg0.
75 lVhite Fathcrs: Cl4l123 Lourdel to his parenrs 20July 1879.
76 lVhite Fathers: Rubaga Diary 2/15January lBBl.
i7 CMS G3 A6/0 lBB3/55 O'Flaherty to Wigram I October lBB2; G3 A610 1883/56

O'Flaherty to lVigram l0 Novcmber 1882.
ru CMS Acc.72Fl/6 Mackay to his father 6July lBB2.
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this state of affairs persisted, o 'Flahertv wntlng that þlnc can get a,

ol a cow to bry only very seldom The srtuailon lVAS c{oubtless

recent military defè ats, the army failing to bring cattle

BY
cattle diseasc SEClTlS to have been prevalent throughout

this, 1n addition to human illness such AS smallpox ancl evere

the kingdom's incre asingly \4'eak pastoral base. Nor was it simply
of'economics, critical though this was; the societaÌ role of cattle

d're abstract value placed on them 1n the nineteenth century meant

kcen to take advantage of perceived weaknesses at the centre,
with the lailure of the redistributive process or simply ânxlolts

among them Busoga and Kizlba, had been supplying Buganda with
livestock 'on the understanding that help from the Company [= IBEAC] is

.near'.8'r In l89l, as we have alrcady noted, the situation was so grim that
,the first cattle which Lugard encountered, having enterecl Buganda from
'the east, rvere in Buddu;85 by this time, of course, rinderpest had arrived in
.the kingclom to compouncl and exacerbate existing problems.
:. The chronology of these cvents is striking. T'he great African rinderpest

þandemic clid not erupt until lBB9-90 and yet a local livestock disease had
broken out in Busanda (ancl perhaps some neighbouring states) several
years earlier, a sequence of circumstances overlooked by the rnajor works

.i' CMS G3 A6/0 lBB3/103 O'Flaherty to \'Vigram lJune 1883.
ry CMS G3 A6/0 1BB3/104 O'Iìlaherty to \\¡igram 19 June 1883. It rvas reported thc

following month tllat 'tcns o{' thousancls' of c¿rttle rvere clue to arrive afte¡ a succcssft¡l

campaign in lhaneiro: the figure is surcly grosslv exaggerated, ancl it is not clcar ilany ever
. did arrivc: C\iIS G3 A6/0 IB83/120 Mackay'sJournal 4July lBB3.
8l CMS G3 A6/0 1ds4 / I I 5 O'FÌahcrty to Wigram ? July I BB,i.
,u Cù{S G3 A5/0 ltiBB/389 Walker to Lang lB.Jr-rnc IBBB.
ü Similar crises dcvelopcd in thc ¡rastoral societics to the west) for example Ankole: see
, Steinhart 1977:134.
! CN,ÍS G3 45,/0 lBgl,/66 Gorclon to Lane 20.|anuary 1890.
85 Sec loutnorc 20 above.
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on the subject.B6 It is, however, difficult to identify the disease (or
alluded to by missionaries from the late l870s onward. 'fhere are

appearance of those that remained. Lourdel may have been right to
towards 'bad water' as the cause of disease, as livestock were
drink from less salubrious sources as a result of the prolongecl and
dry season. Makebe, most prevalent in calves, was the local term for
affliction elsewhere known as east coast fever, a parasitic disease
mitted by ticks. In Buganda in I903, for example, a colonial ofñcial
the prevalen CC of makebe, reportrng that frl he best knorvn cure among
"wahima appears to be to slightly lnclse growth tothe anc{ blister
the raw juice of the Euphorbia tree'. He estimated that this cured

third of infected cattie. 87 Research undertaken during the earlya
period revealed that east coast fever was
the region, as was anthrax particularly

indee d widespread
1n Buddu and bovine tu

Even so rt mav re
perhaps combination

culosis.B8 It is also likely that in some areas the
by the disappearance of elephants as natural
below), led to an increase in tsetse flies and thus trypanosomiasis
perhaps the
be

existed. By
Bunyoro.eo

seems
supposed that

most plausible explanation.
any of these conditions and

new \,'lrus nohich

a
several were responsible for the depletion of herds from the iate 187
onward; they were mostly enzootic,Be which explains the absence of
sudden widespread outbreak on thc scale of rinderpest 1n the 890s. Over:
grazing and the unsustainabiliry ofconcentrated herds in areas such
capital where human settlement was expanding rapidly may also
contributed to the unhealthiness of livestock.

as the,,

have.,

By 1890, however, rinderpest had arrived in Buganda, ancl the
kingdom was struck by a second, more destructive wave of disease, which
had swept from the direction of the Horn, following the Italian
of Eritrea. I was wholly againstt a

89 the plague had
Bulemezi was among

decimated herds 1n

those districts worst
86 In his important work on trypanosomiasis in Africa,John Ford has markcdly little to say on

pre-colonial ontbreaks of the clisease, while Buganda itsell is scarcely mentioned: Ford
1971. See also MacKenzie l9BB: l34fI; rVlusere 1990: 106ff.ü UNA A6/ 12 Campbcll & Co. to Dep. Comm. ? January 1903. See also -Ihomas & Scott
1935:201.

88 l{ailey 1957: BBl-2.
8'' Thomas & Scott 1935: 206.s UNA 426/4 Lugard to Aclmin.-Gen., IBEAC 13 August l89l. At the same dme,

Baskerville was rather morc sanguinc about livestock in Budclu. Hc wrote that 'when the
country has recoverecl from the late troubles cows, sheep & goats will again be plentiful,
Even now it is easy to keep a supply of mcat. Fowls ancl eggs too can bc procureã,: CMS
G3 A5l0 lB92/50 Baskeruille to Srock l3 August l89l.'Ihis tallies to sóme degree with
the fact that tbe kabaka's hercls were sent to Bucldu, as reported by Lugard.

er Kagwa records of Buleme zi that 'for the most part the cattle perishe d by some introduced
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bush ancl certaln wildlife had encroached on human settlement as a

of d"p opulation, lvhich
sleeping sickness.

1n turn r'vould have contributed to the later
of 92 'lhe social and economlc consequences of

f'or the Hima must have been catastrophic, although the fate

of East Africa at this time.e'r The Marxist historian Walter Rusch is

correct when he states that the Hima 'were more and more in-
and integrated into the Baganda economy as professional herds-

.95 they were undoubtedly 'integrated' (although

, which is misleading)
this term implies

ly a measure of 'exclusion but not necessarily

herdsmen and 1t took the clevastation of cattle 1n the Iast years of the
century to effect this process. It 1S now

^
commonplace to state

the great pastoral peoples of East Africa such as the Maasai were
by the rinderpest of the late nineteenth century; although clearly

to the same degree, the economic and political foundations of the
state were also violently shaken.

The economics & culture of hunting
in pre-colonial Buganda

Sy the nine teenth century, the main aim of hunting was the provision of
ivãry, and this is more closely cxamincd in the following section. It is

clearly important to distinguish between hunting for commercial purposes
. òn the one hand, and for protection, food and even sport on the other, and
these distinctions remained significant in the nincteenth-century kingdom.
The hunting of wild animals large cats, antelopes, buffalo and elephants
- recurs throughout Buganda's traditional history, with reference to either
the heroism and masculinity of great men) or the need for food. It also

lrrepresented part of the idea of civilization versus nature clominant, as

noted in the previous chapter, in nineteenth-century Buganda's selÊimage:
the taming, control and efEcient utilization of the environment was
prevalent in the Ganda ideology of statehood and society. One tradition
has it that herein lay the origins of the clan system of Buganda: having
alrived in a barren and foodless part of the country, Kintu and his
followers were forced to kill and eat aîy beast which crossed their path.
This threatened with extinction the already fragile meat reserves, so Kintu

, decreecl that in the event of anyone being made ill by the meat of a certain

9l torl discase', which is somewhat vague but most probably refers to rinderpcst: Kagwa
l93l:163.

tì See for example Thomas & Scott 1935: 299; CNIS G3 A5l0 lB92lBg Baskerville'sJournal
lB November l89l.

e] Lugarcl IB92: 823.q 
For cxample, sec Kjekshus 1996: Chapter' 7.

" Rusch lg75: scc English summary, p. 374.
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animal, neither hc nor his descenclants were to touch that meat
These aversions became clan totems.e6 Namug-azi, f'or example, the
of the mþologoma (Iion) clan, supposeclly went hunting r,vith Kintu
became ill after eating the meat of'the lion he had tracked ancl killccl.eT

was social and politicai organization carved lrom the hostile wiicierness.
Speke considered that, lvhen thc kabaka retirecl from his court,

aclopted a rather ocld gait: it rvas, Speke tells us, 'the traditional lvalk of
race, fbunded on the step of the lion'. The 'outward sweep of the legs'
intendcd to represent

this royal
the stride of the noble be ast' There no

evidence of swagger nor inde e d the provenance of
9B

1S

IS

theory
which,

very clear: perhaps he macle it up. It is, however, ari interesting
if proven, would allow us to rationalize the relationship between

Ganda and their natur¿rl environment'. the kabaka, the embodiment of
civilizecl state, himself adopts the characteristics of the dcpose d ruler of
former wilderness, the 1ion, a process which in a sense legitimizes the
reign of man over nature . Strikingly, incleecl, Burton reported that
Suna's praisc-names was the title 'Purgoma, a lion',ee which is clearly
corruption of mþologoma. All this may seem a little over the top, but there
thankfully more sensible evidcncc to suggest similar idea,a
royal menagerie. The history of'this institution is unclear, but in
Burton heard that Suna 'had a large menagerie of lions, clephants,
and similar beasts of disport, to whom he would sometimes give a
as a "curee"'.'00 T'his collection of animals was kept, it seems, purely
amusement or pleasure: might argued mcnagene was,rt be tha the
ly or othenvise, a monlrment to the control of humankincl (that is,
over rts envlronment, a cele bration of the
itsell beÌonged to thc claborate pantheon
effort t() clemonstrate triumph of civilization nature this way mu$the over 1n

have been consiclerable, and is, at thc very least, evidence that Bugancla's
mucl ancl cane fences were rather more solid than might be assumed.

Nlutesa inherited his father's zoo upon becoming kabakain 1{ì57; by the

time Speke arrived five years later, however, it had all but disappeared.',
Speke asked to see the menagerie, 's¿rid to be fr-rÌl of wonclerful animalsÌ,
but Mutesa replied that 'although he once kept a large numbe r of animals,
he killecl them ali in practising^ with his guns'.tot But Mutesa retained, for a

time at least, another royal hunting symbol in the form of a dog. Burton,,
again, repeated what he had presumably heard from the coast¿rl merchanti
that Suna 'presented himself sitting before his gate, with a spear in thè

right hancl, and holding in the lelt the leash of a large and favourite dog

e6 Kagrva 1972: l.
e7 Ibicì.: 2.
e8 Speke lB63b: 292.
ee Burton 1859: 401.

r00 ìbicl., and I(agva 1971: 122. Stanlcy also recorclecl that Srna 'kcpt a lion ancl a leopard,
and anothcl animal which, lrom its dcscription, I takc to have been eithcr ir specics oflvoll.
or lynx; the two former became cprite tamc, but thc latter rvas so incorrigibly fìerce that he-

fìnally orclered it to be dcstroyed': Stanlcy 1B7B: I, 363. 1-he allcgorical 'wolf or lynxl
(nature) could not be tamccl by Sr-rna (civilization), l¡ut Suna Ìracl in the final analysis the

powcr to clcstroy it.
ìorSpeke lB63b: 327.
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an Arab suluki or greyhound. The master of the hounds was an

personage. r02 Little known concernlng the position of 'master

houncis' but Stanley also heard that Suna was exceedingly f'ond
an entire district

of
For the sustenance of one of his pets he caused to

and planted with the sweet potato, which was rts favourite

and when rt died, he caused each chief to contribute bark-cloths for
103 Doubtless Stanley lst as usual, exaggeratlng somewhat, but

ts partiality to the animal IS clear enough. When Speke was tn
Mutesa was often to be seen with doob by his side, I0+ although 1n

5 Colonel de Bellefonds suggested that 'the dog which Speke mentions

otamuses and the occasional buffalo this seems to have been more
iinked to his enthusiasm for guns. Suna, however, regularly led
expeditions, including one to Singo, where, according to Kagwa,

killed twenty buffaio which 'used to terrorise the whole of the
i06 Burton reported that Suna 'would accompany his army to a

,..¡9 perform such feats of bravery as part of their Preparation to face the
.longdom's human enemies. It may be that Mutesa's lack of reputation as a

'hunter (despite being, in Kiwanuka's words, a 'keen sportsman')r08 was
, linked to the demise of game in the kingdom, particularly the royal quarry
of lions and leopards.ro"

. The importance of game-hunting is underlined by the fact that a newiy
appointed kabakawas expected to undertake a symbolic'first hunt',rr0 just
as he had to be initiated into the arts of herding, as we have seen. T'he
ritual and cultural importance of the hunt was evident by the middle of the
nineteenth century. 'fhe great economic reviews, which were probably

,also claborate tribute collections, held by Mutesa involved hunters: Speke
describecl how '[t]he master of the hunt exposes his spoils such as

.antelopes, cats, porcupines, curious rats, & c., all caught in nets, and

rP Burton I 859: 40 L
ror Stanlcy lBTB: I, 363.
rorSpeke lB63b: 257, 291.

' 'ot Quoted in Stanley 1B7B:1,204.
':lm Kagwa 197l: 122, also I 17, I24.
. re?Burton 1859: 401.

rß ln Kagwa I97 l: 140.
'n For example. Stanley 1B7B: I, 42 l.
"u Krgwa 1972: 14. 
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placed in baskets - zelxa, lion, ancl buffalo skins bcing added'.rrr
also referred to the presence at tlie royal court of the kabaka's

1860s. This remainecl the case until thc 1880s, even though the
themselves were increasingly reclundant as Buganda's elephant

1ll but disappcarecl. Mwanga is knorvn to have gone clephant-hunting
1886,114 while in IBBT one missionary noted that Mwanga'has kille4
dozen elephants in his hunts'.r15

Other game hunted inclucled buffalo, possibly for meat and
for skins, at least up to the early nineteenth century. While buflalo
have been disappearing from the core areas
of the nineteenth century, like many species

of Buganda by the second

on the lncreasc by the 890s, after the initial devasta wroughttlon
rinclerpest. During the nine teenth century eland,
bush buck r/Vefe also hunte d their skins, horns andfor
smaller, non-royal cats were also highly prized. The missionary Li
dcscribed a hunt for wild cats in 1BB0:

The hunt usually takes place r,vith a great collection of people, dogs,
and, when the chief is in the party, some gLrns. Each man has in one

dog and 1n the other a stick ancl advances lna

of game they

not a people to
elephant. When

were once

go lvith a
the hunters ale ,

where he hopes to find the animal refer hereI
are rarely clangerous [GandalFor the
stick to face the lion

are

, the panther, or the
kill the animal, theyfortunate enough to carry back to the sound ofrt the,;

.:..horn, shoutine loudly

Before skins began to be supplanted by barkcloth in the second haÌf
the eighteenth centnry,ìre they were widely worn, and during the I11fle.

Spcke
Ibicl.:

ltl

I I?

ìt3

ìì+

I ì5

1863b:258 L
2L)7.

Ibicl.:279.
lVhite i'athcrs: Rubaga l)iary 3/4 Nlarch l886,
lVhitc Fathers; Rubaga Diary 3/6 October 1BB7

r16 IJNA AB/7 Notes on Games ancl Rescrves by Tomkins 25July 1905; see also MacKcnzie.
l98B: 214. Speke, however, observed that'bullaloes u/crc very nurreroLls in thc tall grasses:
that linecl the siclcs ancl bottorns of the hills' in lvhat apprars to havc l;een Marvokota,
Furthcr north, at lluloncìoganyi ncar Busercrc region, he noted that buffalo were'as,r
numcrous as cou,s': Speke lB63b: 278,459.

1ì7 See'f'homas & Scott I935: Chaptcr XXVI.
rr8 ]/Vhite Fathe rs: Rr-rbaga Dtzvy I / 2 Septe mbcr I BB0.
rre Barkcloth u,as an incliqcnous làbric of some antiquity, but its proc|-rction seems to have

escalatccl dramatically in thc late eightecnth ccntury. Iìven so, in the l850s, according to.
Burton, 'plantain fibre' was rnore commonly lvorn than barkcloth among the bakopi: we:
shoulcl be cantions about accepting this lrnreservedly: Burton 1 859: .t0 1 . Scc chapter S .

belorv.
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century they continued to have great commercial valuè, particularly
and ceremonial importance. As notedt20 and also had cultural

skins of lions zebras and buffalo were regularly presented at'the
associated w1 rh royalty or a least consider-
observed how a young Ganda male aroused

indignation 1n a south Buddu village when it
tied round his neck

was noticed that he was
,à leopard-cat a badge which royal

only were entitled to wear'. The young man was forced to trace

afrc|'stry before an improvised court) whereupon it was demonstrated
,he did not branch in any way from royal stock'. The leopard skin was

a

r2s as were the skins of goats, which also seem to have transcended
rank. Speke observed in 1862 that the kangatoo, on the occasion ofa

military campalgn was splendidly
wearing of skins

attired 1n 'long hite-haire d goat-
r26 Indeed the was closely assocla ted with military

much more so than barkcloth. Sandals' of sorts were also macle
o() 00. By the earlv
the fortune -telling

,''' hide shoes among chiefs dates to the reign of Kabaka Kimbugwe in the

,a early seventeenth century.ì2B A missionary purchased shoes as worn by a
:,,'chief in lB79; these were made of buffalo hide,r2e and at this time,
'considering the increasing scarcily of buflalo themselves, were probably
highly valuable. Mats, probably made from the hides of more prevalent

,:.,'animals, were also common in the late nineteenth century.r30
If hunters, as the gatherers of these raw materiais, were highly regarded,

- so were the tanners of nineteenth-century Buganda, who probably
. represented a specialized profession. In I874, Chaillé-Long considered

' that tanning was an important bakoþi tndustry, if no longer concerned
exclusively (or at all) with clothing: tanners made large sheets from cow,

.leopard and rat skins 'beautifully tanned and sewed together'.r3r 'lhe

. .-ì20 Ior example, Schweinîurth et al. IBBB: 1 20 l. Sec Chapter 6 below for a fuller examina-
. tion of such commerce.
. LìSpekc lB63b: 273.
, r?r Ibid.: 458.

r2r Roscoe l9l l: 408 9.
. '?+ Zimbe 1939: 53.
. . ì25 Granr lB72:273.
. 126Speke lB63b:420.

. . .r2'Kagwa 1912: 10.
r?8 Roscoe l91l: 410,
lznlVhite 

Fathcrs: Rubaga Diary l/22 Novembcr 1879.
r'o Roscoe l9l l: 408-9.
13r Chaillé-Long \Bi 6: \34.
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following year Stanley noted the importance of 'otter sÈns of a very
euality'.trt In lB79 Girault reported that '[w]e have purchased
tanned goat-skins; these skins, cut in the shape ofa hat and sewn
are coloured dark red, those which selve as hats being very strong
water-proof' In the late BB0s Ashe bserved workirg withthat133 o
skins of cows, goats, antelopes leop arcls and buffalo representedstill
significant inclustry although must be assumed that Iivestock34

1t

and the clisappearance of much game from within Buganda's borders
a detrimental e{Iect on the profession. T'he kabaka, of course, had his
tanners. an honour associated thewith nkerebwe clan. Suna 1S

have established village tn Mawokota 1n which members thisa
could work with skins: according to Kagwa, the chief, Kiina, 'is even at
present day the owner and leader ofthose who are in charge of
the skins'.ì35

The hunt for ivory

Much of the game-hunting discussed above originally provided food,
as the agriculturaÌ and pastoral base became more stable skins
important, although they varied widely, as we have seen, in soci¿l
significance. The hunting of smaller game often constituted sport, at leas¡
by the nineteenth century-,and the protection of plantations was frequently
a major consideration. Elephants could certainly represent a threat to
crops, and this was sometimes a motivating factor in their being hunted;
but the lure of ivory was more powerful even than this. We shall examine,
in more detail the commercial vaÌue of ivory in the chapter on trade r
belor,v: here we look brielly at its actuai acquisition by the Ganda.

There had been an external demand for ivory since the second half of :

the eighteenth century, but this reached dramatic proportions from the-:
lB40s onward. During the halÊcentury before colonial rule, the Ganda,
were both midcllemen and producers. iVluch of the ivory traded by the
Ganda orieinated outside the kingdom's borders, the Ganda themselves,
acquiring it through trade, tribute or warfare. By the second half of the
nineteenth century, Buganda's own elephant population seems to have
become somewhat depleted.'36 But Ganda elephant hunters, if ever fewer,
in number, remained active throughout this period, operating in the bi¿igo
or hunting grounds at the fringcs of the kingdom, in the areas bordering
Bunyoro, Busoga and Ankole. Known as batujju, they were þossibly

r32 Bennett 1970:227.
r33 Write Fathers: Rubaga Diary l/28 November 1879.
ì3rAshe lBB9: 312-13.
r35 Confusingly, holvever, Kaglva elsewhere suggests that l(iina belonged to the mamba clan:

Kagwa I972:46,98.
r3oJonathan Musere has suggestecl that the continued slaughtcr of elephants during this ..

period aiclecl the spread of the tsetse fly throuehout the region, as elephants themselves
were more natural hosts of the insect, as well as being 'natural destroyers of bush, hence
instrumental barriers to the existence of tsetse habitat'. In other words, the disappearance ..

of elcphants lecl to a movement of'tlie tsetsc fly into bush-restored countryside: lvlusere
1990: 121. As notecl above, this probably aflec¡ed livcstock by the 1870s and lBBOs.
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of their dwindling numbers) highly favoured by chiefb and kabaka

they represented an increasingly specialized profession, and were
distinct from the hunters of smaller and less important game. A

described an attempt in 1886 by Mwanga's 'police' to arrest a

of lvory hunters who were suspected Christian readers (i.e. literate
The hunters, who were ciearly of an independent mind, resisted

by mav have
men 1n his

zeal; soon after the incident, however, he ordered that 'no-
is to touch my ivory hunters and those who have already been arrested
to be set flee''r37

It c.lear from this anecdotal evidence that elephant hunters were
with guns;r3B this was probably increasingly the case

1901, for example, a number of chieß were sendingthe

equipped
870s. In

of hunters to shoot elephants.r3e T'here is, however, no evidence to
that the Ganda madc use of actual elephant guns, nor is it clear

that guns replaced indigenous methods of hunttng As late AS 90s older
were still widely used. An offrcial wrote aI this tlme that ttl he g^un

not the weapon we have to fear in our preserves; the net, spear and
.¡¿tive snares are what do the mischief',rao although this may be a reference

less rt
tn the

were

, that elephants passing at night are bound to break their leg if they put a
': foot in one of these ditches'.'42 A British official recorded another method

in 1904: 'four elephants were wounded by Mkwenda's hunters in lJganda,
,,:by means of spear heads concealed in the ground, in such a way that when
,: an elephant crossed the path it trod on the spears so placed with the result

that they penetrated the elephant's foot, and remained there'.
:. The Ganda then followed the injured beasts across the Kafu into
. Bunyoro 'in the hope of being ablè to shoot them in their disabled
,', condition'.r43 By 1904, of course, the border between Buganda and
. Bunyoro was less significant than it had been; yet it seems likely that, as the
I nineteenth century progressed, it was increasingly common for Ganda

,'.!"trVhite Fathers: Rubaga Diary 3/10 August 1886. Stlikingly, hunters continuecl ¡o be
attracted to the mission: in late 1887, it was noted that, of'recent converls, 'six or seven
were ivory hunters who are four or five days' march from here': White Fathers: Rubaga
Diary 3/2 Decembcr lBB7.

r38 See for example Twaddle 1993: þassim.ß' UNA A8/ I Tomkins to Comm. I I December I 901 .

trO UNA AB/7 Notes on Games and Reserves by'Iomkins 25July 1905. The bow ancl arrorv,
the established weapon of the hunter ir.r most of the snrrorurcling states, were used by the
Gancla in neither huntine rìor war: scc Chapr.r I hclorv.

rrrsec'l'rowcll & \Vachsmån lU5:i: 2ri2 9.
ru UNA 

^6/9 
Dctlc toJohnstone 30 Octuber 1900.

'3 UNA AB/2 Granr ro Forvlcr 28June 1904.
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hunters to operate in Nyoro territory in search of ivory. In large
tions, the hunters may well have tracked their prey over
it is not inconceivable that they were often oblivious to passing from
territory to another.

Professional hunters were scattered throughout the kingdom, but
nowhere more
noted for rts
important there until the late nineteenth ccntury.ìaa The most
clan of the ssa¿a, the ryjala cIan, had been renowned as hunters
centuries, and indeed it is likely that hunting was one of the most
rooted and ancient economic activities in the Kyagwe region. The
apparently possessed a special spear used in the hunting of
called'Nakung.rr',ra5 and Kagwa tells us that the rjalawere made the
elephant hunters for the king'. The fact that Kabaka l(imera'found
already established 1n that ofEce as were

manv

suggests the antiquity
had been established

hunters for
and the fact that their

Buganda had. 146 On level, thethis
of the

driven
a clear

they
of their profession

long before
professional hunters of Kyagwe can be compared with many
pastoral communities in the west of the kingdom. Although over
centuries they were thoroughly incorporated into a political society
in the first instance by the expansion of cultivation, they retained
sense of their own identity and origins. The centralized political state was
perfectly at ease, as was the case with professional herdsmen, with the
perceived or actual autonomy of these groups: the contribution made by
hunters to the local economy was regarded as critical and more important
than any idea of cultural or social conformity, while the making of the
contribution itself was sufficient to loosely tie the hunters to the central
authority of the Ganda state . It is significant that, according to Kagwa\
history, the clan was originally from Bunyoro; by the beginning ot.
Kimera's reign, some branches of the clan were to be found in the Mabira:,
forest in southern Kyagwe.raT The Bunyoro connection becomes even..
more interesting when one considers the traditions of the mbogo clan: the
'parent' of this clan had become 'I(imera's man' while Kimera was still inr,r
Bunyoro, before the latter returned south to become kabaka of Buganda.
This man, Kayírra, later became Kimera's chief hunter.ra8 It is clear that
many hunting skills as well as traditions and cultures - derived from the '

Nyoro, who were of course the dominant power in the region during the
period in which Kimera was supposed to have lived.

It is, of course) impossible to gauge the extent of the elephant popula-
tion within Buganda before the nineteenth century, or indeed during
much of it; just as we cannot be certain whether the human population ,

steadily grew, we cannot know whether the elephant frontier had been
gradually pushed back, or if it remained fairly constant. But it does seem
Iikely that the frontier did recede from the late eighteenth century onward

rr{ Kagwa 1934: 163.
ì{5 I(agwa l9l2:92.
r40 Ibid.
r{7 Ibid.
r{ Ibid. 96.
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sharply increased.
around I 7 o() 0 and

10, was described by Kagwa as 'the one who saved the country from
devastated by elephants, as he used to organise hunting expeditions.

sound the drum and when the people assem bled, they would

driving the elephants lnto Bunyoro. t49 This at least suggests that
herds were reasonably common around the turn of the century;

it is odd that Semakokiro should want to drive these herds out of
and into Bunyoro, of all places, at a time when the external

seems

for ivory was escalating. None the less, if this tradition is accurate,
reasonable to expect that ivory was indeed collected in the course
expeditions, ancl Semakokiro's actions reflected the need, referredthese

above, to protect plantations and vilÌages from the incursions of wildlife,
in more outlying districts.r50 This may also be an example of

expeditions could actuallv straddle international frontiers, as

to; ln the case at hand, Semakokiro did not intend to chase
rnto Bunyoro

national
but this was the result of large-scale

for which fron trers were not esp ecially significant.

By the late nineteenth century, the Ganda were hunting primarily at

the edges of the kingdom: in 1900, for example, elephant traps were
in northern Singo and Bulemezi.rsr In the early l890s Mac-

noted that in Buiemezi 'the great plains which form the northern
of tha Drovlnce þaVC been] abandoned to game' 'Ihe same was true

where isolated plantations were vulnerable to roamlng herds of
encroaching once more on previously peopled areAS This

by extrapolation, the degree to which the elephant frontie had

,,,l,indeed been pushed back in recent decades; the human depopulation
,,,' caused by the civil war and political upheavals from 1BBB onward meant

rr that these outlying districts were the first to witness the rejuvenation of
: game, and represented renewed sources ofquarry for the Ganda. In 1905,
. a colonial official noted that 'there are nearly always a few big herds to be

, , found in Singo', as well as in Buwekula, Buruli and Mawogola.rs3
: Elephants could also be found in Buddu, although in 1905 a local officer

,,observed that much of the larger game had been driven away by
r: d¡e¡gþ¡.ts+ Ihe droughts of the early lBB0s undoubtedly had a similar

effect. Moreover, a missionary claimed in I890 that disease had carried off
great numbers of wild animals, including elephants;rss this is, however,

, uncorroborated.

ì'e Kagwa I97 I : 99.
' rÙ Thc idea of Semakokiro driving cattle into Bunyoro suggests that the hunts took place in
. Singo and Bulemezi.

'-r', u UNA A6/9 Decle to.Johnstone 30 October 1900.
.:..r.r52 Macdonald 1897: 194.
:ri, ì53

tjr..l5r

t.. lts

UNA ABl7 Notes on Games and Reserves by Tomkins 25July 1905.
UNA AB/7 Isemonger to Comm. I I August 1905.
White Fathers: Rubaga Diary 4/5-1 1 October 1890. Rinde rpest did affect certain species
of game, although these tendecl to recover much more cluickly than cattle.
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Hunters of river & lake:
the political economy of flshing

By the end of the nineteenth century, big-game hunting had becor¡6
specialized not
individuals:

profession acce
by definition it

ssible to few and certainly
was a communal activity Fishing,

offered comp aratively fewer obstacles, save the obvious one of
graphical location, and was one of the k.y economlc actt\.rtles of
colonial Buganda. Even so, it was still subject to some internal difleren.
tiation and had become, by the nineteenth century, a highly specialize6
occupation in certain areas, with, like hunting and pastoralism, its 6ry¡

expansion of long-distance lake travel. 'I'he enormous canoes which s6
impressed contemporary obselers and made the Ganda the most potent
'maritime'r5i power in the region were rarely, if ever, used for fishing.
Indeed, many long-established fìshing communities may have looke4
somewhat askance at these huge vessels, which were intended to carÐ/.
Ganda influence fär beyond the home waters, in,,vhich they were ysually
cumbersome and overly labour-intensive for the requirements of fishing.
Kagwa stressed the excÍusivity of the fishing life, suggesting that 'in the old
days' fishermen rarely travelled to the mainlancl, if they lived on the
islands, or to the capital, if they lived on the mainland shore.r5B The highly
active trade network which existed between fishing communities and the
hinterland shows this to be exaggerated, but clearly cultural barriers were
disce rnible.

Fishing rvas critical to regional diet and the local economy, and ,

undoubtedly played an important role in the early growth of'the state.ì5e .

According to Roscoe, fish was 'one of the principal articles of diet amone
the poorer people', and the kabaka and a nurnber of eminent chieß had
their own fishermen to supply them with fish in return for plots of land.160 :

lfhe Ganda haulecl a wide variety of fish from Lake Victoria. Speke ,,

described a fish callecl by his men 'Samaki Kambari': the Luganda term is ,

unclear.rdr Staniey mentioned the 'Sama-Moa', which he ciaimed was the
local term, ancl, more importantly, the'Ngogo fish'.162 The ngege, resembling
the carp, was perhaps the most important fish in Buganda, and is still

156 For example, one lìshing fiaternity specialized in the capture of hurgfisl.r: Kagwa 1934: 150.
r57 It is not wholly inappropriate to use thc term 'maritime' in this context. Lake Victoria is

the third largest inlancl water mass in the r'vorlcl, after thc Caspian Sea ancl Lake Superior.
Àt around 69,500 sq. km, approaching the area of Scotland, ir is more of an inland sea

than a lake.
ì'{r Kae¡,va 1934: l48.
I5'!lVrigley intriguingly asserts that'[tjhe trade in dricd frsh madc a major contribution to

Bugancla's cliet ancl perhaps also to its political evolution': Wrigley 1996: 62.
IooRoscoe 19ll:391.
r6rSpckc lB63b: 306"7.
rû2 Stanley lB99: I, 269, 325.
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eaten today. Otherwise known as tilapia, it was noted for the
of its fiesh. Other widely eaten fish include d lungfish, barbels, cat-

and the l¡pe known to Europeans as Nile perch.r63 Further inland,
of dried fish from the lake were supplemented by river fishing.r6a
890s, most chiefs of high rank owned land either bordering thethe

165
ofl the mainland, or on one of the islands. Lake and rlver fìshermen

at one time have been socially and culturally affiliated, but by the
century they did not regard themselves as professionally

Lake fishermen in particular had fostered an exclusive, even intro-
sroup consciousness. Roscoe remarked that '[ilt was a common

To a considerable degree this collective consciousness stemmed from

lbe cultural affinity of deference to Mukasa, the spirit of the lake and the

most powerful deity ln Buganda. Mukasa was of course shared by all
bu his influence and the significance attached to his veneration

especially profound at the water's edge; it might indeed be argued that
with their
own com-

Kagrva suggests that inland or river fishermen, known as

dicl not share the taboos and obser-vance of their lacustrine

óounterParts.
t6B Even SO, regular festivals were held 1n Mukasa S honour 1n

,,, which the kabaka would offer the great l:ubaale slaves and livestock. This was
,rr reciprocated in a separate festival, during which Mukasa (through his priests)

,' r.nt to the knbakn a wide range of edible fish. In what was a veritable cele-

,r bration of Buganda's maritime culture, this fish-offering was conveyed to the
:,' kabal'ø by men singing songs and per{orming the motions of canoe travel.r6s
,,., This may have been the ceremony observed in 1862 by Speke, who drew
,: attention to the regular celebrations of Buganda's natural produce at the
:: rofàl court, during which fishermen brought samples of their catches

before the kabaka.tlo

' By the second half of the nineteenth century, a wide variety of traps
and implements were in use among fishing communities, depending on

' environment and quarry. Drag-nets, floating lines hung with iron hooks
:.,and variously sized basket traps were among the most common tools.rTL
.' Basket traps, mostly used on inland rivers, were made of cane, or else stiff

reeds commonly found along the lake shore,r72 while ropes were made

163 See for cxample Thomas & Scott 1935: 192-3.
16{ Roscoe l91l: 398.
ì65 Ibid.: 391-.2.. 

.166 Ibid,: 398.
167 See lor cxamplc Kcnny 1977: 717 33.
Itr Kagwa 1934: I50.

..''.r6!Roscoe lgll: 298 300. Many contemporary Enropeans made refèrcnce to the choral
': abilities ofoarsmen; the songs themselves were doubtless representative ofa cultural boncl.

l7o Speke lB63b: 259, 297.
'.,..:.'7r 'Ihese are well clocurnentecl in Roscoe lgll: 394-7.

r7r ibid.: 412.
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from bu2arja, a type of grass which grew near the water.r73 The waters
Kyagwe were noted as being a particularly rich fishing area, and by
earIy eighteenth century
renowned throughou the
was also he avily reliant on

communities. The missionary Giraud recorded in lBB5: 'When we arrived
at the place of encampment, the Wasese took their vicious lines hung wit\
iron hooks in the shape olfish-hooks and returned with ample provisio¡5.,
The Sesse also hunted crocodiles, apparently for their flesh.r76 Giraud
cÌaimed that the Sesse steered clear of hippopotamuses, but other
evidence suggests that these were hnnted on the Sesse islands, by meaqg
of placing traps in forests near the water's edge.r77 Hippopotamuscs were
indeed probably avoided while actually on the water, as these huge and
volatile beasts were the biggest non-human threat to the stability ol
canoes, but they were hunted for their flesh and their teeth, the latter
having a market value akin to ivory. Ashe claimed that the Sesse ate both
crococlile and hippopotamus meat, but that the Ganda would not touch
either.rTs As we have noted, however, Mutesa himself lvas a keen hunter
of hippopotamuses) apparently for sport.rTe

'lhe historical growth of river fishing was impeded in many parts ol
Buganda by W"ryi or sudd, a mass of floating vegetation obstructing the
course of a stre am or river. This was the case , for example , on stretches ol
the Kagera and Katonga rivers, and river fishing often involved wading
into the water equipped with spears or nets) or standing on the bank. r:

Kagwa tells us that Singo was the most irnportant ssaza. for river fishing,
particularly on the Nabakazi, Bimbye and lGtumbi rivers,rB0 which might ,
go some way towards explaining Singo's supposed historic immunity to .

famine. These relatively minor rivers lie north and west of Lake Wamala. "
But it was on the Nile between moclern-dayJinja and Bulondoganyi that
both Ganda and Soga river fishing flourished during the nineteenth

r73 Kasrva 1934: 149.
r¡r'Fbye Bugancla: Entabalo za Sekabaka Nlawanda', ù,hLnno (lg2\) pp. I l-12.
r75 l(aglva 1934: 164.
r76 Whitc Fathers: Cl41167 Gìr'aud to ßricloux 24July 1985,

'i7 lvhite l-athers: Rnbaga Diary 3/28 Scptcmber I886.
r/8 ¡\she lBB9: 302.
r7e Speke 1863b: 39,1. Again, although Mutcsa had littlc reputation as a hunter, it is possible ,

that notions of 'sport', for which IVIutes¿r was seemingly cnthusiastic, became more preva-
lent r,vith the arrival of fircarms- Shooting for fun with guns was rather less dcmanding than .

stalking ancl attacking prcy with indiaenous wcaponry; Mutesa's destruction of his own
mcnagerie may be evicle ncc of this icle a.

and agalî the

On
ol the
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extension of Buganda's eastern limit to the Nile ln
century would have greatÌy enriched the kingdom's fishing
reaching the 'Ripon Falls' in 1862, Speke observed that a
larger islets in the middle of the river were 'occupied by

huts' The drawing
of fishermen squattlng on

was a common

the water

accompanying Speke's text
the rocks in midstream or at

,s BI depicts
the river'

a
s

or in canoes. Both spears and rods can be seen.r82 Nloving north
the river bank toward Bulondoganyi, Speke discovercd that dried

falls with all their might, the Wasoga aH^andaand !V
coming out in boats and taking post on all the rocks with rod

hook'.rBa He later wrote

In addition to the rod-and-line fishing, a number of men, armed with long
heary poles with two iron spikes, tied prong fashion to one end, rushed to
a place over a break in the falls, which tired fish seemed to use as a baiting-
room, dashed in their forks, holding on by the shaft, ancl sent men down to
disengage the pinned fish and relieve their spears. The shot they make in
this manner is a blind one - only on the chance of fish being there - and
therefore always doubtful in its result.rs5

was almost certainly more skil1 in this operation than Speke
Inland fishermen also used herbs, muluku, which they sprinkled
in order to poison the fish, which were then picked off the

of the water

commodity and undoubtedly
B3 The explorer described 'the

one ol' the malnstavs of
thousands of passenger-

likely that many Ganda practised rrver
trme unlike the shoreline unrtres, for whomcomm

.,, their sides, and the fish driven into them'. There was, however, something
.:'of a dearth when Grant was passing through in mid-1862: he complained
,:,that there were no fish to be had in the area.r88 Roscoe sugsests that river
, fishermen made extensive use of basket traps, 'which they fastened in the
,, running streams, or in places where the streams had overilowed the banks

century 1S1t

i t¡t
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.r.:::!87

Spekc lB63b:459.
Ibicl,: opposite 466.
Ibid.: 464, 472; also Chaillé-Long l876: pp. 160ff. On one occasion Mutesa sent to Speke
'a load of sun-dried fish strung on a stick ìn tbe shape of a shield', This may have l¡een the
usual mocle oftransportation from the shore inland: Speke 1863b: 302.
Speke lB63b:467.
Ibid.: 470.
Kagwa 1934: 150.
Stanley IBTB: I, 384. In 1862 Grant described the interior ofa'rypical'homesreacl in
Buddu. in which 'sacks of grain, dried flesh or fish' were stmng frám supporting polcs:
Grant l864:215r.
Grant l864:241.
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and had spread over large tracts of country'; they
placed during the breeding season 'so that the
them'.r8e This suggests that fishing, at least inland,
seasonal activily as cultivation
periods of 1ow rainfall.

and herding,

were also
fish might swlm
was near as much

and could also be alïected
ly

a

The waters of Ganda history

There is something intrinsically compelling about a comparison betwee¡
human history and the movement of water, however indulgent such 4
notion may seem within the confines of'academic study. We have
examined the historical rmportance of environment 1n terms of culti
the maln tenance of livestock and huntrns 1n Buganda, greatand the
signifìcance attached to these central actrvltles Ganda culture and rn the1n

various expressions of local tradition. The same can be said of the lake,
rivers and streams, which formed the organs and veins of the country,
suppþing the fish which were so essential to diet and exchange (ses

Chapter 7), and watering the land from which plantations sprang and on
which livestock were bred. In this sense, water was central to the Ganda
story of survival and expansion, for none of the kingdom's nineteenth-
century economic mainstays could have flourished without water, and all
su{Iered when water was in short suppiy, as we have seen. The struggle
with environment and climate can clearly be seen, for example, in the
pastoral country to the north and west, and the paradox was caught by .,

Grant while passing through what was probably northern Singo in 1862. :,.

This was, he wrote, 'low grazing country', occupied by 'almost 'prize'
animals'.reo Ironically, however, although the region contained some of the ,.

finest grazing land in the kingdom, it was also more prone than many .

areas to periodic water shortage, being drier than the hilìy land closer to
the lake. Grant observed that water was often scarce, and that wells had to
be dug for cattle.rerln this sense, it may be argued that Buganda's
expansion into pastoral country to the north and west often meant the
kingdom running to stand still: the search for more livestock to replenish
existing stocks was in essence a metaphorical search for water.

Human life and, with it, social communities grew up along the rivers
and streams of the region, and on the edges of the great lake from which
so much was taken. As the water flowed, so did the progress of human
society; political economy in Buganda was at origin born of proximity to
water, be it for the sustenance of the plantation or f'or fishing. Rivers
bound communities, districts and, ultimately, the kingdom together. The
political and e conomic importance of rivers was reflected in Ganda culture ,

by the nineteenth century. Each river had its own deity, to be appeased,
thanked, entreated for the produce and prosperity so vital to the survival :,,

and growth of communities. On one level the se were the blood cells of the

ì8e Roscoe 191 1: 396, 398.
¡eo Grant 1864:237-8.
rer Grant 1872:285.

Herdsmen €d Hunters

corpus: their continued flow and the rainfall drawn

the lake were a prerequisite for the economrc growth of the
fabric ofthe

kingdom.
or even slowing down threatened the very social and
community, and surely contributed to the crises of the period

the latethe late 1870s onwards. It was not unprecedented; but, in
century rt coincided wl rh the arrlval of a" fo relsn power

t - which hacl,hose strength ove rse AS rested above all on rts flee
somewha t more complicated methods of utilizing water

more potent results.
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Barkcloth productron

The manufacture of barkcloth was the first among what might be termed
homestead or bakopi industries, a source of income (not to mention qf
clothing, sheeting, packaging and means of tribute) open to virtually',,,
anyone with a plot of land. During the nineteenth century, it came to be :
seen as a symbol of the kingdom itself, and it successfully competed with
imported cloths and textiles for several decades. The barkcloth of the :

Ganda was renowned throughout the region: worn by just about everyone
in Buganda itself, it was often the garb of royalty or at least of prosperitv ,,

in neighbouring societies, being imported by the wealthier traders of
Karagwe, Bunyoro and, to a lesser extent due to their own barkcloth
industry, the Soga.r This commerce is more closely examined in a later
chapter. By the 1870s, imported cotton and calico goods were becoming
both more fashionable and more attainable, particularly in the capital, but
barkcloth remained prevalent among the majority of Ganda and retained
its cultural importance everywhere.

The cloth was derived from bark stripped from various kinds of fig ,

trees, which were found throughout the kingdom. The bark was repeatedly
beaten until thin and flexible, and then left to dry. The process generally
took several days. Aithough, as we shall see, a number of diflerent mallets
were used throughout the operation, most shared the characteristic of
being grooved, giving the cloth an appearance similar to fine corduroy.

Qyality was by no means uniform, but varied accorcling to the type of tree
stripped and the age of the tree itself. The superior kinds were greatly
sought after, such as those from the Sesse islands and Buddu, and their
producers must be considered to have hacl greater social standing.
Occasionally, the cloth was dyed or patterned according to market

I One contemporary report suggests that Ganda barkcloth found its way as îar as Rwanda,
and it is also possible that it was tradecl on the eastcrn shore of the lake: Schweinfurth et dl

IBBB; ll9 20.
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although this operation was not as widespread in Buganda as in,
exarn2le, Busoga.2 One colonial official observed in 1895 that some

ths were stained using 'water taken from a certain spring near Mengo
contained some chemical which left a permanent black mark'.

ted that 'black stamp-patterns' were symbols of royalty or
1S unclear how common dyeing was: barkcloths we re often

coloured, such as ndogo, which was comparatively dark. Wirh
to dyeing generally Roscoe states that red dy" was produced from

deposit found tn streams where there were traces of
ln the clay; the deposit was mixed with ashes and water Black dy.

trees, but
actual manufacture of the cloth was a male presewe.6 Barkcloth was

used for clothing, but it also provided bedding and partitions
homesteads, and was commonly used to wrap up goods for trans-
7 The trees were usually located within plantations. Emin Pasha

'There are no trees in the banana groves except several varieties of
fig, which are used for the manufacture of cloth ... The bark may be

for this purpose unril the tree two and half to three years
bu rule the same tree 1S only stripped twrce The first trme 1t

a thick coarse cloth, the second time a uniformlv finer one.'B
Although this account seems to underestimate the lifespan of the tree, rt

the complexity of the production process According to Roscoe
might take two years before à tree was suflìciently mature to produce a"

bark. As with banana plants, the planting of fig trees was essential
to the of a homestead tn mos parts of nineteenth-century

the barkcloth tree facilitatedand, agarn as with the banana,
settlement ancl political stability

..;on other occasions when finery was unnecessary. Certain trees, known as
,:'kkookoowe, yielded this kind of tark continually. îhe first stripping of bark

'l was beaten with the mallet nsaasi, which had particularly large 
-grooves.

,1The choice of mallet was critical in the process which actualþ pioduced
l,'',the cloth. Nsera referred to a mallet with slightiy smaller gioóves, and
,tìlowards the end of the process the mallet known'as n<itu<o"was used for
i patterning and had very fine grooves. According to Roscoe,

For example,
Ternan 1930:

Lugard 892: 823, B3

':: {
56

Trowell & Wachsmann 953: B2
5 Roscoe l91l:371.
6 Schweinfurth et at. IBBB:51'1 l8
I lbid.:37.

Ibid.: 39 40.
Roscoe l9l1:405
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Barkcloths that were intended for use on becls were left much thicker
those intended for wear. Different trees yielded dillerent textures
qualities and also different colours. 'Ihe common barkcloth, when
and dried, was a light brown, but the better sorts, when exposed to tþs
for drying became a rich terracotta. Peasants the
brown
Paylng

the
\\¡as

and the country

grow freely 1n any

Buhayal Here there rs the tree

even saVC tS name to a
textilc The acqursrtron

particular type
of Buddu by

commoniy wore
finer quality for

of cloth, ssango) a fine red
Buganda the te

barkcloths, but they had darker cloths of
visits ... 'Ihe best barkcloth trees did not

[Kageral
of Ohaia

which marks the boundary be twe en

use

except Budu, and in that district the best trees were grown at Sango.
King a species of tree was grorvn, which gave a white barkcloth;
usecl at the coronation, but seldom at other times.r0

Sango, in southern Buddu just north of the Kagera river, was
for barkcloth production. The missionary Girault mentioned the region
his way to Buganda by canoe in iB79: 'Around miclday we passed
mouth of the nve r

mbougo, the bark of which the lVaganda make into cloth.'ì' The

tn Ia
century opened up access to this thriving industry, and indeed may
have been a motivating factor behind the expansion;r2 certainly,
incorporation of Buddu had a significant impact on production
more widely.

The expansion of the barkcloth economy

We cannot with any certainty date the introduction of barkcloth in
Buganda's, or indeed the wider region's, economic history. Indigenous
sources mention its use in royai buriaÌs but rarely is any indication grven ol:'
its antiquity. One tradition states, entirely predictably, that the art of ,,
barkcÌoth-making was brought to Buganda by lüntu; Roscoe, however;
pointed toward a more specific tradition suggesting that it was taught to

the Ganda by the Nyoro. This is problematic in so far as Bunyoro, .

ccrtainly by the nineteenth century, was wealthy in neither the skiils nor..
the natural resources. According to the somewhat garbled version of the

story reportcd by Speke, barkcloth was supplied by the lake shore peoples
to their Nyoro masters when Buganda was little more than a tiny afÊiiation
of descent groups.r3 Gideon Were has noted that the mysterious Chwezi ,

are associate d with the introduction of barkcloth to the region, which is to
some extent consistent with Speke's findings.ia

The ngonge clan trace the discovery of barkcloth to one of their sub-

chiefs during the reign of Kimera, a form of dating which suggests an

ro Ibid,: 406.
rì Wl.ritc Fathers: Rubaga Diary 0/13June 1879.
12 Sirnilar considerations doubtless lay behincl the expansionist drive to\.vards Bnsoga, a

region u,hich also had a thriving barkcloth industry; but the Nile was a rather greatel
obstacle than thc Katonga, and the Ganda werc unable to bring the area under direct or

permanent control. This is demonstratecl in Chaptcr 9 below.
r3 Spcke 1863b:251 2.
ìrlVere 1968:179.
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distant point in time. The chief in question made his discovery

by accident, hammering a piece of bark he found particularly
in order to break it up. He found that the bark, rather than

simply expanded. The resultant material was fortuitously noticed

6, daughter of Kimera, who was greatly taken with it; the rest, as they
Much of the story is cleariy mythical, but barkcloth wasis history

of such an elaborate myth: the telling of the story, undoubtedly a
in the history of the ngonge clan, was a way of honouring the

event and underiining the importance of the discovery. Such

¿¡6 rnonr.rûterits to the past, even though, as we shall see, this one was
developed not much earlier than the late eighteenth century

wrote: 'At the start, there were not many bark cloths but the
increased very much especially during the reign of'Semakokiro.

IS the honour of the Ngonge clan; they are in
the Kabaka. This has been

charse of manu-
the bark clothes of SO slnce the rergn

maketo now, because they were the founder of the way to

It is however that any one clan had a monopoly on royal
mentioned Kasumba of the kasimbaKagwa also

largely based in the ssala of Mawokota, who was the kabaka's
This particular post was created byJunju in the second

of the eighteenth century: Kasumba, origrnally from the Bujaju district
Buddu, came to Junju's notice following the capture of that barkcloth-

region.r6 The nnamunnoona clan in Buddu (who cÌaimed to have come
Kintu but moved south into Buddu) were also renowned fbr their

villages
of barkcloth: in the late eighteenth century, they saw many of
given over to members ofJunju's family, whose descendants

their barkcloth from there up until the late o() 90s. The mpindi
for makinghad a somewhat less glamorous claim: they were noted

bafkcloths for the kabaka's women.

.:1: r
r:r,'!ô

...t.ì.ì7
.:. l8

Kagwa 1972: B-9.
Ibid.: 63.
Ibid.: l0B.
lbid.: 103.
Kagwa 1934: 17.
Roscoe l9l l: 403.
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common enough simplybut
compel his bjects to tapslr
juncture in particular,
been known for severaÌ
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considering that the manufacture
centuries? The answer must lie, a

the acqutsltron of
few years before,
conseq rISEuent 1n

up opportunities in other parts of the country: for example, if
favoured, as it did, the Sango cloths ofsouthern Buddu, restrictions

It might be argued thar.
these imports as greatly

of the fabric
least

on

as early
superror,

I

plantations in other parts of the kingdom may have been lifted. It is
inconceivable, moreover, that the Buddu economy persuaded
and a number of entrepreneurial chieß that in barkcloth there were
seecls of a potentially fucrative industry both at home and abroad.
already noted, this may indeed have been a motivating factor in the
expansionist operation, as important as control of iron deposits and, as
shall see, commerce. Perhaps, also, the relatively sudden infiltration
Buganda's internal market of often superior Buddu cloths served as a
for the kingdom's older centres of production. There is certainly no
to cloubt that eighteenth-century producers could respond to
economic stimuli in the way that their descendants did in the
nineteenth and eaf twentieth centurres with regard example,for
cotton The lmport of cotton and calico through Karagwe which
prob ably under way by

Iy

this tlme ma also have influenced the2t
v

lzatrotr of barkcloth Semakokirounder
the 780s, chiefs and royaky perceived
only 1n terms pre to anything available locally, whetherof strge,
Buddu OT not. Restrictions on the widespread production of
were therefbre eased, with the kabaka now having iess lnterest
controlling production, and it became with some rapidity a nationwide

cloths: this theory, however, exaggerates the volume of imported cloths at :

this time, as well as their direct impact on the bulk ol the population.
Clearly, the process of popularization did not exclude the political and ,

social elite: as we have already noted, barkcloth was regularly worn by
both royalty and chiefs through most of the nineteenth century. Yet an

important shift had taken place in or around the l7B0s and 1790s, a

process culminating in the almost total abandonment of indigenous fabrics
except as cultural relics by the early 1900s.

Even sô, barkcloth was dominant for a century or more; in the earþ

2r F-or example, sec Kagwa l97l: 99, who states that coastal commoclities had begun to

arrìve in rhe late cighteenth century,

ln
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bundles ()t barkclo th were stilÌ being presented regularly to
lB90s the f,abric was still prevalent.
very man and woman is dressed in

the
tribrite '22 ancl 1n the early AtAS

tirne Lugard obserwed that Ie ân
or large piece ofbark-cloth, except those big chiefs who can afford

linen'.23 While there is no cloubt that cotton had come to
the upper end of the market, and rvas the most visible and

rvhite

ve commodity in a thriving exchange economy, barkcloth was the

bar

which the latter was based. Ashe asserted in the late lBBOs
was madc 'by slaves and the poorer class of peasants':2r it is

that by this time production was for the most part located in the
strata of society, the value of the fabric havins decreascd against

textiles, and that producers were lareely on the periphery of the
exchange economy. But the value of the cloth r,vas such that

remairied a common medium of taxation.25 As in most areas of the

1 890,
, however, the civil war of this period took its toll on production.
Lourclel observed the cxtent to which the barkcloths of the

.26

population were 'nearly all worn olrt' because production had
this gives some idea of the regularity with which new cloths were
made. Permanent decline set in afier 1900. Lucy Nzlair, for
wrote in the early 1930s that'European stuffb are popular and

farel made fbr sale by not more than thrce or four men in each

throughout the kingdom: it is clear that certain regions were noted
their barkcloth production above others and, as with livestock and

'much else, the lncorpora tlon of these reglons lnto the Ganda state repre-
Sented a continuallv evolving e conomlc system. Bulemezi, for example

sizeable proportron
did not gre

of rts cloth from Busiro ancl Mawo kota, AS

, the trees themseives atly prosper 1n the hotter, drier climate c()l

that ssa¿a. Busiro, \¡Iawokota and, in particular, Buddu were resarded as

best areas for barkcloth, and in Buddu, as we have scen, those cloths
made at Sango and Bujaju were especially prized.2e The Sesse islands lvere

home to several famous centres of procluction. 30 Aty analysis of the
on$ns and deveÌopment of barkcloth production must, therefbre , take

of these regionaÌ differences. W haVC aireadv seen hor,v the
utsrtron of' Buddu represented a significant boost to the industry;

parts of NIawokota which were g^radually brought undcr Ganda
control before 800 must have led to ân expanslon tn overall production.

.21

Spekc l863h: 297.
Lugard lB92: B3l.
¡\she lSBg: 300.
lVlacdorrald lB97: I 39.
lVhite Fathers: C14/ 192 Lourdcl ro Superior-Gcneral, 25 Jaruary
Mair 1934: 95.
Iliflc 1995:185.
Kagwa 1934: 165.
Speke lB63b:399.
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f he Ganda would have to some extent exported their extant skills
the core
Buddu,
facture
approach in this sphere, as in many others, as we shall see; it is

be

the barkclotl.r economy
mo re importantly

lVhile barkcloth was

once lost control
Buddu tn the seventeenth

Iron & the state

peculiar to the region, iron

of parts of Ma
and eighteenth

was AS

rt wokota
centuries.

so doing, it would have lost a vital source of income and one of
mainstays of homestead production, and its control of regional
was noticeably weakened. By the same token, Buganda was by the
lB00s a fairly recent beneficiary of the barkcloth economy, its position
producer ofthe best cloths in the region to a large extent lounded upon
territory it hacl manag^ed to wrest from others. IJarkcloth was undou
one ofthe biggest prizes to be gained from resional hegemony, as

other empires had discovered several centuries earlier.

the lakes of the Gre at Rift was elsewhere humanas

Metal technology was critical to Buganda economlc and military
and the kingdom's relations with its neiøhbours, violent or otherwise, wers
regularly influenced by the need for iron. The desire for access to areas

where both skills in iron-working and natural resources were located was

certainly a key factor in cxpansion: once again, Budclu provides the best

lt
,S

t:a..

.,...

example. But, in contrast to the barkcloth tree, iron was not abundant
within the kinsdom's frontiers, and it seems likely that during the

eighteenth ancl nineteenth centlÌrles the bulk
rmporte Where the kingclom was unable to
procluction or proclucers, it often resorted to the system of informal,:'
empire, and it was such a system which for many decades guaranteed the:,,

supply of this prized metal: perhaps the best example is Koki, southwest of .

Buddu, which in a loosely tributary position regularly supplied the Ganda:
with iron hoes and impiements such as knives from at least the seconcl ha-1f

of the eighteenth century. In the mid- 1890s, iron was still being brought in '

bulk from l(oki as tribute.3r Blacksmiths may aiso have travelled from
Koki to Buganda on a fairly regular basis, either to seli their implements
or to teach the profession itself. Roscoe was lelt in no doubt that iron and'
iron-workers had existed in the vicinity of Koki since long befbre the

reign of the mythical l(intu.32 Certainly, as we shall see later, the regional

3r UNA A4ll !\¡ilson to.Jackson, 5.January 1895.

d.

Roscoe 79 '['he

although thc Chwezi are
Koki experhse mâ have

9 origins of iron-working in the Great Lakes region is unclear,
thought to have J¡een involvecl in thc cli{lìrsion of knowledge.
comc from I(aturuka on the southwest shore of Lake Victoria:v

Katumka is onc ol the e arliest knor'vn smelting^ sites, dating from the early first millennium .

Crcfts €d Craftsmen

in iron was as vital as it was extensive.

It 1s not clear to r,vhat extent iron was actr,rally mined within Buganda's
frontiers; the smeltina' and reworking of iron brought

{rom further afield, however qurte widespread, ancl 1n this respect
had much tn common with many of 1ts immedi ate neighbours.

which was rnined in I(avirondo, for example, was carried west in an
form to Busoga and Buganda, where it was made into hoes.3:r

Busoga where iron from Kavirondo was exchanged for bananas and
35 and Ganda traders undoubtedly travelled considerablc clistances to

ln
,,veakness, the heavy reliance on imported metal, figured promi-
Buganda's foreign policy from the sixteenth century onrvard. At

same time, one of the key themes ol Ganda history concerns the ability
readiness to absorb foreign ideas, skills and raw materials. The case

arguing that Buganda was materially or technologically inferior in the
of the iron inclustry could only be sustained if it was demonstrated

the Ganda economy was essentially insular 'I'his rt was assure dlv not:
vibrant, dynamic and incìusive (if selecti ve) soclcty Buganda drew on the

and skills of rts neighbours and thUS guaranteed not merely SUTV1val
growth tn industries such AS ron-wor king
not intended, however, to convey the Impresslon that the Gancla.

mined no rron of their own. Much of the ninete enth-century kingclom was
r'vith laterltrc lronstone. otherwise known AS murram, 37 lrom which

possible to extract lron ore Iron was extracted from deposits 1n

I(yagwe, some
o1 the sekibobo,

of which, apparently were ciose to the maln
enclosure the goverfì1ng chief ol þagwe. 5u Ernin Pasha

that ore 1n Bugancla was derivec{ lrom two matn soufces bog
ore 1n low-lying ground and, ITìOTC commonlv clav ironstone' found
upon gr¿ìn1te on higher ground. 39 Granite was certainly found ln the

parts of Budclu and Singo, 40 which B^oes somc way towards

¡'") Bc:: Schmidt l97B; Iliffe 1995: 34.
UNA ¡\2,21 Owcn to lìhodcs, 29 Nlarch 1993.
lVhite Fathers: I{ubaga Diary l/19 August 1979.
Scotr l-)lliot l896: 38,
UN¡\ A2l3 Ansor.ge to Colvile, 5 Ocrober 1894.
tror examplc in 1'hom¿is & Scott 1935: 59. Lateriric ironstone w¿rs less common irr
Bugancla than in Bunyoro ancl other societies to thc west; ner.erthclcss, Nlackay, who knerv
sometl.ring about iron-lvorking himsclf, assertecl that in Buganda 'cvery stone is iron,:
Ma.kav lBqO l07 tì.
Scorr Élliot l896: 39.
Sclrrvcinfnrth e¿ aL. IBBB: 122.
'lhomas & Scott 1935: map between 44 & 45.
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verifying Emin Pasha remarks, Indeed,S

western Bugancla, particularly 1n western
a long history of ore extraction. Once again it is clear that
acquisition of Buddu in the late eightcenth century provided an

for AS a hole.economrc boost the kingdom More
ased the orsmall scale, b around family bakoþiunlt

charcoal, and was fbund in several districts, including central Budclu
the Minziro forest), the Sesse islands, southern and central Kyagwe (in
Mabira forest) and parts of Singo.+3 Kagwa also mentions 'misese', as
as the Lutoro word for this type of wood, emizan.,uma' or masanauma)
n0ng0 the 4+

influence

nongo only
influencc

types of 'coai
significant,

used tn mrnlng smeltingand
sugge stlng the ancrent

T'he Toro
influence of the

kingdoms on iron-working along the northern Lake Victoria shore.
was fbund tn man of the same districts musasai pe rhapsAS

however that 'I'homas and Scott, 1n their wide-

1S

1n

v

the context of Bunyoro,
ran$ng suryey,
points towards

mentioned
a"

borders.
hich also

outsideongrnatlng Buganda ninetee nth-century
I'oreign inftluence tn the development of tron-wor

+5

king evident1S

many other sources Kagwa declared openly that 'the
originally from the Banyoro and the

knowledge
Banabudusmeiting was acquired

supported by the presence of northernthis 1S and western vernaculai .

within the inclustry, while, as we have seen, Buddu itself later became the ,:,

logical research has dated tron-working to around the middle of firstthe
millennium Bc.aB Again, Bunyoro figures largely in the early growth of the
industry, and traditions relating to I(imera point towards the significance
of this influence. The early influx of iron implements and expertise in
mrnrng is to some extent personifìed in l(imera, who is supposed to have
spent time before becoming kabaka in Bunyoro, r,vhence he brought the

'!ì sienil'ìcantly, there is no cviclence of iron-workers as masicians in Bugancla, as lvas so often
rhe case in other parts ol Africa. 'I'his may bc a strong inclication ol the pragmatism or
instrumentalism of Gand¿i matcrial culture.

'r? Rc¡scoe I9l I : 379.
+3 Egucling Ig40: l,l0;'Ihomas & Scott 1935: 534-5.
'rr Kaq-',va 1934: 160.
'" T'homas & Scott 1935:534-5; Eggeline 1940:220,222.
''6 I(agrva 1934: 160.
17 lVere l968: 179.
'rB For example, Aml¡rose l9B2: l3,l--5.

-õtÕ
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by inference, knowieds^. of extractlon. Roscoe
fled from Wunyi ,s court 1n Bunvoro becaLtse of
unvl ,S wife he attached himself to a smith, and
tlme, learnine his work; after a

he sent hoes and weapons
in fact Mulanga, a son

trme , hcn he

fÍl astered the art of' smithing, to IJganda.'ae
Kintu andKagwa suggests that rt was of

tiung some trme before Kimera, who 'learnt to work ìn lron 50

.we
it was apparently under Chwa that iron spearheads were first made,
shall see below. It is ccrtainly the case that much of this traclition,
havine been used almost exclusively in the reconstruction of the

past, aiso contarns important
The emphasis placed

InCSS ages concernlng the regron ,S

history on such data mây be a matter of
bate which should we regard AS the more rmpOrtant, the great foundcrs

rulers thus depictecl, or the powerful e conomrc and social forces for
which they appear to represent? Althoug^h rt 1S no\'v generally

that fig^ures such as Kintu and Kimera are whollv mythical, the
revolutions which {àcilitated their transmission rnto my thology

both real and dramatrc and rt mav be that the clues thus provided to
be regarded as being lmportant those to
anv case, hatever the truth behind these

messages,5r it is
orc in Bugancla

agaln sig^nificant that the co mm onest basic term
lron 1S matale, which IS Lunyoro.
Kabaka Kirnera ls suPposed to have named his enclosure Karqtakasasa,

conveyed the striking rmagery that lust as the blacksmith ,S shop has
burning all the bme yet no ashes accumulate, SO IS with rhe king
always kills people and yet they go to him 52 Tl-ris clearly expresses

mo re about the nature of Ganda kingship than about metal
but the earlv rmagery of the firrg^e significant. The anhq ulty

importance of both mlnlng and smelting are reflected tn a number of
histories, and lt may reasonably be assumed tha ma]ay of these e arly

were eithe r 'foreigners' themselves or itinerant craftsmen,
new trades abroad and returning with their skilis to the Ganda

For example KisaWO of thc nge)e clan 1S supposecl to have becn
early metal -worker hose ob rt was to fit ornaments on the arms of

or deceased kings. 53 'fhese ornaments, holvever, are likely to
of course imported (the Ltganda kikomobeen copper which was

both copper ancl bracelet). Kisawo therefore, proba b1v had com-
connectlons, but the arrival of coppcr in Buganda

the eighteenth ccntury, copper
difEcult to

By the second half of wlre was ân
common commodity being carried by traders from the coast

the lake reglon but 1S possible tha copper had arrived much earlier
the Katanga reglon to the sou thwe st, where rt had been mined slnce

fifth century AD.5't Therc is little concrete evidence for commerce of'

Roscoe l9l l: 379.
Kagwa 1971:6.
For examplc. see Wligley i996: Ig4 0.
Kagrva 1934: 20.
Kagva 1972: 4.
For example Connah l9B7: 221.
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this kind before 1800, although the Nyamwezi were tracling with
by the 820s. 5Í)

Great social honour was attached blacksmiths, particularto
royal servlce living within the compounds of Ì)romrnent

ly those

the
ol

or
Although precrse details of Kisar,vo occupatlon,S are not provided,
that he 1S mentioned at all clan history ls mqasure1n the nge2e

Mubiru
à

perceived importance . Simìlarlv of the mamba clan was a

smith who gave his name to popular nineteenth-century adage

toil ancl application in industry.56 He was scarcely a member of
profession rank and file: one of his ceremonial duties was to provide

gabunga, ad of the clan an act which accordingornaments fbr thc the he
Kagrva instaÌled fthe gabunga) Ju dg" of the whole clan efïect,

a

,S

'handed that clan ove to Ith" gabunga]

derived from another
undoubtedlv enhance d his standing

'I'he kkobe clan also claimed involvement in the earìy history of'metal-
working: one of thc sub-chieß of this clan, Lwabiriza, u'as a notecl metal-,

workcr in the Kintu story. Although, once zrgain, the precise nature of lls.
occupation is unclear, I-wabiriza -,vas successful enough to be given several

villages in Busiro by Kintu in recognition of his services, according to ths

clan traditions."s The fact that Kintu himself clid not. exist is, again, not
particularìy relevant: thc story represents the idea that political faVOUr:..

might be granted to the economicallv SU ccessful and was not the preserye

ol court sycophants or lt'hat might be toda professional politicians.called
Iron-working^ was cleariy one of rnany economic activities which were ,'

encourag'ed by the political establishment. Incleed, it might be argued that 
'

material or nominal rewarcls handcd out on merit by the kabaka tended at

one timc to be responses to economic, ratl-rer than political, endeavour: in.'.
the fourteenth and fìfteenth centuries, for example, the power o1 th'e kabakq.

was still curbed by the clan-heacls, and bataka rather than batongole con :

troÌled tlre political make-up of the nascent kingclom.'I'he kabaka had not I

yet been able to erodc thc authorily of clan to the point where he might '

make political appointments with impunity. Certainly, the well-clocu
mentecl state of poÌitical patronage in late nineteenth-century Buganda,,

engineered by flattery and intrigue and to a consíderable extent detached

from life outside the royal court, dicl not necessarily prevail in an earlier
age, when, at the risk of clepicting a 'merrie Buganda', priorities were

rather differenl and political power more cvenly distributed.
Lwahirtza did not represent the kkobe clan's only prowess in iron-

\,vorking. lVlaeere was in charge of Kintu's sPears, which, one traclition tells

us) lvere originally made of'wood. Accorcling to Kagwa's history of the clan,

Masere held this position 'up to Kabaka Chwa Nabale and it was under'

hirn that iron spears rvere made. Magere's granclsons fixed their handles

and sharpened ihem.'ss There seems little doubt that this, thoug^h typically

r'j5 \ivaller lB74: II, 180; see also Roberts 1968: l2l.¡.
56 l(agrva 1972:37-8.
57 Ibid.
58 lbid.: 78.
'te Ibicl.: 79.
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ii Althouah his importancc mav
unconnccled position. his role ¿ghavc bcen partially

a worker of metals

v

by Kagwa, 1S
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meant to represent a revolution of the pro-
importance f'he shift from wood to lron ts symbolic of a graclual

which deeplv aflected the kingdom 's rnilítary structures and
(see Chapters

With the
I and 0 beiow) AS well as the metal-working

itself, replacernent of wooden spearheads by lron ones,
took on à new and vitâl dime¡ision- That this funda-

shift should be creditecl to the reign of Chwa,
political infancy, and

another
figure associated with Buganda tn 1ts perhaps

of an era for tire wider reglon, rs clearly a fantastic telescoping
ací)al events As note d above, such technology was probably being^

more tha.n a millennium before. It would be several centunes
the Gancla were a significant force on the battlefielcls of the lacustrine
but the supenonty of the Iron blade was clear to the peoples of the

much earlier AS was the need to search for new sources of lron, although
spears were never entirely obsolete even ln thc nineteenth centuly

None the less although these
doubting the

developments clearly predate cl Bug^anda
there 1S no rmportance of the rergn ol' Nakibina'e

1n the early or mid-sixteenth century for the kingdom lron-
economy A macrocosmrc reading of the relevan sources would

to suggest that this was the first trme that Buganda ,s recently
military technology was properly

us that N
testecl 1n an lntern ational

one Ganda account tells akibinge gre atly prized his
'because they made de adly arrows and spears hich helpcd to

the enemles with hich he was surroundccl on all sides'

war policy-_is conveyed by the story of'suna's war aaainst l(iziba, as told to
Stanleyl .'[!g"u1 commanded his Katekiro to makã up 300 manloacls of

.'hoes and old iron and to send them to Kytawa, ancl tå say to him, ..Suna
,'.rsends these.hoes and iron to-you, f'or it may be ti,at yo,, u." short oispears,
',,larrow-heads, and hatchets. Make weapons f'or yor_rr peopie in abunàance

during thrcc rnonrhs, and preparc lor war,,.'n.
unusual though it may seem for the assressor to sencr war matériel to the

:i enemy, this was a powerful picce of rcvcrse psychology, even aìlowing for

Reid 1997.
Kagrva 1934: 160.
Ibid.
Stanley lBTB: I, 376
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the injection of exaggeration somewhere along the line' Such

confrclence, indeed arrogance, is all the more fascinating as Buganda

relied so much on imported iron, as we have noted. Yet the Ganda
complacent about the

to utilize rt eflectivelv In the earl
never

were l-¡ase ln the

search for lron AS well AS the skills

eighteenth century Kabakav
employed a" Nyoro smith Kongonge
Kyagwe a ssúza which, AS WC haveln
shore were ore-bearing. Some 30

ancl provided him with an estate

seen, certatn areas neaf the
+0 years later .IunJu, havingor

pletcd the annexa tlon of Buddu, brought
blacksmiths from thatnumbcr of

srill coveted and, AS

life, the Ganda were
the comlnon goocl
statc did not shrink
The role c¡f the clan

to the capital and employed
rets^ron. 6,t Foreign expertlse was

spheres social, cconomrc and1n many other of
prepared to

through unusual taients while a the trmesame

from offering individual rewarcls for such endeavo¡¡
ngabi 1n Bucldu smithing has already bcen notecl:

south and west of the

accept anyone ho could contribu

s.tala, particularly 1n the areas,

te

d

::

bordering Koki,65 and in the years following annexation they found

themselvés linked to a thriving and lucrative commercial metropolis to the

from the ores'.6ô This suggests once again that, as far as Buganda as ¿.,'
whole r,r,as concerned, the knowledge of extraction was not as widespread

as the actual working of the metal'
Perhaps the most famed clan in this connection was that of the kisimba, :

which contained within its number a ccrtain Walukaga, regarded as the

head of all blacksmiths in Buganda. The holder of this title stood at the

apex of a 'quilcl' whose hierarchy stradclled the nineteenth-century king'
dàrn. I-ach ssala also had a head smith, suggcsting that, although certain . 

,

districts stoocl above others in this regard, forges were locatcd throughout

the kingdom.6T 'l'he clifËculty with rnany of the indigenous sources, how-

ever, is that mention is usually only macle of prominent blacksmiths: less

important forge-workers or what we might call country smiths rarely ,

upp"or in the g'reat traditional pageantry of pre-colonial fäme. When the

miisionary N4aikay built the coifin in which Mutesa was to be buried in

lBB4, some 400 local smiths turned up to assist.68 If it is assumed that even

half this number came from the capital or its environs, some idea is con'

veyed concerning thc prevalence of the prolèssion, at least by the,late

nineteenth century. Indeed, it seems likely that the nineteenth century bore

witness to an enormous expansion in iron-working, coinciding with the

6+ I(aglva 1934: 160,
65 Roscoe l9ll: 379.

'ro Kagwa 1934: 160.
ur lbiã. \{alukaga,s main enclosure lvas in Butambala; examples of rcgional chief .iron'

workers incluãe Serugoti of Busiro and lvlutagubya of Buclclu. 'I'he ka.¡inba clarì history

states that ,Wah.rkagga"lvas the chicf person in charge of making the king's spears and other

implcmcnts': Kagva 1972: 63
6B Zimbe 1939: 94.
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availability of the metal itself. At the height of its territorial
lron from manv soLlrces,

o() l 0s and BB0s coastal

o

r,vere bringing iron to Bueanda
bser-ved in 1879 that axes, knives

in considerable quantities, and
and hoes of'coastal or European

in the

were greatly in demand among the Ganda.6e The regional iron
second half of the nineteenth century also quaranteecl a con-

movement of the material in various forms into the kingdom,

The expanslon of the industry which, by thc very nature of the
of the lron) consistecl largely of melting- do'uvn and reworking by

nineteenth century seems not, however, to have ied to an erosion of
hich had evolved, as one mis^ht have expected.

the BB0s, Ziml:e mentlons walukaga, the 'chief
the smiths in the Kingdom, a very honoured man'.70 -Ihe existence of

loosely translated as ciignity, respect, authority or prestige, to
most Ganda aspired.Tr It was, moreover) an honour implicitly

on every blacksmith in the country, being^ on one level an
recognition of the significance of the industry to Buganda's

We cannot know how provincial smiths viewed Waiukaga,
of conrse most had heard of him, or precisely what role he was

less,

to perform
references

within the context of the profession as a whole ; none
to local forges themselves and iron-working more

in both indigenous and European sourccs suggest a deep-rooted
pcrhaps to be expressed as kitäbwq in the profession, and an implicit

on the worker's part of his importance in the history and
of his own societv

Metal-working, then, was seen as a dignified and honourable profession.
would have been well aware of the esteem in which they were

whole a particularly profitable profession, and smiths generally did not
lead aflluent lives: 'The trouble lay in the low rates received for the con-

:: version of metaÌ tools into others. 'Ihe manufacture of some objects paid
-. rather well, fifty cowry shells being the price of a hoe, axe, spear, or laree
:,,[nife, but a small knife or razor would bring only one or two colvry shells.'72
.,, This might be treated somewhat sceptically, and as something of an
-: over-generalizaTion, especially in
.,,,when the expanding profèssion

the context of the Iate nineteenth century)
must haVE beerr profitable enough. Still,

there IS little reason to doubt that a depressed end
lack ofcapital,

of the professional spcc-
insufûcient clemandtrum hampered lry geography or or

' 
'"'69

t.':io
.':;:.tr

White l'athers: Cl3/7 Livinhac to l)cguerry, 6 November 1879,
Zimbe 1939: 146.
See for example Southwolcl 1964:220, and the comments on expressing thc concept in
English in Nlurphy 1972:210. "Ihis is also a key concept in'ftvaclclle 1993.
Ka$va 1934: l6l.
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did indeed exist. Yet those who actually extractecl iron were at an
advantage. Roscoe elaborated on the marketing side of the industry:

When the smelting was finished, the iron was bought by the villagers or
other smiths who were not able to smelt, but were willing to pay a
price for the rough metal. Rough iron was worked and reworked
finally made into hoes, knives, spears, needles, fish-hooks, bells, and

The King had his own smiths who made the implements
the royal household, and each important chief had his own
his estate . ll'hese smiths worked for the poorer people, and sold

the market-place, in addition to what they did for their1n

These smiths also learned to work copper and brass wire, and to make
armlets and bracelets so common among the Baganda people ... All
knives, axes, and bill-hooks were made on common patterns. Copper
brass were imported, and were worked up again by the smiths into
bracelets or the heavier kinds ofbracelets ...73

lVhether or not the smiths ho resided on chiefs' estates were actual
smelters wou ld clear ly have depended on the location of the estate; but
there was also cli{ferentiation between homestead smiths and those
were in the employ of important political figures. The latter were
chosen on the basis of individual ability and skill and probably,
Roscoe ,s assertton that many artefacts were of uniform design

_ 
creatrvity.

homesteadThere was also undoubtedly some division of labour within the
forge: in addition to the muweesi or blacksmith himself, there was the .,,
mulcimba or blacksmith's charge, who may have been an apprentice of sorts
or simply an assistant. Many forges probably relied upon family or home.
stead labour, and larger and more prosperous forges would have been able ,

to employ more charges or perhaps slaves.
Copper and, to a lesser degree, brass, because of their relative rarity, or

the prestige attached to them due to the distance they had travelled, were
metals and alloys normally symbolic of wealth and authority in a way that
iron never was. Like many materials of great supposed vaiue based on
relative rarity, they had virtually no practical application. But the symbolic '
force of copper in particular was exemplified by the head of the nsenene c\an,
Mugalula, based in Gomba, who possessed large amounts of the metal. He ,

was said to liave deliberated upon a copper 'throne', and his milk
container, the clan being of pastoral origin, was also made of copper. Most
impressive of all were the copper spears he possessed, in many ways the
most potent symbols of cleep-seated power and, of' course, lcitübwa: tl-¡ese

suggested both military prowess, the echoes of past sreatness enshrined
within the memorial cavities of the clan, and the ability to accumulate and
control great material wealth. Mugalula, indeed, was said never to set eyes

on the kabaka, so powerful did he beiieve himself to be, a belief apparently
tolerated Y:y the kabaka himself,Ta Naturally, Mutesa also possessed copper

73 Roscoe l9ll: 382-3.
7t Kagwa 1972: 13. As we have already seen, the rclationship between the kabaka and

Mugalula can be tracccl back to the reign of Chrva, to wlìom Nlugalula gave his brother;
Kalibbala, as chief' hcrclsman. Regardless of the mythological detail, this 'gift' may be

interpreted as a tacit acknolvlcdeement on Mugalula's pari of the kabaka's si¡>ra-regronal
authority, but more generally the rclationship between thc kabaka and the head of thq
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Speke mentions these in the context of a military review in 1862.75

travelling through Bulemezi in 1879, observed that all ssa¿¿ chiefs
copper-headed spears 'as a mark of honour'.76 'lhese again

contributed greatly to the acquisition of kitübøa. A fine
of the material symbols of authority can be seen in the baclee of

of the þokino, governor ol Buddu: Speke noted that he olvned 'an
harchet, inlaid with copper and handled with ivory',77 Still, it is clear

Roscoe's account that copper and certainly brass rvire were
common enough by the late nineteenth century, and indeed the

of'the smith's produce is striking.

ln their local fbrge. A new and specialized branch of rron-working had
develoPed by the late nineteenth century namely firearm repalr ancl

manufacture of crucle ammun1ûon for guns As ear ly as 862, Mutesa
from Speke some samplcs of shot and ordered 'his iron-smiths to

some like them'.78 T'hese workers were the forerunners of the
described by Lugard in 1892, who observed how the Ganda

will construct you a new stock to a rifle which you will hardÌy detect from
that made by a London gun-maker. The Fundi [= workman, from
Swahili] Kisule, who learnt his ¿irt from Mackay, is an accomplished
blacksmith and gunsmith, and will make a new spring or repair any
damagecl rifle with admirable ."vorkmanship. Their folding srools of rod
iron, and their beautifulÌy-tr-rrnccl-out spe ârs, attest their ability as

blacksmiths.Ts

The practical significance of guns, ancl therefore of the abiiity to repair
, is highly questionable, as we shall see in due course. Yet it was a

valued skill in the IB70s and 1BB0s, ancl at the very least demonstrates the
and clexterity of the
profession. In the

la te ninete enth-centuiv reprcscntatlves of
this anclent caPl tal, whe re tn the mid- at

o()0s politics
became an even more dangerous buslness and permeate d vtr tuallv every
aspoct of urban 1ife, skill 1n fire arms maÌntenance amonB^ smiths was
necessary not only to prosper bu to sur\4VC Robert Ashe reportecl 1n ooOO6
that \,Valukaga \,VaS execu ted fbr professing Christianity an act

signifie d the end of an era and i,vhich was certainly
Mwanga destructive paranola another principal

on account ofhis
tron-

of Christian Dersuaslc)n was spared 'solel v being

".'"" ntt,rr,tt clan may have l¡een one of pecrs keeping each other at a cliplomatic zrrm's
length. C)l'course, it may lot be cornplerely irrelevànt tl.rat Kagrva himself belongecl to the
nsenene c.Iant, and that he lvas attcmpting to demonstrate that historically the kabaka was
never so suprerne tliat he rvas ablc to clisregarcl all other political or regional fiøurcs.
Speke lB63b:406.
CMS (ì^6/010,/*8 l clkirr'sJorrrual. 7 l-clrrrrar.y 1879.
Spekc 1863b:429.
Ibid.:337.
Lugard ì892: B2B.
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able to mend guns'.rrO lfhis wouìd seem to be the same Matayo
referred to above by Lugard. It is likely that
capital were particularly prone to conversion, as

Anglican and Catholic missions, intrigued
technology, the most noted practitioner of which
that Walukaga appears not to have acquired

as with many of the aft¡rementioned professions,
kingdom itselfby several centuries. Sekayala was

blacksmiths based at
many were drawn to
by European
was Mackay.
sufÊcient skill

It ts

maintenance to save his life, and it may be that certain
strands of the profession spurned such work. But gun repair was ¡6¡
only innovation in indigenous iron-working in the last years
nineteenth century: Ashe also noted that by the late lBB0s Ganda
working was being influenced by implements ancl techniques importe4
the coastal merchants. Files and instruments for boring had
introduced by Arab traders, as had the arts of brazing and tinning.et

Pre-colonial pottery culture

Buganda was unusual among many societies in east and central Africa
that pottery was a specialized profession, ancl one to which great e

and cultural importance was attached. Despite the increasing
ofcoastal and European utensils from the late eighteenth century
the role of the indigenous potter was not seriously threatened until
after the establishment theof Protectorate One
suggests that pottery taking 1ts place alongside the
this and earlier chapters was one of the oldest industries Buganda and,ln

of'

rt obviousl v predated the
the first potter

to one tradition crea
Sedagala tn his

lieof events, the re the clue s to the orrglns of professional

, appointed by l(intu who subsequently
honour.B2 Again, somewhere within this

ted
according

the posr of

a
telescoped verslon

hierarchy and

y a royal potter, :
serwice of the ,'

the gradual development of a guild of sorts with representatives at the
metropolitan centre . 'fhe position of Sedagaia apparentl
aithough mzjoona is also the term fbr a potter in the
monarchs3 was recognized up until the reign of Kamanya in the late

eighteenth or early nineteenth century. Under Kamanya, a powerful
Nyoro influence was brought to bear on pottery at the capital, perhaps
reflecting a similar influence on the profession in the country as a whole, A
Nyoro potter, apparently a war-captive, so impressed Kamanya with his

skills that he became potter to the kabaka and was given his own village
near the royal capital. Sedagala, it seems, remained the nominal heacl of
the profession, but his position was undermined somewhat.Ba illhe precise
nature of this Nyoro influence is unclear and, although, ironically, a

number of European commentators in the lB70s regarcleci Ganda pottery
as superior to that of Bunyoro, this was probably less to do with pottery

m CMS G3 A5/0 1886/308 r\she to Wigram ? May 1886.
8r Ashe 1BB9:311.
82 Kagwa 1934: 159.
B3 Zimbe 1939: 428.
8t Kagwa 1934: 159.
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se
Ganda superronty to Bunvoro 1n

Thomas and Scott wrote that
.mentlon may be made of the Banyoro craftsmen who
à thin, black earthen ware which, although brittle ls much

to the usnal manufactures 1n red clay' 85 Red clay was prevalent tn
In the mid- 850s, Burton reported that Ganda po ttery was

perhaps AS a re sult of the rnJectron of
but the Ganda also imported large

of earthenware, especially from Buvuma, In 90 a colonial
observed of the Vuma that þl ottery their greatest industry and

afe really very clcver ln this line' and indeed Vuma pots were
traded for fbodstufls with the Ganda. 87

much of central and east Africa, pottery was usually
disagreement amongwith fèmale labour, but there was some

European observers concerning such a sexual division
bour 1n Buganda. Emin Pasha asserted that pottery

Felkin suggested that both men
was almost wholly

preserve, BB and and women might
resolve this questron, although the social
the making of pottery might suggest that

lvere more prevalent in the industry; equally, however, it may have
the case that simply the most prominent potters were men. Potters ìn

enjoyed a prlvileged posr tlon 1n Ganda soclety like iron-workers
were exempt from arbitrary arrest. The fruits of their labour were

as

upon symbolically as sources of food, and thus of civilization itself,
such were regarded in the abstract as life-sustaining.eO The honour

on certaln pots and other receptacles appears to have been
throughout the reglon and even invading armtes, while they

make use of the pots 1n a conquered village, would rarely destroy or
ve violation of international conduct wasthem if they did, a gra

as having' occurred. Roscoe asserted that potters were a 'distinct
of workmen, who lived with their families in communities apart from
people'. T'hose in the service of the kabaka or a chief received their

land in return for a proportion of their products.e2
Pottery was produced in most parts of the nineteenth-century kingdom

enough bbumba or clay could be founcl. Felkin provided some

Boys and girls are at an early age initiatecl into the art. Two kinds of
pottery) a coarse and fine variety, are mannfactured. Vessels for carrying
rvater and for cooking are made of the coarse kind ... Drinking cups and
tobacco pipes are made of the finer clay. They are very thin and
beautifully r'vorkecl, but all the pottery is easily broken, as no flux or glaze
is used. The fine clay ... is procured from the beds of streams ... The most

Thornas & Scott 1935: 285 6.
Burton IB59:384.
UN.,\ AB,zl 'fomkins to Comm.. [ì November 1901.
Scl.rweinftrrth et al. IBBB: BB.
Felkin 1BB5 6: 726.
Kagwa .1934: 159.
Ibid,:160.
Roscoe l0ll:l'i!19.
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unnsual patterns employed are circular dots, elliptical punch
parallel incised lines, chequer concentric rings, guilloche,
and basketwork . .. l)rinking borvls and both kinds of pipes

marks
spiral
are

coloured with red oxide of iron or with white coiour .,.e:i

Felkin's account suggests that there existed a broad range of
styles by the late
SOUTCES across the
the early pottery of the

among historians
lake reglon has come to be known AS

ancl archaeologists. This distinct, thoughware 1S

holly clissimilar from Kwale ware nearer the coast and the
ware of Zambia and Zimbabwe.e't The specialization of pottery in
society by the nineteenth century is suggested by the existence ofa
villase near the capital, describcd here by A.B. Lloycl, of'nhich there
have been many throughout thc kingdom:

Pottery also, among the Wagancla, is quitc a fine art. Very near to

placed for an hour or two. Smoking belng almost unlversal 1n U
plpes
they

are therefore made by
are coloured black, with

the potter; a finer kind of clav 1S

a glazecl shiny surface 95

This would certainly seem to support Roscoe's assertion about the
tendency of potters to live in distinct communities. It is clear, then,
various qualities of clay were nsed in thc manufacture of
implements Emin Pasha ,s scientific eye observed that the 'red soil 1S

covered by a laycr of grcy compact clay only 1n the hollows and 1n thg
cleclivi tres; the lolvest stratum of this clav 1S free from vegetablc
and yields an excellent material for pottery' He note d the exlstence
both red and grey clay north of the capr tal. Felkin concurred with
analysls remarkirg that tl he upper strata of land, ft¡r the clepth of 2 or
feet à rich black alluvial soil under which rs a bed of red sandy clay
averaging about 30 feet in thickness, and lower still in many places is a .

layer of tolerably pure porcelain earth',e7 Althor-rgh no eye-witness accountr.
or indeed archaeological evidence exists, Gancla pottery centres must have

been peppered by digs or quarries several feet deep, perhaps covering
considerable areas if the settlement was of long standing. If such digs did
exist, it may be that they facilitatecl some clivision of labour within the,

profèssion itself, that is, that c{iggers and other labourers were distinct from
actuaÌ potters. As with forges, the larger and more prosperous the pottery
centre or community, the more people would have been employed and the

more pronounced the division of labour.
Pottery was thus a significant inclustry, both economically and culturally,

er Irelkin lBB5 6: 726 7.
er Sntton l968:91 2; Phillipson l9B5: 172 5
'0'' Lloycl 1900: t33.
eô Schrveinfulth etal. IBBB:125, 129-30.
e7 Felkir lBB5 6: 700.
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it was certainly regarc{ed as superior to its distant relations of
and weaving. In the nineteenth century these were common

activities: baskets were generally made with the young leaves of
wild fibres 9B Basketwork was Iargely

have been associated with the

sections of a community, perhaps as a means of subsistence for
homesteads. Roscoc asserted that the making of baskets twas

able to obtain the many little things
VE procured 99 Perhaps these were

of rainfall, or whosewhose planta tlons had suflered from lack
had been casualties ofwar or been pressed into the service ofthe

many such scenarios are plausibie, and there is no cioubt that both
urban and the rural poor ofpre-colonial Buganda had various means

which to meet subsistence demands. Basketwork, requiring iittle capital
such optron, and 1t may well haVC

which, as we shall see, was the last
for poor individuals and homestead groups. As far as the role of

is concerned, an alternative interpretation is possible. Roscoe
viewed the selling of baskets by women as symptomatic of a male-

society, and an example of the manner in which women were
marginalized in economic activity. Most contemporary observers

likewise persuaded, and so modern historians are compelle d to
Ìack of clear evidence to the contrary that this was at least
CASC. But we need not take Roscoe ' vlew at {ace value,

1t 1S possible that he was inadvertently describing a process by which
asserting their economic independence. While therewere actually

relatively few references to women 1n the market-place, this
their wares

was
à srtuatlon ln which women did indeed take tn

case basketwork to a local market. Indeed, although many of the
activities and processes described in the last three chapters

with the exception of farming, to have been male-dominated, we
to exercise caution in our evaluation of the role of women and to be
that there may have been many other less obvious ways in which

lôom

possibility of reaÌ economic control exercised by women in many

Roscoe l92l:221
Iblð,:222.
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Summary of Part One
'I'he preceding threc chaptcrs represent attemptan
much detail AS space and my sources permrt)
Buganda internal economrc base Certain areas of
were subject to profound chanee in the seventeenth, eighteenth and
teenth ccnturics; other spheres were characterized by marked degre¡

,S

a

contrnulty and w(]re only funclanlen tall altered theby onset of
rule . But, in general terms, Busanda's material economy was subject to
same kinds of pressure s and mutations as any in other parts of the
It changed from within, as a result of specific policies issued fror¡
metropoli tan centre and also

v

side the direct control of the

indelibly intertwinecl
whole. Clearly it was

responcìed to
territorial state

changing crrcumstances
did not exrst 1n1t

but was oined almost seamlessly to the surrounding reglon Above all,
was complex, sophisticated and often fragile SO many spheres of

ancl contributing to a cohcrent and
a combination of ample rainfà11 prudentand

tural techniques which permitted a sophisticated urban environment
the development of homeste ads not devoted solely to the g^rowing of
but each sphere of the economy was dependent on every other,
with the economy as a whole no one operated in isolation. This is not
subscribe to the thesis of the centralized political state, which points
the domination at all levels of economic society by central
authority, by implication rendering innovation difficult if not
On the contrary, the overall picture which I have tried to paint here
intended to portray not a centralized state but a loose and flexible
of economic and social contributions, distantly managed by a
political authority. I3uganda was not a homogeneous but a
society, tempering^ the demands of the state necessary to maintain the
political infiastructure recognlzlng the benefits of economrcby

portray the human dimension of Buganda's economic energy,
wornen who worked with iron, clay ancl barkcloth, who

the men and '.
herded and

cultivatecl, and who so often have been clepicted either as faceless factors ln

a centralized poÌitical system, or as essentially unprogressive producers in- '

capable of innovation and therefore not worthy of cioser study in the way:
that their European counteryarts might be. But the people who drove '
Buganda's economic machine, like thosc in other parts of sub-Saharan
Africa, struggled and adaptcd and innovatecl within their cultural and

economic framework; strove for indiviclual security and prosperiry; ancl '
invested their labour in a poiitical system which facilitated such pursuits,
thus ensuring its continued survival. Moreover, they belonged to often''

Land €d Liuelihood

of which were echoes of a human
l'he hierarchies u'hich evolved and

the holders of' titles were onlv the most
Bug^anda ,S material culture was cele-

and speciahzation lauded; behind it all, quiet and ageless recosnition
being paid to the real builders of the nineteenth-century state, however

and abstract the expression of the past may have been
organrzatron of
Ganda statc, tn
tn the southe rn

of the kingdom permitted the growth of quite a dense population
in relatively stable settlements. Yet we have also seen that inter-

crop failures led to food shortages in the nineteenth century ancl
y earlier: paradoxically, perhaps, these faihrres were felt all the

keenly precisely becausc a generally high level of agricultural

impact of such shortages earlier in Buganda's history - they may have
internal politics and external growth to a pronollncecl degree -

but were certainly of great sig^nificance 1n the late nineteenth century
1n the BB0s when they coincided with livesto ck disease to

undermine the kingclom's
versification

productive base and, therefore, lts
sccurity The di of crop production engendered by

coastal merchants at the capital from the l860s onward failed to oflset
these problems, which is probably as indicative of the limited impact of
such diversification as of the severity of the recurrcnt droughts. Food
shortages and cattle disease formed part ofa great concatenation ofevents
which served to weaken Buganda in the years leading up to the establish-
ment of the protectorate. But these events should not be viewed in
isolation: as we shall see in later chapters, natural calamitics intensified at
a time when the Ganda army was in decline, when there were heighteniriu
political and social tensions in the capital, and when the kabakahimself rvas
dying. The potency of this last factor was not diluted by rhe secularity of
the kaltaka's position: his physical clemise seemecl to be the manifestation
(and perhaps, to some extent, the cause) o{'the kinadom's much larger
political, military and economic ailments, a comparison not lost on a
number of prominent chiefì;. At the same time, dwindling ivory reserves
threatened commercial disaster for Buganda, as well as signifying the onset
of ecologìcal imbalance; Mutesa ancl Nll,vanga were compelód to rely
increasingly upon tribute or violence or both to ensure a continued supply
of ivory. Ye t Buganda's ability to prosecute succe ssful military campuìg:.r.
was not what it had been 50 or even 30 years earlier, ancl tributary
relationships were fbund to be less than reliabÌe. This also had important
consequences as regards the export of slaves, although time - personified
by the imperial and imperious'balungu - r,vas already running åut ft'r this
particular commercial endeavour.
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dispatch of' armles not least during the eighteenth
centlìrle but warfare was not the me byonly

ancl e

ans
level wascommodities were acquired: commerce everyt

important still, both in the development of the Ganda economy and in the
definition of Buganda's normal relations with its neighbours. J¡.
productivity of homesteads and plantations in terms of the goods ¿¡¿
articles clescribed in the preceding chapters is clearly o_nly part ofthe story.
As has already been suggested at various junctures, Buganda's econor¡is
strength and social cohesion lay in large part in the exchange system,
through which passed foodstufÏs, cattle and other livestock, skins and thé
produce of the lake and rivers. By the nineteenth century, the volume and
variety of such trade goods must have increased enormously with
Buganda's own expansion, which facilitated increased specialization and,
through relative political security, intensive and heterogeneous settlement.

This is perhaps even more true of the industries described in Chapter {¡
these were activities which not only generated wealth in the market-place)
but, in the case of iron, produced the tools of violence which were necessary
when commercial channels failed. The production of barkcloth was open to
anyone with a plot of land; its expansion from the late eighteenth century, ...,

almost certainly linked to the acquisition of Buddu, represented a new era ,,.

of Ganda economic dominance in the region. Again, as we shall see, this .::

was especially true of the kingdom's commercial relations with its neigh- ,,

bours. The more specialized metal-working and pottery industries offer the
best examples of how economic endeavour was rewarded with social, and .,
often political, position: indeed, a substantial province of Ganda culture r

was a celebration of matcrial culture . More tangibly, however, the textile .:

and metal-working industries placed Buganda at the centre of a thriving ,

regional commercial system, and it is to this system that we turn our :,.
attention in Part IIL Before that, however, we examine the state's human
resources, and the ways in which the utilization of human beings, unlike :

metals, textiles and animals, compelled Gancla society to consider such , ,

concepts as Ìiberty and slavery.
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Labour E Taxation

Jn the previous section we examined the kinds of raw materials ancl

economic resources which the nineteenth-century kingdom had at its
and how the control and utilization of these 1e cl to political, social

cuitural development. We now turn our attentlon to the ways tn which
the state drew directly on its most precious resource, its human resources.

I have attempted to describe how the evolution of the Ganda state owed
much to the individual's relative economic freedom, in terms of both
commercial activity and production. Yet the pre-colonial state tempered
these individual liberties through various systems of coercion. A complex
system of taxation or tribute had developed by the nineteenth century, and
there can be few clearer indicators than the payment of tax - one of the
flvo great certainties in life - of the degree to which the citizen is 'legaliy'
bound to an exploitative infrastructure founded on the concept of mutual
need. Nor was the offering of material wealth to a central system or its
representatives the only manner in which the citizen of Buganda was
expected to put his shouìder to the state wheel. 'Free' labour was
organized by the state on a fairly regular basis to undertake public works,
including the erection of buildings and, most dramatically, the
construction of a network of highways linking much of the kingdom. At
the extreme end of the scale, slavery ensurccl a subservient class, lacking
the normal rights enjoyed by the broadly defined bakoþi or free peasantry,
upon r.vhich the state relied for a wicle range of laborlr activities; slavery
also served to underpin the system of professional, social and cultural
deference and obligation.

Clearly, the concepts of class and obligation are of considerable impor-
tance in analysing how any given society functions, and how it enlists its
members as a collective economic asset. In the broadest possible sense,
class is a motivational and organizational notion critical tò the eflective
functioning of economic and pã[tical structures. Again in a wide sense, it
is 

-fundamental Lo any discuìsion ol labour organization as it implies
diffcrentiation and strarification, lending complexiry to social, económic
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ancl, ultimately, political relations. Yet is it possible to refer to class l¡
nineteenth-century Buganda? The eminent anthropoiogist of the lu¡.
Victoria region, Lloyd I'allers, thoug'ht not: Ruganda was) rather, 

¿
classless society. The argument was that this situation came aboul u,
successive rulers sought to concentrate in their own hands .the power 6¡
promotion, brceding an open and competitive society in which one could
be a mukoþi or peasant one day and the katikiro the next, and vice versa.r l¡1
this way, social strata were redundant. In theory this remained true until
the late nineteenth century) although there was geographical inequality i¡
so far as being resident nearer the capital afforded a greater opportunity to
experience the vicissitudes of political lifè. Yet there appears to be sor¡g
confusion here as to what constitutes a class: there may indeed have been
fluid political mobility in theory, but this is to some extent separate frorn
the very real social and economic structures and hierarchies, some 6¡
which have already been mentioned, which were in place by the nine-
teenth century. Divisions of labour had emerged, often centuries in the
making, which had both social (gender, ethnicity and cultural respect) and
economic (demand for produce, degre e of skill and level of utility) bases. A
number of people were increasingly identifiecl by their professions. Certain
professions were exclusive, and among these may be counted iron-working
and pottery; some professions, or branches of those professions, f6¡
example, had been almost exclusively associated with particular clans since
before 1800. Certainly, sideways movcment was not so easy that such
professional distinctions can be overlooked, as Fallers's argument suggested.
In the early colonial period, the missionary A.B. Fisher wrote that 'crafts
cannot be learnecl - a man must be born of the potter or blacksmith's
clan';2 ignoring his misuse of the term 'cian', this seems highly likely and
meant that people of a particular lineage or in a certain community were
linked to a social and economic position and rank as befitted their
profession. Iron-workers who could smelt, for example, may be seen as

something of a labour aristocracy compared with the comparatively
humble barkcloth-maker whose wife tended their small banana plantation.
Moreover, it has been demonstrated in previous chapters how professional
aud economic success could bring rewards both material and political, and ,'
that success in certain key professions was much more likely to attract such
politicaÌ and social favour than in others. This would seem to suggest that
a clegre e of social stratification had emerged by the nineteenth century. It
was of course in theory possible, as Fallers argued, for anyone to achieve
high political ancl social rank; yet clcarly such social mobility by itself dicl
not prcvent the growth of a professional, sociai and economic consciousness
among particuiar groups.

There may have been considerable commercial and entrepreneurial
freedom within these .profèssions; none the less, it may be argued that
socio-economic groupings basecl on a varying range of expectations and
aspirations became perceptible by the nineteenth century. Incleed this
development was probably hastened during the nineteenth century,

I F¿rllers 1959, 1964.

' Fisher 1912: 36
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after the l840s, which may be identified as a period of
economic awareness. ParticuÌar professionals were lauded

abotte others and found themselves exempt not only from arbitrary arrest,
have seen.3 Other cxemptions and divisions of labour furtherwe

Buganda's social, economic and cultural complexity. For
lt seems that state labour was not undertaken by the pastoralist

, which, as a number of observers noted, kept itself' and its
distinct from the agriculturists. Indeed lt would appear that the

were legaliy exempt frr:m such state seryrce even though they were

under the patronase of locai chiefs. T'he de tails of the arrangement by

which theY held their land are unclear; however) as we have already seen,
Exempt from war, Iabourthe Hrma tended the cattl(r of the chiefly class.

at7d, possibly, taxatron. the Hima lookeri after the livestock of their
masters lieu of these other more common obligations, and were

thus estates. Again, the implied
peripheral contribution to

central government suggests, perhaps, deeper historical and cultural
the relationship between two distinct groups.

and some of theseS exual of labour are also cliscernible, have

a¡eady been examined: agriculture was largely, though by no means

exclusively, a female domain. In other spheres, women often performed
social and economic functions perceived as being beneath the dignity of
the male. In the next chapter, we examine female slavery: here it is

sufficient to state that women appear to have been more vulnerable to
enslavement, however temporary, than men. Women, in theory at least,
were excluded from most of'the esteemed professions described in previous
chapters. In nineteenth-century Ganda culture, the concept of the female
as fundamentaily weak or unreliable, even dangerous if not properly
controlled, is unclerlined by the mythical story of the kingdom's creation.
Of particular significance is the role played by Kintu's wife Nambi, who
brought death personified, Walumbe, from heaven to earth. The parallel
with the story of Adam and Eve, or that of Samson and Delilah, in which
the woman is also a source of weakness and betrayal, is striking. Moreover,
although the female role as giver of life appears to have been celebrated to
some extent through the honour attached to the kabaka's mother, the fact
that disgraced soldiers were made to dress like pregnant women again
implies that even (or perhaps especially) in this role women were seen as
weak and decidedly inferior. One missionary claimed that labour distinc-
tions between the sexes could be iclentified thus: men were engaged in

3 Rusch has also areued that there was increasing clillerentiation withir.r the'broad mass'of
ltnkoþi: while the Ganda who relied solely on agriculturc were obliged to offer their services
ancl labour to local chieß, prol'cssional craftsrnen rvere often exempt from the 'indignities'
ofpublic labour and were given land in return for a proportion oltheir manufacturès. But
Rusch's Marxist perspcctive is both confusing and misleacling. Craftsmen, he argues,
clespite these'privileges', continued to be tiecl to the lowcr clasJbecause'thcy too laikecl
the inclependent means of production, except for some tools or implements, ancl were
therelore compelled to enter into a state of dependence'. Tìre only genuine clillerenccs
between various groups of bakoþi werc the rvays in which each was 'exploited' by the rulilg
class. ll'his interpretation ol'the relationship between spccialized professions and chieltain-
ship lacks both originality ancl evidence: Rusch 1975: Ènglish summary, 380.

':l
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house-buiiding; women were ftrod-providers and mothers, and
firewood and water This 1S clear ly gross and selective1

Taxation in the nineteenth century

Yet one aspect of economic ancl political life which bound most of the
above groups together was thc imposition of tax, the universality of which
underlined central government's managerial role and formed a critical
component of the concept of national sovereignty. One of the most critical
contributions made by citizens to the state is cleariy financial or material.
Without this contribution, the government cannot function and the state
does not exist; as the members of the state contribute the fruits of their
labour to a central body, they endorse the regime. Citizens, of course,
require reciprocai arrangements, and this requirement, in the case of
Buganda, was no less significant for being unwritten. Taxation was the
means by which the kabaka paid for his administration and maintained his
extensive householcl. 1'o some extent, it probably also permitted him and
other prominent chiefs to trade externally on their own account. EquaÌly
important, it was a means of social and politicaÌ control, in so far as there
existed a widely held belief in the need for individual contributions to rhe
wealth of the collective society, as personified by the kabaka himself. At the
close of the nineteenth ccntury, the missionaryJ.F. Cunningham made a
fascinating, if inadvertent, comparison between state labour and tribute,
asserting that'[t]he fundamental principle of the state was that all thirrgs
and persons were the property of the king, and were absolutely at his
disposal'.8 'Ihis 'fundamental principle', which as a political phiiosophy
was certainly not unique to Buganda, was the central ideology behind the
organization and leg^itimization of state power. It should not, however, be
taken at face value: while it may have been, in Buganda as elsewhere, the
guicling^ creed of political life, it is an over-simpiification of the relationship
between governed and governing. It was as much a euphemism for loyalty,
a pre-colonial expression of nationalism, as any clear articulation of political
reality. None the less, as Cunningham implies, it was a principle which
applied both to the citizen's free time, as it were, and to his or her material
possessions. It is, of course) impossible to say for certain, but it may be

Hattr:rslev l90B:
Hatterslcy 1906:
Portal 1894:214.
Kagwa 1972: 25.
Curnineharn 1905: 232-4.
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a principle the balcoþi accepted that everything
offere d was done 1n the name, and for the good, of' thc state.

collection was often a complex allair by the nineteenth ccntury
seems 1c) have depended on a remarkablv accurate knowledge of the

,s resources by district. Alt things considered, levies of tax clo not

state considerable scope. Common articles of tax

the iatter was the non-productive sector of Ganda socleLy The
of levies 1S unclear, and probably varie cl fiom one rerg'n to

Cunningham , again, suggested
when the kabaka

that tribute was no demandecl at
stages but onlv or those ln charge of' the royal

for example the katikiro deemed it necessary or appropriate.e
and sometimes political rather thanwas probablv true 1n gcneral,

impulses were behincl the decision to tax certaln districts
rulers 1n the nineteenth century and earlier were notoriously

ln their collection of taxes. Biooclv sprees, ol the kind popular with
wanga 1n the mid- BB0s, someilmes took the place ol pe aceful state

but these were prob blv aberra trons. T'he peacefui colle ction
tribute was more common, and indeecl internal raicls should be seen not
collections of tribute but assertlons of royal potency, usually sympto-

of tenstons at the centre Moreover the booty thus gathered rarely
óonsisted of anything other than cattle and à few unfortunate women,

r,r,ere then distributed among the faithful at the capital. It is critical,
to recognlze the distinction between p1under and tire levying of tax:

Ganda themselves woulcl certainly havc known the difle rence As 11ì

spheres of Ganda life violence had rts place, but 1t \,VaS rarely
wanton and usually confineci and channe ìlecl within broadly understood
.parameters

Contemporary accounts provide rich material on
Sir Gerald Portal, the first

taxation ¿rnd fore-
among these IS that of commlssroner of the

Protectorate in iB93; besides his own observations, he clerivecl
of his information from conversatrons with other Europeans notabiy

aÌready tn Buganda hen he arrived. Portal, almrng^ to depict
Britishimpossibly top-he avy and corrupt bureaucracy hich was the

e lbicl. Kaelva tells trs that, .p until the reign of suna, tbe koLikio rvas i. charge of thc royal
treasury: cluring that time, horvcver, the incumbcnt had shown himself to be lìnancially
tmprnc{cnt, and the 'treasrrry'lvas movcd tothe knbaka's olvn enclosure: Kagwa 1934: 96.
AlthoLLgh tlte futiki¡o scems to ltave rctainccl some res¡ronsilriliry in this clËfartmcur, his
position may have been graclually erocled thereafrer. IiarryJohnston latcr àescribeci the
mukøenda as the'treasurcr' of the royal enclosure: Johnston I902: II, 683.
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US with compeiling ofa
Iayers of
network'

central and local government. This 'endless
of officials stretched from powerful provincial

account
and
governors to

be seen as the skeleton of the nineteenth-century Ganda state,
the system by which its people could be org^anized as a coherent whole
made to attend to the state's needs in terms of physical labour and
wealth, not to mention, as we shall see, warfare.r0

Portal underlines the idea that the decision to collect tax was
taken, the process being initiated by the royal court selecting the
to be made to pay. The centralized impetus is also described, at ln
nineteenth-century context, by Kagwa, who records that Suna
a chief named Lumweno, along with the mukwenda, to make levies
tribute, perhaps part of his tax reforms alluded to above In theAS

B60r, Mutesa sent the kauta, an rmportant officer based a the royal
to collect taxes from those who not gone tohad

one SSA<A

people
I 890s,that, certainlv by the early onl

trme this doubtless reflected politicalthe reality
v

war' I seems
was taxed à any gtven

figurehead kabaka aT the
and Roman Catholic
process in 1893 thus:

of the
head of a kingdom updivided
partles and their Ieaders. Portal

time, with a largely
between Protestant

describe thed

As soon as

governor 1S

produce
intrigued

the king and council
forthwith informed

what wanted H., nothing
that his provlnce may

the

loath for he has probably even,
be the one selected,

have agreed upon provlncethe
that he had better bestir himseìf, and

1S

departs from
capital with many promises and vows of loyalty. On arrival in his district
he summons before him all the most important local chieß, and to each
one assigns the amount of the contribution for which he will be held
responsible. In this partition the governor is particularly careful to see that
the aggregate amount, when brought in, wilì be more than doublc of what
he has to pay over to the king; the rest will remain in his hands. Alvay go
the sub-chiefs; the whole proceeding is repeated again and again in endless
subdivision and gradation, and thus the hard-working peasantry, beaten
and persecuted until the very last drop is wrung out of them, have to pay
in the encl five times, and even ten times, the amount at which their
province was assessed.

In this way, Portal asserted, as little as a tenth of total tribute actually
reached the royal treasury.r3 Portal's fellow officerJ.R. Macdonald also
claimed that the 'taxes were collected from the peasantry, and each chief,
as they passed upward, deducted his own recognised percentage'.ra T'his is

ro Portal l9B4: 197.
rr Kagwa 1971: llB.p Ibid.: 164.
13 Portal lB94: l9l 3.
r'' Macdonald 1897: 139.
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testimony, and if accepted forces us to re-evaluate the relation-
kabaka and chief, between capital ancl district. It is, however,

to emphasize that evidence from the 1890s the post-revolution

ln Buganda cannot be used 1n the context of power-politics to
abou the nrneteenth century à whole . It mav be that we can

such evidence as relatingwith certainty only to the 1890s, and to
- nothing more - that certain elements of the l890s situation

have their orìglns tn a1l eal lier eÎa. It IS clear from Portal ,S evidence

the kabaka by the 890s was not à financially omnipotent monarch
. Rather, chieß at allwhom all relied for largesse and redistribution

were capable of looking after their own intercsts . -I'he kabaka's courL,
to Portal's account) was distancecl ancl out of touch with the

of wealth movement in Buganda after c. 1890. This is not to say

the system was corrupt as such; the system as describecl hcrc may
been sanctioned from the centre, and indeed Macdonald refcrs to the
deduction of a 'recognised percentage', although there is no other

argued that in this era theto suggest this. But it can certainly be
was a much less relevant and central figure in the control of

wealth than might be assumed. Whether this was true of an
era is, again, a matter of speculation, although it seems possible to

, based on the ideas of economic freedom presented in Part I, that
collection had always been a more complex and decentralized affair

the thesis of the omnipotent state might suggest. We can only
whether the monarchy in the 1890s, so reduced in terms of

authority, really represented such a total break with the past, or
there were already certain limitations on central authority which
d the situation described by Portal in 1893.

t() a report compiied by Roscoe and I(agwa, more ove r the
tàx remained an rmportant duty of the kitaui or clan heads,

reflecting a pre-nineteenth-century arransement which the
kingship had gradually sought to undermine but with only limited
by the late nineteenth century. According to their findings,

The Sekibobo (of Chagwe) when collecting taxes in his saza to this clay
orders his mumyuba (2nd in command) to tell the original Kitarvi to collect
the taxes, but of course the Sekibobo has men of his own from whom he
collects direct; similarly the mumyuba would have men of his own among
the Batongole & collect direct.15

corroborates Portal's account in so far as it depicts the many layers of
geographical and hierarchical authority involvecl in the

of tax; this was feeding time, it woulcl seem, for so many elements
to) or representing, the centralized state but basically acting on their

account.

The King wouid send his messenger e .g. to Sekibobo to collect, he would
put another man to go to the mumyuba, who puts his mutaba (or
messenger) and the three go to the Kitawi; they had to get what they

Roscoe & Kagwa 1906: 2
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could, they first collected one shell (or in earlier times one seed of the
plantain) from each hut, upon this the assessment was made. Taxes
collected in kind, hoes, barkcloths, women & c. The collectors could
increase the number of barkcÌoths ordered, but they would add to
number of the other things composing the taxes in order to
something for themselves... ìô

Thus the decentralized ethos of tax collection in the 1890s is
suggested, although here it sounds a rather more moderate affair.

In the context of the domestic tribute system) Ganda chieftainshìp
be seen as having been a somewhat precarious occupation. As
observed, a chief had to 'exact enough from his district to satisfy not
his own requirements, but also the extortionate and constantly
demands of all his superiors'.17 If he failed to produce the goods for

century Buganda demanded considerable ability, and that successful
chiefs were consummate politicians: they needed to be. An interesting
case in this context is that oî the kago, the governor of Kyadondo ssa¿a,

Kagwa asserted that the province was 'not a wealthy one, and though the
county chief was the highest ranking one in the country he was
surpassed by others in wealth, because he could not raise as much in
taxes'.rB The holder of this ofÊce would have been a talented individual
indeed. It is clear, moreover, that the chieß ofBuganda, both at ssaza and

Iocal level real fashion the architects of the,more were 1n very
kingdom s strength ensunng that socrety and the e conomlc infrastructure
functioned as they did On their shoulde rs balanced the raw
power with which Buganda faced rts external enemles, the loyalty

wealth both
which

essential of this, and the of thewas an component economtc
districts under them and of the central government which depended

could be great, and the price
was almost a marginal figure,

on
these Little wonder that the rewards of
failure In all of this, the kabakasevere. at

least after 1890, and the pomp and glory of the capital in many respects
only the façade of a machine organized and driven by countless chiefs
and sub-chiefs throughout the kingdom. Yet the power of central
authority cannot be completely dìsmissed. As we shall see, the kabaka,

through his perceived aÌ:use of what was essentially a delicately balanced :

system of reciprocity, was still able to bring about poiitical and social
crisis; and it was a centralizing ethos which drove the system of public
labour, the most dramatic consequence of which was the network of
highways.

ro Ibid.: 5.
17 Portal lB94; 196.
rû Kagwa: 1934: 162.
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Working for the state:
the organization of public labour

One of the earliest rulers recorded making
Mawanda 1n the early eighte enth century

to Kagwa, Mawanda called upon
down

the wholc country, saYrn9,
and perform duties for me. Cut also this forest. Possiblv

event was remembered not because the demands in themselves were

is remembered as having executed a number of men at the
believing them to be poultry-thieves. The unfortunates had
in vain that they 'were the workers labakoai)'. Kagwa suggests

such teams of state labourers, while generally not encountering such
luck, were a common feature of urban life by the beginning of the

century.2r The operations often took place on a large scale
mentions that Suna 'appointed Galabuzi the Omunaakuþa to go and

forest for the building of a new capital atfrom Nakalanga
22 The language ls almost biblical and rt was quite possibly

or the erection of a
,s intention to remind us of Solomon' tempÌe,

new .Jerusalem. Importantiy, throughout the indigenous accounts it is
clear that the organtzatron of such labour of the key areas

such glorious
was one

royal authority. Undoubtedly, this was the case âs far as
as a new royal capital were concerned. However
the centralizing ethos, a degree of decentralization

there existed,
the blic1n pu

labour system; this was necessarily the case, logistically by theas

century, any kind
an irnpossibility.

of centralized standing Iabou r force would
ve been
By the nineteenth century, state Ìabour was organized largely on a local

In much the same way that labour armies were drafted to build
for the kabaka, the ssaza chieß and their subordinates com-

local labour on behalf of the state The military description
not least because like the maJorlty of Ganda soldiers state

were normally farmers, traders, iron-workers, and so on,
at certain junctures to put aside their private pursuits and serve

Ibid.:9.
Kagwa l97l:74 5.
Ibid.: l0B.
Ibid.: I 17.
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the kabaka. Moreover, the militaristic organization of state iabour is
from Grant's description in l862:

One of the sights at the capital ...
highroad leading to the palace; all

to watch the crowds ofwas men on
were under officers, perhaps a

in one party. If wood is carried into the palace ... it must be done as
as a regiment performs a manoeuvre on parade, and with the
precision. After the logs are carried a certain
hill ... On reaching their ofñcer, they drop

distance the men
on their knees to

sayrng repeatedly 1n one volce the word tn 'yans' (thanks) Each ofûcer
district woulcì seem to have a different mode of drill. The Wazeewah

IBaztba?l with long sticks, were remarkably weil disciplined, shouting
marching all ltf regular tlme 23

It is striking that
which straddled

Gran appe ars to be referring to the reqfon of
the mouth of the Kagera rlver on Buganda ,s

flank. In the nineteenth century it was impossible to get much further
the metropolitan centre, and yet the inhabitants of this semi-a
province were still prone to the call to work.

Grant appears to be describing what Portal called 'corvee or
iabour': known locally as kasanuu, this was operated by a system by
'men have to be supplied by the diflerent provinces in certain
tions'.2't The precise logistics of this state iabour force are unclear,
it probabiy only operated in the capital. Evidence of a similar force
provided by Livinhac, who in lB79 noted that Mutesa had furnished
lVhite Fathers' mission with 'the materials and the necessary workers for
the constructron of a house' 25 t IS also unclear whether lt was re
only when necessary or whether a force of labourers, made up of men
from all over the kingdom, established itself permanently 1n the capital.
The latter scenârro 1S distinctly possible especialìy in the nineteenth cen:
trry, as the urban centre expanded rapidÌy and became much less mobile

within a more circumscribed geographical area.than previously movlng
More commoniy however the system of public Iabour or kasanuu operated
on a local level. One British official no ted 1n 902 Throughout
counties I find a great objection
homes and travel long distances

on the part ofthe
work off their

"Bakopi
tax. On

to leave
to this one pornt

there is a very strong and general feeling that they should be put on to
works which are within a reasonable distance of their villages.'26 These l

feelings were almost certainly reflective of the pre-colonial system with
which most Ganda in 1902, or at least their parents, were familiar.2T

23 Grant 1864:231-2.
!r Portal l89,l: 191 3. Kagwa asserted that each ssnla had to contribnte men to builcl a

specifiecl portion ofthe pãlace: I(agwa 1934:74,
?5 Whitc Fathers: C13l4 Livinhac to Lavigerie,9July 1879. Roscoe states that the construc-

tion and maintcnance of buildings at the capital'kept an army of men employed the whole
year round': Roscoe l9l l: 366.

'?6 UNA AB/2 Wyndham to Dep. Comm., 24 October 1902.
?7 lìarly colonial olficials to some extent salv themsclves as inheriting a public labour system

lvhich could bc made to serve the protectorate. Thcre lvas general dissatisfaction among -

the Gzrncla, however, as il¡Iacclonald obserued: 'holvever rcady the peasantry may be to
builcl ancl work I'or their King in accordance rvith historical cuitom, they naturally -
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the pull came from the centre, the labour itself would have
locally Besides work at the capital, the prlmary function of
the constructron of roads and briclges, and occasionally

the cle of forest and bushalaîce were also common
T'he enclosures of promrnent chiefs were probably built by

labour, perhaps the chief' own tenants and this was not always
ünked to state labour as such.2e Labour organization in the capital,

, belonged firmly in the public sphere. In the mid-1890s, one
asserted that '[t]hree officers are employed to build houses,

and the like every three or four months, so that probably they find
of work to occupy them'. One of these ofÊcers, it would seem, was

governor of Buddu.3o It is not easy to imagine that a chief as
as the þokino would have had such additional responsibilities;

know that chiefs were required to spend part of the
possible that these duties were circulated

we .lSdzd

at the capital, and thus
the chieß in residence there. In practical terms, however,

Grant's evidence, rt IS likely that state labour at the capital
local labour under the command of a locally
specialized 1n construction and Iabour recrult-

Kagwa mentrons, for example, a unlor chief named WabulakavoÌe
the ngqe clan who 'took charge of thatching

of his chiefs'.3r Similar
the houses of the late

and ail the houses ly mentron rs made of
duties associated with the ng1nge clan

Kisolo made his son Lutaya Sabaddu and he also put him in charge of
trimming the lower part of Kintu's house. That was his basic responsibility
[and] even later Kabakas observed this custom and Sabaddu Kago was in
charge of buiÌding the main house of the Kabaka. It was after this model
that the other big chiefs also construct their own respectable houses within
their own small palaces ...32

Beyond the capital, patron client relations were important. In return
land given to them by the chief on which to cultivare and establish their

ads, local men built the chief's enclosuie and repaired other

{'""' demurred to working in a similar way for Europeans, with their many new-fanglecl
ideas': ùIacdonald l897: 140.
House-building is the prime example of private labour ìnvolving skills which were
transferable into a public arena. The bakoþi constucted their own dwellings, and they did
so on a regular basis as the clwellings themselves lvere never built with permanence in
mind. Use was made of whatever raw materials were close at hand, although better-quality
materials were often sought some distance away. The basic matcrials included tree tiunks
thinner bamboo-like polå, grass and s,atrle. These were ""il.;;;; bt.;; ;;ì;;h üin;
major rcsponsibility for house-building: Kollmann 1899: 14. Tackled with skill and
experience, Ganda buildings were erected swiftly: the missionary Hattersley estimated
three days a¡ being average, and also suggested that help lrom the local community might
be expccted: Hattersley l90B: ll9. Thiì private labóur thus had a public dimension
because of the largcly moral oblìgations felt by the community to assist (as opposed to
political or financial obligarions, although clearly thc cconomic benefits ofrcciproiity *e.e
inl1nenrial).
See lor cxample Roscoe 19l l: 375.
Decle lBgB:442.
Kagwa 1972: 4.
Ibid.: 7.
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property. Physical labour was not the only service ollèred to patro¡g
tenants: a proportion of the food produccd by each homestead
regular\y ofïered to the chiels enclosure for example
the arrangement was understood but there was no
tenants could leave as freely and suddenly as a chief could cvict them.¡r
the more public sphere, it is likely that responsibility for public
levies fell ultimately on chiefs at a very local, village level: these
the second half of the nineteenth century, werc in charge of
stretches of highway, ftrr example. Yet the ssa<a chíef had overall

chiefs
p

being the most conspicuous agent of central government. In
British ofIìcial reported that, because the kaima, the chief of

1 893,

ss(¿zq was away at the capital, no public work could be done until
return ed and gave

of Singo
the necessary orders. The same official related how

mukaenda 'hears thatl orders are comrng for him to do his
but as yet they have not reached him': the work wouicl not be done
these orclers arrived.35 -lhe ssaza governor was expected to take pride,
to shor,v an interest, in the strength and industry of his province, and
l.ris relationship with his constituents was critical; he also bore
for the maintenance of what were essentially public highways
the lour corners olthe kingdom and linking the kingdom with the
He was ve ry clearly, in this sense, an agent of central government.

reglOtl;

Understandably however the Ievel of malntenance
necessarily decentralized varied between districts AS

enerQv and commrtment was difÊcult to attain over a wide area. Thus 1n'

operatecl to punish local chiefs and headmen r'vho were considered remiss
in the execution of their duties. Such fines may have been considerably
heavier in areas where the road netr,vork was especiaÌly valued and ,

utilized. However, one British ofEcial in I895 was of the opinion that these

fines ¡-rltimately aflectecl the peasantry most severely, for it was they who
shoulderecl the financial burden resulting from disputes between chiefs:

Every chiel, from the highest to the lowest, acts zrs Judge', and one case I
had brought before me is worthy of note: A minor chief was fined 'so

many' goats f'or not doing certain road cleaning; he, in turn, fined the next

33 Fishcr 1912: 33.

'r'r Decle lB9B: 4,16.
rj UNA A2ll Redclie to Porral, l0 April 1893.
ir6 Cook 1945: 45.
:r7 Fclkin lBB5 6: 75r,1.
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rnan to him the same number of goats, for not doing his work; he again

ã,.,ed thc next rnan. till it came down to the lowest chief who fined the

unfortut'tat. bakopi, and they could do nothing ...ns

is probably exaggerated, but some inclication is given of the devolu-
of iesponsibility within the system, at least after c. lBg0.

The highways of Buganda

seems appropnate
this labour,

to pause for a moment and to consider the focus of'
something which the nineteenth-cenrury state clearÌyo{

to be of the utmost importance. In the seconcl half of the
century) Buganda's road network drew admiration from even

most critical of observers. 'I-he communications system clearly sct the

1862,

apart from its neighbours. Shortly after entering southern Buddu
Speke commented: 'The roads, as indeed they were everywhere,

as broacl AS our coach-roads, cut through the long grasses straight
the hills and down through the

in all the
woods ln the dells a strange contrast

to the wretched tracks adj acent countries. ,39 The roads ran
throughout the kingdom and were not confined to the environs of the

here
the

As we approached the capital the highway from lJsavara fncar moclern
Entebbel increased in width from 20 feet to 150 feet ... Arrived at the
capital I found that the vast collection of huts crowning the eminence wcrc
the Royal Q,uarters, around lvhich ¡an several palisades and circular
courts, betlveen which and the city was a circular road, ranging from 100
to 200 feet in wiclth, from which radiated six or seven maenificent avenucs,
lined with gardens and huts ...'tr

But such impressive sights were not confìned to the capital: L. Decle,
lor example, noted an 'excellent road' running through the ssa4 of Sinso.+2
Broad, srraight roads. immacularely clearcd ol all fòliagc, srrerchcd liorn
the capital lowards Kyaer,ve's eastern frontier: Portal suggested that thcy
were 'from ten to twenty leet wide'.'t3 Some of the outlying, less important
roads were, naturally, considerably narrower: one British officer followed a
'path' to the north of the capital which was 'about I 0 inche s wide, borclere cl

38 UN,\ À8/6 Rcport by'l'omkins on tour of l(yaglve, etc. 23 ùfarch lU95i! Spekc l863ll: 274.
'rÙ Schweitzer l89B: I, 31.{l Bennctt 1970:222 3.

'? Decle lBgB: 432.
Portal lfl!14:141
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by tall elephant grass'.'ta HarryJohnston described how '[n]arrow
may circulate between the huts of'peasants or as by-ways, but as a rule
Muganda prcfers to make roads as broad as those in vogue in
countries at the present day'; indeed, the Ganda highway was
to 'the old Roman road'.'ts As at the capital, the enclosures of
chieß in the districts were surrounclecl by broad highways, which
perhaps AS much an expresslon of grandeur âs a me ans of
Approaching the enclosure of the important
1876, Emin Pasha noted that 'the narrow

local chief lVIreko tn Singo
path widened out rnto a wcll.

kept broad road,
Chaillé-Long had

bounde cì by trees and gardens'
'Morako'

46 Two years
also met 'à chief named based ne ar the

with Bunyoro. Chaillé-Long described an lmpresslve crosslng lnto
terntory: 'the country changecl for the bettcr and the lowlands of UnYoro
gave place to roads well-swept, that, "Morako tells ffi€, ha.ve
widened and swept by orders of hi great master, M"fse T'he red
soil marked their direction for miles through à grass-covered country '+1

The roads of Buganda were both the iifelines of the capital, reaching
outward toward the productive centres of the kingdom and the widenin[
poÌitical ancl economic horizons ol the nineteenth century, and thË
pointers towards the hub of political, economic and military power in the
Iacustrine region. 'fhe missionary C.T. Wilson wrote that the highways
'connect the principal villages with one another and with tire capital'. As a
rule, Ganda roads were remarkably straight, cutting over the crests of hills
ancl through valleys, forests, swamps and rivers.+B This characteristic is,
perhaps, revealing of a particular Ganda attitude, especially the concept
of civilization versus nature cliscussed in an earlier chapter. At the risk of
becoming over-analytical, it might be argued that a people which
determinedly pushes its roads through and across all natural obstacles is

possesscd, at the least, of a deep-seated stubbornness and, at worst, of an
arrogance born of the belief in the superiority of its civilization. Certainly, :

the fact that the Ganda appeared to disregard hills, valleys, swamps and '

forests in their pursuit of rapid communications sugg^ests that they were not -

intimidated by nature: on the contrary, this was another example of how .

they believed they could subdue it and impose their society on the bush.
The rectilinearity of the roads may aiso be seen as a reflection of the
Gancla predilection for social order and control. The Gancla had, of
course) to wage a constant war against naturc, which inevitably sought to
reclaim the land over rvhich the roads were built. Despite the regional :

discrepancies already mentioned, the network appears, on the whole, to
have been regularly maintained ancl cleared of intrusive foliage, as Wilson
observed, 'even in the more thinly peopled districts', Water was overcome
via bridges, r,vhich rverc either built on upright tree-trunks, allowing the
stream or river to pass beneath unhindered, or were trunks of wilcl date
palm laid side by side across floating vegetation, which, although sounding

'I' Thmston 1900: 130.
'ti Johnston 1902: II, 656 7.
l6 Schwcinfurth ¿l aL. IBBB:34.
''7 Chaillé-Long lB76: !10-91.
'rù lVilson & Felkin IUB2: I, 147
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Precarrou s, 'ficrmed a. secure and permanent road 49 Tl're roacl

which Portal travelled from Busoga crossed everal swamps the briclges
causelvays of interlaced palm logs coverecl rvith brushwood, grass

a thick layer of carth. Again, the labour which built these me ans of
was organized by local chiefb in both Buganda and

50

Yet evcn the Ganda, pioneers of ascendant civilization, hacl to make
concessions to the power of nature: the maintenancc of both roads

was to some extent dictated by the seasons) much repair work
after the rains. For example, in Buddu in 1905, local chiefs

'that roacls and bridges need repairs - damaged by the rains -
I(oki and these will have to be done now the fdry] season has set

¡r River-fording especially tended to be aflècted by the seasons. The
Katonga, in northern Buddu, was crossed by Speke in 1862, but he

tolcl that 'it sometimes swells to the height of a man, and therefore can-
be crossed on foot'. As Speke suggested, however, this was no barrier to
river being crossed: throughout his stay in Buganda, 'there was constant

between the palaces of Karasue and Uganda,
Canoes,

ancl those
went to and fro invariably forded the I(atonga 52 of colrrse
also used at trmes of flooding, when bridges proved impractical

'lhe most obvious companson to make 1n a sub-S aharan context with
in the nineteenth century. Wilks was able to reconstruct in enviabie

the network of 'great-roads' r,vhich spanncd Asante, ancl any analysis
road systems elsewhere in pre-colonial Africa owes much to his

the
study.r'3 The Asante sreat-roads were the main thoroughfares
political centrcs of the kingdom; as Wilks points out, '[t]he

and !VAS

of roads
rcsponsibiiity for which rested with the district authorities'.5+ This

was not dissimilar to that of Buganda, where as we have noted
itretches of road further out from the capital were the rcsponsibility of
:local chiefs, ostensibly at least acting on behalf of central sovernment.
Importantly, lVilks takes a worlcl-vierv of the highways of Asante. The
great-roads themselves were divided into the northern and southern roads.
The northern roads, lVilks explains, Iecl to the towns on the frontiers of
Greatcr Asante, 'where they articulatecl with major trans-continental

geo-political position was, perhaps, less defined than this, but a com-
parison is still useful. Ganda highways stretched to the south, from the

.5?

Ibid.
Portal lB94: 141-2, 166; Decle lBgB: 435,
UNA AB/6 Isemonger to Sub-Comr¡issioner, 5June 1g05.
Speke lB63a: 329.
Wilks 1975: especially Chapter l.
Il¡id.: I .

.53

55 lbicl.
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increasingly urbanized heartlands through Mawokota and Budclu,
ultimately to the entrepôts of lJnyanyembe and Zanztbar

the Indian Ocean, which also provided access
and, of

thc trade of to Europe
thc Americas. Greater obstacles were placed tn the way of the north
roads, but, by the second half of the nineteenth century,
broader Ìrorizons dominated by the Sudan, Egypt and the

these too led

Other roac{s, of also stretched and but, thoughcourse west east, no
rmportant 1n terms of regional economy and communrcatron, they
more limited tn scope even SO, the eastb ound roads through
across the Nile and through Busoea may have been intended to
operate in tandem with, ancl perhaps even supersede, the U

Ganda roads were clearly buìlt wlth convenience and comfort in mindi
and the almost exaggerated width of many, esp.ecially around the capìtal;
suggests a less functional and more triumphalist dimension. Abovè ¿¡'
however, they facilitated rapidity of movement, of persons, armies, nelrg
and commerce. The Ganda understood weÌl the need for a communica-
tions network in these respects, particularly by the middle of ¡|¡s
nineteenth century. Moreover, road construction itself was an important
expression of the collective interest in Ganda society. It is significant that
the local term for a public highway built by communal effort was oluguudo

lw'obultLngi-buansi, lítera\ly meaning'for the good of the country'.56 As one
historian has suggested, it was the existence of a relatively dense and stable
population which led to the development of such communications.5T Yet
the origins of'the Ganda road system are uncle ar. Where there are human
beings there are roads, even if the latter take the form of the most bareÌy
discernible tracks maintained not by any centralized effort but by ths ,

tramp of feet. In this SCNSC many nineteenth-century Ganda roacls must
have been the descendants of' oÌde r paths much more tn keeping with
those of thc surroundine region, linking villages and districts, naturally ,

hammerecl out with the expansion of human settlement. But particular
circumstances facilitated the development of the nineteenth-century
system: a stable and dense population, as already noted; centralized
government; and a good reason lor actually having roads, namely
commercial expansion and the neecl for ever more efficient means of
military movement. All of these might point, however approximately, to
the miclclle of the eighteenth century, at least as the period in which the :

Ganda began to develop a road system to supplant earlier means of com-
munication. Felkin suggested that Snna initiated the systematic building of
highways; the source of this information is not disclosed, nor is the
inft¡rmation corroboratecl.5B But it is plar"rsible: the road system may have
been developed during the 1840s with the escalation of long-distance
tracle, when the need became apparent for a network which wouid facilitate
the large-scale movcment of, in particular, slaves and ivory. Still, it is

5'ì Nlnrphy 1972: *1,.
5i ln Curtin l97B: 171.
i{r !'elkin lBB5 6: 754.
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that l(agwa does not mention it, and the system may have been a
,nore gradual development, spanning many decades.

the religious wars of the iate 1BB0s ancl early 18g0s, thc road
but collapsed, another poignant and symbolìc reminder of thcall

stralns which hacl rendered Buganda's control of the en
and otherwise - impossible. Moving north frorn

vrron1Tìent
human I(ampala

89 Lugard 'marc]red along what were once the great roads ol
they were overgrown and many hacl fallen rnto complete
I 1S a tribute to the earlier assiduous marntenance of the hish-

however that Lugard was srill able to ftllow the routes clue to the
which often bordered them, and the remains ol culverts of

across the riverine swamps'.5e The decline of the road network
at least 1n part

have
due to population movement: clepopulation 1n certarn

would renderecl the upkeep of parts of the network dilficu1t,
to mention somewhat pointless.

Mwanga's reign: an abuse of the system

tn the name of political Justrce increasingly took the place of
peaceful ancl legitimate collection of tribute. In late BB 7 Mwanga

two such expeditions ln quick successlc)n- serzrng larg^e numbers
livestock.60 At the same time, he launched an egoJaden project which

AS a focus of discontent among the various elements of politically
chieß at the capital. There was an enormous increase in the

for labour at the capl ta|, mostly, rt seems, for the purpose of
'Iiveryboclythe royal lake Zimbe tells US that no one was sparecl:

the country chief and commoner had to dis and carry soil on his or
head ,6 Even allowing for this exag'gera trorr, lt ls striking that

,s decree was remembered 1n this way indicatlne rts EXCCSSlve
nature This was an exerclse IN royai arrogance Hea\ry fines were imposed

those ho were not seen tO bc working hard enough; Ziml¡e cie scribes
[e]r'ery man down from a Mutongole to a Saza chief was requirecl to
to work before dawn. He who failed was to be fincd a woman, a

and a cow ... Indeed there were very many chieß ... finecl women,
cows, goats, heaps of barkcloths, bales of clothes.' ln acldition, there

an excesslve daily taxatron: everybody VVAS compelled to put a 'coin
þresumably a specified number of cowry sheÌls) rnto baskets providecl.62

The latterbe'S assertions are supported by
with regard to the building

the testimonv of Ashe.
of

Lugard lB93: II, ll7
Zimbe 1939: 156.
Ibid.: l48.
lbid.: 153, 156.

1n

the royal lake tha 'if [N4wangal
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fbund the chieß had not arrived, he inflicted enormous fines upon
demanding sornething like one thousand women in all, besicles

coloured cloths and guns'.63
Thcse abuses of the taxation and state labour systems undolì

contributed to the overthrow, albeit temporary, of the kabaka. -lhere

of course, additional tensions and strains to those outlinecl above
influcnced the actions of chiefb at this time; religious persuasions ¿1¿
emerging political and pseudo-military cuiture which encouraged
ambitious to challenge the status quo were also contributory factors.
these were no more important than the perception that the kabaka

actlng îar IN excess of his prerogatrves
in the name

and 1.gr tlmate authority tn
money, goods and
very framework by

labour of
hich state and socrety

was under a great deal of pressure Youth afflicted him with the
combina tlon of insecurlty and arrogance the volatile political srtuation at
the capital, the Iegacy of' his father' re 1gn, must have heightened
awareness ofthe need for displays ofroyal potency;
nerv threats ofan absolutely unprecedented nature

and from abroad came
This unlque

tion helps place Mwanga's seeming disrespect lor tire norms and institu-
tions of the nineteenth-century kingdom in context. Still, the rebellion of
IBBB was not without precedent. As we have already seen, in the early
eighteenth century several princes refused to obey Merwanda's command
for pubÌic labour. Indeecl the parallels are noteworthy: Mawanda, Ìike
lVlwanga, was also reputeclly a 'notorious plunclerer', as Kirvanuka has

arguecl.6't He was not a 'respecter of persons'; unlike Mr,r,anga, howevcr,
Mawanda was actually assassinated by his sons.65 Both episodes suggest the
rvays in r+'lrich the kabaka míght be perceived to have abused the system
r,vhich sustained the state ancl royal enclosure; it is also clear that such ,,,

abuses were tolerated by the Ganda political establishment oniy up to a

point, while in the lBBOs matters were complicated by the emergence of an,:,.
almost anti-estal¡lishment coalition of religious converts and political
newcomers. In this sense , the system by which the Gancla state utilized its

human resolrrces was more resilient than any individual who might .'1.

temporarily control it, at least until the late nineteenth century

63 Ashe lB94:93.
ril Kiu'anuk¿r, in Kagwa l97l: 76.
6¡ I(agwa l97l: 75 -6.
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Slavery tn Buganda can be viewed from a number of
hile slaves themselves could be found In many walks of iife

gulses E.M K. Mulira was among the first to make clear that
clistinctions existed describing^ how there were 'the abanltage (those stolen OÌ
pi1Ìag^ed 1n war) well AS the abagule (those bought). A[ these came
thc category of abenuumzt or true slaves that ìS to SAv people not free rn any
sensc, '2 The general Ganda term for slavery or bondage 1S buddu; muddu
rcfcrred to a male slave, and tirere existed by the nineteenth century 

¿
chief wþ6heaclman hose title was the sabaddu, or head of the slaves of a

were not entitled to Ìive within that chiel compound It is tcmptine 16
did in t862:connect the term with thc ssala of thc same name, AS Speke

In the carliest tirnes the Wahuma of Unyoro regardecl all their lan¿5
bordering on the Victoria Lake as their garden, owing to its exceedino
Itrtility. anci imposed the epithet ol Wiru, or slavcs. Lrpon. its people]
because they had to supply the imperial government with food ¿n¿
clothing. Coffee was conveyed to the capital by the \{iru, also mbugu
(bark-cloaks), from an inexhaustibie fig-tree; in short, the lands olthe lViiu
r.r'ere lamous for their rich productions.

l\ow Wiru in the northern dialect changes to Waddu in the southern;
hence Uddu, the land of the slaves, lvhich remained in one connected liné
from the Nile to the Kitangule Kagera ...3

Speke's research was admirable, but his conclusions were inaccurate. l¡
fact, as Wrigley has recentiy argued, the Nyoro form of the name Buddu
r,vas Bw-iru, which simply referred to the fäct that the land was inhabited
by cultivators, or ba-'iru, rvho were distinct lrom the herdsmen pre-
dominant to the west.'t It rnay have been a derogatory term, but it had
littlc to do with slavery. Still, the problem remains of why the Ganda sliould
evcntually call the region 'Buddu'; this may indeed reflect an ancient
rclationship about rvhich it is virtually impossible to know anything for
certain.

In the widest possible sense slaves represented an 'underclass' in so far
as they usually performecl a rânge of iowly tasks and, with one or ttvo
notablc exceptions, rvere liable to be bought and sold.5 Yet many slaves

enjoyed higher material standards of living, if not quality of life and not-
withstanding lack of personal liberty, than the free peasantry which
constitutecl the bulk of the population. Slavery and poverty were not
necessarily connected, as is clear fi'om the existence of well-dressed and
ofien haughty serviles who belonged to wealthy chieft. Clearer links, how-
ever, can be established between slavery and eender, and slavery and
foreignness. Most slaves in nineteenth-century Buganda were either foreign
or of ftrreign origin. By this time there existed a substantial slave popula-

r In Twacldle l9BBb: 121.
I Speke lB63b:251 2.I Wriglcy 1996: 2lB.
3 As we shall see below, slaves were not perhaps sold as frccly by their masters as might be

supposecl, and it may be tl.rat the internal or clomestic slave market was actually fairly
limitcd. Moreover, slavcs ancl in particular female serviles who had been distributed by
thc kabaka may not have been exchangecl in the markct; these wcre, rather, expcctecl to

remain rvith the recipient of the gilt for life.
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rvhich was descended from war captives, 1n hich case the slaves were
rnto Ganda socrety AS lVaS possible persons of theirfor

for being able absorb and often exalt)
l,VAS also

reputatron
deserved

,S to
tn realm of slavery Clearly the fact

aÌien dimension
that

\.vere slaves meant that they never qulte lost their but
were diflerent from more recent imports who were still living on the

of Ganda culture and whose alienness was as yet undiluted. Several
might pass before such recently imported slaves felt themselves an

ble part of an extended household, if they were fortunate
be thus retained. It is true that a slave's life was characterized by

the

but such uncertainty was exacerbated during the second half
the nineteenth century, when the large-scale export of slaves greatly

the ranse of fates which might au,ait them.

The fact that most, although by no means ali, slaves were foreign to a
or lesser degree susgests that there was indeed an ethnic dimension

Ganda slavery. As we shall see, there were circumstances in which
were themselves enslaved, but non-Ganda swelled the ranks of the

class ts not difficult to fincl evidence sense of ethnic supenorÌtyof
the Ganda; much of their military e iho \,VaS founded 1t, and

to

1n

I a

spheres of their material preservedculture notlons
upon
of the lnnate

of Ganda civilization. Such ethnic tensions are certainly
Uganda today, with the Ganda ar least implicitly, and often

presentrng themselves

iruch atti

the past 30 years, the consequences ofsuch tensions have often been
These pressures mây have be en institutionalize d and

to some extent by the creation ol the protectorate in the
but they are certainly much older than this, and are reflected most
in pre-colonial slavery. lVe cannot be sure if ethnic haughtiness

prior to the systematic enslavement of foreigners, or whether it was
prompted by increasing military success, but it seems likely that
tudes developed in tandem with the latter and may indeed have

v

of

groups understandably
the vanguard of the
regarcline this with

CuStOm

natron) and many
de ep resentment.

other

attended the
for example,

probably tells
story in itself'.6 The Hima, of course,'vvere often described as slaves to the

agricultural Ganda, which is wholly misleading, but some Ganda at least
as culturally inferior. Still, this contempt, where itregarded the Hima

existed, lvas apparently heartily reciprocated.T Ganda attitudes, then, may
rseem to have been somewhat contradictory, if we set the willingness to
absorb outsiclers and loreign skills in juxtaposition with this sense of ethnic
tsuperiority. On another level, however - namely that of slavery it is clear
that these attitucles were in fact perfectly complementary.

The fact that slaves in Buganda were mostly foreign in origin takes on
a particular relevance when it is considered that they were employed by

Zimbe moreovel states tlrat the of Ilagancla despise tr'ibes,'i was to
person any of the other tribes they callecl ùIunyoro':him

l,ugard 893:
I 9:

or example, Hattersley 908: 90;

115

73.
7,imhe :).).

and any
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ably high figure is in this context irrelevant. Roscoe mentions
servants of chiefs were present on military expeditions,s and

thar

observed the organization of an army involving the major chieß and
slaves. t0 Slaves were used as carners of weapons and provrslons, or
AS personal attendants to varlous chiefly ranks tn the field. The use
slaves ln this way IS germane to the more general questron of their
rntegratron lnto Ganda soclety

risked
. It is di{ficult to imagine,
attacking Bunyoro with N
. It seems likely that only

for example
the Ganda would have yoro slaves
lng part of their military force the most Ìoyal
slaves accompanied their masters on such expeditions ln other words,
who were clescendants of war captives, and whose loyalty to their
culture transcended all others, or similarly were slaves captured in
hood. I

It
ship ln
reducing the discussion to one of chiefs and other powerfu figures. Before
arrl\,'1ng ln Buganda 1n B 62, Grant was told that the average
owned 00 slaves; even youths possessed 'ten or twenty hom they
or kidnap ln war' This was of course, a gross exaggeratron, but
conveys some iclea of the lmDresslon foreigners had of Ganda slavery and
its extensive nature. Perhaps the best that can be said is that while a
stratum of poorer bako¡ti was probably excluded from the slave ownershþ
system, save through participation in military campaigns, a significant
proportion of wealthier peasants and non-chieß owned at least one or two
serviles. Slaves had to be fed: captured women would presumabiy grow
their own food, but any extended household comprising non-producing

have been at least self-sufficient in order to maintainslave wouìd need to
à slaVC enclosure. I 1S probable that some chiefs faced difficulties of this
nature as they accumulated slaVCS 1n the cou rse of their careers.

c hiers anc, pe asan,s ^,,:::î::;: ::i",ï':mmercia, means, even
though, as we have already noted, the internal slave market may have
been limited in comparison with other commodities. The missionary
Livinhac believed that the most powerful force for slave distribution was
royal patronage. Following the arrival at the capitai of a batch of war cap-
tives, the kabaka woulrd distribute them among successful and favoured
chiefs and soldiers.'2 In other words, it was only after slaves ceased to be

I Stanley & Neame 196l: 99.
e Roscoe I91l:350.
'o Mackay lB90: ll1.
rr Grant l864:55.
r' lVhite lìathers: Cl3,/5 Livinhac to Lavigeric, 24 September 1879.
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of the købaka - as in theory much war booty was that they

Ganda indiscriminately described their slaves as Nyoro or Soga; this

numbers'of slavcs.13 This is difficult to accept, not least because, as

argue, at this time Buganda was scarcely in a position to organize
an ambitious operation; even so, there is little doubt that slaves were

from considerably further afield than Bunyoro and Busoga. Nor
slave- raiding the only method by which slaves were brought into

the regional trade in slaves was a significant source by the
century. Grant depicted the Nyoro capital as the location of a

slave market, perhaps the most important in the region and
larger than anything attributed to Buganda. Grant remarked that

constantly visited by men of far countries coming to tradewas
him for cattle, slaves, and ivory."+ There is every reason to suppose
the Ganda were among these visitors. Such commerce existed at the

level. Emin Pasha recorded that Mutesa sent commodities such as

copper, brass and glass beads to Kabarega, who offered slaves in
ieturn. Notably, the slaves thus acquired were not retained domesticaìly

were used specifically for export.15 It is therefore possibie to perceive
Mutesa as the most powerful individual trader in the country, able to use

position to commercial advantage; it would also seem that he wished
to rely too heavily on the domestic slave pool for export. A balance
to be maintained between slaves retained for domestic use and those

earmarked for export, although the distinction was, in practice, not always
as clear as this.

' The Ganda were not unique in taking foreign captives as slaves, which
was practised by most of their neighbours. By the second haif of the
nineteenth century, the Buvuma islanders were periodically raiding the

shore, mostly seizing women and children. Stanley noted an attack
of this kind in 1875'6 and, during the Anglo-Ganda subjugation of Buvuma
in the early 1890s, a number of Ganda were 'liberated'.17 The Nyoro aìso

y scized slaves from Singo and Bulemezi in the north, frontier
districts which the centralized state was never able to completely secure:
Macdonald reported that a gror-rp of Ganda who had been 'óarried offinto

'fl

lVliddleton 1969: 396. AJ. Mounteney-Jephson ¡rassecl through the area in r\ugust IBBB
and was told that the attack had taken place some IB months previously.
Grant l864:289.

15 Schweinfurth et al. l8B8: ll5.
'6 Stanlev 1B7B: I. 303-
17 Macdónrtd lesiz: t+g, t:g.
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slavery in Unyoro were recovered and liberated',l8 while in the early I
another British officer observed that, 1n recently fighting the Nyoro, the
Ganda had succeeded ln recoveflng five hundred of their
held as slaves by Kabarega This 1S at least hat the Ganda told

establishments'.22 It is thus clear that slavery had been a prominent feature
of Ganda life long before the growth of externaì demand, as it continued
to be for a short time after the long-distance slave trade was crushed.

Slaving activities carried out by the kabaka within Buganda itself were
doubtless of fairly ancient standing, but they appear to have increased
during the lB70s and lBB0s, ancl particularly during the reign of Mwanga.
The victims were both men and women, but especially the latter; ths
violent enslavement of women appears to have escaiated during the later
nineteenth century and was a key feature of this period. Mwanga's internal
slaving operations were not) however, without precedent. Burton was told .,

of Suna that 'when the exchequer is indecently deficient, he feigns a
rebellion, attacks onc of his own provinces, massacres the chief men, and .

sells off the peasantry'.23 In context, it would appear that the resultant
slaves were sold to the Arabs.

Apart from this kind of internal raiding, which was probably common
during the reigns of Suna, Mutesa and Mwanga, the era of the inter.
iacustrine slave trade, pawning or the'human collateral'system was the.,,

maln process by which Ganda were deprived of their liberty within
nineteenth-century Buganda. Enslavement was often the result ol
economic pressures on indivicluals in the community, chiefly in the form of
fines and debts. More affluent citizens were able to cope with these

pressures by selling o{f the slaves they already owned, but for others the :

only option was to sell one's relatives or, as a last resort, oneself. Siblings
and o{ïspring often found themselves enslaved as the result of a male rela- :

tive's economic difficulties; again it seems likeiy that women and children ',
were the most common victims of this.2a For example, during a food
shortage in mid-l88O, the missionary Pearson noted'two or three cases

r8 Ibid.: 320.

'e Colvile 1895: 134, 1BB.

'?o Lloycl 1900: 163.
2r Ternan 1930: 1BB.
22 Thruston 1900: 129.
23 Burton 1860: II, lB9.
2+ White Fathers: Cl41185 Lourdel to Director, I June IBBB.
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their children to procure food'.25
800, but it may have

ï'he
seen
that
was
ever

had doubtless slnce beforeexisted

inctease 1n the later nineteenth ccntury thefor same reason

before.
26 It 1S aiso highly likely that the repeated failure cropsof

the BB0s, and the devastation caused by cattle disease, placed un-
economic pressures on the Ganda and increased the

of local enslavement.

In probability much of the seiling of rela ves and dependantsalI

raiding also increased: as the demand for slaves for export
up, ownership of people became more profitable than it had

that
temporary the vrctrms themselves being returned once the

debt had been paid a specified rendered. Yet this

tì
was

sewICe

young women - given to them by their district tenants. This

the opportuntty for what might privilegecl enslavement orwe call

or

have been another form of ransom or debt repayment; it may also
been an illustration of how tenants were oblige d to surrender one or
of their offspring to be the property of their local landlord. These

indentureship.

Women & slavery

required when dealing with contemporary Euro-Consìderable cautron IS

The most common
regard to a number of
in West Africa was

references to slaves Buganda, porntfrom the of \,alew of general
error and one which was made with

pre-colonial African socretles, examplefor Dahomey
the classifica tron of virtually all the kabaka's subj ects

1n

idea alre 1nslaves. A similar has ady been encountered the context of

CilIS G3 A6/0 lBBl/22 Pearson to Nlackay, 29July lBB0.
Perhaps the most dramaric pre-1800 

"*u-pi. 
of irrman collatcral is conrained i' the story

of Nakibinge, the early sixreenth-century koboko, and lVanema, the .rler of the Sesse
tslands. Nakibinge eflectively exchangecl his son Namuimba lor Wancma,s son Kibuka:
when Kibuka was killed, Wanema enslaved Namuimba. See Kagrva l97Z: g-10.
lVhite Fathers: Cl4/IB5 Lourdel to Direcror, i June IBBB.
Ibid.
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taxation and public labour, namely that everything inanimate and
wise was the property of the kabaka. This was an ideological
of royal power, an articulation of unwritten political , but
reality was quite different. Similarly, the kabaka's subjects may
haVC been
potency
were frequently assumed to have been one and the same.2e The
'slave' was perhaps used most indiscriminately in the case of
Hattersley, for example, considered that womcn were looked
slaves, because they were expected to bc mothers, cuitivators,

uPon

food, water and firewoocl, maintain public roads and generally to

slaves, as L. Schiller has recentiy demonstrated." Yu.y,.and probably
most, wives were free and could leave their husbands at will. During thô
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, however, the number of women
connected to the royal enclosure increased dramatically, and it is likely
that a large proportion of these were indeed slaves in so far as they were
seized violently and deprived of the liberties normally taken ft¡r granted by
wives. This change, usually described in terms of the metropolitan centre,
may be assumed to have been reflected in society more widely. The
missionary J. Gorju suggeste d that it was in the middle of the eighteenth
century that chiefb began to take as concubines foreign female slaves; he
wrote that'[]rom this era chieß were in the habit of taking as concubines
foreign women who had been seized in war',32 This is plausible, coincidìng
as it does with the era of Buganda's greatest military success. Violent
accumulation of women also occurred within Bugancla itself, seemingly an
extreme extension of the idea that all subjects and their possessions were
the property of the centralized state. Emin Pasha passed through a

deserted district just inside Ganda territory where he noted that the
'housewives had been torn away from their work to increase the numbcr
of slaves in the king's household'.33 It is interesting to note that the

2e See Twacldle: l9BBb: l2l-2. One writer confusingly felt it necessary to desclibe tbe mukopi

as being'of the same race as the Baganda', which, while apparently some kind of reference
to aristocracy and lorver orders, is truly baflling frorn a historiographical point ofview. f'he
sarne writer balely distinguished the mukoþi from 'the real slave, the Baddu ... who was the
chattel ofhis owner, ancl subject to hard usage, ancl lvhose women were clegraded to the
level ofmere playthings', which is.just al¡out as unsatisfactory and opaque a dcscription of
Ganda (or any) slavery as one coulcl ask for: Beachey 1976: 193.

30 Hattersley: 1906, 57.
3r Schiller cautions against the idea that all Ganda wornen were 'inferior' and subordinate to

men; he argues that the more important women in Buganda weÌe not passive actors but
usecl their positions to manipulatc the political system) most clearly by advancing the

careers oftheil male relatives: see Schiller 1990.
32 Gorju 1920: 123.
33 Schweinfurth et al. ISBB:44.
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insecure frontier regions were perhaps rendered even more
by the periodic ravages of the metropolitan centre itself.

Still, there were several ways in which women might be acquired and
owned, as Speke described in l862:

ff any Mkungu possessed of a pretly daughter committecl an offence, he

ãigttt gru. her to the king as a peace-offering; if any neighbouring king
iruã u p..tty daughter, and the king of Uganda wanred her, she migñt alsõ

te demanded as a fitting tribute. The Wakungu in Uganda are supplied
with women by the king, according to their merits, from seizures in battle
abroad, or seizures from refractory ofÊcers at home. The women are not
regarded as properry according to the Wanyamuezi practice, though many
.*ãhot'rg. their daughters; and some women, for misdemeanours, are sold

into slavery; whilst others are flogged, or are degraded to do all the meniaÌ
seruices of the house,3't

,S earlier assertlon that there were tno such things as marrrages 1n
implymg that there was no such thing as a free woman, 1S clearly
But the above passage 1S nevertheless revelatory, 1n so lar 4) 1t

a culture in which women certainly had fewer rig^hts than their
even if many of them stopped short of actually being classified as

Women were, so to speak, second-class citizens, and were probably
vulnerable to enslavement than Ganda men, by the very definition ol
place in the social hierarchy. This was the case despite the

influences over political life, as described by Schiller, which
were able to wield.

Women, then, could be acquired through warfare, as purchases or gifts,
as part of an alliance or agreement between chiefb, or even between the

and a particular chief.35 Again, however, there were clear distinc-
between W1VCS and women 1n the servlce of chiefs. The brief passage

below 1S the testÌmonv of à Nyoro woman, apparently a runaway slave
iecorded 1n 90 3 'When Tibashoboke Ganrìa chiefl went away to
German terntorv went with him I only stayed one duy as I was afraid of

sold am not the wife of Tibashoboke but was bought
Be0l by

by him when
the Bagandasmall $rt. I was captured during a raid þerhaps c.

Unyoro. r36

Another woman, this time a Ganda, stated that .I *áJnot married to
Tibashob oke, he bought me hen I was small gt.l. The Ganda chief 1n

harem by purchasing
women. This

pre-adolescent
mature was doubtle SS

adding mlnors to his entourage, he
might expect a lifetime of servlce. Moreover chilclren were theoretically

likely to attempt escape, although they might do Just that when older
tn the case cited above Children, as they grew uP, might develop

stronger feelings of loyalty to, ancl dependency on, their masters. It is

Spcke 1863b:361.
Whire Fathcrs: Rubaga Diary I/lBJanuary IBB0.
UNA AB/4 There is neither a date nor a title for this clocument, but it appears to have
been written in late 1903.
lbid.
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striking, too, that both women rvere unequivocal in their assertiong
they were not Tibashoboke's wives; their status as slaves is
particuÌarly in the case of the Nyoro woman) who fe ared she might

The Ganda, of course, had terms to indicate the ranking of
be

according to social status. The tttle kaddulubacLle,meaning the principal
of a chief or the kabakq was clearly a more exaltcd position than
suggested by the ferm mugg)a, which could mean either second wife
concubine, perhaps a telling linkage. The words mu<.aana and nuuma

of

with female slaves of this kind.3e The act of handing over a woman
return for a service, or as the payment of a debt, is expressed in the
stem wumirila.

It is clearly no coincidence, then, that the noùn mwam? can mean
only chief or master, but also husband. Ganda society appears to
been male-dominated, and a large proportion of women - certain
fèmales being among the more notable exceptions - were regarded as
being economic assets, perhaps even those who were not strictly slaves. It
is unlikely that women who were involved in formal dowry
could be sold offby their husbancls, ancl indeeci such womcn were entided
to leave their husbands and return to their father's house or that of a rn¿]e
relative if their grievances were upheld, the

there was in the nineteenth century
dowry would be

although a certarn amount of stigma
attachcd to this But women who had yet to marry could apparently be
sold by male relativcs without recourse to any form of legal representation.
The missionary Pilkington held a somewhat extreme) but telling, view,
which he expressed in 1893: 'both rvives and childrcn are slaves in the eye

of the law, able to be sold at the husband's will, & a woman is not set free
by her husband's death, but necessarily passes with cowsz goats & other
properly to her husband's heir ... I ought to acld that the only free women
in the country are the "Namasole", the "Nalinya" & the "Bambeja"; and ,.

all of these are by the law of the land not married ..."r0
Mackay was at pains to point out that generally the lowest of female -

and perhaps any - slaves were elderiy women, who were often given the ::

most degrading agricultural or domestic tasks to perform.ar This highlights
the extent to which old women, that is, women who coulcì no longer bear
children or ofler sexual services) were prone to sociai isolation and r '
economic hardship, despite the activities such as basketwork mentioned in
an earlier chaptei. Thii rendered them even more vulnerable to clepen-
dency. Deference to the role of motherhood, again qualified by a certain
male haughtiness alluded to previously, was clearly not always sufficient to

oflset economic impoverishment, and one is led to question the extent to

which the position of the namasole, thc kabaka's official mother, was

exceptional rather than reflecting gencral social conclitions in the nine' '

38 l(agwa 1934:67.
3e Roscoe I9l I : 95.
{ UNA A2ll Pilkington to the lìishop, lB April 1893.
4l CMS Acc.12/F l0 ùIackay's 'Uganda Notes in l879'
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century. The ways in which women coped with, even resisted, these
and social pressures are a subject worthy of investigation. Again,

ve already noted how women macle baskets for the market-place
to avoìd destitution. Further, it is clear that women often refused

tn
to

ffearcd as inheritance upon the dea th of their husband or master ancl

ran away +2 This may have been a more prevalent phenomenon tn

Iater nineteenth century, with more fluid social conditions brought
by politicai upheaval, the arrival of Christian missions and the

British colonial presence. What became of these women is
but presumably an opportunity was thus created to improve

also often dedicated by the kabaka to the shrines of
de signate d to spend
the grounds a()1 the
prrests In the royal

itself, and presumably 1n the enclosures of p:ominent chieß,
theqJalace with food.slaves were employed en lnASSC tn supplying

hints at the idea of female slaves as the real underclass in Buganda
had theirhe suggests that even male slaves within the loyal enclosure

prepared for them by the 'King's women'.'r'r This was presumably also

case on the estates of major chiefs, on which there might live 'hundreds
women and slaves'.45 Roscoe later asserted that Mutesa 'had five

wives, each of whom had her maids and female slaves', and in
there were 'hundreds' of rctainers and slaves.'16 The slave

of the royal enclosure, and indeed of the capital as a whole,
represented a large proportion of the total by the late nineteenth
. Arab traders told Burton that Suna's harem had contained '3000

- concubines, slaves, and children'i" and almost 20 years later
numbered the royal women at 5,000, of whom 500 were the
concubines; the rest were responsible for the maintenance of the

encÌosure.a8 None the less, the distinction between concubines and
or balaana is probably to some degree a false one; a woman
ly move from one category to the other. Mutesa himself is

to haVE told Mackav
.I haVC no wife; my women are all slaves, ).t9

which may indeed have been a characteristic of royal domesticity,
although the kabaka may have been posturing. tsut both Roscoeso and
Stanley stressed that possession of women - that is, primarily female slaves
- meant economic wealth. Stanley wrote that 'large possessions' of women
'mean wealth in Uganda, for all of them have a market value, ancl are

,saleable for wares of any kind, be they cloth, cows, beads, or g-uns'.5r

See Roscoe & Kagwa 1906. See aìso Ilifle l9B7: 59-60, 63.
Roscoe l91l: 204, 274, 216, 297,298, 300, 303.
Ibicl.: 206.
Ibid.: 240.
Roscoe l92l: BB.
Burton: l860: II, lBB.
Stanley IBTB: I, 308.
Nlackay lB90: 129.
Roscoe l9l I: 246.
Stanley lB78: I,309.
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Slave hierarchies

It is probably fair to say that the only feature which all slaves in
had in common was a lack of personal liberff, and even this was ect
considerable varratron Otherwise there existed something
social hierarchy of slaves and manv had markedly diflerent
we have alre ady noted, for example a promlnent gender
female slaves were significantly below most male slaves, many
were actually served by the former. In lB7B, for example,

of

asserted, somewhat simplistically but with a grain of truth, that 'wor¡
only for the lowest class. Many siaves have slaves themselves. As
only the women do any work.'52'Ihis is a misreading of the Ganda

a

slaves were employed in more specialized professions, such as iron.
working, fishing or even the manufacturing of barkcloth, although it is
likely that they were. None the less, much slave labour can probably be
generalized in terms of agriculture and personal services.

Freedom of movement was not, of course, the only right denied. For
example, as a rule slaves were not honoured with funerals but their corpses
were thrown into the forest,5a a procedure consistent with the idea that a
dead slave was an expended economic asset. Clearly in this context lack of :.

kin was also a disadvantase. Yet slaves were often allowed to own small I

plots of land.55 Lugard suggested that male slaves were often permitted to ,,

choose a wife, and, more importantly, most slaves might expect the
protection - legal and otherwise - of their owners.56 This was dependent, ,,:

of course, on individual ctrcumstances, as slaves we re the property of their
Feikin observed thatmasters who might,

a master might kill
for example, decide to sell

slave if he so desired,
them.

his but that this was generally
frowned upon,sT apart from being, presumably, financially unsound. In
more extended households, where there may have been a number of
slaves, a hierarchy cleveloped. According to Felkin, head slaves might be

given iand, permission to marry and even have slaves of their own, whom
they might in theory sell. However, any offspring resulting from a slave

marriage legally belonged to the head of the household.58 The existence of

il CMS CA6/0 16/37 lVlackay to Wright, 26 December lB7B.
53 Ibid. See also CMS CA6/0 16/+9 (a) Mackay to Hutchinson, l l July lBB0.
5t Felkin 1885-6: 759. According to Roscoe, even peasants were properly buried in clan

burial grouncls, no matter how distar.rt the latter wele from the home of the deceased:
Roscoe l9ll: 125.

55 lelkin l885-6:743.
s6 Lugarcl 1893: l7l-3.
ii Felkin 1BB5 6: 746.s lbid.
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in the nineteenth century was itself indicated by the
official titles, The sabaddu was rhe title of a man in charge

chief who lived outside the chief's compound; above thisa

in importance was the sabakaaki, who was the head of the slaves of a
living within the compound. Both'titles were also to be founcl in the

s enclosure.se It is unciear whether the holders of these titles were
s slaves; if they were, they were' clearly slaves of considerable
Stanley met Mutesa's 'Sabadu' in 1875, who does appear to have

more of a junior chief than a slave; he was placed in charge of a

of canoes with responsibility ft'r locating the European at the south
ol rhe lake.60'Ihis kind of responsibility is unlikely to have been given

a slave, whatever his standing. It was probably the same sabaddu who
of the Ganda mlss10n to Britain ln o 9. Some aftertlme the
this mrsslon,

7

1n there considerable outrage that Mutesawas

was 'the Sabadu of the Kigalagala', suggesting authority over the
servants or pages:62 the status of the mugalagal¿ is looked at more
below. According to the history of the ngonge clan, it was a sabaddu

among their number who was traditionally in charge of building the
main residence.63

Lourdel noted that the head of the muktpend¿'s slaves also had responsi-
for the protection of the muktpenda's harem;t'a it is not made clear

this 'young man' was himself a slave but again it is possible that
he was drawn from the slave ranks to become an overseer, The White
Fathers also recorded that Mutesa referred to a man named 'Kurugi' as his

siave,65 an explicit reference to slave hierarchy. In the mid-1850s,
.Burton was told that the sekibobo, the governor of Kyagwe, was in charge
of 'the life-guards and slaves, the warriors and builders of the palace',
which suggests that command of slave labour at the capital may have been
rotated among prominent chiefs in residence near the royal encÌosure.66 At
the same time, however, the sekibobo may also have been known as the
labawali, or head ol the bawali, another name given to 'seryants presented
to a chief by their parents to work'. According to one testimony, the
sekibobo was indeed the head ol the bawali of the king.6i

The missionary C.T. Wilson also hinted at the existence of slave
differentiation:

The servants in Uganda are ali slaves, the majority being born in slavery,

5s See Nlurphy 1972:512. This source specifies 'scrvants' rather than 'slaves'.
m Stanley IBTB:I,282.
6ì Kagwa 1971: 175.
6t Zimbe 1939: 136.
ß Kagwa 1972:7.il White Fathers: CI4124 Lourdel to Deguerry, TJune 1880.
Ü lVhite Fathers: Rubaga Diary l/3 September laaO. Kulugi lvas Mutesa's storekeeper, ancl

_ one of Kagwa's informants. I am grateful toJohn Rowe lor this information.tr Burron 1860: II, 192.
6t Roscoe & Kagwa I906: I L This source distinguishes three categories, namely slaves, shield

bearers and seryants.
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In a domestic context, trusted slaves and those of long-standing ¡¡¡¡¡,
ment were very often part and parcel of.a-.chief's e"state, 

"r-r"ìit'"1;integral part of his properry and responsibility as poor and d.p..rì,
relaiives.' Logically enough,'the loyal and devoted'rlurr. *u, ñ;ü"i"'
likely to ¡e sät¿ o4 .u.n in the context of the frenzied selling ;i;: it"
nineieenth century,'examined in a later.hupte.. C;.dy: itürüiål:
to Lavigerie in 1879, 'do [the chieß] give up a slave who has spent severeì
years with them', and hardly ever did chieß seli the children of their ,h;;;
who were themselves born into bondage.ñ In this way slave descent groupg
were estabiished in many prominent chieß' enclosures. Roscoe islorth
quoting at length:

Slave were obtained by raids, or from wars made upon neighbouring
tribes, or they were inherited from the owner's predecessors, or they were
given in payment of a debt. As a rule slaves were foreigners, chiefly
lìanyoro and Basoga; Bagancla who were slaves were treated with much
consideration in their own country; they were men and women who had
been sold by a relative in trouble, children who had been kidnapped, or
who had been pawned to raise money in an emergency ... The status of
siavery was not so dreadfuÌ in Uganda as in many other countries. In
many cases the worst that could be said against it was that a slave was
deprived of his freedom, that neither his wife nor her children were his
own, and that his life was at his master's disposal. On the other hand if a
man married his slave g!rÌ, a¡9 she had children, she became free ... They
were sometimes allowed to inherit property, even though the mother was
a woman of another tribe; this, however, was not a general rule ... When
the King gave one of þis female slavcs] away, she might become the wife
of the recipient, but he could not sell her out of the land. Other slaves
could be sold just as cattle, and could be put to death at the will of the
owner, who looked upon them as his property. Slaves were often treated as

members of the family, the onÌy dillerence being ... that they could not
succeed to the property, and, if women, they were handed over to the heir

. as part ofhis possessions ...70

It is significant that, according to this testimony, which largely corrob-
orates that given earlier, one of the few ways the slave line could come to
an end was if the master formally took one of his female slaves as a wife.
In his last statement, Roscoe appears to imply that male siaves could not
be inherited, perhaps becoming free upon the death of their owner, but
this seems unlikely. In the context of a slave being able to inherit property,
even position, it is worth quoting the story told by Speke of the slave
named 'Uledi' basecl on the northern border of Buddu. Speke told of;

68 Wilson & l'elkin 1882: I, 186.
6e White Fathers: Cl3l5 Livinhac to Lavigerie, 24 September 1879.
70 Roscoe l9l 1 : 1,1 15.
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^ Be¡"tch named Eseau, who came to this country with merchandise,

irading on account ofSaid Said, iate Sultan ofZanzibar; but having lost it
,ll on the way here, paying mahongo, or taxes, and so forth, he feared

íåtorning, and instead madè great friends with ih. Irt. king Sunna, who

iãol un especnl fancy to him because he had a very large beard, and

,uised him to the rank of Mkungu. A few years ago. however, Eseau died,

^nd 
left, all his lamily and property ro a slave named Uledi, who now, in

lonr.qu.n.., is the border ofEccr ...7r

,':¿:

a few situations emancipation was feasible, slaves appear on the whole to
have been resigned to their status. Thus the majority of runaway slaves

were merely fleeing from one master, who may have been particularly
,cruel or negligent, in the hope of finding the protection of another.T2

Desertions were common particularly among female slaves, notably those
belonging to the kabaka or prominent chieß. Livinhac asserted that 'the
reason for these desertions is certainly not a love of freedom. With the
Negro this is scarcely the case, and when he leaves his master, it is in order
to search for another.'73 The search for a new owner was doubtless an
exercise in damage limitation, rather than being symptomatic of an
antipathy towards liberty. Both male and female slaves would have been
well aware that they would not stop being slaves simply by ruuning away;
lacking kin, there was therefore little alternative but to give themselves up

'to someone else. We are not told of the outcome of these flights. It is likely
that in most cases the slave would have been returned, although they
might also have been sold to the individual to whom they had fled. The
experience of the White Fathers mission was that markedly little was
required to prompt an escape attempt. Two of their slaves apparently fled
because the bananas they were seryed were not cooked to their liking,Ta
whìch is of course ludicrous and was most probably a poor e*cuse for
opportunistic protest. Clearly, being sold to the French mission was not a
normal occurrence, and it may be that the slaves were freed as a result.
,Lourdel suggested that some chiefs were noted for their restraint in the

1' Speke 1863b:276.'Uledi'cloes not sound like a Ganda name, and is perhaps Swahili; it
_ yay be that 'Eseau'brought his own slave with him to Buganda.
" Whitc fathcrs: Rubaga Diary l,/3 Septcmbcr lBB0.
71 lVhite Fathers: Cl3l; LivinÉac to DËg.,..ry, 6 November 1879.ð lbid 
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punishment of slaves, refusing to carry out the more common forrns
retribution, including the removal of ears and other faclaI
The reputations of such men loomed Iarge 1n the slave communrty at the
capitai, to which the Fren ch mlssronarres had access. 75

Slaves at the lower end of the scale were, however, exposed to the possi.
bility of an even worse _fate than physical punishment. Human saôriûce
was not uncommon in Buganda and, despite some contemporary Euro.
pean accounts describing innocent freemen dragged randomly from high.

lrays for this purpose, it seems likcly that the practice invariably involved
slaves. Students of slavery in other African societies - for example V.C.
Uchendu on the lgbo and R.A. Austen on the Duala - have shown th¿1
slaves used for human sacrifice were usually fresh captives, not yet inte_
grated into the broader society or even sold, but rather held in limbo by the
state.i6 This seems to me likely to have been th_e case_in Buganda, although
other enslaved groups may also have been sacrificed. In Buganda, the Itaìiãn
officer Gaetano Casati was told that Suna, when suflering from an illness,
had 'ordered a hundred human victims of expiation to be killed daily to
obtain his cure'.77 It is significant that these individuals were likely to have
been Ganda, as victims of expiation - in this context the surrender of,
personal liberty as repayment of a debt usually were. It is unclear in this
scenario whether the victims actually belonged to the kabaka or were offered
by chieß; however, it is possible that the legal system which sanctioned the
enslavement of Ganda as ransom offered a ready pool for human sacrifice,
suggesting a rather more indiscriminate system than that found in other
societies, where only newly arrived aliens were used. The sacrifices men-
tioned by Casati lasted fifteen days, during which time, if Casati's estima-
tions are to be believed, up to 1500 slaves map,have been put to death.Ts

One imagines that valued siaves were exempt from such a tragic fate.
Another sphere in which differentiation developed was that of entertain-
ment, in which slaves played a role, particularly, if not exclusively, in the
capital. Slave entertainers were frequently to be found at the royal court,
for example the Soga musicians, whose talents were renowned throughout
the region. Mackay suggests that wrestling contests betlveen slaves were
common;7e slaves were regularly made to fight one another in gladiatorial
contests before the kabaka and his court.B0 This was clearly iargely for the
amusement of distinguished spectators, but it may also have been linked to
the appraisal of slaves in terms of their physical prowess. Slaves renowned
as fighters may well have been favoured by their owners and awarded
positions of privilege; such men (as men they invariably were) would
certainly have fetched a good price.

7s lVhite Fathers: Cl4ll85 Lourdel to Director, IJune IBBB.
76 See Uchendu, 'Slaves and slavery in lgbolancl, Nigeria', and Austen, 'Slavery among .

coastal middlemen: the Duala of Cameroon', in Miers & Kopytoff 1977:129,316. See also
Law 1985.

i7 Casati I 89l: II, 5l .

ru Ibid.
ru CMS Acc.72/F' l0 Mackay's 'Uganda Notes in lB79'.
B0 White Fathers, Rubaga Diary 1/27 August 1879, I September 1879, I I September 1879, . ,

4 November 1879.
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PethaPs the most visible manifestation of di{ferentiation ln servilitv was

orowth
"in th"

of hat might be termed privileged enslavement or indenture-
late nineteenth centurv In some respe cts rt rrl^ay be misleading
this phenomenon tn the context of ordinary slavery but some

features aîe apparent, hile the development of such indenture-
indicates a novel dimension to the idea of servitude in the pre-colonial

Few Ganda were involved in the system, and it should not
be confused with the processes

as described above
by which most Ganda found

ln bondage, None the less rts political
as we shall see in a later chapter, military - implications were

by

as 'pages' or seryants BI Both boys and $rls might be handed overserve
ir ls clear that the opportunities facing the former were very much

as we have seen, girls were usually swallowed up into the ranks of
or became bazaana. For young men, the system of socio-

indentureship produced new breed of privileged servants, who
eventuallY rtse to positions of considerable power indeed, by the

890s,
It is

they constituted a new elite in Ganda political society.
worth comparing the phenomenon with the batongole, which were
in the second half of the nineteenth century. Both privileged
and batongole were pools from which the new elite, both political

military, were drawn in the lB70s and lBBOs, and indeed earlier. The
and obvious difference is that, while batongole were freemen directly

by the kabaka. privileged servitude involved
slavery already discussed. The committal

some of the features
Ganda of boys to a chiefl

enclosure or that of the kabakawas both a major source of domestic labour
and, more importantly for the boys themselves, a critical opportunity for

advancement. Crucially, a page was not a muddubut a mugalagala; yet

t::

the distinction was not as clear as might be supposed. Indeed, there appears
to have been some confusion among the Ganda themselves concerning the
legal status of the mugalagala. Zimbe relates the story how Kagwa, perhaps
the most dramatic manifestation of social advancement, came to be in the
service of Mutesa:

It was Nzalambi the keeper of the Kabaka's mosque who persuaded Kagwa
to leave his master Basude and join the Kabaka's service ... But Basude
accused Nzalambi when he got a chance of seeing the Kabaka, appealing
to the law forbidding mere slaves lbaddu], for Kagwa was not his son, from
serving the Kabaka. The Katikiro, Mukasa, then said to Basude: 'Do not
the slaves the kabaka gives to his chiefs bring water for him?' He replied:
'They clo, my lord'. Katikiro Mukasa continued: 'Do the chiefs' children
bring water the Kabaka uses before prayer (Mohammedan type)?' Basude
repliecl: 'They too can bring it but it is those who have been capturecl in
arms that do not'...82

The fact that certain clans are noted as having been exemptecl from the offering of children
to the royal court suggests the ge neral importance of thc system itself. The ngabi and mbua
clans were thus exempted: Kagwa I 972: 20 2 l, 90.
¿tml¡e 1939: 96 7.
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There seems to have been little doubt that Kagwa was indeed
sidered a slave, in so far as he was in the service of Basude but was
Basude's son. Yet the term 'slave' clearly took on different
according to the context 1n which the servlce was being performed.
fact that I(agwa was 'persuaded t() leave his master also suggests that the
lormer, and young men like him enJ oyed a. me asure of not
associated with the status of buddu. Basude did not appeal to
stated tha Kagwa was his slaVE and simpÌy cor-rld not leave his master of
his own free will, but to one which stated that Kagwa and his itk could not
serve the kabaka; lt sounds as though Basude had little legal ground to
stand on.

Moreover, the careers of many of these court pages,, espe cially those in
the service of the kabakq sugg-est that they had not been enslaved 6ui
committed to a stridently disciplinarian traiplng school for political anq
social advancement. A mugalagala in the lBB0ì was sure to find a place i¡
the_kabak.a's personal military elite, and many were showered with favours
and, in time, imbued with arrogance. Some of these were attracted to the
religious factions of the lB70s and 1BB0s, using religious iclentity to win a
certain leverage at the centre of power. T'his phenomenon, most closely
associated with the later part of Mutesa's reign and that of Mwanga, wiil
be returned to later on. In general terms, however, it may be seen ãt least
in part as a form of privileged seruitude, which ultimately backfired on
those who were meant to be served. Certain young men, classed as slaves
by the French missionaries, clearly possessed considerably greater freedom
and enjoyed a sense of immunity as a consequence of being in the service
of the kabaka. In late 1879, one missionary noted that'[t]wo young slaves
of the king''s, in my class of Bagalagala, come to ask if we can teach them
to read'.Bn lVe cannot be sure of the extent of the liberties enjoyed by the
bagalagala in the period of their apprenticeship, but rhe privilege of their
position is clear. Wilson wrote in l87B:'I am toid too that many of the
King's servants can read Arabic and I shouid like to be able to give them
all Bibles ... for they are a very important class to get at for Mtesa unlike
the chieß has no slaves amone his attendants, they are sons of chiefs ...
these young fellows will form the future aristocracy of Uganda partly by
succession, partly by creation ...'Ba This seems an accurate assessment.
These were elite servants, coming from an already privileged class to serue
a period of tutelage in the corridors of power, which many would come
eventually to inherit.

83 Whitc Fathers: Rr.rbaga Diary l,zl3 Novembc¡ 1879.
8' CÀ,IS CA6/025/21 Wilson to Wright, 3t N4ay lB7B.
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were pre-colonial Buganda's most valuable resource, to a degree
was remarkable even 1n the context of an underpopulated

resources was directly related to theYet the value of human
of land in the nineteenth-century kingdom, a situation which was
more unusual in sub-Saharan Africa. In the context of nineteenth-

East Africa, Buganda was at a decided advantage. Its relatively
, supported by a favourable environment and a well-

economic system, both facilitated and, to some extent, made
the kind of labour system which had emerged by the eve of

rule. This was as complex a system of public obligation as could
found in a society without written records and permanent accounts.

othing was written down; but there was a clear understanding of the role
the state and the public functions of those who served it and

in it. Law and obligation were articulated by action, not by
statutes; the latter were unnecessary in a society with such a clearly
image of itself, of how it operated most efficiently and of the roles

to
the

its perpetuatron.
An essential factor in understanding the pre-colonial kingdom's success,

is the degree to which its citizens were motivated and organized to
to a collective whole. There was clearly a centralizing ethos in

developed over several centunes as the
at the same trme there was à degree of

decentralization, which was more pronounced than previous studies have
for As tn many other spheres of pubÌic life, the kingdom's labour

and taxation systems were a matter for careful management rather than
powerful centralized direction. This is true, for example, in the context of
the road network. 'Ihe impetus for the network clearly came from the

centre hich was 1n à position to \'1ew the long-term and
presented by such a proJ ect; yet roads were
the level of matntenance varied as a result,

despite the threats of central authority in the form of fines. The collection
of tax, it seems, was also characterized by decentralization; the metro-

centre provicled the necessary impetus, and articulated the ideo-
following
coliection
organized

, with public work being undertaken in the name of the
state rather than organized clirectly by it. Each ofthese aspects

.of decentralization reve als much ab out the efËciency with which the pre-
colonial kingdom mobilized its human resources, in so far as direct and
omnipresent intervention and supervision were unnecessary. In marry
respects the centralized state was covert rather than overt; the ethos of
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tion of coercion was in the institution of slavery. Slaves formed the basis of
labour in many spheres of e conomic life, while the immense variety withi¡
the broad category of servitude reflected great political, social ¿¡4
economic complexity. Moral juclgements aside, it is difÊcult to assess þ6ç
brutal Ganda slavery actually was, although it seems fair to say that in
comparison with a number of other slave-owning societies, African and
otherwise, the Ganda did not unduly mistreat their serviles. What is clear,
however, is that, as was the case in West Africa with the growth of the
transatlantic system, the life of a Ganda slave became rather rno¡s
miserable with the rise of the long-distance slave trade from the mid-
nineteenth century.
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Domestic €d Regional Trade

Trade was a major source of material strength and wealth to the pre-

colonial kingdom. Its economic and social development is closely linked to

ri:

,the commercial ties, which grew up over centuries, and this intimate con-

necdon took on dramatic aspects during the nineteenth century with the
rapid growth of long-distance commerce, namely that with the East

African coast. In preceding chapters, the existence of complex trading
systems has been alluded to; areas of economic activity such as food
production, iron-working, pottery and barkcloth manufacturing were
hrmly rooted in a commercial network which was critical to Buganda's
spatial and internal growth. In the late nineteenth century, and indeed
through much of the twentieth, there was a profoundly mistaken view
among European observers and analysts that before the arrival of the
coastal merchants there was little commercial activity worthy of the name.

,: This view seriously undervalued extant domestic and regional trade
..netlvorks.rAs I shall argue when we come to long-distance trade, the

spread of goods, as well as ideas, from the coast and the inland entrepôts
such as Tabora in Unyanyembe was facilitated by much older local trade
networks and markets. It is therefore logical to begin by examining more
regional or domestic trade networks in and around Buganda, in other
words the development and operation of these systems and the ways in
which the Ganda derivecl considerable wealth thereby. In this sense, the

L It is by no means clear that the Ganda themselves distinguished domestic trade, meanirrg
exchange within Ganda territorial boundaries, from regional, meaning exchange between
Buganda and its neighbours. The ensuing cliscussion focuses primarily on regional and
long-distance commerce, usually trade between the Ganda and the agents of the coastal
economy) who were based either at the coast or at Unyanyembe. Distinctions of this kind
were suggested by Vansina: see Vansina 1962b. Nevertheless, it is necessary to take on
board the criticisms of this approach madc by Richard Gray and David Birmingham, who
rightly suggested that such geographical distinctions frequently becomc blurred: thcy
argued, for example, that there is 'remarkably little evidence to suggest that "local trade
lrom village to village within a given population" was restricted to local products'. See
Gray & Birmingham 1970.
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some of the themespresent chap ter develops first considered by Tosh
quarter of a century ago. It can be shown how long-clistance goods
as particular tlpes of metal were freely exchanged alongside Iocal
For Buganda a whole commerce was a source of strength as well
prosperrty one of the best examples of this being the

valued highìy their ability
Iucrative

arms trade Priva te traders to

Local commerce & commodities

Studies in other parts of Africa, as well as those in Europe, have shown
that the sites of markets tend to be of ancient habitation; successful market
sites stand for generations, usually centrally located or positioned at the
junction of highways. Markets are conduits not only for commodities but
aìso for ideas. The markets of East Africa were no different. By the second
half of the nineteenth century, certain markets had become established as

the most important in the lacustrine region. In I876-7, Emin Pasha identi.
fied 'Werhanje' in Karagwe, 'Mpara Nyamoga' (near modern Hoima) in
Bunyoro, and Rubaga, the capital of Buganda, as the major regional
commercial centres. At Kabarega's capital3 he found an exciting and cos- t

mopolitan atmosphere in which anything and everything was brought for ,'
sale. He noted the 'restless, talkative Waganda, draped in neat tan-coloured
bark cloth', who had 'brought for barter the handsome soft mats of
Uganda, together with bark cloths and thick copper wire'.4 This is a good 

,

example of the way in which regional and long-distance lines of commerce .

merged: the Ganda brought with them to Bunyoro both the fruits of their
own industry and goods which were þrobably) ultimately coastal in origin. ,'

In an earlier chapter we saw how barkcloth was one of Buganda's
oldest and most important sources of domestic wealth, and how control of
the centres of the industry was one of most lucrative prizes for successive

empires in the region. The value thus placed on the production of
barkcloth owed much to its commercial strength. From the late eighteenth
century and throughout the nineteenth, barkcloth was probably Buganda's
single most important regionai export.s It was highly valued throughout
the region: Emin Pasha estimated that barkcloth 'constitutes the ordinary
clothing in Uganda, ancl that of the better classes in Karagwa, Ruhanda,
IJnyoro, and lJsoga'.6 Prices varied 'considerably', depending on colour,

? Tosh 1970.
3 For a pioneering analysis of thc Nyoro economic and commercial system, see Uzoigwe

rs72.
'r Schweinfurth et al. IBBB ll2.
5 Sec Chapter 4 for a discussion of the expansion of barkcloth production under Kabaka

Semakokiro in the late eighteenth century.
6 Schweinfurth et al. 1888: 1.19.
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and general quality; as noted earlier the quality of the fabric was
the tree from which the original bark was

as texture and durability But age was not the

determlnant of market value. Dyed cloths, produced 1n vanous parts
but most likely to have come from Buddu, were the most

Emin Pasha estimated their exchange value ln the mid- B70s at
or three cows a plece. Cloth sold ln rts more natural state was

cheaper' and could be 'purchased in the markets for 300 or
cowries' Seemingly inferior tlpes of clothing were also traded by the

Emin Pasha mentioned the sale of several goatskins
This was

'previously
down AS thin as paper' and sewn together apparently

high

as attÍactive nor as durable as barkcloth, but the Ganda sold it 'at
price' outside Buganda.e Some years later, the price of these

had decreased somewhat. Lugard obserwed 1n B9 that skins
were scraped very thin were 'u"ry cheap', being sold for 'half-a-

on Lugard's pricing estimates,ol merikani [imported cloth Based
this was equal to about

Grant claimed
250 cowrles, significantly more than the

cowrles which was the prrce of a goatskin ln 862. It
have been that Grant and Lugard were quotlng the domestic pnces

such commodi tles; rt seems probable,
their prices

1n vlew of Emin Pasha ,s

that the Ganda raised substantially when trading
At the same time, the difference 1n cowry value between

Lugard's estimates may
which was significant by

be related to the devaluation of the
shell, the B90s

By 1900, the export ofbarkcloth was a great source ofrevenue to many
particularly in Buddu. The trade between Buddu and the

was especially important in this regard. The full extent of this
is revealed through early colonial reports, particularly after

Ganda traders were required to carry passes to enable them to travel to
some distance away. One official at Masaka in Buddu wrote in

901 that'as many as fifty to sixty traders'passes have been issued at this
station in one day, the bulk of the applicants proceeding to Ankole with
bark cloths as their article of trade'. Mats were also traded by the Buddu
merchants, but barkcloth was the prized commodity among the Banyankole,
to the extent that the latter were often permitted to pay their hut tax in
sheets of barkcloth.12 The true value of this trade is further indicated by the
apparently impoverishing
at the beginning of 1904.

effects of the cessatron of commerce with Ankole
The rnstrgator of this prohibition was a Germa.n

agent at Mbarara, who, according
have vetoed the sale ofbark cloth in

to à local British ofEcial, 'appears to
his district, for exchange for cattle

.':, The
cloth

natlves [in Buddul inform me that they are not allowed to sell bark
exchange for cattle tn Ankole Bark cloth being the and only

? Ibid.
8 lbid.: 120.

ì:. I
ì,r: t lo

-,1 ll

:t.. u

Ibid.: 120-21.
UNA 426/4 Lugard to Admin.-Gen., IBEAC l3 August l89l
Grant, l864:229.
UNA AB/l Prendergast toJackson, 3 September 1901.
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present chapter develops some of the themes first considered by Tos\

have traded on their own account.

Local commerce & commodities

Studies in other parts of Africa, as well as those in Europe, have shown
that the sites of markets tend to be of ancient habitation; successful market
sites stand for generations, usually centrally located or positioned at the
junction of highways. Markets are conduits not only for commodities but
aiso for ideas. The markets of East Africa were no clifferent. By the second

half of the nineteenth century, certain markets had become established as

the most important in the lacustrine region. In l876 7, Emin Pasha identi-
fied 'Werhanje' in Karagwe, 'Mpara Nyamoga' (near modern Hoima) in
Bunyoro, and Rubaga, the capital of Buganda, as the major regional
commercial centres. At Kabarega's capital3 he found an exciting and cos-

mopolitan atmosphere in which anything and everything was brought for .

sale. He noted the 'restless, talkative Waganda, draped in neat tan-coloured
bark cloth', who had 'brought for barter the handsome soft mats ol
Uganda, together with bark cloths and thick copper wire'.'t This is a good
example of the way in which regional and long-distance lines of commerce
merged: the Ganda brought with them to Bunyoro both the fruits of their :

own industry and goods which were þrobably) ultimately coastal in origin.
In an earlier chapter we saw how barkcloth was one of Buganda's '

oldest and most important sources of domestic wealth, and how control of
the centres of the industry was one of most lucrative prizes for successive

empires in the region. The value thus placed on the production of
barkcloth owed much to its commercial strength. From the late eighteenth
century and throughout the nineteenth, barkcloth was probably Buganda's
single most important regional export.s It was highly valued throughout '

the region: trmln Pasha eitimated that barkcloth 'constitutes the ordinary
clothing in Ugancla, anc{ that of the better classes in Karagwa, Ruhanda, :
IJnyoro, and lJsoga'.6 Prices varied 'considerably', depending on colour,

? Tosh 1970.
3 For a pioneering analysis of the Nyoro economic and commercial system, see Uzoigwe

1972.
+ Schweinfurth et aL. IBBB: l12.
s Sec Chapter 4 for a discussion of the expansion of barkcloth production under Kabaka

Semakokiro in the late eighteenth century.
6 Schweinfurth et al. ISBB'. ll9.
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and general quality; as noted eariier, the quality of the fabric was
upon the age of the tree from which the original bark was

AS this influenced both texture and durability But age was not the
determrnant of market value Dyed cloths, produced 1n varr ous parts

but most likely to have come from Buddu, were the most
ve; Emin Pasha estimated their exchange value in the mid-lB70s at

or three cows a piece. Cloth sold in its more 'natural' state was
cheaper' and could be 'purchased in the markets for 300 or

COWrleS Seemingly inferior t)?es of clothing were also traded by the
Emin Pasha mentioned the sale of several goatskins

This was
'previously

down as thin as paper' and
as attractive nor as durable as

sewn together apparently
barkcloth, but the Ganda sold 1t t

hish price' outside Buganda. Some years later the prlce of these
had decreased somewhat. Lugard observed ln B9 that skins

were 'scraped very thin were 'uary cheap being sold for 'halÊa-
of merikani fimported clothl t0 Based on Lugard's pricing estimates,

significantly more than thethis was equal to about 2s0 cowrles,

00 cowries which Grant claimed was the price of a goatskin in l862.tr It
have been that Grant and Lugard were quoting the domestic prices

such commodities 1t seems probabie,
their prices

ln VICW of Emin Pasha s

that the Ganda raised substantially hen trading
At the same trme the diflerence ln cowry value between

and Lugard's estimates may be related to the devaluation of the

By revenue to manY
Buddu and the

was especially important in this regard. The full extent of this
reveaìed through eat ly colonial reports, particularly after

traders were required to carry passes to enable them to travel to
markets some distance away. One official at Masaka in Buddu wrote in
i901 that'as many as fifty to sixty traders'passes have been issued at this
station in one day, the bulk of the applicants proceeding to Ankole with
bark cloths as their article of trade'. Mats were also traded by the Buddu

among the Banyankole,
to the to pay

further
their hut tax rn

sheets indicated by the
apparently impoverishing eflects of the cessation of commerce with Ankole
af the beginning of 904. The lnstlgator of this prohibition was

British ofËcial, '
a German

to a local appe ars to
his district, for exchange for cattle

The natlves [irt Buddu inform me that they ale not allowed to se ll bark
cloth tn exchange for cattle 1n Ankole. Bark cloth being the and only

Ibid.
Ibid.: 120.
Ibid.: 120-21.
UNA 426/4 Lugarcl to Admin.-Gen., IBEAC l3 August l89l
Grant, l864:229.
UNA AB/l Prendergast toJackson, 3 September 1901.
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stock in trade of the people of Buddu, trade and consequently

Buddu provides perhaps the best example of how particular regions
were noted for their trade in certain commodities, but there are othe¡s,
The district of Bugangadzi, lor example, which formed part of pre.
coloniaì Bunyoro west of Singo, was noted in 1905 for its exports ¡q
Buganda of salt, skins, ivory, hoes, tobacco and clried fish.ra The trade in
dried fish between Buganda and Bunyoro was particularly lucrative þy
the nineteenth century, and was probably one of the oldest commerciál
interactions in the region. The Ganda carried dried fish to Buruli, north
of Bulemezi, where there was a market of some renown, as one British
official discovered: 'The fish market at Kisalizi, Buruii, is well patronised
by the Waganda especially by those with small means as they can make a
very good living out of it. I have been told by the traders themselves that
out of one rupee worth of fish they make between five and six rupees

profìt...'r'
Fish were of course brought inland from lakes Kyoga and Victoria, bu¡

river fishing also played a part in this trade. Speke noted a thriving river-
borne trade in 1862 between the Nyoro and the Soga, the canoes of the
former being stufled with such goods as barkcloth, dried fish, raw and
cooked plantains, and beer.rG The presence of barkcloth is certainly worthy
of note: it is unclear if this was the Nyoro version of the commodity, or ,

whether the Nyoro were re-exporting the Ganda fabric. There seems little ,'

reason to doubt that the Ganda were also involved in this commerce,
particularly along the Nile, which by this time represented their eastern

frontier. It also seems likely that there was a regular trade in basic food- '
stufls between Buganda and Bunyoro. One report from 1894 mentions
the regularity with which the Nyoro sold food to the Ganda and, although :'

the latter at this time were attached to the British garrison at Fort Grant, 
.:

it seems unlikely that the nascent colonial presence provided any

significant impetus to such trade which was not already there.ri
At the market in Kabarega's capital, Emin Pasha also noted the trade

in services as well as that in actual commodities. Although Nyoro smiths
were more than capable of working 'iron, copper, and brass' into spear'
heads, knives and various kinds of jewellery, Ganda smiths travelled to :

Bunyoro 'periodically' to repair guns in the second half of the nineteenth

13 UNA AB/4 Anclerson to Sub. Comm., 6January 1804. The reference to a 'German agent'

at Mbarara is puzzling, although it is cÈar that trade restrictions between German and

British territories had been imposed.

'n UNA AB/7 Paske-Smith to Sub. Comm., 3 December 1905.
15 UNA AB/7 Manara [?l to Sub. Comm., 3 November 1905.

'' Spekc 1863b:476.
17 UNA A2l3 Owen to Colvile 16 November 1894.
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Inde ed, according to Emin Pasha, these smiths charged
' rates, demanding, for example, 'a female slave in exchange for
..'B It is clear that this woulcl have been, even in 1877, a highly
profession, but its very existence on a regional scale is

t. It also hints at the existence of a commerce in icleas and
which ahnost certainly predated the arrival of firearms. Much of

development in iron-working before lB00 was facilitated by
dge brought from Bunyoro; the repairing of firearms in the market-

by the Ganda represented something of a turnabout of commerce in
and know-how in a late nineteenth-century setting.

It is cle ar that metals both in a raw state and in the form of ready-made
were critical trade commodities throughout the nineteenth

Brass ancl copper wirere were everyday objects of exchange,
they were in rapid decline in lluganda by the late nineteenth
Iron, however, was the most important. Buganda derived a

amount of its iron from tribute, but most of its imports of this
were accounted for by trade. Iron in an unworked state was

from Kavirondo to the west, for example, and was converted into
once it reached the forges of Buganda.2u Rcady-made hoes were also

some

ve with
of a

pattern but of much harder iron' had been brought for these
from Busoga.2r Hoes were regularly imported from Bunyoro, and
found, according to Roscoe, in the numerous small markets alongbe

the frontier areas between Buganda and Bunyoro.22 It is a striking thought
the road networks of Buganda, as well as other important public works,
carved from the soil using foreign tools. Speke describes how, when

north into Bunyoro, he was surrounded by a number of Nyoro
sought 'to hawk ivory ornaments, brass and copper twisted wristlets,

tobacco, ancl salt, which they exchangec{ for cowries, with which they
urchase cows from the Waganda'.2:r Speke may be mistaken, but the idea

of the supposedly pastoral Nyoro purchasing cows from the supposedly
Ganda is an appealing one, and certainly supports the idea of

.a thoroughly open regional market. Metals were also traded in the form of
weaponry, and indeed the regional arms trade was particularly vibrant,
not to mention extremely important to Buganda's military standing. Again
in the border areas between Buganda and Bunyoro, territory in which the
exchanged goods were so often put to good use, Nyoro traders sold spear-
'blades to the Ganda. In 1862, accorcling to Grant, these could fètch 500

each, while 'one cow would buy ten, or bark cloth would be taken

Schrveinlurth et al. IBBB: Bl.
As discussed carlier, the origins ofcoppcr in Buganda are obscure; it may havc first arrived
lrom Katanga, but during thc ninetecnth century it was mnch more likcly to havc bcen
brought from the coast.
UNA A2l I Owen to Rhodes, 29 March 1893.
UNA A2l3 Ansorge to Colvile, 5 October 1894.
Roscoe 191 l: 456.
SpekelB63b:487.
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in exchange'.za I'rom the dimensions given by Grant, these blades
probably destined for use in war rather than hunting. T'hey were 'two
long', or around 40 cm, and 'two inches at their greatest breadth'.
blades for hunting were similar in length but usually much wider at
socket.25 Weapons were also brought up from Karagwe to be traded in
frontier areas ofBuganda and Bunyoro, and again the Ganda in
were keen buyers. Grant noted that '[e]xcellent spear-heads are hawked
sale in the southern borders fof Bunyorol, but the Waganda, a
peopie, buy them up'.26 This commercial activity took place in small
markets, away from any centralized royal control, which was in any case
unnecessary Had Buganda internal economlc base been weak, more

Another of the most important articles of trade in the region was salt,
trade in which was probably older than the societies involved. The Gandá
produced a certain amount of their own salt, but this was too little in
quantity and low in quality to free them from a hear,y reliance on
imported salt.27 The major source of salt in the region was Kibiro, on the
shore ofLake Albert in Bunyoro; salt had been produced there for several
centuries.28 The Ganda regularly travelled to Bunyoro to obtain it, but
Nyoro traders also carried it to Buganda.2e Emin Pasha tells us that the salt
came to the market 'wrapped in bana¡ra leaves, in long packets containing
four to eight pounds each'. Salt was highly valued, and this was reflected
in the prices paid for it. Emin Pasha asserted that'[i]n contrast to all other
goods, salt, with very rare exceptions, is sold in Uganda for cash only, that
is to say, for cowries'.3o This in itself is worthy of note; in the second half of
the nineteenth century, Buganda was a relatively monetarized society, but
even so most commodities had a barter as well as a cowry value. Kibiro
was not Buganda's only source of salt. The Ganda also travelled by canoe
to the northeast corner of Lake Victoria, apparently to the bay now known
as Winam Gulf, where they obtained salt.3r This trade was first mentioned
by Speke, and was still thriving in lB9B when a British official observed
that both the Ganda and the Soga regularly made voyages there. The salt

2+ Grant 1864:2'11.

'?5 Ibid. See also Trowell & lVachsmann 1953: 235.
26 (]rant 1864:293.

'7 Poor-quality salt was extracted from vegetable debris, and occasionally tom livestock ..

urtne.
28 For the results ofrecent excavations at Kibiro, see for example Connah, Kamuhangire &

Piper 1990; also Sutton 1993.
2'0 Schweinfurth el al. IBBB:14.
30 Ibid.: 121 2.
3r Speke 1863b: 428-9, 434,467; also Speke 1967: 3lB. Intriguingìy, the Ganda apparently

called this area 'Bahari Ngo', derivecl from the Arabic for river, which bears a striking -

resemblance to ßaringo, about 130 miles to the east of l,ake Victoria. Chaillé-Long also

wrote that, from a hill near Murchison Creek, 'in the distance a smaìl creek may be seen,

like a silver stream winding through the conntry northward, here called "Bahr Rionga"': .

Chaillé-Long l876: 109. This scems to be a reference to 'Rionga's river', Riongo being a
rival of Kamurasi.
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was also brought from the direction of Toro, or more precisely from

It 1S clear that there were a few maJ or market towns tn the reglon, one

which was the Ganda capital itself. This was especiall true from the
when the capital moved within a much more limited area and

rapidly in size and importance as a regional centre.36 But there
doubt that numerous smaller markets were scattered throughout

Among the oldest markets mentioned in the indigenous sources,
were those on the shore of Kyagwe, which dated from at least

reign of Mawanda in the early eighteenth century and probably much
A Ganda author recorded how'[t]here used to be the major
namely, Ilagegere, Bale and Nsonga. The people of Buvuma too

to sail to the shores near Kyagwe for the sale of their goods in these
T'hese markets would take place for two days at a time so that

could do their selling ...'37

Although within the capital the kabaluL exercised a certain amount of
over commercial interaction, most obviously in the restrictions

on certain imported goods,3B there appear to have been few such
placed on iocal markets outside the capital. Again, as in other

metropolitan control hovered in the background but was limited.
traders did, however, have to work within regulations, and Roscoe

that even markets in the outlying districts were supervised to some

extent by political authority. Fees, for example, were levied on all articles
f'or sale In the capital itself, and possibly beyond, the market was

únder the supervrsron of a chief specially appointed by the kabaka, one of
duties was to collect the market dues, which amounted to ten per

of the value of each article sold or bought'.3e This would have surely
sizeable lncome for the state I dilficult to assess of

,-:course) how much of this represented pre-colonial innovation, but it does
,l:seem likely that a special chief was indeed appointed by the kabaka to
.,:'oversee trade in the capitai, if only that with coastai merchants and if only

ensure the payment to the state of the necessarv fees In Buganda terms

,.:r:ll

::. ß
.j,.t$

r:ß

UNA A4l13 MacAllister to Berkeley, l2 September 1898.
Kerrny I974.
UNA AB/1 Tomkins to Comm., 3 October 1901.
UNA 426/4 Lugard to .Admin.-Gen., IBEAC, 13 August I 89l . See also Perham 1959: II
2+8.
Reid 1998; Reid & Medard 2000.
'Ebye Br"rganda: Entabalo za Sekabaka Mawanda', Munno (1921) pp. 11 12.
As is shown below, however, the eflectiveness and range ofthese restrictions should not be
exaggerated.
Roscoe l9l l: 452.
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the mâ1n market 1n the capital as

certainly rncorrect, but perhaps
ble as the kabaka apparently drew considerable revenue from

Both Ganda and Arabs traded here, meetrng at the one of the maJor
tn the East African lnterror O'Flaherty who depicted a ealously

commerce at the capital, suggested that the collectors took l5-.20
of market profits, which doubtless reflected the tight controicent
over such a lucrative trade. Notably, however, he expressed

as to whether Mutesa was aware of this.as If this was indeed the case,

are confronted once again with an image ol the kabaka as a more
figure than might be supposed, even in his immecliate domain;
btedly received a substantial percentage of dues, but, as with the
system, others made sure they received their cut without his

I IS necessarv however to note the important qualification
this presumably under-Mutesa was at this time extremely iil, and

the generation and distribution of wealth than was assumed at the
It does seem that in lBB2 Mutesa attempted to tighten his control of

main market in the capital. As is examined below, this initiative to
royal control extended to tire lake ports, and in particular

bbe, which was considered too distant for the kabaka to eflectively
customs duty there. The missionary Girault noted in early lBB2
's declaration that no one was now permitted to buy or sell outside

main market. The kabaka himself would organize the collection of dues,
Girault was in no doubt that Mutesa 'has established this market

of the ivory of which he wants to have a monopoly'.a6 This seems
likely, although the declaration that absolutely nothing was to be
outside the main market bears the hallmarks of Mutesa's

ngly erratlc beha\10ur driven by incurable illness, 1n the last
months of his life. 47 At this time Mutesa had little interest in anything

slaves, and he was prepared to hinder all
other

the sale of vory and other
as a result. Apparently consequence of the kabaka's orders,

cost of day-to-dav prO-vllSlOnS immediately tncrease d, and Girault
that such goods could no longer be bough t casually around

capital, as they had been previously.a8
It may be presumed that this situation did not outlast Mutesa's own

, and by the early l890s things seemed to have returned to relative
ly, even allowing for the effects of civil war. Lugard observed: 'At

capital there are two resular markets, with officers to control them,
of the king: taxes on all produce which changes hands, viz., a

percentage on the cowrie value. Produce brought in from the

CMS G3 A6/0 1882/56 O'Flalierty to lVigram, 15 IVIarch lBB2; see also Kiwanuka in
Kagwa l97l:179.
White lrathers: Rubaga Diary 2/31 Jantary lBB2, 2 February lBB2, 26 February lBB2.
See Reicl lg99a.
As footnote 46.
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exist for an oflicial in charge of a market ssentalû - and a fee imposed
seÌlers '- kituuza - but it is unclear how far back these can be traced.

Sirnilar commercial overseers may also have existed throughout
kingdom. One colonial official wrote in 1902: 'I am of opinion that five
cent IS a fair due to be coliected not being too severe on the

has been charged from time immemorial in
nattves and

further one hich this
by the native chiefs who formerly controlled their own markets
giving a precedent which has become a custom.'40

and presumablyThis suggests that not only did such tolls,
or market overseers, exrst, but that markets outside the
responsible not to central authority but to the chief on whose
market was located. It seems likely that this was less to do with

land the

control per se than with the max\mlzatron of profit. Regional chiefs
draw considerable we alth from Iocal markets, although 1t may be assumed

that a
ment.
apparently for this reason. Markets could not be opened at random,
special permlsslon had to be sought from a

Technically, then, such
regional chief, perhaps the ssa<a

governor himself. malkets were under the
suÐer\.lslon of the landowner Under a system which was clearly
to benefit chieß financially heavy fines were levied on those would-be
traders who attempted to avoid market dues by trading outside recognized,r,
market-places; they could also expect to have their wares confiscated.ar

Thesè restrictions could probably only be applied to large-scale cor¡-
mercial centres, for example extended villages which might be centred on .

the enclosure of a prominent local chief, or the crossroads formed by the

meeting of two major highways.a'?Private, one-to-one trading and itinerant.
hawking doubtless went on unchecked in more remote areas, and in the ll

frontier regions of the kingdom, in spite of the risk of the fines mentioned
above. The domestic market system in the 1890s was thus characterizedl
by a degree of decentralization, and it seems reasonable to hypothesize
that this was also true of the earlier pre-colonial period; certainly, it is

likely that chiefs would have been only too happy to have a market
established in their domains as it represented a usefui source of income
and had the potential to draw people from a considerable distance away.

An example of this is provided by a British official in 1902, who noted
soon after his arrival in Buddu that the market master in Masaka, which '

would have been the largest market in the ssa¿a, was appointed by the

þokino, the governing chief. a3 The same ofÊcial iater wrote of eastern'
Kyagwe lhat'at present market dues ... are collected by Chiefs on whose

land markets have been established'.aa

'0 UNA AB/l Prendergast to Comm., 1B Fcbruary 1902. 'From time immemorial'probably
means 'within living memory' in this context.

'!r Roscoe 191 I : 452, 456.
'12 HarryJohnston obseruecl that'[t]he Uganda town is a series of villa residences surrounded

by luxuriant gardens. Occasionally thet'e is an open square formed by the meeting of two

bioacl roadwãys, and this may be ihe site ofa màrket or a place ofrennion for the people':

Johnston 1902: II, 656.
13 UNAAB/1 GranttoJackson, l lVlarch 1902.
û UNAAB/l GranttoJackson, 16March 1902.
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country is sold here, and oxen slaughtered ancl sold retail, as in
butchers' shops ...'re

It is not clear what kind of distances were covered by those

travelling to bny or sell a markets 1n the capital, but rt may be
that the capital sat a the centre of a domestic network which covered
of the kingdom, even allowing for limita tions on transport.

seen, was critical
The

functioning of this network, as WC have to the
population particularly tn the oo(r() 0s and B90s; the vaiue of the trade
somehow underlined by Lugard ,s illustration, hich depicts thc selling
food even at a trme of political and religious disturbance

Pre-colonial currencies

It is clear from the various accounts of both regional and domestic

commerce that barter co-existed with monetary exchange; buyers ¿¡¿
seliers were generally flexible in this regard, although as we have seen the
salt traders of Kibiro demanded cowrles alone. I)uring the second half of
the nineteenth century, cowries were probably most
of che aper, smaller articles - foodstuffs, for example

used for the
hile larger more

expensive articles were obtained by barter. This reflects the gradual but
steady devaiuation of cowries in the decades before colonial rule; it is also

clear that certain other currencies changed in value during the nineteenth,:
century, reflecting demand, supply and taste. f'he most marked decline in:.,
a stanáard of exchange in Buganda was that in beads. Beads had been in
use, whether as a currency or as a commodity in themselves, for perhaps
several centuries. The precise origins ofseveral types ofbeads are unclear,, ,

but their usage and significance varied wiclely throughout the region. The
Soga and other groups east of the Nile, for example, attached great :

symbolic importance to blue glass beads; as Troweli found in the early

1950s, 'a certain type of blue beacl has an almost sacred value' in this ,

area.s0 Glass beads were common throughout East Africa, and were::

brought in increasing bulk from Europe, in addition to those earlier ,

brou[ht from India, uttd it-t particular fróm Amsterdam and Venice, from

the encl of thc seventeenth century onward.sr They have been found at a ,

great number of archaeological sites in eastern, central ancl southern:
Africa, including the east coast and GreatZimbal>we.52 In particular, glass

beads have been unearthed at Ntusi which may date back as early as the 
"

''e Lugard lB92: 83l.'Iwo maps of the capital appear in Lugard's published diaries, and only

onã market that to the north of the royal enclosure is shown in each. The White ,

Fathers' map of the capital, however, depicts two markets, that shown on Lugard's '

sketches, anà another in the northeast of'the capital callecl 'marché des Basoga'. See

Perham 1959: 11 27,\il 32; White Fathers Archive, contained in Cl4'Corresponãence ôf '
Lourclel'.

50 'Irowell & Wachsmann 1953: 212-13.
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th century.s3 These fìndings seem to lend some credence to Miti's
that 'Kintu, as also his brother Rukedi in Bunyoro, were the first

to import and make use

and by making presents
of beads or other neck ornaments tn his
of such articles to the local people Kintu

their friendship and confìclence. t54 From su ch evidence, oral and
it is probable that beads represented the oldest currency in

re$on According to Roscoe the blue bead twas very rough and badly
but was considered to be of great value 55 It was known as lusinda

Stganda, a" term which rs clearly distinct from nsimbi, broadly meanlng
Up untiland c.n.çim.hi ennanda, which spe cifically referred to cowrles.

the middle of the nineteenth century, blue beads seem to have

In
a common form of currency in Buganda and throughout the region.
the early part of Mutesa's reign, they were still reiatively common in
commercial interaction, but by the late i870s their value had

Emin Pasha reported in lB77 that glass beads were no longer
after l:y Ganda traders.56 It is true that he was mostly dealing with

commercial elite 1n the capital but he also had expenence of

the late nineteenth century, beads were rarely mentioned in reports
to desirable trade goods in Buganda, although they were clearly

Busoga and Bunyoro. Perhaps one conclusion to draw
the Ganda had faster-changing needs and wants with

to imported goods and a more volatile commercial value system. At
rate their commercial value had declined, possibly as a result of more

highly prized imports, such as foreign cloth, although this does not
for the relative resilience of cowry shells.

Lugard was struck by the changing economic situation in 1891:

The first essential in Uganda is cìoth, especially strong, useful calico
(merikani) and finer cloths, such as bafta, joho, vitambi, & c. ... The
coloured prints, red bandera, and cheap thin calicoes (ulaiti, satini,
gumpti, & c.), though useful for food purchase (especiaily the latter), are
not much sought after. Beads, and brass and iron wire, trumpery hardware,
and looking-glasses, & c., are no[ wanted at al] ... In Busoga beads and wire
and trumpery goods are accepted, as also in Ankole, IJnyoro, and the
countries to the west.sT

, Imported cloths of all types had from the late eighteenth century been
preserve of the power elite in Buganda, as is examined below; this was
beginning to change in the 1860s, from which time cloth became in

rcspects a new currency, with many other commodities assessed
their value in imported cloth. As a currency, in turn, it was subject

the vicissitudes of the market-pìace. Elsewhere Lugard reaffirms that

IIiffe 1995: 107.
Miti 1938: I, l3 14.
Roscoe l9l l: 457.
Schweitzer 1898: I, 39.
UNA 426/4 Lugarcl to Admin.-Gen., IBEAC l3 August 189l
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lt

shell had almost certainly been rather more important, and for much

longer, than he suggests. Certainly, large numbers of cowry shells were -

gatherecl at coastal settlements before the thirteenth century'62 and indeed, '

ih.ltr hud reachecl Sanga, west of Lake 'fanganyika, by the te nth century)

which suggests indirect commercial contact with the coast.63 More impor'
tantly foi-Buganda, seashell beads have been founcl at Ntusi and may date

back to the thirteenth or fourteenth century: as Ilifle has suggested, these

findings '^uy - the point is disputed be the eariiest evide nce of contact '

betweèn the Great Lakes region and Indian Ocean coast'.64

One of the earliest references to cowries in Buganda's indigenous

accounts is during the reign of an early seventeenth-century kabaka,

I(ateregga: upon his death, his jawbone was placed in a_wooden b.olvl

along rüth a number of shells. Kagwa commented that Kateregga.'had

received these shells from the chiefs whenever they pay homage to him'.6s

s lbid.
a UNA A4l13 Smith to Comm, 7 Noveml¡er 1898.
6n Roscoe l9ll:457.
or T'osh, 1970: I16.
62 Connah l9BT: 180.
03 Iliffe 1995: 103.
6I Ibid.: 107. There was also some uncertainty among Alricans themselves about the origin Ol

cowries, which may ìn itself suøgest consiilerableãntiquity. Speke, for cxamplc, wrote in

.l86l túat u,-or óf Ruanda "oï i"fo.-..I us that the corvrie-shclls, so plentiful in thal.

coutìtry, come thcre from the other or western side, but he could not tell rvhence thcy were

originally obtained': Spcke lB63b: 23B At lace valuc, this appears to suggest commerce

witÏt socíeties in the Cångo basin, rvhich is of course consistent with thc findings at Sanga

mentioned above.
ôi I(agwa l97l:42-3
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would seem to have been common practice. l,ater on, Kagwa
d the significance of the ritual with reference to a late seventeenth-
kabaka, Tebandeke: 'When chiefs died their successors, whether

or brothers, had to take cowrle shells (*ith holes tn them) and put
on the royal cushion. This was clone as often

to the king ... If large quantities of cowrie
AS they wen to paY

hadshells and beads
stored, the people would SAY, 'Kirg so-and-so was popular" ,66

It IS not macle clear if cowrles were use d 1n commcrcial transactrons a

time, but it seems reasonably likely, even if this was not their sole
They certainly possessed a recognized value. As such it is note-

that the kabaka appears not to have exercised any central controls
the shells; rather, at a time when rulers were striving to create a

system in which loyalty to them came above all else, they used
as a measurement of both wealth and popularity.

evidence of indirectIt may be that all this can be taken as trade with
coast at least as early as c. 1600, although Iliffe's caution is surely well

as indirect contacts with the coastIt is likely, however, that
over the ensuing centuries, the shell itself was gradually devalued.
-century rulers and chieß wouid have had access to consider-

numbers of shells than their seventeenth-century predecessors.
, too, this early long-distance contact seems'tô have been

restrictions on who participated. Details concerning the methods
accumulation are impossible to come by, but chieß appear to have

cowries on their own account, most probably through trade. By
1850, virtually everything hacl at least a nominal cowry value; but, as

became more current, by the late nineteenth century cowries had

act
devalued to thc point of impracticality. By the late l890s, a

of exchange might involve the transfer of thousands of shells and,
the þasa, a string^ of around 100 shells, r,vas doubtless introduce d

an attempt to cope with this inflation, they became increasingly
to use. This was ciearly one of the factors behind the colonial
' decision to introduce the rupee to the region. Even so, it was

years before the British received anything oiher than cowries in the
of tax, an indication of the extent to which the cowry shell had

a staple of the locaÌ economy.GT
Another currencv which had at some pornt existed alongside the cowry

shell and mav haVC predated lt, was vory Roscoe mentlons ã sm all vory
disc' hich he names 'sanga s.tanqa 1n a more moclern SCNSC being the

term for either a tusk or rvory 1n gcneral. This
in Buganda;

Roscoe claimcd,
one of the earliest forms of money although clearly

and probably much older than the
least by the nineteenth century

cowry shel1, rt also had
value at At some point one such

was apparently worth 100 shells,G8 although this must have changed
time. Ivory played a dual role in so far as it was on the one hand a

valued for its own sake, and on the other a standarcl medium

Ibid..: 57.
UNA A4l13 Smith to Comm., 7 Novcmber IB9B.
Roscoe 191 l: 457.
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role gradually took precedence
the coast increased, so that,

over the latter
vory from AS the

century progressed, ivory as money all but disappeared.
'Ihere appear to have been tighter controls over ivory discs than

cowries. Roscoe wrote:

Small ivory discs were
the ivory-worker

used as currencv before the introduction of
shells; made them for the King, though the latter had

workman who couìd obtainthe monopoly of making them; any skilled
lvory was allowed to make discs without let or hindrance. The
however re tained the most skilled vory-workers ln his servlce, and
dared not make bracelets or other ornaments without permlsslon. The
that most of the lvory belonged to the King also placed

^
restriction uPon

the making of discs by other people

Thus, hile the kabaka
making of
themselves

the currencv he
and the skills

Nevertheless, all a 'skille d workman' had to do was to get hold of the ivory
in the first place, and one suspects that this would not have been as difEculí
as Roscoe suggests. In the course of hunting expeditions, ivory may have
been distributed in numerous directions before any of it actually reached
tbe kabaka. This was clearly the case in the 1890s, although it is agai¡
important to point out that backward extrapolations cannot be made fro¡n
this era of much reduced royal authority and radically altered politic¿l:, :

structures; the most that can be suggested is that some version of this .

process may well have existed earlier, and that the system here described
was by necessity less centrally controlled, even in normal circumstances l

than has been assumed. In the l890s, early colonial administrators, in
their attempts to clamp down on the illicit ivory trade, frequently '

uncovered the methods and channels which chieß at various levels used to '
acquire ivory for themselves. Once ivory found its way to district level, it
was almost certain to be dispersed locally, either as payment for the

rendering of services or as a trade good. By the 1890s, again an era in
which royal authority was greatly reduced, it was in practice impossible for
the kabaka to control every portion of ivory brought in from a hunt or
military expedition, although common sense suggests that this may also

have been the case earlier in the nineteenth century; still, it is worth noting
that tribute became one of the most important means by which ivory was

procured in the later nineteenth century, and this was easier lor the kabaka

to control. Even so, it is likeiy that there were far more currency-producers
in pre-1800 Buganda than Roscoe suggests; and, by the time that tighter
ivory control by central government was possible in the late nineteenth
century, it no longer had value as a currency. Its value was now as a long'
distance commercial export, and an increasingly rare one at that.

6' Ibid.:412' 13.
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yeàr B+4 was unquestionablv à landmark in Buganda's history in
It was the year in which the first
of I(abaka Suna, thus heralding a

respects, not least economically
merchants arnved at the court

era in the kingdom's long history of tradc and foreign relations.' The
of these traclers over the ensuing half-century will be examined in due

but initially we shall see that the importance which one places on
events of lB44 is dependent upon two main considerations. Iìrstly,

is the problem of asse ssing the extcnt to which the fruits of this new
commerciai contact were shared among the Ganda, and not

to a political elite at the capital. In other words, attention must
paid to the roie played not just by luxury items, but by goods which had

a genuine material impact on the Ganda economy. Secondly, the arrival of
tal merchants in person at Suna's capital can to some extent be viewed

as representing the extension of a commercial network of some centuries'
standing. The year 1844, therel'ore, should be understood in terms of

r,continuity rather than discontinuity. The trade routes themselves which
the Arabs had used to reach Buganda had a long history and were African
in
'1or

orl91n Moreover Buganda had been dealing with the co ast indirectlv
at least a century before 8+4 It can surely have come as no sulpnse

's kibuga.when the agents of that culture finally arrived

Beginnings

at the ts^ates of Suna

is, of course, difficult to say when Buganda became involved in an
trade network, but it seems likely that the cowry shell is a

indicator. As we have seen in the previous chapter, the discovery of
seasheÌl beads at Ntusi at least hints at commercial contacts dating back to

thirteenth or fourteenth century, while actual cowry shells had probably
introduced to Buganda by 1600. It has been noted how chieß in the

I Gray 1947
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seventeenth and eighteenth centuries accumulated cowries on their
account, probably through commercial channels. What they traded
return IS a matter of pure speculation Slaves mav have been a

based export, although ivory is likely to have been more important
1600 and i800. It is important to stress that this was very much an

their way to the Ganda court at this time. Wrigiey has suggested that the
arrival of such goods was 'incidental' and not especially important. But i¡
seems that he underplays the significance of the commodities for ¡hg

longer-term development of long-distance commercial contacts. The
novelty of cups and plates is clear enough, but lVrigley seems, for once, to'
be taking an'oral tradition' atface value;3 the truth is that we do not know
what other kinds of goods were reaching Buganda at this time. By the end
of the eighteenth century, ivory discs had almost certainly dwindled in
importance as a form of currency, but the demand for ivory in its natural,
form from the south had begun to increase significantiy. Semakokiro, who
is supposed to have been notably wealthy in ivory, had begun to send his ,

own-traders further south to meet this demand: Kagwa mentions Man-
gagala, who was 'the royal salesman' and whose job it was 'to sell the royal

ivory'. Such traders were carrying ivory as far as Kizlba, south of the

Kagera river, by the late eighteenth century.a The Kagera river, of course,

had only recently become Buganda's southernmost frontier. Semakokiro's t'

wealth in ivory may well have been closely connected to the fact that he

'was also the one who saved the country from being devastated by.
elephants, as he used to organise hunting expeditions'.5 This is a wonder-
fully self-righteous interpretation of the kabaka's commercial ambitions; at

ayry rate, it is clearly no coincidence that Semakokiro was also the first

kabaka'to buy cotton cloth from Karagwe'.6 Clearly, the Ganda were still

relying on trade with other Africans, in the first instance the merchants of
Karagwe, who for many years remained Buganda's main commercial ìink

with the 'lanzanían network. Indeed, the 'middleman period' of East

Africa's commercial history never really ended, although the penetration .

2 Kagwa I97l: 99.
3 Wrigley 1996:232-3.
't Kagwa 1971: 100-1.
5 lbicl.:99.
6 Ibid.
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the interior in the early nineteenth cen
having to rely on African suppliers.

tury was 1n part aî
to avoid

What 1S notable about the surge IN long-distance commerce under
ànd Semakokiro the apparent lncrease 1n luxury rtems hich

came to characterize the trade. These goods were probably designed
to the governing rather than the governed of the interior; but

by design or not, the novelty
of African elites and

goods ancl fine ry from the coast
the âvarlce marked shift from trade between

indigenous merchants to trade aimed at the heart of political
In Buganda, successive rulers sought to gain control of

goods with an intensity which does not appear to have been
of the earlier period of indirect contact. It would be more

100 years before cotton cloth was anything like a common
in the kingdom; as we noted in an earlier chapter, it is surely

coincidence that the same Semakokiro who was so impressed by cotton
presided over what appears to have been a large-scale escalation

barkcloth production. In the late eighteenth century, such long-distance

and,
entered a rather more exclusive phase: in a general sense,

perhaps more importantly, political position were required to
Of course this was not always the case, and it is likely that this

of commerce continued to aflect and involve smaller-scale Ganda
as these remained the primary carriers of goods to and from the

But commerce was in general more elitist than previously
clothT provides a good exampìe of this process. It remained

on the one hand for a very practical reason, namely the fact
it was several decades before the coastal merchants were carrying
quantities of the material to Buganda. On the other hand, it is clear

successive rulers perceived ownership of the cloth as a useful way of
wealth, power and privilege, in much the same way that

skins, notably that of the leopard, were emblems of royal blood.
was a prestige good, and the kabaka and metropolitan establishment
strenuous efforts to control not only its import, but its subsequent

However, this kind of commerce was not as exclusive as it
first appear, and smaller-scale local traders were able to take part,

so as the nineteenth century drew to a close

Coastal merchants in Buganda

arrival of the first Arab traders in Buganda in 1844 further intensified
above process. This initial visit was probably in large part a diplomatic

an attempt on the part of the coastal traders to gauge the kind of
with which they were dealing in order to further commercial links.
would aiready have known a great deal about Buganda. The

The term is used generically here, but there lvere important distinctions between types of
cloth which influenced market value, and some of these have already been noted. For
example, bqfuta was a kind of thin cotton cloth, while amerikaani was a hard, glossy,
unbleachecl calico; bugibugi and kqffi were cheaper cuts; and kaniki was a dark blue calico or
cotton cloth.
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interlacustrine region had been one of the sources of ivory in the

Arabs who had. One such was Snay bin Amir, who travelled to Suna's .
court in 1852. Suna gave the greatest encouragement. to the traders,

bestowing generous gifts on them, often 'without expecting any but the ,

humblest return'.e Of course, at this time a humble return in the eyes of a ,

coastal merchant was probably a considerable bounty to the kabaka; withirl
a few years this had changed, as the Ganda began to appreciate the value
of particular commodities more on Arab terms. Snay bin Amir received a

warm and elaborate welcome, being provided with speciaìly built quarters.,
Readers of Tippu Tip's autobiography will recognize the manner in which:
Arabs, no less than Europeans, ofien grossly exaggerated their own impor- ,

tance within African societies;r0 none the less, the welcome which Snay bin'
Amir described undoubtediy reflects the novelty of coastal merchants at

Suna's capital, and perhaps the zeal which the kabaka expressed

concerning the deveÌopment of reiations with the coast. But Snay's visit
was not all pomp and ceremony. At a second meeting with Suna, 'Snay '

presented his blackmail, which consisted of ten cotton cloths, and one

hundred fundo of coral, and other porcelain beads. The return was an

offering of two ivories and a pair of serviles; every day, moreover) flesh and

grain, fruit and milk were supplied without charge ...'rr
Cloth, not guns, was here the main commodity being oflered by the

Arab trader, in addition to beads, which were presumably still reasonably
current; slaves and ivory were Buganda's most lucrative exports. It is not
clear whether we can date the export of slaves from this time; there is no.

I Kagwa l97l: 120.
e Burton 1860: II, 193.

'o Tippu Tip 1966.
rr Burton 1860: II, 194-5.
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to suggest that slaves were exported any earlier than the middle

rhe nineteenth century, although we cannot definitely state that they

t]'ot. Zimbe telis us that Suna 'would never allow the sale of any of his
12 Indeed,ects to foreigners. Aü that could be sold was cows and goats

we have seen, the Ganda sold other Ganda only in exceptional
but the implication of Zimbe's remarks is that slaves in

were not on ofler. This may have been the case initially, but it
did not take long (certainly by the early 1850s) before the Ganda
that they could tailor their existing system of slave-gathering in

as well as the exlstrng rnstltutlon of slavery itself, to meet the demands

the coastal traders. It seems possible that the Ganda had for perhaps
a regional sla
t with which

ve trade, but not on such a
they were to export them

Slaves were, as much as anything else, commodities to be bought
so1d, and there is every reason to suppose that this was carried out

both regional and domestic markets. But the idea of a slave as a
commodity undoubtediy took on new proportions from the

of the nineteenth century
Snay's visit in 1852, like those before it and many after it, was impor-

1n other ways. The merchant discussed with Suna the possibilities of a
alliance'with the then sultan of Zanzibar, Selyid Said, an alliance

which Suna expressec{ much enthusiasm. Indeed, the kabaka wanted to
back with Snay

', although
'several loads of elephants' tusks as presents
this offer seems to have been refused on the

to H.H
Salyid grounds
the route would be too dangerous.¡3 This seems rather strange, as

lvory was pre cisely wha Snay had gone to Buganda to collect;
exactly what turns the conversationthen agarn we do not know

trader and ruler took. In any case) there is no doubt that Suna
the advantages of closer iinks with the coast. Symptomatic of

is the fact that he refused permission, as did both Mutesa and
for the Arabs to travel further north. The poiicy was met with

success) as eventually the coastmen were able to access north-
trade routes, which lay to the west of Buganda and reached

However, it was suggested to Burton that Suna considered the
of the Arabs as 'personal honours paid to himself'.ra Indeed, the

termination to restrict the advantages of long-distance trade to Buganda
a theme running through the foreign and military policies of Suna,

and Mwanga,rs and the most dramatic manifestation of these
was the creation of a state fleet.

At some point during the 1850s, however, the Arab traders departed
Buganda and apparently did not return for several years. The main

for this is providecl by Speke, who wrote, in the context of the
1850s, that'[t]he Uganda station has been broken up by order ofthe

as the Arabs were interfering too much with his subjects'.r6 Else-

Zimbe 1939: 79.
Burton 1860, II: lg5.
Ibid.
See also for example Kirvanuka l97l
Speke l864: 259.
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where, Speke offers a slightly di{ïerent story, or perhaps a diflerent
of the same story, relating to the supposed expulsion of Arab traders
Ganda territory. Having crossed the Kagera into Buddu, he

was shown by Nasib a village called Ngandu, which was the
trading depot of the Zanzibar ivory-merchants. It was established by
Mzuri, by the Dermlsslc)n of Rumanika; for as shall have
mentlon, Sunna, after annexlng this part of Uddu to U
Rumanika certain bancls of territory in it as a means of security agatnst
possibility of rts being wrested out his hands agarn by the future kìngs
Unyoro Following on Musa ,s wake , many Arabs also came here to
but they were so oppressive to the Waganda that they were recalled
Rumanika, and obliged to locate themselves at Kufro ...'7

contact with the Arab merchants than Speke, never mentioned this
supposed expulsion; this is particularly surprising in view of the fact
Burton described in detail a successful visit to Buganda by a trader ln.
1852. Equally striking is the fact that Speke himself, a little earlier ln
same publication, had mentioned the coastal trader Musa, who 'hadì

Masai as far as lJsoga, and begged for permission to enter Uganda; but ai.',:
the country was disturbed by the elections, the ofEcers of the state advised
the Arabs to wait, or come again when the king was electe d .. .'20

It the refore seems likely that the Arabs were never expelled, but had.
been refused entry due to the temporary interregnum in the late 1850s;

this has also been effectively argued by John Rowe.2r Merchants had,,
certainly returnecl by 1860 at the latest. The idea that foreigners should,
not be aÌlowed in whiÌe the kingdom was politically vulnerabÌe may also

account for the fact that Suna's ZanzibaÅ bodyguard felt obliged to leave

the country upon his master's death. Speke's assertion that the Arabs had,,
'interfered' can probably be taken to mean that the Ganda feared the

potential for outside interfèrence if the ostensibly powerful strangers from :

the coast were permitted residence during such a sensitive time.
The case of Burton's 'Isa bin Hosayn' ancl Speke's 'Eseau', probably the

same person, reveals how coastal traders or their agents could individually,
take advantage of Buganda's open and competitive society. Speke .
mentions a trader named 'Eseau', to whom we have already alluded in a .

diflerent context, who had penetrated into East Africa with much

17 Speke l863b: 265, Grant also mentioned'an old ivory depot'in the same area: Grant
1864: I93.

18 L,ow 1963: I,334.
ìe Speke 1864:258,

'!o Speke 1863b: 187.
2r Rowe 1966:50.
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representing the sultan of Zanzibar, but had lost the bulk of

AS a result of heavy Ìocal taxes ot-t the wav to Buganda. Fe aring to return

the coastt he 'instead made great friends with the late King Sunna, who
a9 especial fancy to him because he had a very large beard, and

of Mkungu'. He sounds strikingly similar to the
Burton, who was also known as 'the hairy one'.

him to the rank
described by

's 'Eseau', however, lived in Buddu, not in the capital, and Speke

no mention of his having to flee Buganda upon Suna's death
'Eseau died, and left all his family and property

order officer.
to a slave named

who now ln consequence, is the
political position

b 22 The merchant
cle arly attained and considera bie wealth Miti s

would seem to suggest that the characters described by Burton
Speke were indeed the same person: Miti wrote tha 'Isa bin Ushen

said to have founcl much favour with the kitg it rS said that, AS a mark
gave Isa bin Ushen charge of à hole r,rllage
of Buddu. )23 Later examples of coastal traders

in Buganda and reaching similar heights can be cited: Toli and Idi
the late lB70s and lBBOs, for example, both led military campaigns and

given political ofÊces.2a

Yet the fortunes of the Arab community varied. Once the novelty had
off and the visits of coastal merchants became more commonplace,

indeed once there was a permanent settlernent in the suburbs of the

capital, respect for them declined. Mutesa appears to have
father, although

been markedlv
towards them than his his attitude was

by dramatic moo d-swings The merchants told
in 1862 that'from fear they had always complied with the manners

of the court'; in the immediate context, this involved being made to sit in
scorching sun for hours before being

quarters had
admitted to an audience with

Mutesa 26 By this tlme their been removed to an unhealthv
and disregarded area of the capital Even the supply of provisions was

Pasha complained that the 'peopleproblema trc In early () 7 (), Emin
all afraid to ofler us anything for sale. Mtesa sends absolutely nothing,

and without his orders no one may do anything.' Moreover, 'even the
Arabs, although I have repeatedly entreated them, cannot procure
anything more'.28 This is afar cry indeed from the late 1840s and early
1850s, when ample food was supplied courtesy of the kabaka.
, By the late l880s, Mwanga's attitude toward the coastal traders was
increasingly volatile. In early IBBB, he went as far as suspending all com-

operatrons, and prohibited the saie of food, water and other
sions to the Arabs, accusing them of having sold weapons to

of Bunyoro.2e Mwanga, like Suna and Mutesa before him,

a
ã

Spekc lB63b: 276.
Miti l93B: I, t24.
Kagrva 1971: 173-4,177 B.

Reicl 1999a: 290ff.
Speke lB63b:288.
Ibid.: 303.
Schweitzer lB98: I, 60.
CMS G3 A5/0 1888/24+ Gordon to Parkcr, 6 March 1BBB.
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clearly feared the wealth and, 1n particular, the military
his enemies. Attitudes

power which
coastal traders might pass on to towards the
chants were also shaped by

the katikiro
their perceived sharp practrce IN the

place. Tellingly reportedly described Europeans as 'man
truth because, 1n Mackav' s words, 'our bolts of

aS
labelled; à box of gtinpowder contained always

while no sand was to be found mixed with the powder; our guns did
explode and kill them when firing, nor did caps refuse to fire ...'30

Yet the underlying strength of the Arab posrtron, ln so far as they
become indispensable to the exchange economv rs clear 'Ihe
tron of local food production and trade was both a cause and at1 eflect

traders. It is also possible that, once the new seeds were introduced, the
Ganda farmers themselves gradually took over the process of cuìtivation.

The restrictions on imported cloth which had been in place since the
Iate eighteenth century were strengthened once the merchants themselves

actually turned up in Buganda. Burton was told that 'sumptuary laws
impede the free trafEc of cloth into IJganda', suggesting that the Arabs
were prohibited from selling it to anyone other than Suna or þig
representatives.33 But, although this particular commodity was the subject
of stringent regulation, 'the imports þrought by the Arabs] are repre-
sented chiefly by beads, cowries, and brass and copper wires'.3'r The
impÌication seems to be that these goods were purchased freely by private '

Ganda traclers. This impression is later confirmed by Speke, who wrote ,

that 'þ]eads and brass wire, exchanged for ivory or slaves, are the only,
articles of foreign manufacture any Mganda can hoid in his possession. '

Should anything else be seen in his house - for instance, cloth - his

properly would be confiscated and his life taken .. .'3s

Private or small-scale Ganda traders in the capital, then, did have ,

access to the coastal merchants. In addition to ivory and, perhaps more
commonly, slaves, these local traders may also have exchanged foodstuffs,
a situation for which there were precedents at'Iabora and Ujiji. Although
the early coastai merchants were provided with sustenance by the kabaka,

apparently free of charge, this was not the case in later years; moreover'
although the Arab community did begin to produce for itself, it is likely
that the bulk of their provisions came from local gardens.

î CMS G3 A6/0 1BB5/98 Mackay to lVigram ? May 1885.
3r Schlveitzer lB9B: I, p.35,
¡2 Tucker l90B: I, BB. See also the earlier discussion on nineteenth-century agriculture.
33 ßurton l860: II, 196.
! Ibid.
3s Speke lB63b:345.
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The capital appears to have been the only meeting point between

and coastal merchants, the latter in seneral being restrictecl to the

ts there. On the whole, this suited the Arabs themselves well enough,

rt was at the capital that they could exchange their goods
and ivory in bulk. However, Speke mentions

for large
of slaves an Arab

named Saim, whom he met in Btzinza and who claimed that 'he

'- that is, towards Bunyoro than that to the east. In any case,

himself was apparently keen to open a trade route to the east

bypassed the lake and represented a more direct route to the coast.

varlous sources, however much 1S made of the supposedly traditional
lear of an invasion from the east, which prompted

all long-distance enterprise. Accordirrg
them to close off
to Zimbe, this
it is difÊcult to
of attack but to

route to
dated from the relgn of Suna. If accepted,

the threatthe conclusion that it was related not to
control of long-distance commerce, notwithstanding the adventures of

Saim; this could be more properly effected if the Arabs were
to use the more clrcultous Iake route . This was indeed the single

at least past the Nile and a few Soga
Arabs

chiefdoms strategically
lt made more SCNSC to guide the towards the south end of

the lake and to use naval strength to extend over a ereater distance

influence over commercial activity
Before the impetus provided by the Imperial British East Africa Com-

in the 1890s, then, the eastern trade route was never fully developed,

but tn fact to a large extent for reasons beyond Mutesa's control. Central
was commercially important throughout the nineteenth centurv

and was especially noted for 1ts exports of rvory but, until the B 7 0s or
1880s, long-distance trade routes in this region remained in the hands of
African middlemen, particularly Kamba merchants. The penetration of
Swahili traders was a much slower process than in Tanzanía.38 By the
middle of the nineteenth century, indeed, the coastal merchants them-
selves had alreadv invested too much 1n such entrepôts AS Tabora and Ujiji

trade network into disregard them
Buganda ensured

None the less, the rntncate domestic
tha the coastal goods acquired by the Ganda 1n the

capital would swiftly find their way into the outlying provinces. It is

probable, too, that the g^oods brought by Arab merchants found their way
into the hands of the broader populace as a result of smaÌÌ-scale, regional
'redistribution. Local chiefs may have handed out such goods to their
'tenants in return for the normal services, namely war, labour and

36 lbid.: 15,1-5.
r.37 Zimbe, 1939: 126.
38 See for example Kimambo 1970: B2-3;Jackson 1976: 217; Ambler lgBB: 67-73.
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provision of foodstuffs. But it is still true that such goods, even if
derived from a redistributive process, would have retained their value
goods which could be exchanged in local markets

An instructive comparison to draw is that with Dahomey in
Africa, as was done by Richard Waller some years ago.3e Like
Dahomey was a relatively centralized state, and has been depicted
society strictly organized around the role of kingship. The Dahomean

as a

appointed offrcials to oversee or control comme rce with European
although this SCCInS often to haVC been ineffective AS large numbers
Africans srill managed to acquire wealth

this situation is p
through involvement ln the slave

trade To some extent aralleled 1n Buganda, AS we
see but here the similarities appear to end. A cardinal feature of the
Dahomean economv was the redistributive ceremonles regularly enacted
by the monarch. These ceremonles were to a large extent a" form of
consprcuous consumption on th part of the ruler but they were also the
means by which large proportron of the population came to possess

articles obtained by trade with Europeans. In Buganda, the kabaka

exercised a ft¡rm of redistribution, but this seems to have been limited in
scope to the upper echelons of Ganda political society. Imported cloths, f6¡
example, were distributed among chieß who had displayed particular
courage in war. The bulk of the population was excluded, at least in a
direct sense, from such a system, and acquired their share of trade goods ,

by actively participating in commercial activity, even though, as we have ,

seen, only a small number of private and small-scale Ganda traders were .

actually able to engage directly with the Arab merchants.
The fact that trade in certain goods - most notably cotton cloth and,

later, firearms was restricted by the kabaka, and the fact that the Arabs
were generally forbidden from venturing beyond the capital, should not
lead us to exaggerate the control which the kabaka exercised over
commerce among the Ganda. Similarly, the fact that locai producers were
often forbidden from selling provisions to Speke and Grant, as well as

other travellers and foreign residents, only indicates royal control within a

particular confined arèa; it also suggests that the kabaka wished to impress ,

the Europeans with his ability to supply them with all their needs and is
indicative of his jealous desire to keep them to himself.aO Indeed, even in
these objectives Mutesa was often unsuccessful: Grant was swift to point
out that beads, admittedly not an especiaily valuable currency at this ,

time, could be secretly used to 'purchase sufficient provisions for ourselves
and men',ar suggesting Mutesa's limited ability to suppress local trade at
all levels. In any case, as with the coastal merchants, this attitude towards
Europeans wore offin time, so that by the late i870s it was commonplace
for missionaries to regularly purchase their own provisions from local
producers. It is clear that commercial restrictions were exceptional rather
than normal. It is also true, however, that commercial life in the capital

3e Waller offers a rather complex comparison between Buganda and Dahomey, based largely
on the writings of Polanyi and Sahlins: Waller 1971: 6ff. For an excellent study of
Dahomey and the operation of its commercial system, see Lalv 1991.

a0 See for example Speke 1863b: 268; Grant 1864: 229.
'1r Grant 1864:229.
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not typical of that elsewhere in Buganda. Mutesa did on occasion
bans on the sale of foodstufls, but he would have been quite

to do so beyond the capital; outside the kibuga, economic and
activity went on regardless of any centralized royal control,
could enjoy whatever fruits of long-distance trade which

way without the occasional impediments experienced in the

The Ganda posrtron was not always characterized by mere rnerila,
waltlng for the next co astal caravan to arrrve. The Ganda did travel

on missions of both a diplomatic and commercial nature, and indeed

two were rarely separate in the context of nineteenth-century East

lVe have already noted a commercial expedition south to Kiziba in
late eighteenth century, for example, and there is little reason to doubt
missions of this nature were reasonably frequent during much of the

century During the 850 s, Speke records 'the kings of Uganda

1n the habit of sending men to Karague when they heard that Arabs
to visit them - even as many as two hundred at a time to carry

kit' 42 Livingstone noted the arrival at Tabora ln B 7 2 of a force of
Ganda escorbng slave to be traded 43 In late ô 7 o a band of 'Mutesa

was reported to be returning from a mission to Zanzibar itself.aa

more importantly, the Ganda exercised varying degrees of control

over the main trading depots to the west of Lake Victoria. In particular,

Speke mentions 'the Arab depot at Kufro, on the direct line to lJganda',

und th. trading post of Ngandu, alluded to above, which appears to have

been jointly controlled by Rumanika, ruler of Karagwe, and Suna'as But

the most dramatic example of Buganda's attempt to control the trade and

deal with the coastal merchants on their own terms is the development of
anavy capable of travelling the full length of Lake Victoria. In the 1870s

and 1880s, the enormous canoes of Buganda featured prominently in the

organization of long-distance commerce, and indeed rendered marginal
the older land routes to the west of the lake.a6

In examining long-distance or international commerce, we have

focused on trade with the coast. There is little direct evidence to suggest

that trade from the direction of the Eglp
real

tran Sudan, which was the other
gateway to a wider world, had any lmpact on Buganda. There was

probably
indirect

a restricted level of commercial rnterachon 1n this aÍea, mostly
that lSt goods obtained by the Nyoro being traded south but 1n

the pre-colonial era such activity appears to have been neither regular nor
substantial enough to have had a major influence. Speke heard that 'a salt
lake, which was called N'yanza, though not the great Victoria N'yanza' lay
on the other side of LJnyoro, from which direction Rumanika, king of
Karague, sometimes got beads forwarded to him by Kamurasi, king of
Unyoro, of a diflerent sort from any brought from Zanztl¿ar'.a7 The salt

{2 Speke t863b: 188.
+3 Waller 1874:1I,226.
s White Fathers: C13l282 Livinhac to Lavigerie, 20 November lB78
n1 Speke l863b: 201,264
{u See also Reicl l99Bb.
{7 Speke lB63b:89.
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lake is a reference to Lake Albert or, more specifically, to the salt
tion centre at Kibiro. It may safely be assumed that beads of this
reached Bug^anda, but in what quantities and to what effect are
we have already noted that certain beads highly valued by the
their eastern neighbours may have come from the north via the
Nile, although they may not have caused the same level of excltement
Buganda. In the early lBB0s Wilson wrote: 'There was formerly a
trade with the Soudan, coffee, tobacco, mbugu,
for fezes, calico, and red slippers. But since the

and cattle being
evacuatlon of Mruìi by the

Eglptian troops all
links were always

communrcatlon with the North IS at ân end. 4B The:
tenuous and Sudan- based commerce remained

the r¡ss¡
hostile to

restricted for three maln reasons Firstiy the Nyoro themselves,
powe rfu middlemen along such a trade route were consistently
the Sudanese so close to their kingdom Both Kamurasi and his success6¡.

Kabarega had numerous skirmishes with the agents of the Eg'1.ptian
Sudan, naturally limiting the opportunities for peaceful
Secondly, Mutesa's own attitude towards the north was characterized 6r,
suspicion and, increasingly, deep fear; when his attention was drawn ii
this direction, he se emed to perceive the potential for military
confrontation rather than for commercial interaction. And, thirdly, when
any Sudanese did travel to Buganda, lor example Nur Aga and-his. parry
in 1876, they did so as soldiers, not traders, which not only severely limited
the opportunity to establish trade links, but also confirmed in Mutesa's
mind, and_perhaps the popular Ganda imagination, the idea that they '

represented a military threat.

Commercial change in the late nineteenth century

One of the most important developments for Ganda commerce in the last
few decades of the nineteenth century was the growth of the slave trade,
which warrants separate analysis. The northern section of the East African -

slave trade has been rather neglected by historians in favour of studies of.
the trade as it a{Iected southern -lanzania and northern Mozambique, an
area for which there are, admittedly, better sources. This may also be
partly connected to the fact that the systematic export of slaves from
Buganda came about comparatively late. In the mid-lB50s, slaves appear
to have been secondary to ivory, which for several decades was Buganda's
primary international export; this was at a time when slave exports from
most of the rest of the eastern African interior were more important than
any other commodity. None the less, even at this stage, slaves were a

significant product. Burton was told that slaves were often sold for 'ten
fundo of beads, and the same sum will purchase the Wasoga and Wanyoro
captives from whom [Suna] derives a considerable portion of his
revenues'.4s As far as the Arab community at Unyanyembe was concerned)
slaves brought from the northern kingdoms were increasingly important ,

a8 Wilson & I'elkin 1BB2: I, l9l
re Burton l860: II, I96.
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the I 850s. Burton suggested that the Nyamwezi themselves used slaves

from Buganda, Bunyoro and Karagwe.so

In the early 860s, rt was noted that slaves transported from Buganda
particularly theregarded ln Unyanyembe as being^ the best available,

women, who were also brought from Karagwe 5l The export of
ves increased steadily through the B60s and 870s, reaching a peak 1n

BB0s, during which decade several thousand may haVE been exported
After 890, Buganda ,s part 1n the slave trade WAS virtually àt

ettd, and even the small-scale illicit trade which continued through the

tn the interlacustrine reglon appears to have lnvolved very few
Two points are clear from this. Firstly and selÊevidently, Buganda's

in the East African slave trade was brief, spanning only four
, although it was remarkably intense in its later stages. Secondly,

peaked at a trme when the East African slave trade
was actually ln decline, a decline due large part to the

trade treaty signed by the sultan of Zanzibar tn ð/J. Buganda s

position seems to have been due to the fact that, as Paul
has pointed out, the slaves exported from

this commerce
the Lake Victoria reglon

reached the coast, and thus was rather unconnected

the slave-based plantation economy on the islands of Zanzil¡ar and
52 The preclse clestination of slaves bought Buganda is unclear,

interior, rather thanimpetuses from Arab communities within the
from the coast) seem to have been at work at the north end of Lake

Certainly most slaves were sent to Unyanyembe, at least initially.53

Slavery in Buganda, as we have seen, had existed for centuries, the

Ganda having retained for economic, domestic and political purposes

serviles, mostly foreign in origin, more or less since the foundation of the
kingdom. Ganda themselves were occasionally enslaved by their com-

'::::

':4..

. ::.
'.:t-

patriots, usually as a result of falling on hard times; however, these seem to
'have been traded outside the kingdom only in exceptional circumstances,
although this became more common as the slave trade reached its height
from the late 1870s onward. 'fhe vast majority of exported slaves were
foreigners. Slaves, then, were an important by-product of war: as one
British officer commented on the eve of a campaign in 1893, the Ganda
welcomed 'the opportunity of ... replenishing their harems and slave

establishments'.5a The tone of this suggests that warfare was the cardinal
means by which the Ganda slave population, both male and female, was
sustained, and it is clear that this remainecl the situation in the early 1890s.

In the second half of the nineteenth century, however, slaves for export
were drawn from this broad group: this meant either that more Ganda
had to be enslaved to sustain the indigenous slave population, or that more
foreign captives had to be brought in specifically for export. What actually
happened appears to have been a combination of these developments, but
the Ìatter was unquestionably the more important and dramatic.

so Burron lB59:205.
sr Grant 1864:48.
'2 Lovejoy l9B3: l5l 2.
53 For example, CMS CA6/010/13 Felkin to lVright, 1 Novembe¡ 1878,
5t Thruston 1900: 129.
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This did not necessarily mean that the Ganda fought ûìore \,y¿¡g
carried out more slave-raiding expeditions during this period to
demand. Twaddle, for example, has talked of a'spiral of violence', a
tion in which the Ganda made a conscious decision to 'intensify
predation in order to meet the merchants' demands for slaves as well

Atlantic system. War captives which were produced as a result ol ,
expansionist conflicts were then sold to F.uropeans at the coast. Something
similar may be said of Buganda, for whom war captives for export were
often a by-product ofconflicts fought for reasons ofregional strategy.

The notion of a trade in slaves was already weil established before the '

development of an external long-distance demand. The British officer .

Macdonald hinted at the existence of a domestic trade when he described
Buganda as a country 'where a man's life was rated at the price of an ox,
and a woman was an article of barter';56 to some extent this was figurative
speech, but clearly based on hard data. Women in particular were
commonly traded as serviles within Buganda. In the early 1860s Grant
observed how a Ganda in his party had 'kiclnapped' two women) intending
to sell them at'Karee', a village in northern Singo. The price he received
for these two women was ten cows, aÌthough at the capital, Grant was told,
he would only have received fivc.57 The commonness of a trade in female
slaves is thus suggested. The Ganda may also have traded female slaves as

fär north as Mruli, although by the end of the 1870s, as we have already
noted, this commerce appears to have dried up.58 'fhe existence of slave
markets, as fàr as the term is understood in a Zanzíbari context, is not so

clear. Roscoe, for example, suggested that slaves were commonly soÌd 'by
private arrangement'.se As we shall see, however, within or in the suburbs

5¡ Trvaddle 19BBa: 119, 122.
56 Macdonald lB97: 143.
57 Grant l864:258.
58 lVilson & Fclkin lBB2: II, 32
5e Roscoe l9ll:456.
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were compounds for recently cap tured siaves, hich
co astal merchants visited before making their purchases Hima women

in dernand both domestically and externally as slaves. They were
bought or seized as concubìnes for chiefs or to be sold to the coastal

and were regarded as being exceptionally beautiful. 60 The high
thepaid for Hima women reflecte d the value placed on them

Girault observed that a Hima woman might fetch anything
and 50 cows 1n the domestic market, hile a Ganda woman

fhe same posrtron was worth only one. ATI of these quoted prlces must,
courset be regarded with some scepticism, and for our purposes àfe

impre sslonlstrc. Women from a pastoral background were clearly
valuable than their agricultural counterparts Grant does not specify

the purchased women ln questlon were Hi ffiât but, if we assume
theY were not as such afl identification was usually made when

then Girauit' s estrmates suggest that inflatron had taken lts
in 1862, a woman was worth at least two cows in the metropolitan

and in lBB0 only one. Whether women had become less valuable
, or cattle more so, is a matter of speculation. Accepting that the
slave market for both sexes must have been reasonably buoyant

lBB0, taking into account external demand, then we might assume that
had become more valuable, perhaps as a result of the livestock
which was spre

BB0s,

ading àt that tlme.
By the ealIy anything from 000 slaves were probably being

annually Precise figures for the East African slave trade generally
impossible to come by particulariy for the entrepôts of the rntenor
to place the Buganda figure tn some kind of comparatlVC context,
20 ,000 slaves may have been sold annuallv rn Z anzilsar during the

,000 slaves860s. 62 Lovejoy has suggested that the coast retained some Õa)

'during the o
O 7 0s Ye he also points out that by the late B60s I5 per cent

Zanzibar's slaves came through Kilwa to the south, which clearly had
nothing to do with the northern interlacustrine trade 63 So lt extremely

said this,
to contextualize figures for Buganda, however tentative. Having
in the light of Lovejoy's calculations it seems likety that Buganda's

êxports in the early lBB0s were actually substantial in the context of the
iorthern lake region.

Mackay stated unequivocally that '
itself is very great, it being only the

[t]he demand for slaves in Uganda
surplus which is carried off by the

Every year some 2,000 slaves, as nearly as I can estimate, are
d by Arabs, and conveyed by water from Uganda to Usukuma.'6+

cannot be sure of Mackay's methods of calculation, but he was
in a position to regularly observe slave transactions both north

For example, Peters lBgl: 402;.Junker 1892: 550.
White Fathers: Rubaga Diary l/lBJanuary lBB0.
Sheriff1987:60,22+ 30.
Lovejoy 1983: 151 2.
Mackay 1890: 435. It is interestins to note that according to Mackay only the surplus was
sold to the Alabs. This goes some way to contradicting Mackay's ofËcial line as- a bitter
opponent ofthe slave trade that slave-raiding was carried on virtually at thc behest ofthe
Arabs themselves; indeed, it was supposedly the Arabs who supplied thc Ganda with the
firepower to do so: lB90: 438.
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and south of the lake. It is also significant that his figure was based

on the lake route, although in late lB79 it was reported that the land
was virtually closed, and that all caravans bound for Buganda
directly to Kagehyr the south shore of the lake. Another

weht
on

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
The reality of slave accumulation at the lake shore probably involved ,':

coastal merchants often having to wait months for fresh slaves to arrìve
from the interior. In lBB3, Mackay noted that'[t]here have been three
Arabs waiting for months at Buganga [on the lake shore] with some hvo
hundred tusks and as yet they have only ten canoes'.6i On another :

occasion, in early IBBO, the Arabs were refused permission to gather up
canoes because the god of the lake, Mukasa, was about to visit the capital.

An interesting ideological struggle ensued between Mutesa and several

leading chieß, the former demanding that commerce should be allowed to

continue, the latter pleading respect for Mukasa. It seems that the chiefs' '

arguments held sway.68

By the early lBBOs, groups of slaves consisted of boys, young men and l

comparatively smaller numbers of young girls. Generally, mature females

were originally retained in Buganda and served to bolster harems of :

varying sizes across the kingdom. Notwithstanding our earlier speculations

concerning the price of women, Felkin suggested that the price of slaves

had risen fourfold between 1870 and l8B0.6e Emin Pasha corroborates this

to some extent) stating that'in the year 1876 a girl of ten to twelve years

was exchanged for thirty to forty ells [= ¿1-ott rwo feet] of madapolam

[= foreign cloth] of the ordinary kind, two years later the price had risen

to nearly as much again; but since then it seems to have femained almost

stationary'. It would appear that female slaves in particular had become
more expensive, Iargely because of the increased preference for them

õ CMS CA6/016/42 Mackay to Wright, 2 November 1879.
66 Wilson & Felkin 1BB2: I, lB9 91.
ü CMS G3 A610 1883/\20 Mackay's.Journal, 29June 1883.
tr CMS CA6/016/43 Mackay to Wúght, TJanuary 1880. For a more detailed examination

ofthe Mukasa debate of 1879 80, see also Reid 1999a: 285 6.
6s Felkin lBB5 6: 746.
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coastal traders.T0 This might seem to be in contradiction to the
tentative assessment that the price of women had fallen overall

the early 1860s and c. l8B0; but this contradiction may be
by making a distinction between the domestic market, to which

appears to have been referring, and the export market. It also
to remind ourselves that the exchange good by hich we
the pnce of women 1n the domestic market was cattle; we

have a situation, theref'ore, in which cattle had become more
rather than women having become less valuabie. The value of

rose at a time of livestock disease; but the fact that this value held
rnàrket competition from women, an export commodity in

perhaps suggests which of these commodities -
or domestic slaves - was regarded as funclamentally more
by lB80.i'

general, slave prices in Buganda are extremely difficult to assess

and
Europeans provided a bewildering array of prices in their

it seems likely that slaves were exchanged for a wide range

commodities. Cloth has already
was still confined

been mentioned, although even in the
to a relatively small elite. Increasingly,BB0s this

and ammunition were required by smaller-scale traders. On the
, however, it is clear that by the early lBBOs female slaves were

the best prices. Girls and slightly older women, the latter being
exported rather than retained for the domestic market, were

more expensive than their male counterparts.T2 It is important
fo note the coastal merchants' demand for females. Females of'any age

to have been more valuable because they were not only of use in
sphere of manual labour, but could also perform sexual services

Concubinage, indeed, was a major motivating factor, and had a much
greater signìficance for the external East African slave trade than for that
of West Africa. Crucially, circumstances in Buganda lent themselves to the
meeting of this demand. The generally subordinate role of women in
soctetY as we have seen, meant that the Arabs were tapping a ready-

already fluid domestic
made

system of lnequality and domination, while the trade
.::, rm female slaves made the task of both buying and selling much easrer

Two mrsslonarles were of the belief that by the ÕÕ 0s more slaves were
being exported than were being retained for domestic use ln Buganda

manuai labour work themselve which work they strongly object to' 7+

Schweinfurth et al. IBBB: 117.
This was ofcourse before the outbreak ofthe pleuro-pneurnonia or rinderpest panzootics
Felkin 1BB5 6:753-4.
Ibid.: 746; Wilson & Felkin 1882: 190.
Felkin 1885-6: 746.
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image undoubtedly
vinhac aiso observed

reflects a

among many Ganda.
exceeding supply and

Li ln 879
that slaves were tn fact something of a

commodity.Ts Several years later, in I886, Lourdel noted that slaves

much easler to procure; 76 nevertheless, rt 1S possible that
Ganda were struggling to meet demand and 1n the process
domestic slaves than would otherwise have been the case

evidence does suggest, moreover, is that ever greater numbers of
were participating in the slave trade, albeit often on a small scaÌe,

selling one or two slaves at a time to coastal merchants eager to
caravans or canoes quickìy. There is little
carried away lry the Arabs were bought
transactions undoubtedÌy took place. The

doubt that the maJorlty of
1n bulk, but smaller
French mlsslonarres, ho

lt their policy to bny sla with to liberating andves a" vlew con
quicklv discovered that local slave-owners were only too

punishment for selling a young slave belonging to the katikiro to the
The youths had decided to selze
of several Iengths of white cloth
kind of behaviour was not uncommon.T8 Indeed, the expansion of the slave ,

trade in the 1870s and early l880s seems to have prompted a wave of
lawlessness around the capitai. Slave-stealing and kidnapping increased,
Lourdel noting that 'some people seize the unfortunate slaves by force and
immediately afterwards go to sell them at the Wangouanas' [= coastal '

merchants] place or guard them until their master has replaced them',?s

The Arabs themselves appear not to have been overly fussy about the

origins of the slaves thus acquired
The excitement generated by the arrival of a new batch of slaves in the

capital is clear from contemporary missionary accounts, with both Ganda
and Arab traders examining and discussing the best specimens, haggling
over prices and selling and reselling their captives. One missionary
described how, with a campaign in Busoga having recently ended, the

slaves were assembled and selected:

Three large courtyards were full of old women, and women with children,
some of them in the most shocking condition ... Three or fonr coast men

were there bargaining ... On going in the shamba I met a troop of boys,

about thirty, not more than four years ofage, lean, lank, & hungry looking
some mere skeletons. They were being led out by one of the king's own
men whom I have often seen at the palace. When I had finished my

business here, Lwent on to the palace and saw this same troop of boys

coming out from being inspected by M'tesa. These were part of the

75 White Fathers: C13l5 Livinhac to Lavigerie, 24 September 1879.
76 White Fathers: Cl41139 Lourdel to his brother, l5 October 1886.
77 White Fathers: Cl3l1 Livinhac to Lavigerie, 2July 1879.
78 White Fathers: C l4l I85 Lourdel to Directeur, I June IBBB,
7e White Fathers: Rubaga Diary 2/12 August lBB1.
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"aodves 
made in lJsoga, and what about the men and younger women

irl'.1. 
l, was said that wives were very cheap in Uganda now!80

¡ year later , the same missionary witnessed the arrival of another batch
goga slaves:

I saw the remains of the King's share of women going to the palace, over

three hundred wretched creatures ... There ought to have been five

hundred but death by hunger and fatigue had so reduced them. It is

stated that one thousand captives died on their way here .., All the best

ef the women were taken by the chiefs. The number taken must have

þeen great. The Arabs are in full feather [?] and great slave buying is

going on ...4t

figure of the kabaka now appears to have
taking his pick of the

been relegated almost to a
role simplv new slaves and distributing

them to the Arabs as he saw fit, and leaving the merchants to
6¡.82 The apparent rise in lawlessness was symptomatic of the free-

accorded to the commercial arena, even in the comparatively tightly
environment of the capital. As we have seen in the context of

market-place, Mutesa did attempt to impose restrictions on.exchange
the capital, but it seems likely that this was a desperate measure by an

kabaka to use political force to secure personal economic interests.

, he did so in a sphere of Ganda life which was traditionally free
politicai constraint, excepting the restrictions placed on such imported

as cotton cloth dating from the late eighteenth century, which might
why he was only marginally successful. In any case, the policy of

the ivory trade, which we have already noted, was the only
in which Mutesa could hope to have some success. All in all, the kabaka

the early 1880s was little more than the most powerful and important of
greatmany Ganda traders eager to do business with the coastal merchants.
Although cloth was becoming increasingly widespread through the

but an immense supply of guns
of the lake he wrote that

and powder' aI Kagehyi on the
shore e ight canoes arnved last week,

and the chief refused to take any of our goods to Buganda, but took the

The
with as much of their guns & c as the canoes could carry'.83
mortality rate must have been a significant factor in the transport

of slaves, and rt was presuma blv factor which was allowed for among
the Ganda who escorted slaves from the war-zones to the trading
and the Arabs who supervised their transport south. The lake routð

particular was hazardous, and conditions on board the great slave
canoes themselves were markedly unhygienic: Lourdel noted that slaves

piled virtually one on top of the other to maximize space.Ba On the

CMS CA6/019/13 Pearson to Wright, 29 September 1879.
CMS G3 A6/0 lBBl/22 Pearson to Mackay,2gJuty lBB0.
White Fathers: Rubaga Diary l/16-lTJuly lBB0.
CMS G3 A6/0 lBBl/9 Mackay to Wright, 24 September lBB0.
White Fathers: Cl4ll85 Lourdel to Director, I June 1BBB.
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overland route, rather more

BrEers td Sellers

care was taken to ensure
against death, captives
Many were also made

being oined by the neck with
to carry baggage. B5 The coastal traders took

risks on the lake itself, as is shown by the fact that in lBBT numerous
and considerable quantities of ivory were lost in a storm which
the traders' hired canoes.Bo In the light of this information, it seems that
conservative figure of 1,000 slaves being exported a year during^ the I

domestic use.

carrying out their own raids. In lBB9, Lourdel noted the arrival at
south end of the lake of a group
enslaved by the Arabs The idea
was certainlv novel, stnce 1n Buganda they had occupl ed the posltton
buyers only althoug^h this was the period of Muslim ascendancy during

the fact that thesãthe clvil conflict Buganda. But even more striking 1S

slaves were described as Ganda, rather than Soga or Nyoro as was usual,
Less conclusive, but also suggestive ofthe upheaval in the region at the end
of the 1880s, is Lourdel's remark that not all slaves were being sent southl ,

rather, 'an ever greater number have been driven north, into Bunyoro, .

where they are exchanged for ivory'.Be This may have been because the ,

southern routes were largely controlled by Christian enemies in the civil'
war;so yet coastal merchants may again have been taking advantage of
political upheaval by plying their trade more directly with the Nyoro, who :

were by this time the biggest suppliers of ivory in the region, and who.
represented a market to which the Arabs had previously been allowed only'
limited access. This probably also reflects the declining importance of the

slave trade itself. The coups of 1BBB-9 clearly had important economic
dimensions. On the African side, the coastal traders represented the

promise of the firepower which had become so highly valued.er The Arabs
themselves welcomed the opportuniry of at last influencing political condi-
tions as they had elsewhere in eastern Africa, with a view to establishing
more favourable terms of trade.

8r Ibicl.
8ô CMS G3 A5/0 1BB7 /141 Gordon to Mackay, 14 Novcmber 1887.
r CMS G3 A5/0 1889/62 Mackay to Ashe, I I November IBBB.
srr White Fathers: Cl4l190 Lourdel to Superior-Generat, BJune lBB9.
æ Ibid.
')o See also Twaddle 1993: þarim.!r l-his is more closely examined in a later chapter.
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uch of this activiry, however, represented something of a last throw
slave'trading. By March 890, MwanSa, recentiy reinstated,

the abolitlon of the slave trade, if not of the institution of

once declared : 'If the Queen of England would heÌp me as
oî Zanzlbar, certainly I would abolish slavery.

she
Sayyid Barghash But

and my people depends on this traffic and I have
He also agarn reportedly put rt another wayi .I

easily prevent the Arabs from coming here or expel them when they
but who then will supply us with foreign goods, who will satisfy the

which have risen in the hearts of my chief's and my people?'sa
kabaka ts also supposed to have said to O'Flaherty in 1883, with

trade, 'What can I do? ... Those cursed slave dealersto the slave
myself former ly encouraged, but

stopped.'s5 There
lt has

rt cannot I fear be are of

which lends Mutesa

such sentiments being expressed by pressurized
rulers concerning the inimical export trade, a
reported remarks further credibility. In l886,

Lozi kirg Lewanika was allegedly deeply
ivory trade, for

disturbed by the heavy
of his people on the example. 96 Even more
is the exampìe of Gezo, king of Dahomey, who told a British

to
in 1B4B that he could not possibly give up the slave trade: the army
be kept active and, if Gezo himself tried to alter 'the sentiments of

whole people ', Dahomey would be thrown into anarchy and revolution,
'would deprive him of his throne'.s7 Mutesa's own remarks may be

of a certain amount of political manoeuvring, but one suspects
Mutesa was not merely posturing here. It was an unashamed

as to the importance of the coastal merchants to the kingdom's
y; Buganda had become involved in international commerce and

not now withdraw from it. The ability of the people to sell their

White Fathers: Rubaga Diary +/12 16 March l890.
lVhite Fathers: Rubaga Diary 4,/4-9 August 1890.
Reported in l¿s Misions Calholiques la (lBB2): 89 90. Arouncl the same time, the Anglican
missionaries leported similar remarks: CMS G3 A6/0 lBBl/i5 O'Flaherty to Hutchinson,
l2July 1BBl.
CMS G3 A6/0 1883/7 | O'Flaherty to Wigram, 28 February 1883.
Roberts I976: 172.
B. Cluikshank, 'Report olhis Mission to the King of Dahomey', in 'Missions to the Kings
ol Ashanti & Dahomey: Dispatches from the Lieutenant-Governor ol' the Gold Coasi',
Bitish Parkamentary Paþns- Colonits (Africa) Vol.50: 17.
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to the functioningslaves had become critical of the local economy
was increasingly the case AS rvory became more scarce and as most
no longer had ready access to rt. Nor were the Ganda purely the victirqs
the internationai market. Long before the arrival of the coastal
ability to own and sell slaves meant social and economic
reinforced critical ideas of domination, particularly, though not

traders
power

along lines of gender and ethnicity. The injection of long-distance
mercial impulses served to strengthen these ideas, and indeed made
selling of slaves even more lucrative, particularly in the two decades
the colonial period.

By the final third of the nineteenth century, the elephant was
disappearing from Buganda. Therefore, as we haVC

becoming harder to procure hich was unfortunate for
international level rt would supersede slaves AS the most
export. By the end of the Õ 70s, most of Buganda 's supplies

of tribute,
were

from Bunyoro and Busoga, some of 1t 1n the form or as a

virlua_i monopoly of its,supply, although it was.a monopoly largely by
default. Later on, as we have noted, he attempted to establish even closer
control over its acquisition, but by this time supply was so irregular that
slaves had become the primary export any'way. Years earlier, when ivory
was more abundant, such a monopolistic policy would have been rather
more difficult, if not, as we have seen, impossible, to implement. It would
also, presumably, have been less desirable, considering the rising value of
ivory by the late nineteenth century. In the last years of Mutesa's reign, as

Felkin obser-ved, ivory supplies were 'coming fast to an end', with greater
effort made and greater distances travelled for their collection.ee Even so,

one Arab merchant boasted privately to O'Flaherty that he sold his guns
to Mutesa 'at more than 20 times their value ' and received in return 'ivory
less than 20 times its value'.roo Yet this is clearly in comparison with
conditions prevailing in Zanzlbar. In general the prices paid for ivory in
Buganda appear to have been as little as a tenth of that which might be

paid at the coast.ror
According to Mackay, supply problems meant that 'Mutesa always

keeps the Arabs waiting a year or two before he pays them their ivory',r02'
although this may also have been a deliberate policy aimed at detaining
the merchants in Buganda for as long as possible . Still, Mwanga was faced

with simiiar problems in lBB5: 'there were many Arabs crying out for their
ivory, due them before Mutesa's death, and Mwanga had promised to pay
them when lVakoli, king of half of Busoga, arrived with his yearly tribute

s CMS CA6/010/48 l-elkin'sJournal, l7 March 1879.
s lbid.
'00 CIvIS G3 A6/0 lBBl/10 O'Flaherty to Hutchinson, 1B April lBBl
r0r CN4S G3 A5/0 \BBT/367 Mackay'sJournal, 25June lBB7.
l@ CMS G3 A6/0 IBB+/55 Mackay's Log,5January lBB4.
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tusks' Wakoli however did not come either with or without vory to
his homage to the new kirg. Ì03

to death for refusing to pay vory to the kabaka, who appointed
chiefs son in his place. A missionary remarked that the new chief

'set about furnishing his Majesty with hundreds of elephant
r05

stop

official wrote in 1893 that'there has been quite a rush of traders
Tabora for Unyoro via Karagwe'. One such trader had recently

from Bunyoro 'with forty frasala of ivory, as the proceeds of
loads taken from Tabora'.r07 Indeed, by the early 1890s the Ganda

were trading guns for ivory in Busoga.r0rl

Buganda on the eve of colonial rule, theref'ore, had become to a very
extent commercially weakened. The political establishment had been
by and large, to controi the traders; it had been unable to control the

trade itself, or to guide it to the kingclom's advantage. It is usuaiÌy,
correctly, arg^ued that unlike the successful Akwapim cocoa farmers of
Golcl Coast the Ganda experienced no economic continuity between
pre-coionial and colonial eras, aÌthough of' course the l¡anana plantation

ts key nineteenth-both But 1t SCClTlS clear that, stripped of
commercial assets, Buganda was ready for the introduction of a

commodity through which they could recapture some of their former
glory. The British eventually encouraged cotton, and the

with which the Ganda took up cotton production is unquestion-
linked to the trauma of economic isolation, notwithstanding con-

tinued involvement in the ivory trade, experiencecl by the begìnning of the
890s.

or CN4a G3 A610 1885/98 t\Iackay to lVigrarn, ? May lBB5
¡il
l0l

m6

CMS G3 A5l0 1886/99 Nlackay to Lang, 10 December 1885,
White Fathers: Rubaga Diary 1/2 April lBB0. This, indeecl, emphasizes Buganda's heary
leliance on external sourccs, as well as the unreliability or at best unpreclictability - ol
such sources.
lVllite Fathers: Rlrbaga Diary l/29 October 1880.
UNA A2ll Nlunrvorthy to lVilliarns, I February 1893.
UNAA2/l Memo bylVilliams, I March 1893.
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Summary of Part Three

over) ever greater numbers of siaves were rcquired for export at

on a racial basis, thus handicapping Africans.
Examination of the development of commerce also shows that the

kabaka's control over the economic lives of his subjects should not be
exaggerated. Indeed, relatively free and unhindered trade was essential tó
a lqge number of ordinary Ganda producers, and in this sense Buganda
had developed, by the nineteenth century, a remarkably exchãnge.
oriented economy. This situation probably precluded the need for wñat
might be termed professional traders. We have already seen how politics
and economics might be closely intertwined; but, in the context of trade,
economics and domestic politics were almost entirely separate) except of
course where political disputes prevented commercial movement. The
kabaka was to some extent only the most powerful and privileged Ganda
trader in the capital between c. 1850 and c. 1890, after which, ofcourse,
he was not cven this. It is true that in the early lBBOs IVÍutesa did attempt
to exercise some control over local markets; by this time, too, a royal
monopoly in ivory had been eflected. Yet such controls achieved only very
limited success, while the ivory monopoly had come about largely by
defauÌt. 'fhe capital was indeed the most important centre in the kingdom,
not because it was the seat of an omnipotent ruler, but because it was the
commercial gàteway to exciting and apparently lucrative new horizons.

It is clear, however, that war and commerce were inextricabiy inter-
woven. The failure of commercial relations often prompted military
action, but military expansion could open up commercial ãpportunities.
The attempt to control trade, and to impose favourable trading conditions,
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often led to conflict. Most obviousÌy, the slave trade could scarcely

developmen of a powerful
this is not

canoe flee t, or militarv operatrons south

the Kagera nver Yet to rgnore the rmportance of wat hich,

itself, was critical actrvlty 1n the growth of the Ganda state

.:..
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War €d Peace



"lVine

The Rise €d Decline

of Ganda Militarlt Power

and militarism have been studied, in a broader context if not for their
sake, in a number of pre-colonial African societies. In the southern
of

and externally In eastern Africa, Mirambo and Nyungu-ya-
arison between these societieswe have received similar treatment. Comp

occupation. A standing army put the Zulu on a permanent war-
This was not the case among the Ganda, who despite having

an efficient miÌitary structure never went as far as establishing
regiments or profèssional soldiery. At the same time, the

and ZuIu shared a certain parasitic character. The latter incorpo-
conquered peoples into their army and lìeeced their districts of'cattle,
the former used cattle, slaves, women and ivory as the rewards for

success and, in a more long-term context, actively sought to exploit
natural economic resources of conquered or tributary regions. As with
Ganda, indeed, the Zulu army cannot be studied in isolation; social,

and ecological factors are critical to understanding the wars in
Africa in the nineteenth century, and this has been persuasively

by historians such asJeff Gny,J. Cobbing and P. Maylam.r
t is, however, a historian of West Africa, Robert Smith, who has

most comprehensively on pre-colonial African warfare in its many
2 Many of the questions he poses serve to guide other historians,

the present writer, in their examinations of difÏerent regions of
Smith highlighted the difficulties of analysing pre-colonial tactics,

Guy 1979; Cobbing 19BB; Maylam 1986.
Smith l9B9; Smith & Ade Ajayi 1971.'fhere are also some excellent essays in Falola &
Law 1992.
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sought to clarify the terminology of war: 'Skirmishes, battìes, and
campaigns, are not wars but incidents comprised within a war. A war
though rarely, be decided by a single battle, but that battle is
less than the total state of hostility within which it takes place.'+ FIs
had difÊculty with the fact that 'European observers have often used
limited terms as "raid", "expedition" or "campaign" to describe the
of West Africa.'5 T'hese are, of course, terms of convenience, but
correct to suggest that they can often blur our unclerstanding of

Smith

Such terms are alÌ used in the present study, usu
to mostly aptly describe the na

ally because within
context they seem ture of the offensive

'Raid' implies a more short-term approach to Ganda warfare than was
normally the case. The Ganda fought wars for a number of reasons, with
both short- and long-term gain in mind. The mistake must not be made of
assuming that the immediate and mc¡st tangible yields of a battle - f6¡
example, cattle, women and slaves - represent the final desired result,
although such booty was clearly irnportant. This was particularly true in
the later nineteenth century, with the increased demand for slaves among
the coastal merchants, although the argument that the Ganda fought more
wars at this time to fulfrl this demand is unconvincing and unsubstantiated,
In a wider perspective, howe ver, it is clear that warfare was of greater sig-

nificance to the kingdom of Bugancla than the booty which re sulted from it.

Warfare is clearly fundamental to the process of state-building, to the

material basis of state power and to internal cohesion; this is as true in

Africa as in Europe. Yei European observers, then as now, tended towards
a dismissive and ignorant attitude regarcling the nature and ethos of
African warfare. As Bethwell Ogot pointed out, the stucly of European
history is in large part a procession through a gallery of warleaders and

momentous battles;7 such personalities and events were accepted as having
been instrumental in the flow of social, economic and political history in
the West. War was rational, often noble, usually inseparable from the

growth of nationhood, and the most dramatic - indeed the most effective

3 Smith & Ade Ajayi l9l l: 20.
'' Smith I9B9: 41.

' Ibid.: 4l 2.
6 Ibid.: 42.
? Ogot 1972:3.
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of'political and economic will. This may be something of an
but thc pornt 1S clear enough As Ogot argued, poignantly

frequently depicted
1n

ancl hardly leSS SO a g'ene ratron ìater Africa 1S AS

of warring natives'.8 'I'he most common characteristics of such
were bloodthirstiness, economic and social irrationality and a
of'grand strategies or cven) often, limited objectives. It was, in

predation, not war. Slave- and cattle-raids could scarcely be
as powerful determinants of social, political or economic change;

did, however, lend weight to Hugh Trevor-Roper's famous dcscrip-

of Afiican history as the 'unrewarcling eyrations of barbarous tribes'.e

6ontinent, surely, is without its history ol unrewarding gyrations --

Europe between 1914 and 19lB leaps imraediately to mind - but
the African past has been so arbitrariiy and completely dismissed.

fhe current work, as well as that of the authors mentioned above,
tes that warfare was a maior factor in political and economic

in pre-colonial Africa. Although European observers in the nine-

dr century
supposed

refused to credit African warf,are with anything approaching
mind larger strategìcnobility and higher puryose, never

ol' European war the eviclcnce they lcft behincl 1n fact contradicts
Even while Europeans were contemptuously dismissive of African

and armies, their reports on both suggested that their contempt
utterly misguidcd. -fhe detail contained within many of these primary

undermines the over¿ill vie.'çoint of the authors, and clemonstrates
war was both rational and imbued r'vith a sense of higher purpose. It

not orìr pulpose here to laud conflict, but to emphasize its enormous sig-
as an ag'ency of chang^e and national selÈexpression in the

of Buganda.

Ethos & motivation

Ganda had incorporated a strong strand of militarism into their
by the nineteenth century. T'he use of arms played a critical part in

foundation myths of'thc kingdom, and participation in military cam-
was, by the nineteenth century, a fundamenterl part of male life.

ar in a more general sense also had a signifìcant impact on women, as it
they who rvere left to maintain the domestic economy in the

the men, of whose labour they rnight even be dcprived in the
of cleath or severe injury in action. Female rcsponsibility for

production, for example, was clearly even grcater than in
But the cxtent to which combat itself was a masculine activity

suggested by the fäct that cowards or deserters were made to dress in the
of pregnant women) or were forcecl to unclertake '"vork usually

by women in the service of braver, more Ìronoured warriot's.r0
ar was instrumental in Buganda's historical clevelopmcnt, in both an

ancl internal sense. lVith a carefully structlrred army, Bugancla

Ibicl.: 3.

Quotecl in Flopkins 1913:32
Kagrva 1934:93.
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The symbols and regalia of war played a critical role in Ganda
The decision to wage war was itself taken amid elaborate

only the historical importance attached toindicates not warfare
perhaps, the extent to which the decision to flght was not taken
One of the most lmportant pleces of ceremonial equrpment, for
and one which also served a very practical function, was the
mujagulo. This enormous drum was beaten primarily to announce
imminent war, and thus probably served to attract a number of

reliable system of conveying news and metropolitan decisions. But it is
clear that, during war itself, drums in the nineteenth century remained
practically important, as r,veil as being sources of inspiration around which
soldiers raliied. On the battlefield, according to Burton, the drumbeat
often set the tempo of the fighting; he was told that the army engagcd the
enemy for as long as the drums were sounded and, once thc drums
stopped, the soldiers knew to withdraw from the action.ra It should be
noted, however, that none of my other sources - the first-hand accounts of
the i8B0s being the most important -- mention the use of drums in actual

¡r rhe militaristic overtones of the kabaka's coronation provide onc of the best examples of
this. Newly appointed rulers sworc, for example, to lìght ancl die lor the kingclom in the
event of invasion. By the middle of the ninetcenth century this was Iargcly irrelevar.rt, but
the historical symbolism rcmainecl important.

t2 Ztmbe 1939: 19.
13 Murphy 1972: 351 . The word itself comes from the verb stem jagu<a, to rejoice or

celebrate.
r't Burton 1860: II, 189.
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Whether Burton was misinformed, or whether the practice some-

disappeared between the 1850s and the 1BB0s, is a matter of

the nineteenth century political leadership was also imbued with the
of war; the kabaka came to l¡e seen as being by necessity a

military leader even if by the nineteenth century this
and cultural

!vas largely
rather than functional The historical lmportance

is reflected in the fact that long after military leadership had ceased

be a Practicâl
militaristic

function of kingship rulers were none the less surrounded
aura. Zimbe, for example, describes how Mutesa, towards

of his reign, took the young
promote him as his successor

Mwanga under his protection
asked his chiefs, "Can

anclend
to Mutesa ,t he

aÐ army successfully?' The chiefs answered, 'Yes, Your Lord, he

can do so.' lhe chiefs, of course, had as little idea as Mutesa
about Mwanga's miÌitary skills, br-rt this was irrelevant. A statement

Mwang;a's military prowess needed to be made to indicate the

prince's suitability to succeed his father. It was a metaphor for what
to rule the kingdom of Buganda.':' Nlwanga also had to participate

a mock battle, the katikiro urging him to "'I'ight your enemies and
Buganda", f'or a Kingdom is always conquered not succeeded

,16 may tell us something^ about post-colonial politics, and it may be

this essential principle of governance was scarcely dissipated by the
brief interjection of colonial rlrle. Later on in the ceremonies, the

kabaka was told to 'always be brave 1n fighting for
ruler not to

your country' t7

the less Mwanga was probablv the first lead an army of
all,; even Mutesa had been known to set up

and direct the campaign locally,
reflection of Buganda

all¡eit at a

distance Although this may be a ts military
in this periocì, it is more likely to have been a symptom of the

sedentary kingship which hacl developed
continued into

by the late nineteenth
Yet the svmbr¡lism of war the twentieth century

coronation in 1993 of Kabaka Mutebi II was accordingly reple te with
regalia anci the echoes of battles past, as the commemorative

shows.ll)
There was an important spiritual dimension which bound myth and

together and which provided the kingdom's military adventures
a more profound, indeed extra-terrestrial, justification. In Buganda
were two principal gods associated with war. The more famous, and

one to which appeals for advice and assistance were more regularly
was Kibuka. 'Ihis deity apparently oversaw campaigns to the west of

and against Bunyoro, although hc could also be called upon ln
Mukasa,directions. Nende, believed to be the son of the iake god

approached on the eve of wars to the east - chiefly Busoga2o and

Zimbe 1939:83.
Ibid.:107.
Ibid.:109.
Stanley lBTB: I, Chapter XII.
See the C'orotmLion Specinl Souuenir (I{an¡rala, 1993).
It shoulcl bc pointed ouc thât to talk of Busoga in this contcxt is something of a misnomer
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was able to expand steadily
the seventeenth

taking advantage of Bunyoro's
and eighteenth centuries. By theespecially ln

the nineteenth century , Buganda
the Ganda

was the most powerful kingdorn tn
lacustrine reglon, ancl had recorded their military
varlous forms of martial celebration

The symbols and regalia of war played a critical role in Gancla
The decision to wa3^e war was itself taken aml d elaborate ceremony,

war{are buindicates not only the historical rmportance attached to
perhaps the extent to which the decision to fight was not taken
One of the most important pieces of ceremonial equipment, firr
and one which also served a very practical function, was the
mryaguzo. This enormous drum was beaten primarily to announce
rmmrnent war and thus probably served to attract a numbcr of

that relativeiysuggests mzuaguæ 1S not, speaking particularly oid
back to the relgn of Kabaka Mutebi the middle of the

reliable system of conveying ner,vs and metropolitan decisions. But it is
clear that, during war itself, drums in the nineteenth century remained
practically important, as well as being sources of inspiration around which ,

soldiers rallied. On the battlefield, according to Burton, the drumbeat
often set the tempo of the fighting; he was told that the army engage d the
enemy for as long as the drums were sounded and, once the drums
stopped, the soldiers knew to withdraw from the action.ra It should be
noted, however, that none of'my other sources the first-hand accounts of
the lBBOs being the most important - mention the use of drums in actual

ll rhe militaristic overtoncs of the kabaka's coronation provide one of the best examples of
this. Newly appointed rulers swore, for example, to fieht and die for the kingdom in the
event ofinvasion. By the midclle ofthe nineteenth century this was largely irrelevant, but
the historical symbolism remained imporrant.p Zimbe 1939: 19.

ì3 Murphy 1,972: 357. The rvord itsclf comes from the vcrb stem jagu¿a, to rejoice or
celebrate.

r'r Burton 1860: II, lB9.
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Whether Burton was misinformed, or whether the practice some-

disaPP eared between the 1850s and the 1BB0s, is a matter of

the nineteenth century political leadership was also imbued with the
of war; the kabaka came to bc seen as being by necessity a

military 1e ader even if by the ninetcenth century this
and cultural

\,VAS largely
rather than functional. llhe historical importance

is reflected in thc fact that iong after military ieadership had ceased

x practical function of kingship, rulers were none the less surrounded
r¡iiitaristic aura. Zimbe, for example, describes how Mutesa, towards

errd of his reign, took the young
promote him as his successor

Mwanga under his prote
asked his chicfs,

ctron and

to Mutesa 'Can 't he

an army successfully?' The chiefs answered, 'Yes, Your Lord, he

can do so.' The chieß, of course, had as little idea as Mutesa
about Mwanga's military skills, but this was irrelevant. A statement

Mwanqa's military prowess needed to be made to indicate the

prince's suitability to succe ed his father It was a. metaphor for what
to rule the kingdom of Buganda Mwanga also had to partlcrpate

a mock battle, the katikiro urging him to "'Iight your enemies and
Buganda", for a Kingdom is always conquered not succeedecl

rl6 This may tell us something about post-coionial politics, and it may be

this essential principle of governance was scarcely dissipated by the
brief interjection of colonial rule. Later on in thc ceremonies, the

kabaka was told to 'always be brave in fighting for your country'.r7
the less, Mwanga was probably the first ruler not to lead an army of

all; evelr Mutes a had been known to set up
and direct the camp algn Iocally albeit at a

distance.rs Although this may be a reflection ol Buganda's military
in this period, it is more likely to have been a symptom of the

sedentary kingship which hacl developed
continued into

by the la te nineteenth
Yet the symbolism of war the twentieth century

coronation in 1993 of Kabaka Mutebi II was accordingly replete with
regalia ancl the echoes of battles past, as the commemorative

shows.re
There was an important spiritual dimension which bound myth and

together and which provided the kingdom's military adventures
a more profound, indeed extra-terrestrial, justification. In Buganda
were two principal pçods associated with war. The more famous, and

one to which appeals for advice and assistance were more regularþ
was Kibuka. 'Ihis deity apparently oversaw campaigns to the west of

and against Bunyoro, although he could also be called upon 1n

Mukasa,directions. Nende, believed to be the son of the lake god
approached on the eve of wars to the east - chiefly Busoga2o - and

Zimbe 1939:83.
Ibicl.:107.
Ibid.:109.
Stanley lB78: I, Chaptcr XII.
Sce the Coronatíon Special Souaenir' (Kam¡rala, 1993).
It shoulcl bc pointed out that to talk of Busoga in lhis contcxt is something of a misnomer
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Ð (cùìt) ctrictly speaking, Busogawas-to a large cxtent a coloniar invention. In a pre-colonialcontext) the lerritory east of the Nile ¡vasäivicled l¡etwecn a rlrmbr:r.of political entities,many. only .loosely aflìriatcd ro one anorher. To somc crcgrec, thercÍor;;"¡;;;"*"t
something of'a eeneric tcrm.

2t Zimbc 1939: 84.
?? Ibid.:85.
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taken the righteous path. As Zirnbe explained, the commander caused
of his timidity, the death of so many people', and accordingly 'was

40 women for the Kabaka by the Katikiro Nlukasa while others who

fleà with him were fined total of 200 women '23 The fact that the
could claim to have me rely been following higher orders was

seen as irrelevant. Counsel obtained through spirit mediums was
only in so far as it upheld Buganda's military pride and dignity:

had retained its original potency, even if the Ganda army itself had not.
were consulted throughout the campaign and not only at its

Spiritual matters were probably most important on the eve of a
but sprrtt mediums were an indispensable part of the commander's

and were consulted regularly on the feeling^s and advice of

N
was represented as the war progressed. In addition to

ende, Mirim, supposedly another son of Mukasa, was of
importance . Kagwa wrote: 'Mirim went to the front himself in time

war. He would go into the camp of the enemy at night and steal a
spear and bring it back saying, "Here is an enemy's weapon. I

it to you as a sien that you will win the battle tomorrow." If he failed
steal anything, the warriors were all very much depressed and were

easily defeated ...'24

The question of morale was cÌearly significant and was often connected
religion. The passage quoted here indicates how an army's performance
the field \'vas seen, at least in theory, to be influenced by apparentÌy

but vital acts of considerabie portent. Of course it is almost
what extent this was) 1n practrce, true; one suspects
acts may have been frequently performed, the

attachecl to them mnst have varied among individual soldiers
nineteenth cen tury, by
had been thrown rnto

somewhat by the arrival of new religions, although doubtless
and Islam were themselves adapted by individual Ganda to

the needs of warlare
It is probably true, indeed, that the bonds between warfare and religion

been graclually weakened over several centuries. As Buganda became
powerful, a more pragmatic cynicism may have dictated military

declined in importance. Early in Buganda's history, there had been a
connection between religion ancl war in that certain hills, scattered

where the
to 1n trme of
attack. A great many of these hills were located in Singo and

, fb,r several centuries the frontline provinces in the intermittent
between Buganda and Bunyoro; but they lvere also found in the

Ibid.: 85 6.
Kagwa 1934: 121
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Kyadonclo and Kyagwe It 1S unlikely
coincidence tha these Iocal shrinesrt was mere lmportant were also

points of defence. However AS Bugancla grew stronger and
serlous attack from without, the significance of these religious
sanctuaries decÌined,
relatively unaflected.
over time.

although
Certainly

their spiritual relevance mav have
the dual rmportance ' of' such hills

In other spheres, the motlvatlon t¡ehind war and indeed rts very
changed over tlme Motivation ts often difñcult to analyse actions are
always true indica tors of motrve although they are often ail that ls
able for close examlnatton. Confusion concernrn[J the motrvations
warfare 1S evidcnt from some late nineteenth-century wrltrngs. Roscoe
qualified to de clare tha L1 he hope of spoil made

,26 Yet he was also
every man anxtous to

sent on a punitive expedition kee[, doubtless from
posltron as a mlsstonatv âS weil as tn the context of' the
research he was undertaking on

military campaigns
behalf of SirJames Frazer, to promote

idea that all were initiatecl by the kingdom s deities

A messcnger sent from the War-god to the Kirg advocating
war. Chieß

a
expedition was often the first step Ìn preparatlon for were

Tþis may indeed have bcen the o{ficial, though.obsolete, 
_system þy'

which decisions were reached, but it is most unlikely that it had much
practical significance. Roscoe was not unique in his attempt to depict
African warfare as driven by superstition without any basis in ratiónal
motives or objectives. T'o put it mildly, it is difficult to conceive of a
situation in which a military organizatiori as structurally advanced as that
of Buganda in the nineteenth century would have relied on such a
whimsical methodology by which vital decisions were reached. Again, this,
is not to dismiss out of hand the role of religion but merely to placè it in its
proper context. Roscoe's assertion, mentinned eariier, concerning the
economic motive of thc average soldier certainiy has a solid basis in fact,
Economic gain in general \,vas an enormously influential factor in waging
war, as it always has been, and soldiers could certainly expect to reâp some
form of material reward for their part in a campaign, as we shall see. Of
course material gain was only part of the story. From thc example of the
disastrous war of l8B4 - probably the last of Mutesa's reign - there were
often deeper, less tangible motivations for soldiers in the field. llhis was
true among chieß, for r,vhom the available sources speak loudest, and there
seems little reason to doubt that the same applied to lowly peasant-soldiers.
While wars are rarely fought without some economic motive, it is equally'

" Ibid.: 123 4.
26 Roscoe l91l: 346.

'?7 Ibid.: 348.
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discover a war devoid of passion, pride and some spiritual elementto
comprehensible shouldonly to the partrcrpants Some dis tinction

be ¡nade between individual and collective motivation; Ganda must
have identified with both their own personal positions and with

of the broader community and even of the state itselfì
tradition suggests that from the earliest trmes Buganda faced

struggle. The dominance of Bunyoro through the fifteenth and
centuries meant that, if Buganda was to expand, even survive,

confrontation was inevitable . Herein lay the origins of the modern
army and military organization, with an essentially clefensive ethos

army was required if the sociefy was to flourish. This is, of course,
hat simplistic, as armies also have social and political roles to play

example, soldiers may offer their loyalty to the political status quo or

the ruler himself, which has profound implications for the development
the society as weli as the state. The ruler or ruling group may develop

army precisely for this reason. Primarily, however, in the case of Buganda

arrÍ\y was born out of what might be called aggressive defensiveness. At
point in Buganda's history, this defensiveness became aggression; in
words, the need to wage war was at least equalled by the desirability

doing so. During the nineteenth century, by which time Buganda had
its greatest territorial extent and the height of its material potency,

was still necessary to maintain regional hegemony, although there is
evidence that the kingdom was in military decline by this time. In this
period, miiitary activity was motivated more by internal political,
and economic factors; none the less, the need to express the military
which was as old as the kingdom itself, remained.

Military growth before the nineteenth century

data on Buganda's pre- 1800 military history, we must rely on recorded
soìlrces, larg^ely those of Kagwa; and, regardless of the reliability of
sources, they are extremely dense with tales of battles and outstanding

to the extent that discerning the significant and even seminal
encounters is often problematic. There is hardly space here to

all of the early data, nor would it be particularly profitable to do
however, careful reading of these sources does suggest that the period

what seems to be the sixteenth century may reasonably be regarded as

the beginning of the kingdom's modern military history. One of
most important wars in Buganda's early history was that with Bunyoro

akibinge, probably in the sixteenth century;28 it was important not
the Ganda won but exactly the reverse. In the course of the

N

defeat inflicteci by the Nyoro, the cult of lGbuka was born;
as we have already seen, Ganda weapon production entered a
new phase. Nakibinge is remembered as reigning through

events and one of the most important periods in the kingdom's
Economic and miÌitary processes were set in motion at this time

Ior a full discussion of'both the king and the conflict, see Reid 1997
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which would leacl ultimately to Buganda usurping Bunyoro's
thc most powerful state in the northern lake region. T'he

posrtion

importance of Nakibinge 's conflict with Bunyoro 1S

accessron ceremonles undertaken by Mwangzi 1n
7,inbe tht: mugema) the governrng chief of Busiro ssû<4,
kahaka a l:ow and arrow a weaPon known to but not used by
Ganda. ?9 Mwanga !VAS then requirecl to stab a N
pre sumably

youna' Yoro
a slaVC or recent war-captÌve 'tn the chest. Zimbe

the Kabaka by showing hc r,vas nolv a q-rown up man who
a man.3o

could even

-Ihe great struggle
Buganda's collective

to which Nakibinge gaVE his life hacl Iodge c1 rtself
memory, and the Nyoro had been identifie cl AS

old enemv as lt were, although 1t 1S also possible that
generlc term encompasslng al1 enemres of Buganda.
àny case, the s'¿ne qua non of Ganda militarism It
Nakibinge is supposcd to
is not mentioned in any

have made use of a bow and
of my other sources Some

developed over the ensuing ccnturics as to what
actuaìly represented. Perhaps the Nyoro themselves
also seems likely that Kibuka and his fellow Sesse

the bow and atrow,.
used the \,veapon;
warrlors may havel

brought bor,vs ancl arrows i,vith thcm ln aiding Bugancla.
t 1S prc) bably from around 700 that \,VC can afely date Buganda\

mocle military ascendancy Thern reasons for this ascenclancy arc not.
iclentificd. Buganda,salways to define but kcy themes can

diflerent from
beeasy certarn

posrtron 1n 700 was markedlv that ill 5 00 We have
already noted how the kingdom hacl eradually built up a position of some
economic as well as military strength, facilitated by an efHcient and
c_entralized socio-political structure. During the eighteenth century, as
Kiwanuka has argr-red, thc kabaka increased his authority by expanding the
ss¿¿a systern and by creating the batongole or royally appointed chiefs.3tlt is
clear that these chiefi also had a orowing military ròle, and that military
organization was increasingly efficicnt. It is incleecl important to note thê
great significance olthe batongole in this respect, as in the second halfofthe
nineteenth century the changing political and nlilitary nature of this 'class'
of chieß hacl a cletrimental eflect on Br_rganda's overall military
perforrnance. l'rom the point of view of the material basis of warfare, the
lessons of Nakibinge's reie'n had clearly been learnt. one of these Ìessons
was the need fi¡r an efficient, lvell-organized army which couÌcl be quickly

2e 'rhe apparent abse nce of'thc l¡olv and arrou', ancl Ganda lveaponry in gcncrzrl, is examine d
below.

3r Zimbe 1939: lll 12.
3r l(ibuka was supposedly sent by the .rler ol Sesse, \,Vancma, to help llugancla against

llunyoro: see I'or examplc I(agwa 1971, 1972: 9 10; Stanley lBTtì: I, 349 -5ti.
r? Kiwanuka l97l: I lZfl
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'lhe Ganda had also recognized the need for adequate raw
in successfully prosecuting large-scale campaigns. Iron was

among the most important of these raw materials, and certain types
were also seen to be of great significance 1n the constructron of

shields and, later war-canoes By the early eighteenth

, Buganda had succeeded in extending its reach towards these

, taking advantage of Bunyoro's relative decline. It produced,
a snowball effect: the increased accessibility of these resources
military success, which in turn led, in the second haif of the

century, to the capture and annexation of Buddu. Buddu
contributed enormously to Buganda's war resources and indeed its

economy generally

Under Mawanda in the early eighteenth century, Buganda expanded to
much of Kyagwe; Ganda influence was also strengthened
southwest, particularly tn Buddu. It was Kabaka Junju,

Buddu in the earlier part of thewho capitalized on galn made 1n

the leading character in the Bucldu drama was Luzige of the diga

clan.33 He was sent to wage war 'against all the people of Buddu

, and was apparently successful, as he 'defeated them wholly'.3a
consolidated his control over Buddu by distributing varl0us villagesunJu

famed for their manufacture of fine barkcloth, to several of his

ves.35 Indeed the incorporation of Buddu into what might be called
Buganda probably invoived both military conquest and local
alliances, the latter facilitating the positioning of Ganda royalty
local elites. Junju had planned, moreover, to link his seizure of

with an annexation of tVawogola to the west, hence incorporating
huge former ly under

than his
the sway of Bunyoro. In this, however,

predecessors. Although the extension of
he

^rea
was

successful Gandamore
throughout Buddu probably placed Mawogola in some fbrm of

position, formal rule which seems to have been Junju's
- could not be achieved. Buganda's expansion was thus checked

the west, and remained so until the second half of the nineteenth
century when Mutesa achieved some military success against the peoples

not seem to have involvedBuddu 36 although even this does

political control. Nevertheless the lnASS attack organizedby J
largest in Buganda's

unJu to
capture the whole of Buddu surely one of the history

lvas also felt much further afield. Doubtless as part of his plan to impose
,Ganda authority throughout the region, Jr.tjt sent regiments across the

river into Kizlba, and out past Mawogola against Busongora.3T The
ect proved too ambitious, and incleed over-ambition was by this time

a defining characteristic of Ganda military organization. Such
:long-range regiments might car-rse considerabìe damage in the target areas,
as well as to and from their objectives; but logistically they were difficult to
.r.naintain, and their presence in a particular area alone was not suiËcient to

'Luzige'was the title ofa chiefofthis clan, with estates in both llutarnbala ancl I(yagrve.
Kagwa 1972:71.
Ibid.:108.
Zimbe I939: 16.
Kagrva l97l:91.
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bring about political hegemony, contrary to Ganda expectations
living a sufficient clistance from the Ganda heartlands learnt
blows of the Ganda army and wait until it had withdrawn,

to take

political and economic systems which enabled them to withstand
Ganda assaults. In this way the Ganda expanstonlst edge was
the mid-eighteenth century We see a. similar phenomenon with the zulu
the earlv nineteenth century: by the end of Shaka ts relgn, Zulu armies
having to cover ever greater distances tn their pursurt of enemres,
Iogistical problems which made the Zulu less devastating
Moreover, surrounding peoples had adapted their political
structures to withstand Zulu attacks.

than
and

Following these military operations which probably lasted
months Juqiu turned to concentrate on developing the
Buddu and, alongside this, pursulng the economrc exploitation of the
ssa<4. It can be seen that the political as well AS economtc lncorporation
Buddu lnto Buganda, hile largely attributed to JunJu, was a

As seems to have been.the pattern th¡o_uqh much-of Buganda's history,
the reign of a particularly aggressive kabaka was followed by that of 'á

consolidator: thus .Junju was succeeded by his brother semakokiro.
Semakokiro, however, had to contend with a series of counter-attacks by
Bunyoro, probably in response to the recent losses of ground which that
kingdom had sufrered at the hands of Juryu. This sequence of conflicts
would have been particularly gailing for Semakokiro as they were largely
instigated by his rebellious and disaflected son Kakungulu. Fo[oùng
insurrectionary activity-in^Buganda, the latter fled to Buñyoro, as many
bitter and disappointed Ganda had over the centuries, and was given
charge of a large army by the mukama of Bunyoro with which to inlvade
Buganda. Again, this was common enough practice in the region, and
clearly the Nyoro were attempting to install a favourable ruler in the king-
dom that was expanding at their expense. In the first of these attacks, tñe
Nyoro penetrated much of Singo before the mukaenda, as governor of that
ssala, could muster an army.In the initial clash, the Ganda were heavily
beaten, apparently through simple lack of preparedness; it seems that
Kakungulu's army came uncomfortably close to Buganda's core area
before it was finally repulsed.38 The subsequent history oTthe region would

lrgve begn quite diflerent if Kakungulu had been able to seize power with
Nyoro help; he was, however, Iargely staved off for the remainder of
Semakokiro's reign, although, as we shall see below, he was still active
during the reign of Kamanya.

38 Ibid.: 97 B.
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attention was also drawn south of the Kagera rlver to
expedition was dispatched 1n order to protect commercial

along the increasingly active and lucrative trade routes west of
Victoria. There is little doubt that such commercial activity was

expanding under Junju, and that this was one of the motivations
his thrust towards the Kagera; moreover, Junju was also engaged

rntlitary actrvrty ln Kizlba, again probably with control of trade as one

the key factors. But both commercial and military operations in the area
under Semakokiro. When Mangagala, a trader whom Kagwa

as the kabaka's 'salesman', was killed by local traders in Kiziba
had suspected him of cheating in their commercial dealings,

sent an army to the area, presumably to persuade the locals of
's omnipotence and commercial hegemony. The plundering of

and cattle, as so often, was a by-product of the attack, but it was
no the primary motrve. emakokiro had recognized the

defending Buganda economlc
S

of rnterests even areas lnttt

he had no direct control.3e Commerce and local economic interests
ha attack on the Nilemav also VC been behind Semakokiro's

's

Bulondo øanvl. which seems to have been ln effect an rnvasl0n

Bugerere. This was a district divided roughly between Bunyoro, Busoga

Bukedi, which was eventually marked as a ss(tza by the British. There
less success in this direction, however, and for reasons unspecifiecl the

was swiftly abandoned.*r
it is clearly chronologicallyAlthough

40

convenlent to draw line undera

reign of Semakokiro, the bulk of his successor Kamanya's reign lying in
nineteenth rather than the eighteenth century, it is also true that with

the close of the eighteenth century, a discernible middle period ln
s history came to an end. During the preceding three centuries,
achieved considerable territorial expansion. While Kamanya was

a warior-kûboka of
century

some repute, much of Buganda's military
is characterized by consolidation and

history 1n the
the perpetual

attempt to maintain the status quo. Lack of'territorial conquest may not
itself signify military decline; more importantly, maintenance of the

status quo became lncre asingly problematic. Betwcen the reigns of
militaryNakibinge and Semakokiro, the Ganda had developed a dynamic

policy aimed specifically at the expansion of their borders, in search of
both securiry in their foreign relations and economic wealth, and at
replacing Bunyoro as the dominant power in the northern lake region. By
1800, this had largely been achieved, although Bunyoro and a host of
smaller but no less difficult enemies were still very much present. Even by
1800, certain trends had appeared which did not bode well for the future

obvious characteristic was the arrogance of the Ganda military ethos,
and the over-ambition which it bred. Grandiose territorial aspirations
would later lead to the development of a canoe fleet; but even this did not
oflset problems on land, which reflected both errors on the battlefield and

3s Ibid.: 100.
10 The importance of this area, especially in the nineteenth century, is examinecl in Chapter

11.
nr Kaewa 1972:52.
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tenslons at the political and
military position

military centre. During the nlnete enth
Buganda ,s gradually became less secure the
tlon with which the Ganda defended their earlier garns was
undermined by ân almost suplne belief IN their own superrorÌty and
changes tn the balance of political and military power

'Restless warfare'
conquest & consolidation under Kamanya

success in what seems to have been a grim and protracted civil war was
due in large part to the high pedigree of military chieß who had supported
his colours. 'lhe mukutmda. a veteran of numerous campaigns,-âmong
which was the defence of Singo against Kakungulu, was one sucñ
supporter, and Kagwa also mentions Kasr,rjju Wakayamba of the mamba
clan as being among the 'bravest chiefs'. Kamanya's forces 'also contained
men who were renowned fighters'. Once the civil war was won, Kamanya,
recognizing both his debt to these soldiers and the need for aloya\ army,
groomed and developed Buganda's military organization.'t3 In other words,
a powerful and influential military element was incorporated into
Kamanya's government.

This influence was reflected in Kamanya's foreign policy. During his
reign, there were a number of campaigns against the Soga, and he was
clearly seeking to make secure, or even to advance, Buganda's eastern
frontier. During this series of wars, Kamanya also moved to crush both
disloyalty and cowardice in the army, perhaps indicating a desire to
control those eiements which may have become excessively powerful. A
strong army command was to l(amanya's benefit, but it was also a
potential difficulty for him. When a junior chief, Sewankambo, brought

a! See Reicl 1999a.
'13 l(aqwa 197 I : 103.
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of cowardice and corruption against his commander, the

, the latter was dismissed ancl then executcd by an enraged
a'r'Presumably there was evidence to support the allegations,
Kamanya was possibly only too prepared to rid himself of a
over-powerful miÌitary and political chief. Sewankambo was the
of the affair, as indeed he may have anticipated, and Kamanya

an arf]-ly
more confident of his loyalty. He was promptly promoted to
against Busongora,'ts part of Buganda's ongoing programme

extend its influence in the west. This campaign, however, was ill-timed:

while a large Gancla force was heading in the other direction
the Ganda could mobilize,the Katonga river valley. Before

had pillaged a district of the kingdom and withdrawn safely.a6

certainly seems to have developed these tactics fruitfuÌly: he

repeated the success, attacking and pillaging an area around
killing a number of Ganda in the process. Again, the Gancla

arrived on the scene too late.aT Such guerrilla tactics suggest that
u had modified his earlier ambition of winning the Ganda

, and was now dedicating his career to undermining Ganda security

one the less, Kakungulu's success on this score exposed a weakness in
military organization, a weakness which would become ever more

as the nineteenth century wore on. The problem which

cumbersome

revealed was that the Ganda army was becoming too

, hierarchical and slow to react; this problem was not
addressed, and SCCMS ln fact to have become even greater

enemies who were exposed to the
by the tlme of

tesa
ts relgÌì. Weaker full weight of

Buganda's military might would suffer the consequences; but, as will be

demonstrated in other circumstances, smaller and apparently less powerful
1n the surrounding reglon were learning how to avoid being thus

attacks, orexposed, adopting guerrilla tactics and smail-scale
using their knowledge of home geography to conduct

lightning
olid defence.

Kamanya's response to Kakungulu's attacks was to strengthen the river
port of Bulondoganyi by establishing batongole there . T'he precise role of this
administrative garrison is unclear, but in the context it seems to have been
of a primarily military nature, turning Bulondoganyi into a kind of frontier
post representative of the Ganda desire to control an important point of
commercial and cultural interchange. Reading the available sources, this
seems to be one of the earliest references to a kabaka setting up a
permanent military post, and suggests that reform was being initiated. lVe
shall return to this process later on, but for now it is sufËcient to note that
during the nineteenth century, a succession of rulers createcl more

suggest
military appointments within the class of batongole. This is not to
t the batongole had previously been purely political or adminis-

i6

{?

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.

tha
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tratrve but rather that there was a new military emphasis on a number
appointments during the reigns

Notably, Kamanya did not
of Kamanya, Suna and Mutesa.
launch retaìia tory altack on

instead he dispatched Sewankam bo, who had by this trme

softer targets than the Nyoro.'re If so, he was mistaken: followine ¿
prolongcd and bitter conflict, the Ganda were defeate¿. suflering ihe
ultimate humiliation of having their wa-r regalia captured by the enemy.
This again clid not bode weil for the future, for despite the 'concerted
campaign throughout the country' Buganda was unable to overcome a
coalition ofregional opponents. A sense ofdesperation perhaps set in soon
after: Kamanya was quickly on the offensive again, and once more Sewan.
kambo led an apparently enormous army, being described by Kagwa as
consisting of the 'whole of Buganda', or Obuganda bwonna. 'fhe scale of the
conscription lvas clearly unusual, and strongly suggests the importance
attached by the Ganda to the threat posed by the Nyoro-Soga alliance.
On this occasion, however, the Ganda were successful, and the Soga
capitulated to Sewankambo's forces. Once more we are told in Kagwa's,
Kings that this marked the end of Soga resistance, reflecting the tendency of
the Ganda to declare what amounted to total victory over areas tvhich ,

they were unable to politically or administratively subjugate. In the 1820s,
this was clearly not the case) as subsequent events were to prove; rather, ,

Soga chiefs periodically agreed to acknowledge Buganda's hegemony and
pay tribute, but this may be seen as a short-term measure to provide relief
from Ganda incursions. The Ganda, moreover) seemed content to accept
these limited overtures.so Both sides implicitly recognized the Nile as a
permanent barrier to the fbrmal extension of Ganda territorial control.
Buganda's inability to impose a long-term settlement on the Soga was
clear by the early nineteenth century; under Kamanya Ganda power may
be said to have reached its zenith, but from the zenith it is also possible to
identify limits, and these were being forced on the Ganda by this period.

Indeed, shortly after the events described above, the Soga were once
again pressing on the eastern frontier, and again allied to the roving
Kakungulu. But, although I(amanya sent scouts to ascertain the positions
of the enemy forces, he declined to launch an attack: whether he was
fearful of engaging^ his opponents, or whether he did not take the so-called

trì Ibid.
''o Sce also Cohcn 1977: 75-7
50 Kagwa l97l: 106.
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seriously, is difÊcult to establish. It seems, however, that for what-
reason l(amanya was reluctant to pursue his wayward brother, and

this period the Ganda appear to have maintained defensive positions.5r
stance undermined somewhat the description the Ganda had of

acti:,tty as a rebellion, suggesting that the region of Busoga was under
control, which it was not; it is true, however, that the Ganda may

viewed the refusal of tribute as a form of rebellion. None the less, in
of their oral history, the Ganda certainly knew how to construct the

of empire, even lvhile they were unable to extend their domains
the ground. However, a number of campaigns were later carried out

the Soga, and also against Buruli, bordering Lake Kyoga. These
clearly aimed at the maintenance of the external status quo rather
the extension of territorial control, and were also perhaps carried out

apPease the influential militarv element ln Kamanya ,s government. This
appears thus to have been becalmed, AS there then ensued hat
describes as 'many peaceful years', during which Kamanya

sought to consolidate his position. His last major military
was probably against Buruli once more, and at the same time
or Lango. During this conflict, canoes were carried in pieces

to Lake Kyoga: here it is su{Ëcient to state that Kamanya's use
their growing importance to Buganda's
occasion the Ganda were successful.s2 There

militarv
was an

aftermath to this war in that Sewankambo, the veteran army
, faced popular outrage because he had ordered the canoes to

dragged overland, an act which was seen as breaking the back of the
Mukasa. Kamanya withdrew favour from Sewankambo, who was

of his war spoils, thus blighting an illustrious career which had
much of Kamanya's reign.:'3 Notabiy, Sewankambo had come to

hold one of the major political titles in government, that of the sekibobo.'lhts
that not only were the hoiders of such titles often expected to have
abilities, but it was also possible for specialized miìitary chieß to

political and social positions. As with the political chiefs, however,
could be withdrawn from such figures remarkably suddenly.

Kagwa oflers the following summary of Kamanya's reign:

[Kamanya] was a brave man and desired to expand his kingclom. He
therefore organised several expeditions which followed one another in
rapid succession so that the men were always in the field. He himself did
not take part in the fighting. His wars came to be known as 'restless
warfare', because the men were not permitted to rest and even children of
fourteen were required to carry each his two spears and shield to war. By

Ibid,:106-7.
Ibid.:109-10.
Ibid.: 110 ll.Itisnotclearif thisactualÌyendcdSewankambo'scareer.Kagwamentions
Sewankambo cluring the carly part ofthe reign ofKabaka Suna, suggesting that he may
have surwived Kamanya's wrath. Someonc of that name, fol example, is mentionecl as

being second-in-command of an army sent by Suna against Sesse, although this might
represent something of a demotion. However, it is unclear if Kagwa is referring to the
same person: Ibid.: I 19, 125.
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Ka.qwa 1934: 43.
Kagwa l97l: 114
Kagwa 1934: 50-51
Ibicl.:51.

Stability & decline in the nineteenth century
1: the reign of Suna

Kamanya's son and successor suna appears to have been less of a warrior.
one indigenous account describes him-as being 'a peacefur and able ruler,,
and although courâgeous,, an alrnost obligatory attribute, 'he was excessively
interested in women'.:'6 'Pcaceful' is, of course, a relative term, and wars
were regularìy fought under suna, most frequently against the soga beyoncl
the unsettled eastern frontier.¡'i Another acóountiists a series of å-páig.tt
against Gambalagala (the Luganda term for the area around the footh"ills
of the Ruwenzoris, and therefore representative of long-distance warfare),
Br-rkedi and^Busongora.5, Like Kamánya, suna facecr tÈc rear o. perceiveã
problem of cowardice in the army in the early parr of his ieign; for

War €d Peace

wjdened the bounds of his kingdom, which was pressed

:il

55

i6

50 Kagwa 1971: 115-16.
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in this context, as in the case of Kamanya, we can perhaps read
and the fear that a military force must not develop as a potential

of opposition or alternative source of authority. This has been a
with which many of the post-colonial leaders of Uganda are all

familíar, Of course the practice of e xposing cowardice in the army was

useful in so far as it reinforced the Ganda military ethos and the idea

the strength of arms, so critical in the pre-colonial nationalism of the
During the war against Busongora, for example, cowardice was

to be rife among the chieß; the accused were forced to drink
beer, though the detaiÌs of the test are unclear. Those who failed

however, were condemned as cowards.se Thus were Suna's authority
the purity of the military spirit simultaneously strengthened.

Suna's reign was of revolutionary significance in military terms in that it
the introduction of two new types of weaponry.60 The first was

its very nature it probably facilitated closer if not hand-to-hand combat,
may have been used in following up an initial, more long-range

Its provenance is unclear. Much iater in the nineteenth century,
recorded that 'after a Baganda army had been annihilated by the
Bakede, who only use the assegai or light throwing spear, of which

several, the B aganda set to work make spears like those of the
This though uncorroborated, evidence The

to

sounds
rs rntrrgulng,

strikingly similar to the Zulu stabbing spear hich had so

an impact on southeastern Africa, although there is clearly a
between short 'stabbing' and short 'throwing' weapons; the

is, could it have been introduced by northwards-migrating Ngoni
On the face of it, this seems unlikely. If we use a very approximate

structure based on the indigenous account, it might reason-

Tanzania. This seems somewhat late for the Ngoni to have influenced
Ganda weaponry north of Lake Victoria. Nevertheless, as stated above, a

date for the Ganda development is out of the question. Although
can be proven, and whiÌe Buganda may indeed have been the

of a separate and unrelated innovation, the simultaneous appearance
ol a short stabbing spear in Tanzania and Uganda may not be

What is certain above all is that, whatever the provenance of
weapon, it had a major impact on Ganda warfare.

Ibid.: I 16.
This is also examined in Chapter l0 below.
Kagwa l97l: tl7.
Ashe 1BB9:297-8.
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Yet the second weapon, the firearm, was to have a much more
found long-term impact. It was
in 1844, when the first traders

probably introduced by
arrived in the kingdoml

coastal
lt IS possible

guns were carried northwards by African merchants before this tlme,
no mentron ts made of what would have been a momentous event ln the:
indigenous accounts. Within a
visiting merchants participated

short tlme, at Ieast three of these
ln a campalgn agarnst Bunyoro

four guns be tween them. It 1S unclear whether they volunteered
servrces, or hether Suna requested their asslstance, but the

Another military innovation under Suna, which coincided approxi_
mateiy with, but was initially unconnected to, the introduction of ¡þ"
firearm, was the creation of new batongole. The two clevelopments were
later to become closely linked. Suna is credited with the establishment of ¿
number of new batongole, or chieftaincies directly answerable to the kabaka.
The nature of these posts is not made entirely clear in the indigenous
sources, but, in addition to their civil and political functions, there appears
to have been a gre ater emphasis on military duties.6a Although it is unlikely
that this represented the establishment of a standing army, it clearly
inc_reased the manpower which the kabaka had at his disposal. Suna may
well have created these chieftaincies to enlarge the pool of potential soldiers
which he would be in a position to recruit, but the most immediate, and
indeed the most permanent, outcome was the growth of a class of chiefs
who regarded themselves as potentially powerful military and ultimately
political figures. During one war against the Soga, the men of the ekitongole

ekisigula raided a small island without the kabaka's prior knowledge. Suna
was enraged by this unsanctioned act of plunder and executed many of
those involved, thereafter launching his own attack on the same island.6s
This episode indicates the military nature of these new offices. It also
suggests that Suna had created chiefs who were either more powerful than
he had intended, or at least believed themselves to be to some extent
independent of royal authority. There would later be a conjunction of this
process with that of the creation of the bagalagala, or privilege d servitude .

Both groups would come to enjoy both political and military power; both
groups developed an arrogance and sense of immunity which were detri-
mental to the collective ethos; and both groups would come to be identified
with the cult of the firearm, which, in their role as military chiefs, served to
undermine the success of Ganda arms in the later nineteenth century.

There appears to have been a period of relative peace, possibly in the
late l840s, after which, and in the later years of his reign, Suna became

63 Kagwa I91l:123.
0' Ibid.: 124. For an analysis ofthis development, see for example Southwold 1961.
65 Kagwa 1971: 128.
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hat more aggressive and fought some of his more notable wars.
the relatively minor campaigns were attacks on Sesse and several

¡¡e islands just off the shores of Buganda and Busoga. It was no
that these were carried out by a kabakanoted for his interest in

the Ganda navy and, simultaneously, long-distance lake tradc
66 here it is sufËcient to state that, with the arrival of the first coastal

in Buganda and their increasing presence south of the lake, the
saw the beginning of a period in which waterborne communications

on a particular importance . Suna recognized this, and his campaigns
and off Buganda's lakeshore reflected a concerted effort to secure

control of the north end of the lake and, thereby, of lake trafÊc.
campaigns, taken as a whole, are a good example of how war was

to bring both short- and long-term gain: as slavcs and other booty
acquired, the Ganda were attempting to improve their overall

and strategic position. During the latter stages of his reign, Suna
taking full advantage of the south bound

force
against the Zíl¡a half a century earlier,

to secure Buganda's interests. One such
on the Kagera rtve r, where commercial rnter-

were of the utmost importance. Suna apparently, and unusually, led the
in person. The campaign yielded much livestock,GT but undoubtedly

primary function was to remind the peoples of the western shore of the
that Buganda aimed to be paramount in the region, and that the

was capable of punishing anyone who appeared to forget this.
In a similar vein, another war of significance took place in the mid-

, and was ostensibly motivated by sheer avarice. A report reached the
'that a Muzong'ola called Kataba had a palace with all the porches

of copper'. Suna dispatched an army - actually to Kiziba, on the
bank of the l(agera river, and not, as one might assume) to

apparently against the advice of his chieß, who feared the
of famine and disease, which were then prevalent in Buganda.

, the attack failed, according to Kagwa, largely, it seems, because of
solcliers' hunger.68 The incidence of 'famine' is noteworthy in itself, and

illustrates the obvious point that the success of the army \,vas as

on an ample harvest in the soldiers' homesteads as on the
of

Copper may be seen as a symbol of coastal trade, the effects of
had clearly begun to be felt among the states west of Lake Victoria,

Sce also Reid l99Bb.
Kagwa l97l: I31-2.
Ibid.: 134--5.
Stanley lBTB: I, 315-6. It is unclear why Kiziba and Busongora are confused in these
accounts: see for example Kiwanuka's notes in Kagwa l97l: 100.
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control, or at least to demonstrate to the agents of coastal commerce
rt would be bette r for all concerned if they

rid themselves of
dealt only with him.

Ganda rulers could not the fe that thisaf new
wealth, and the rmprovements 1n material culture, not
which rt brought, might be shared between we ak and
This fear wâs even more characteristic of Mutesa ,s relgn

Stability & decline in the nineteenth century
2: the reign of Mutesa

Suna died during or shortly after the 'copper war', and it fell to Mutesa to .

ensure that Buganda's interests were protected in the context of the new
world advancing from the south and, to a lesser extent, from the north,
Again, many more military encounters" are recorded for Mutesa's reign r'

than for any reign previously. It is possible that this accounts for the higher
proportion of wars between the 1860s and lBB0s which seem to have
ended in failure; but this phenomenon is none the iess impossible to
ignore, and rather seems to suggest military decline. Mutesa conducted
enough successful campaigns to maintain Buganda's position in the region; 

r

in the early years of his reign, these included wars with Bunyoro, Buruli
and Busoga. Yet the number of failed expeditions suggests that Buganda
was over-reaching itself in the second half of the nineteenth century. Early
in Mutesa's reign, for example, he dispatched an army to aid the ruler of
Karagwe, Rumanika, in fighting a rebellion. The details are obscure, anfl
Rumanika was clearly ultimately successfui, as he ruled Karagwe until
lB7B, but not before the Ganda force was defeated and ignominiously
ejected from the country.?0 In the mid-l860s, the Ganda also suflered a

series of defeats at the hands of the Soga, although in the last of these

campaigns Mutesa achieved some success, thus at least maintaining the
kingdom's eastern frontier.Tr

Over the next few years, Mutesa did have more success, notably in an
attack on Busagala, which reportedly, and again unusualiy, he led

himself,T2 and his intervention in the Nyoro civil war, in which he backed
the winning side led by Kabarega.T3 Yet two wars in the l870s tell a
different story. The first can be seen in the context of Mutesa's recurrent
attacks on Koki and his attempt to secure influence in Karagwe; these

represented the ongoing effort to strengthen Bugancìa's control of trade
routes both on the lake and to the west of it. An expedition was planned
against Buzinza, at the south end of the lake. The army, however,'stopped
on the way because it was too large ancl therefore it could not get enough
food to eat'.7't There were clearly immense logistical problems in the

movement of large numbers of soldiers over long distances; these problems

70 Kagwa 1971: 153.
7r Ibid.: 156.
?? Ibid.: 158.
?3 Ibid.: 159. Even so, the success in Bunyoro turned out to be bitter-sweet, as Kabarcga was

not as favourable to Ganda interests as Mutesa presumabìy anticipated.
7r Ibid.: 163.
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been particularly galling to Mutesa, who was
his attempts to extend Buganda's control over an

repeatedly
tn ever Iarger

fnore lucrative area. 15 The development of the îaw we shall see
represented àÍ1 attempt to compensate for miÌitary failure on land.

'lhe second war was the one so dramatically described by Stanley
the island of Buvuma 1n 5 The explorer ,s account was, as ever
w1th literary effect 1n mind, but, even accepted as a rough

rt makes sorry reading from Buganda 's standpoint. Here was a
overseen by Mutesa, involving

Ganda soldiers, which
at the most conserva trve

thousand ended tn rgnomlny for the
powerful state 1n the regron Whiìe rt 1S true that Buvuma did

76 Mutesa ,s reactron to continued failure, allowing foragarn even
sometlmes histrionic reportage, reveals àn angry and almost

frustra tron 1n a speech redolent with porgnant rhetoric:

'Wherein have I been unkind to you, that you will not fight for me, fbr my
slaves who were sent to Usoga have returned saying there was not a man
but either had joined me or had already joined the Wavuma? Who gave
you th_o-se ciothes that you wear? Who gave you those guns you have? Was
it not I? Did Suna my father give his chiefs such fine things as I give? No;
yet they foughl for him .. Am I not Kabaka? Is this not Ugandã, as well
as my capital? Have I not my army here? And you, Katekiro, were you not
a peasant before I dressed you and set you up as chiefofUddu? And you,
Chambaranqo, who made you a chief? And you, Mkwenda, and you,
Kimbugwe, Kitunzi, Kaeema, Kangau, Kagu, speak, was it not Mtesa
who made you chieß? Were you princes, that you came to be made chiefs,
or peasants whom it was my pleasure to make chieß?'7i

This is a telling oration. It may be that Buganda's inability to over-
Buvuma was not, in the grand scheme of things, very important,

but the island continued to be not only a thorn in Buganda's side but also
serious impediment to its control of the northern shore through the
70s and l880s. It is clear that there were limitations to Buganda's

potency. As we have aiready noted, these limitations had been
several decades earlier, when the Soga blocked further advance to

east, but in the second half ol the nineteenth century they were
relevant and, indee d, more bvious. The tactrcs of blending
with sporadic guerrilla actlvlty which characterized Bur,uma ,S

in iB75 and on other occasions in which the Vuma clashed with
Ganda lead one to ask questions about Buganda's own tactics and

organlzatron. The Ganda armv seems to have be come excessrvely
thìsburdened by hierarchv and obsessed with structurai detail;

have been a reflection of the socio-political system in the same period,

For a fuller analysis of some military ancl diplomatic aspccts of this periocì, see also Reicl,
I 998a.
Stanley lBTB: I,304ff.
Ibid.:330.
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apparently to Rwanda,Br an expedition which in terms of distance alone
was a major undertaking. It involved'large quantities of warriors', and its
pu{pose, according to Pearson, was 'to bring back cattle', although it seems

there hacl been a diplomatic dispute between the two kingdoms.B2 Details
are non-existent, but the timing of the war suggests that it may have been

connected to the movement of the first coastal merchants towards the

borders of Rwanda in the late 1870s. Two months later, Pearson reported

news 'of the utter rout of the Waganda and that the remnant of the army
was on its way back despoiled rather than bringing back cattle & slaves'.83

It is unclear whether the Ganda actually reached Rwanda; indeed, few

wars between the two states are recorded.sa Yet this was clearly an

ambitious long-distance campaign which had failed miserably. As news of
the calamity filtered in, Pearson was moved to write that 'the prestige of
Waganda warfare has begun to fade'.8s It would have been clear to Mutesa

that Buganda had once again over-reached itself.
These setbacks did not, however, slow down the frequency of military

is See Roberts,'The Nyamwezi'ancl Shorter,'1'he Kimbu', in Roberts 1968:96-116,
I I 7 501 also Reid l99Ba, 1a:rn.

æ CMS CA6/010/48 Felkin's Journal, 14 Febmary 1879,22 April lB79; CA6/019/l+
Pearson to lvright, l0 March 1879; CA6/019/15 Pearson to Wright, 29 September lB79'

80 White Fathers; C l3l I Livinliac to Lavigerie, 2 July l\l9.
sr CMS CA6,/019/lB Pearson to Wrigìrt, TJanuary lBB0.
u Ibid.
ß CNIS CA6/019/19 Pearson to lVright, 5 March lBB0.
st Neither the attack by the Ganda in"lBB0 nor the dispute which preceded it is mentioned

in the major works on l{wancla: see Kagamc 1963; Vansina 1962a.
85 CIvIS CA6/019/ì9 Pearson to \\tright, 5 March 1880.
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during the early 880s. Indeed, the ailing kabaka, tn the twiÌight
his relgn, actually increased the number of campalgns tn search of

and, no doubt, securrtv at home. B6 Ziml:e attests to this

[Mutesa] understood people were tired of him and therefore that it was

àossible to assassinate him. He saw that there were many people, that the

!rin..r could form an army, that the men in the homes óf his chiefs corld
äo so too. To decrease these numbers he decided to wage several wars ancl
j¡ this way put off the hatred they bore him by providing them with an
occupation, Thu¡, 5 wars were carried out against Ankole, Bunyoro,
Busoga, Bukedi, Toro and Kalagwe ...87

staggering, covering
This is indicative of

as they do almost
the sense of desper-

behind them; yet Zimbe whose own bias ls revealed, suggests that
milítary policy proved unsuccessful AS his men were always vrctonous
returned without loss of numbers'. The veracity of this last assertion is
to serlous doubt: mrssronary accounts suggest that in the early

their intervention in the
BB0s,

Ganda me with extreme difficulties 1n politics
Karagwe, and a heavy defeat was inflicted by the Nyoro.BB But Zimbe's

comments are telling. Mutesa was faced with increasing failure
the resultant restlessness at the capital was also doubtless con-

to his prolonged illnessBe and his perceived inability to take control
the new influences penetratlng his kingdom. He was not only trying

was making
to

attentlon and energres awav from home; he afr
despera te search for some great success abroad which would

and loyalty to the kabaka.
hatwere perceived to be growlng pockets of alternative

1n the form of ambitious young men, often identifying with one
other of the religious factions at the royal court, 90 armed with gnns the

hich had come to symbolize power freedom adventure and
from inhibiting tradition. Guns may not have been effectively used

a practical level before around 1890, but on another level they may be
to have had only a detrimental eflect on Buganda's military perfor-
. Ironically, perhaps, soldiers armed with spears and shields had
been anything other than loyal to the kabakat by the early lBBOs,
younger chiefs, if not ordinary peasant-soldiers, were acquiring

Access to guns, originally the consequence of royal favour but
the result of commercial access, bred arrogance and a lack of

for traditional authority. Moreover, the traits of personal courage
reputation as a warrior were being increasingly ignored in the 1BBOs.

men who formed the military elite now had guns rather than spears;

For a fuller analysis, sce Reid 1999a: pa;sitn.
Zimbe 1939:82.
CMS G3 A6/0 IBB3/104 O'Flalierty to Wigram, l9June tBB3.
Mutesa may at this time have been sr.rffering from psychological disordcrs as a result of
syphilis, and encroaching maclness would have lveakened his authority even more than any
physical ailment: see Reid 1999a:292 4.
See Twaddle 1993: passim, for a thorough account ofthese developments. Chapter I ofthe
present study also oflers a rather more brief survey of the religious factionalism and the
literature dealine lvith this aspect oflate nineteenth-century Gancla politics.
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yet this elite had acquired their weaponry through court intrigue
patronage, as well as through commerce) not through proving their
and worth in the tradition of Kibuka, previously the essence of the
military ethos. This trend undoubtedly weakene d the calibre of the

mammoth operation was envisaged, with the Ganda in league with the
Arabs of Unyanyembe, the latter intending to attack Mirambo from the
south and east.e3 Antipathy towards Mirambo among both the Ganda and
the Arabs stemmed from his stranglehold on key trade routes between
Karagwe and the coast. Ill-feeling dated back to 1871, when the
Nyamwezi wariord had made his presence felt west of Unyanyembe.
There is no evidence to suggest that an attack on the scale ofthat proposed
in lBB0 was envisaged nearly ten years earlier, although in iB72 David
Livingstone, who was then at Tabora, recorded that soldiers had arrived
from Buganda to aid the Arabs against Mirambo.ea Reports of similar
activity reached the coast, prompting one consular oiÊcial to write that
'the King of Uganda is dispatching a force of 17,000 men to assist in
carrying on the war against Mirambo'.es But the grand assault planned in
l880-81 proved to be little more than bellicose rhetoric. Mutesa could
take comfort from the fact that Mirambo had made strenuous efforts to

placate him. Several years earlier, Stanley had witnessed Mirambo's
ambassadors 'kneel and tender their allegiance' to the king of Buganda,s6

which was classic East African diplomacy; and towards the end of lBBl it
was reported that the Nyamwezi leader 'was willing to accept Mutesa's
Brotherhood'.si This did not disguise the fact that the proposed attack on
Nlirambo ended up looking like a gigantic bluff. Buganda was no more

er Again, see also Reid l99Ba: B2-5.
e'? Ibicl. Nlackay's assertions are not entirely corrcct. There is evidence that the Ganda had

some knowledge ofthe area south ofthe lake, which they had visited in both a military and

a commercial capacity; moreover) they may well have met with Mirambo's forces in the

1870s, and rvould at least have been possessed ofdetailed intelligence regarding the latter's
military organization.

s CN4S G3 A6/0 lBEl/22 Pearson to Mackay,29July lBB0.
er lVallcr 1874: II,226-9.
ei Britßh Parliamentary Paþers Relnting to the Slaue Trade, YoL 54, First Section, Prideaux to

Derby, 2l May 1874.
s6 Stanley & Neame 196l: 71.
Y CMS G3 A6/0 lBB2/14 O'Flaherty to Wigram, 25 December lBB1.
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of subduing Nzlirambo's power than that of Rwancla.
em apt, therelore that Nlutesa ,S last maJ or campargn ended tn
kabaka, close to death, sent out an army agarnst the Kedi

Lakc Kyoga, aithough the army itself was bitterly divided over the
of'the spirit me cliums that the campaign '"vould end in disaster;

we have already noted this war in examining the role of such
advisers. Although a number of soldiers remainecl loyal to the

the commancler and several other chieß abandoncd the attack.
thc force The I(edi attacked and killed a large numbcr

Ganda, several of the remalnrng chieß and the expedition
tn failure In the middle of BB4, Ashe presumabl v describing

same conflict, reported
'llhis is confirmed

tha a Gancla war party had been 'cut to
ì{x) by o'Flaherty ,S de scrlptlon 1n .Iuly BB4 of a

1n which a. 'large atrrry' was se nt 1n support of the Soga
not subject to him

successful, the Ganda

chiel
akoli 'to piliage the Rasoga & the Bakedi an
urrence appare ntly no uncommon. Initiallv were

on the way back, laden wltn much spoil
46 subchieß

& slaves' by a I(edi
The result was that 1X chiefs & & many many of' thc
pages & innumerabÌe Bakopi or peasants were killed'. O'Flaherty

happy to announce that he had dissuaded Mutesa from Ìaunching a
attack on Christian gronnds;r0r the kabaka was probably even
to use the mtqungu's argumcnts as an excuse. Mutesa lived long
to punish

the l¿rst

the commancler ftrr his 'timidity' br-rt, AS Zirnl¡e tells üS,

trl his was war olMutesa the conqueror for his illne be carne worse
soon he died The clescription used by Zimbe 1S certaln ly a

r. IVlutesa had presided over a clear decline, and Bugarrcla's
was significantly weaker in lBB4 than it had becn in 1857, the

year Mutesa had succeede d Suna. Miti was closer to the mark than 7,imbe
he wrote that '[t]here were also a number of military expeclitions in

utesa last years, not all of rvhich wcre vlctorles, thoug^h tn the maln
sustaine d Buganda au thority among surrouncling territories' 03

is something glum in this statement rvhich suggests a harsher reality
Arr interesting aspect of Mutcsa's reign rvas the infrequency of military

engagements between Buganda ancl Bunyoro; this was a period in which
,relations between the two countries were characterized by a kind of cold

reign, Buganda's military preoccupa-
the presence of the Eglptians to the

war, Since thc later years ol Suna's
tions had movcd southward, despite

Out of 25 references to wars by missionaries between i87B and
1883, lor example, only three relate to l3unyoro. This is in stark contrast to
Kagr,va's writings, which are repÌete with refèrences to wars with Bunyoro
during the eighteenth and early nincteenth centuries. T'his comparison is

s

Tlie tcrm 'Kecli' probably refers to the people ol either Laneo or Tcso. As Kirvanuka
poirìts olìt, the Gancla o{icn nsecl clcscriptions such as 'Ilakecli', 'Basoea' ancl 'Banyoro'
indiscriminateìy: sce l(ilvanuka's notes in I(aerva lgTl: 98.
Zimbe 1939: 85 6.
CN,IS G3 A6/0 lBB4,/l I I ¡\she to l,ang, ?.June lBB,l.
CMS G3 A6/0 IBB+/115 O'Flahcrty to lVigrzrm, i'July lBB.l.
Zirnbc 1939:86.

lm

l0ì

ro3 ùIiti 1938; I, 224.
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thus presented, despite mlsglvlngs rn certaln
military and political

quarters
once agalfr lmpose their influence

much of the regron, notab1v the selzLlre of I'Tyoro te rrrtorle s, the
counties') which they claimed as their own. If thc British had arrived

later events might have been very different, and there might be
of Unyoro' 1n the reglon at the tlme of wrrtrng rather than the

' which serves as a monLrment to Ganda military good fortune
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Deueloþments'in Organiption,
Tactics I Weaþonry

In the previous chapter, an outline of basic chronology
wars and general trends was presented; in this chapter,
strLrcture of the army, its tactics and weapclnry, the ways
recruited, and of course changes in all of these as far

Deueloþments in Organi4tion, Tactic.s td Weaþonry

organization, but the incrcasine authority and importance - both
and symbolic .- of'the kabaka ensured coherence and unity of
Exceptionai instanccs of way-"vard commanders ancl local
notwithstanding, this system had reache d a peak of efÊciency by

early nineteenth century. It is possible that, at the outset olthis proccss,

kabaka commanded his olvn privatc army, recruitecl in a manrlcr
to those of the regional chieß; ln this SENSC, a royal bodyguard had

existccl slnce before 800. During the nineteenth century this
hich may be regarded something^ of an elite force wasAS

by both Mutesa and IVtwanga and toSEElfìS have
the growlng number of armed pages prevale nt Ln the

rn terms. of kgy :,
we examrne tþs ,,

in which it rvas
as they can þs '

extravagant estrma tes In
eye-witness) rcports ofien
50s, for example, Burton

been mergecl
capital. It is

offer
\,VAS

identifiecl by the late nineteenth century. In this chapter, we shall also
return to severaÌ themes alluded to above, notably the development of a
class of chielì and pages equipped r,vith firearms who came to be seen as
the new elite, zrnd who can also be studied in the context of the growth of
what was at ieast nominally a royal bodyguard. Such themes, as well as the
irnpact of the firearm, are critical to our Lrnclerstanding of Ganda military
development in the nineteenth century, which is itsell ccntral to a stucly of
the rnatcrial basis of the state. Other aspects of military organization lend
themsclves less easily to the charting of change over time, due to the
silcnce ol my available sources, most ol lvhich tencl to clepict the army's
structure as static over several centuries. This it almost certainly was not,
and it mzry be assumed that changes in political organization, as welÌ as in
fbreign relations and the external cnvironment generally, would have l¡een
reflectecl in the structure of the army and in the nature of its recruitmcnt.

Structure & hierarchy

The basic mechanism of recruitment, levies made by regional chieß,
probably dates back to the kingdom's foundation. It seems logical, then,
that as the kabaka assumed evcr greater political control, the concept of a
supra-rcgional army, marching under the colours of regional chieß but
with tlre kabaka at its heacl, developecl accordingly. Even by the nineteenth
century, however, armies were still to a considerable extent regionally
bascd, with particular clistricts being selected to contribute soldiers for
particular rvars, in much the same \,vay as taxes and labour were
organized. Regions within thc r-çd¿¿ system remained the basic units of
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to see these men as distinct from the regular military chie{},
of whom, in times of peace, helcl major political positions, often as

governors. 'Ihesc belongecl to the longer-standing military establish-
'Ihe increasing preoccupation with firearms, the lavish favour

the colonial period. 'I'he kabaka's ability to appoint chiefs who would
loyal to him seems to have served Buganda well in the scventeenth,

and early nineteenth centuries; ironically, this systcm woulcl
serve to unclermine thc kingdom's fighting^ capacity, as loyaÌty to

kabaka was incre asingly lauded above military professionalism, while in
such loyaÌty could not necessarily be relied upon

With the exception of a possible royal bodyguard, there was no
army in pre-colonial Buganda, and therefore the size of armies

the
considerably according to need. Depending on the scale ol the war
particular expedition, they usually numbered several thousancl,

contemporary (but not

by his Arab informants that the Ganda army numbered 'at least
000 men'.r Buganda's population could in theory have yielded such a

but it is extremely unlikely that an army of this size was cver
Staniey was tolcl that Mutesa once sent 100,000 men as-ainst

to the west.2 This again sounds exaggerated, although the idea
the Gancla army was large in an interlacustrine context is cfïèctively

The largest first-hand estimate was rnadc, again, by Stanley,
on the eve of the war against Buvuma in Augr-rst 1875 reckoned that

had mustered a forcc of 150,000 men.3 The clcsire for dramatic
undoubtedly promptccl Stanley to slrggest such an improbable
although he cstimated that Mutesa's army of 125,000 hacl been

by 'quotas furnished by Karagwe, Llzongora, Ukecli, Usoga,

, and the islands of the lake', these totalling arouncl 25,000 men.'r The
to which Ganda armies vvcrc strengthened by f'oreign regiments is

it may have been a common cnough practice, althoue-h the

Burton l860: U, lBg.
Ilennett 1970:'266, 27 I
Stanlcy lBTB: I,304.
Ibid.: 306.

necessarily
the mid-18
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coÌÌaboration of some of the states mentioned by Stanley seems

The slze of ârmles also leacls US to the questron of casualty figures;
tunately the re 1S almost no evidence for this. We may state) very o

whom Grant names 'Kamaraviona' was noted as an_outstanding military
commander.5 This is a corruption of the title kamalab;tonna, a variation of
katikiro or'chief minister'.6 Stanley's description of the rvar against Buvuma
in lB75 provides some valuable data on the organization of the army in
action. In the mass parade which precedecl hostilities, Stanley noted the
contingent commanded by the mukwenda, who guarded 'the frontier
between the Katonga vailey and Willimiesi against the Wanyoro'.7
'Willimiesi' is a corruption of Bulemezi, the neighbouring province to that
oÍ'the mukzaenla, Singo. -Ihe mukwenda is described as being 'accomplished
r,vith the spear' ancl as having 'much experience in wars', and was clearly a

respected rnilitary figure. Stanley also mentioned the 'old general I(angau',
whose normal military brief was the defence of Bulcmczi.s In 1862 Speke also

wrote of 'Congow, a young general, who once led an army into lJnyoro',e
ancl in lB74 Chaillé-Long described 'Kongowee' as the 'Gencral-in-Chief
of the army'.r0 While the kangatøo mentioned by Stanley and Chaillé-Long
was probably the same person, it would seem that several men held the

title during the l860s and 1870s.rr Any civil cÌrief or ss(l1a governor, then,
could also be an army commancier) and again it is likeÌy that many
attained political importance as a result of their exploits on the battlefieid.

5 Grant 1864:220,231.
6 KannLabyonna: lit., 'fìnishes-allthings'. See Murphy 1972: 150.
7 Stanlcy lBTB: I, 306.
I Ibid.! Speke 1863b: 359.

10 Chaillé-Long lB76: 102, l2B.
rr Kagwa states tlìat Mutcsa had frve bakangaruo during his reign: Kagva l97l
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selection of command was mostly based on merit and personal
at least up until the late nineteenth century; this may have been

the lower ranks as well.
significant that the governors of Singo and Buiemezi shoulcl beIt ts

to Stanley not as the pillars of government which they un-
were, but as military commanders in charge of certain stretches
This is likely to have been a form of war-speak: in wartime, the

was not only the chief of Bulemezi but also the defencler of the
along the border covered by his province. His position, as it

underwent militarization. It is also worth noting that his military

to do with
were described in purely defensive terms: this is probably

a desire to conceal the kingdom's conquering ethos than the
to emphasize sovereignty and the territorial unity of thc state. It is

worth considering that, while the description of regional chiefs as

of frontiers' have rcflected their skills 1n war rt ma equallyv
reflected only

mày
their

and recrurtment within
theoretical responsibility militaryfor the

a
the case that such positions

particular district. Although
were militarized, however, it

rt was
rs clear

in 1875 both the mukwenda and the kangaao were particularly honoured
leaders. What is also clear is that the position of commancler itself

highly coveted, largell' becausc it carried the potential for great
reward and the opportunity for political promotion based on the

of a successful campaign; direct royal command was, for much of
century at least, relatively rare.

In his description of the war against Buvuma, Stanley noted that just
every major provincial chief held a position of comrnand. Besides

kangawo and the mukwenda, mention is made of the þokino (who at this
also helcl the post ol katikiro), the kaima, the kitunzi, tlne kasujju, the kago,

knnbu.ryte and the katambah. Even Mutesa's mother and uncle were
by ofHcers, having placed forces in the field.'2 Roscoe claimed

the katikiro and the kimbugøe had additional responsibilities in that they
consulted lry the kabaka from the outset as to the number of solc,liers

uired, ancl also on the choice of commander,rS although it is likely that
kabaka himself had the final say in this matter. What Stanley appears to

then, is a truly national army, but this may not have always been
case. Armies often consistecl of soldiers from only a few districts; it may

éven be that Nlutesa laid on this great military display purely for the
of his European guest, although this seems unlikely

It was the stress on merit which rnade Buganda such an eflective
tary power at its zenith; conversely, it was the gradual disregarcl for

which contributed to the downturn in the kingdom's military
As with the hierarchy of command, so it was with the rank-and-

soldiers: Stanley, for example, noted 'about 2000 chosen warriors'.ra
of soldiers ranked higher than others on the basis of their

abilities on the battlefielcl suggests a level ol profbssionalism even

Stanley lBTB: I, 305
Roscoe lgll:348.
Stanlcy 187B: I,306
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though no professionaÌ army existed. Indigenous histories are replete
tales of individual derring-do by men who raised themselves to
nencc through military endeavour.r" Rank-and-file soldiers
colours ol their local chief and ofIèrecl their services for the

took trp

war Ihis apparently simple procedure was multifaceted
one of the most rmportant SC r\,'lces oflered by a tenant to a patron.

time they were militariiy inferior to Bunyoro. During the sevcnteenth ¿¡d
eighteenth centuries, ho',vever, military organization had become a means
not only of the extension of national power, but of' the accumulation of
wealth ancl the maintcnance of a fàvourable external status quo. For much
of'the nineteenth century) war was a reaction to impr-rlses within the state
rather than threats from without. T'he kingclom's military decline modified
this somewhat, as external threats once again bccame real, especially in
the scconcl half of the nineteenth century. But, in whatever ways the
nature of both iridividual and collective motivation changed over time, the
philosophy of masculinity was a binding force; ultimately, men and war
were as naturaily bound as women and the bearing of chilclren.

Structure & tactics

Roscoe drer'v a firm distinction between actual soldir:rs, who are depicted
as being at ieast semi-profèssional, single-minclecl and, above all, out-

ri Oftcn thcsc mcn arc dcscribed as having phenomenal physical strcnctll, ablc single-
hanclccÌly to fìght olÏ thousands of encmy soldiers; interestingly, they are zrlso often
associatecl rvith periods ol military harclship ancl national crisis. Kibuka is the most
celel¡ratecl cxzrmple ofthis. Another notablc inst¿rncc is proviclecl by Starrlcy, lvho lvas lold
of the achievcments of I(asinclula cluring the reign ol'Sr-rna. Although I(asindulzr rvas a sub-
chicf in l(yag,rvc, hc 'had ncithcr pride of birth nor ¡ichcs to boast of; clctcrminecl to

demonstratc his loyalty to Slrna, he gathcred a smzrll army ancl delèatecl the Soga in a

se¡ies of baLtles, Rcturning to Suna's capital rvith his booty, he is creclitecl lvirh a stirrìng
specch: 'NIy clear Lorcl, Namujurilw-a lthe þokino] ¿rncl Setul¡a leithet fuuekula or tnukwenda?l

are grcat chicfi, ancl stancl in your presence daily, br"rt I am only a Mtoneoleh uncler

Sckcbobo. I havc ncither farrn nor house, wilè nor chilcl, and my only wealth consisls of
my spear and my shield, ancì my only cloth is this rottcn mbusu. Nzrrnqjurilwzr ancl Se tuba

brought slaves arcl cattle by hunclreds, but the kopi I(asindula l:rings his thous¿rnds to
Sur.ra. Behold rvhere they stancll Kasindula gives thcin all to Suna . . . ' Sce Stanley I B7B: I,

372 5, This also seems to be an example of the local initiative allucìcd to carlicr.
rc Kaqva 1934; 94.
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specimens of manhood, ancl the general rabble who accompanied

former to war but who had a somewhat lower status. He explains that
warrl0rs wcre armed spears whowith ancl shields peasants

as bearers or AS

were the loote IS, who

were

lollowers had only
robbed the deacl

clubs or hearry sticks; these
and the wounded theirof

and plundered the honses in conquered districts'.17 These men
clearly depicted as the dirty underside of the military machine,

they were also criticai to the overall success of a campaign. The
tron between warrior and follower is not explained, however; men

probably social equals bccame differentiatecl in the bearing of

provrslon
hands of

Clearly, from among the enormous sociai øroup termed bakoþi, there
men who were known to their local chiefs as being particularly skillecl

cortrageous in war. 'fhese were the men who owned fine spears and

by the lBBOs, hor'vever, the peasant-soldier had been to a iarge
e supplanted by the ambitious musketeer at the capital.

lVe have alreacly noted some of the logisticai problems experienced by
armies during the nineteenth century. Paucity of evidence for
lB00 prevents a comparison betwcen the size of armies in that
and those in the nineteenth century, but it is clear that large armies

800 were often cumbersome ancl difficult to feecl. Food for
àrmy on the move while stiì1 1n friendly terntory was 1n the the

, and was undoubtedly a burden on regional resources. We have
Roscoe's assertion that a section of the force was responsible lor the

involved plunder According to
informants, the commander of

army would arrange lor diflerent chieß to use separate roads in
towards the point of rendezvous, so as not to drain completely

the food resources of one area. 'I'his in itself may have been one of the
behind the extension of the road network in the nineteenth

through
Once in enemy territory, the ordinary soldiers were supplied
plunder, and chiefb usually had their own supply carried with

often by their wivcs and concubines.LlrT1pically, a pcriod of several
days during

rmatlon
the enemy's state of prepareclness, military concentrations, and so

As the attack was initiated, the comrnander rvas positioned at a
point lrom which he could survey the main action and send

here they lvere neecled. The first line of the fbrce would
then withdraw to the main bocly while a second line attacked, and

on. Each regimental or sectional chief had men 'vvho carried reserve
When long-distance missiles - spears wcrc cxhausted, hand-

fìghting ensued; in a succcssful cngagemcnt, the soldiers would

Roscoc l9ll;352 3.
Ibid.: 353.
Ibict.:351.
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Further information on Ganda tactics is provided by first-hand Eurq.
pean accounts dating from the 1890s, when the Ganda military machine
was revitalized in the process of acting as the agency of British imperialisrn.
Ajthough during this period thc nature of Ganda warlare was clearly i¡
flux, certain aspects of organization we re plainly rooted in the pre-colonial
era. Lugard, for example, suggested that the Ganda only waged war at
particular times of the year. In April 1891, the army encountered almost
impassable rivers and swamps floocled by recent rains, and food for the
expedition was difEcult to come_by as,the cro,ps'were only just springing
up'.22 In what was probably southwest Singo, Lugard wrote:

The Waganda called a council of war ... but only came to the resolution
that they would halt the next day and discuss it, being completely at a loss
what to do. My suggestions of endeavouring to effect a crossing at several
points simultaneously was opposecl, on the grounds that they dare not
divide their force, even into two parties; that it is the custom of the
Waganda to fight en masse only; and that if one party were driven in they
would never rally, but would be utterly clispersed, and never stop running
until they reached their homes ,..

Lugarcl's plan to advance to Kabarega's capital aiso met opposition, and
even he had to bow to the superior knowledge and experience of the
region among the Ganda:

They informed me that there were three very large swamps, one they said
absoÌutely impassable at this season; and they had news that the enemy
had prearranged to make a stand there if defeated in the first battle. They
also said that there was no food whatsoever ...23

20 These runners or messellgers were identifiecl in 1BB0 as bakEungirili by the missionary
Livinhac. 'I'hey were trainecl from an early age in prolongecl, rapid marches, moving night
and day with only short breaks; Mutesa had a nr¡mber in his service. See White lathers:
Rubaga Diary 1/27JLrne lBB0.

2r Roscoe l91 l: 355-9. It is clear that Roscoe is clescribing a single battle, which was some-

times what a war might amount toJ but morc often wars probably comprised several such

engagements. Moreover, the importance attachcd to booty would have clepended on the

circumstances in which the war was fought; to reiterate the point, graver issues lvere

usually at stake.
2 UNA 426/4 Lugard to Admin.-Gen., IBEAC 13 Àugust 1891.

'?3 Ibid. Thcse accounts appear to relate to Lugard's advance through Sing^o in April-May
lB9l, a time ofyear whin rainfall is both régular and heary: see also Þerham 1959: II,
144ff. Kabarega's capital was close to modern Hoima.
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this time, of course, guns were becoming dominant, and hacl a
impact on tactics. Here it is sulÊcient to note that firearms had

direct or practical influence on combat and tactics before the IB70s

it is clcar that by the 1890s guns had altered tactical arrangements
following account by Macdonald relates to 1893 4:

They were drawn up in a numbe r of paralleÌ columns, each headed by its
chief; and the front rank of which contained the best armed men, while
behind them foÌlor,ved the spearmen. Thc attack was most impetuous, but,

as they clid not understand the use of supports or reserves, anythins more
1þan a temporary check was likeÌy to involve the retreat of the whole force,
until they had time to reform ...2't

Other evidence, already noted, suggests that the Gancla understood
well the use of reserves; moreover) a force which allowed itself time to

and re-form could hardly be described as impetuous. It is striking,

and were served low lier peasants
erceived as the maln assauÌt

with clubs; no\'v the riflemen
soldiers and were serwcd

by
p by the spear-

hacl been
by another. 'fhere were many more spearmen in the l850s than

were rifle men in the 1 BB0s and 1890s, ancl any one of the former was
to have been a more accomplished warrior than his counterpart a
tion later. The technology had become more sophisticated, but the

of the Ganda army had been undermined and, to a large extent,
military ethos cheapened. Technological complexity was not sufficient

1n itself to maintain the march of progress, although many Ganda were
impressed by it. But, as we shall see below from the com-

ments made by one Ganda soldier irr 1887, guns were not universally per-
as a good thing. Nevertheless, although spears remained the numer-

ically preclominant form of r,veaponry even after 1890, both the ideological
tactical emphasis had bcgun to rest on the firearm from the l870s

Kiwanuka, however, rightly cautions historians not to exaggerate
practical importance of the firearm, suggesting that 'the spear and

traditional weapons remained the masters of the battlefield until the
l890s'.25 It has often been arsued that European imperialism and all that

it interrupted, in many spheres of life, Afi'ica's 'natural'
one wonders whether the Ganda adopted firearms with

unjustified enthusiasm, regarding them too much as a pana-
cea for all their military and external ills. Whatever the case, however, it is
clear that the leaders of Buganda in this period really had little choice.

Nlacdonald 1897:142 3.
Kirvanuka 1961: 72. Yet Kiwanuka contraclicts himsell'by irnplicitly concecling that it rvas
precisely because the Ganda nsed suns that thcy were often unsnccessful in the seconcl half
of the nineteenth centnry. He asserls, lor example, that 'Mutecsa's lailure to subclue the
Bavuma remains one of the classic cxamples of hor,v the mele possession of firearms
without training in using thcm hacl little advantage over the traditional weapons and
methods ofwarfare': Kiwanuka l97l: 145. ßy exrension ofthe argument, possession and
use ofguns were surely a decided clisaclvantage.
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The new elite: from bodyguard to vanguard

:

:.:::

rl

made of the 'Sakibobo or commander-in-chief, who has power over the ,

Sawaganzi, the life-guards and slaves, the warriors and builders of ¡¡. r

palace'.2B This des.cription seems somewhat muddled, which is hardly
surprising considering its provenance and the fact that it may be seconcl-
or even third-hand. -îhe sekibobo, the governor of Kyagwe, may at that
time have been a noted military leader, and possibly such men \ys¡s
periodically required to command the bodyguard, perhaps as part of their
period of residence in the capital. 'I'he reference to the Sawaganzi is

puzzling: the sabaganli was the title of the eldest brother ol the kabaka's

mother, apparently established by Suna himself, and a figure of some
authority.2e It may be that Suna created the title with the bodyguard in
mind, and perhaps the members of this corps were generally referred to by
the same title, reflecting the extent to which they were a favoured elite. It
is clear, in any case, that the royal bodyguard was well regimented, with a

command structure of its own, and was permanently on duty. Almost 20
years later, the number of personal guards surrounding the kabaka had
increased, Stanley noting some 3,000 in the presence of Mutesa, although
it is clear that not all of these were military personnel.:ro This armed corps,

notably, was also open to foreigners. An inner circle of the bodyguard,
apparently some 200 strong) included 'renegades from lJaker's expedition',
Zanzlbari deserters ancl disillusioned (or desperate) coastmen) and 'the
elect of lJganda'.3' By the mid-lB70s, possession of a firearm and indeed
some skill in using it were a suflìcient qualification for entry. The
precedent had been set by Suna, who fävoured a coastal merchant and
placed him in a position of some authority.32

Clearly, one of the most important developments in military organiza-
tion during the nineteenth century was the growth of a new elite of 5un'

26 Burton 1860: I, 194.

'!? Ibid.: 1BB.

'?8 Ibicl.: 192.
2e See for example Murphy 1972:512. Mugan/ means a favouritc person.
30 Bennett 1970: 219; Stanley 1B7B: I, I93.
rr Bennett 1970:221; Stanley IBTB: I, l9B.
32 Burton 1860: II, 193.
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young men 1n the se rvlce of' the kabaka. The royal regrment, if
be described AS such hari several overlapping^ functions: 1t was a branch

the aflT\y a police force and, at least 1n theory a bodyguard. As we haVC

noted rt SCCllìS to have originated under Suna, whose batongole

to have taken on increasingly military dimensions ancl grown rnto
of an elitist corps with an ethos characterized ab ove all by a

of self- lmportance . That this development occurred àï. all, however
not been universally accepted. Low wrote of 'Suna's and Mutesa's

of the military system, with the creation of the Mujasi and his

created a special force under the Mujasi. Yet nowhere in Kaggwa's
be Buganda, our best source) is it said that there was a reorganiza-

of the army.'3a Elsewhere, Kiwanuka asserted that the foundation of
ekitongole ek{aasi had been misunderstood, that it had 'nothing to do
the reform of the miiitary service as there was none during the reign

Muteesa' and that, in any case, the m$asi rarely commanded military
3:'The ekitongole ek{aasi refers to the special force mentioned by

under the command of the m?4asx, and we shall return to the post of
below A thircl wrrter C.P Kottak, drawlng heavily on the work of
wold, considered Mutesa's reign 'to be a culmination of the Ganda

', asserting that Nlutesa 'reinforced the traditional military authority
the creation of a standing army and the allocation of estates to warriors
a regular reward in lieu of pay in money or kind'.36
I agree with each of these arguments up to a point. Kottak, however,

evidence suggests that a multifaceted new elite had emerged by the
870s, but, as Kiwannka rightly points out, the description of this force as
standing army is exaggeratecl. Michael Wright is among those who

that a standing army was created; even so, his argument that a new
àt least partly, of what was

himself ignores
originally a royal

37 Kiwanuka the evidence for
the relevance of, this development and its longer-term impiications

the as a hole which 1n stnrctural terms remained essentially
Kagwa's failure

in hts Ba.çekahaka

to make explicit that such changes were
h¿ Buganda 1S scarcely reason to dismiss the

argument. Kagwa fails to mention many events and developments
hich lve know from other evidence took place.
After 1884, Kabaka Mr,vanga established enclosures throughout the king-

Low 1963: I,335.
See Kiwanuka's'Prcfacc' in Kagrva 1971 : i-ii.
Kirvanuka 1967:73.
Kottak 1972:376.
lVright l97l:25.
Kiwanuka 1971, especially the later chapters rvhich move beyond lBB4, the stopping point
for his works cited irr footnotes 34 and 35.
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dom which were occupied solely by what might be termed royal soldiers
hich were virtuallv independent of the ssa<as tn which they were

The head
was often
regular army He was, rather the head of

^
royal army with an

omnipotent brief and a close relationship r,vith the kabaka +0

chiefs of the king's soldiers'.a3 'lhe importance of the title seems to þ¿ys
increasecl over time: Lourdel clearly refers to him as onþ one such chiel
while Zimbe, writing of the early and mid-l880s, similarly implies thai
there were several other chiefs of equal standing.'t't Yet even at this stage
Zimbe refers to the title as denoting a commander-in-chief a5 and tñe
stature of the hoider of the title had grown significantly by the early 1890s.

There is little first-hand evidence relating to these royal soldiers outside
the capital, but in and around the royal enclosure they were well observed.
fhey were a permanent feature at the capital by the time British and
French missionaries had arrived in the late 1870s. They were distinct from
the bulk of the Ganda army in that they were armed with guns; they were
also dressed in a uniform of sorts which appears to have been influenced
by both coastal and Western military culture, betraying the admiration
Mutesa had ft¡r the latter in particular. Foreign influence was also

apparent in the formation of these soldiers: they were usually drawn up in
lines in Western fäshion, not in the indigenous manner of parade and
salute which involved waves of warriors approaching the kabaka and
waving their spears in his direction as a sign of undying loyalty. The
soldiers were, perhaps, most distinguishable from the bulk of the army in

3g f'his was, ofcoulse, in theory truc olall |tatongoLe.
jo UNA All1 IBEACI Report l89l-2.
'tr Kagva 1934: 90. NlLuphy lists'boclyguarcl', alongsidc'best man at a u,eclding', among

possible interpretations oî kalabalaba: ìvfurphy 1972 l*3. Twacldle suggests that the

kahl¡alaba lvas the second-in-commancl cluring a campaign, and 'took control when the

commander became ìndisposecl': Trvaclcllc 1993: 51.
P CN4S G3 A610 1BB5/98 N,Iackay to lVigram, ? May lBB5.
{r lVhite Fathers: Rubaga Diary 2/14 May lBBl.
'tr Iror example, Zimbe 1939: 49.
''5 Ibicl.: 49, 153.
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of attitude . The missionary Gorclon, for example, noted the 'saucy
recruits who form the body guard', observing that they were 'only

rcady lor the opportunity of mischief' & the sport of firing off their
'.a6 The immediate context of this observation was the confiscation of

the civil war notwithstanding - they were much better at internal
and'firing offtheir guns'in sport than at fighting external enemies.

llackay describes how he and his fellow missionary Ashe were set upon
a smaìl force commanded by the mujasi at a time when Mwansa's anti-

policy was gaining momentum. -lhe mujasi's role as commander
¿ civil police is clear. Mackay also mentions that in lBB5 the muiasiwas

'far off to the borders of Bunyoro to plunder a chief who had been
for appropnatlng some of the kirg' s cattle'.'t7 lllhis was plainly less

, a punitive expeclition withina military operatron than political matter
kingdom's boundaries. None the less, it seems to me that increasingly
mtjasi and his men formed the spearhead of military operations.

described one prominent member of this force as having
himself in a war with Bunyoro.'t8 The mryjasi himself was a

commander and, on one occasion when he was calied to the
enclosure to reiate his personal feats in a military engagement, it was
in the RubaeaDiary that his name alone as chief of police inspired

fear.'re
The rivalry between the favoured young men and the older chieß

ve of the military estabiishment grew as the former were
greater responsibility in actual warfare. Ziml¡e states that

'[w] hen after a war the old chiefs came back defeated, the bitongole of the
men jeered them very much. The Kabaka always appointed young

to distribute what booty the old chieß had brought back and he
ys gave them power to jeer them.'so It is clear that these changes at
centre had a detrimentai influence on Ganda military performance

during the last few decades ofthe pre-colonial era. The attraction ofguns
and European uniform had proved stronger than the desire to maintain an
'eflective rank-and-file army. It may be that after c. iB50 Buganda's rulers
became increasingly complacent over the kingdom's invincibility; this is

y apparent during the reign of Mwanga. Both Mutesa and to an
even greater extent Mwanga bastardizecl the kingdom's military tradition;
we have already noted how the idea of war was in many respects as impor-
tant as war itself, and political leaders in the l870s and lBBOs to some
degree undermined even this ethos. First Mutesa and then Mwanga were
increasingly preoccupied with power strug^gles and loyalty at the court, and

displays of armed strength rather than the exercise of it.

{6 CN,IS G3 A5/0 IBBB/241 Gordon to Nfackay, 3l December lBBT
{7 CMS G3 46,/0 1BB5/98 ùfackay to Wigram, ? May lBB5.

lVhite Fathcrs: CI+/lB2 Lourdcl to Superior-Gcneral, 12 September 1887.
Wiitc Fathers: Rubaga Diary 3/7 April l886, 2B April l886, 30 April l886.
Zimbe 1939: 174.
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The tools of war: we aponry & the role of firearr¡g

sixteenth century rcprescnt.ed a watershed in Bugancla's military history,
and it scems that this was also trle with regard to the concept of weaponry
and the raw materials required. 'Ihe disastrous war against Bunyoro at thís
time clrove home, perhaps for the first time, the need for an ample supply
of iron for the manufacture of weapons. It is recounted how, folÌowìng ihe
death of Nakibinge in battle, the kabaka's chief wife Nanono supervised the
sharpening of reeds to be used as spears.53 'fhis last-ditch innovation
appears to have saved Buganda from total annihilation, Ì:ut it is clear that
the technological revolution begun during the Chwa period was not yet
complete , From the reign of Mulondo onwards, Buganda activeÌy sought
to secure sourccs of iron as part of its military policy.

By the lB50s, when the first contcmporary report emerged, the average
weaponry for a Ganda solclier consisted of at least one long spear) two
lighter spears) a clagger and a shield.5't Spare lveapons were carried on
loneer campaigns, The lighter, smaller spears mentioned by Burton had
only very reccntly been introduced under Suna; again, as we have seen,
thc inspiration behind their introduction remains unclcar. As though to
test the new wcapons, immcdiately aftcr their appearance Suna piundereil
an estatc in Bulemezi; apparently satisfìed, he appointecl the þokino to leacl

an afmy against Busaeara. Thc war was successful, ancl the sma1l spear
became standard cquipmcnt.s5 By the nineteenth century, most spears

were constructed of wooclen shafis and iron blades, but some were stilÌ
made wholly from woocl, with the sharpened end harclened in the fire; the
loc¿rl name for this was m(ßutnú, according to Mackay.56 The bow and
ârrow, though relatively widespreacl in pre-colonial Africa, were not used
by the Gancla in either warfàre or hunting, 'I-he absence is not easily

5r I(agva 1972: 78*9.
5? Ibid.: 63.
53 Ibid.; also Reid 1997.
5r Burton 1860: II, l89.
ii I(aa1va l97l: I 17.
56 t\IackaylBg0: 222.-I'hisisprobablydcrivcdfromtheLuganclaverbstemgtza,tobesolid

or firm.
o10¿ ro
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and the sources are regrettably siient about Ganda views on the
is clear, however, that, although arrows may be cheapcr missiles"xplained,

ietr¡ett' It
spears, they afe not necessarily more elficient. In some cases, bows

and ârrows requlre more rieid attack fiormations and, depending on size,
a motionless position.5i Spears can
and allow the carrying of a hear,y

can only efficientlv be used from
flexibility of movement.

which was also a standard prece of Ganda military equìpment.

¡4oreover as Smith has shown tn a West African context, spears are often

cultural symbols or standards of ofûce and honour 5B This was un-
doubte dly true of Buganda,

cognisance'
where the spear and shield were) Speke pu

tt, 'the Uganda Only during Nakibinge's war with Bunyoro
ve figured with any importance. Thedo the bow and arrow seem to ha

Sesse warrlor Kibuka lrsed bows and arrows dunng this conflict, ancl the

a professional soldier, exclaimed that 'they were such bad shots that
hardly ever hit it'.6' Archery may have been regarded as sport; in any

case, proficiency in the use ofthe bow and arrow was perhaps not such as

to warrant their widespread adoption in warfare .

According to Speke, Mutesa then 'ordered sixteen shields to be placed
before him, one in front of the other, and with one shot from Whitworth
frifle] pierced the whole of them, the bullet passing through the bosses of
nearly every one'. This feat prompted the kabaka to gesture triumphantly
towards the rifle and declare to his chieß, 'What is the use of spears and
bows? I shall never fight with anything but guns in future.'62 lVhether
Mutesa actually uttered these words is doubtful, but the sentiments were
probably expressed, and an obsession had clearly been born. Yet Mutesa's
obsession with the firearm was one thing; the widespread adoption of guns
and the complete retraining of the army was another. Again, assessing the
impact of firearms is sometimes problematic.G3 Guns were never imported
in suflìcient numbers to be widely used by the Ganda army, but by the
1870s they were numerous enough to influence the nature of warfäre.
Their symbolic importance was immense; indeed, the overall influence of
the gun was grossly out of proportion to its successful utilization. As
Twaddle has suggested, guns, even by the lBBOs,'were still used as much

5t See for example Keegan 1993: 162 3.
58 Smith suggests that the spear 'was a symbol ol honour ancl olfice as lvell as a lvcapon of

39

fi
6ì

6?

63

war, being carricd into battle as a standard, while spears hancled clolvn from ancestors, or
symbolic representations of these, more decorative than useful, f'orm part of the regalia of
kings and chiefs': Smith l989: 68.
Spekc l863b:255,291.
Zimbe 1939: 1ll.
Spcke 1863b: 397.
Ibid.
Indeecl, it is a
century Africa.

problem which has been addressecl with regard to much of nineteenth-
See for cxample Smith 1989: B0 6; Roberts 1971.
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for psychological eflect as for actual destruction'.6+ In practical ter¡¡s.
were clear limitations to the effe ctiveness of firearms in battle , as we

its commercial possibilities. Miiitary involvement would also have been an
effective way of currying favour with the kabaka himself. However, befors
the religious wars, the military role of the Arabs was markedly less dramat-
ic than it was among the Nyamwezi, for example, where the looseìy defined
state aìlowed the powerful strangers to take advantage of fissures in the
poiiry.

By the time Speke arrived in Buganda in 1862, guns, though still novel,
were clearly becoming more common. Even so, just south of Karagwe in
late 1861, Speke was met by Mutesa's emissary, Irunglt, to whom he
offered a rifle to take to the kabaka as a gift. Irungu refused, 'lest his master,
who had never seen such a wonderful weapon before, should think he had
brought him a malign charm'.66 Rumanika, the ruler of Karagwe, also
later toid Speke that Mutesa might be frightened by the gun, 'considering
it a charm of evil quality, reject us as bad magicians, and close his gates on
us'.67 This is somewhat mystifying, but it was probably less to do with the
fact that Speke wanted to send Mutesa a gun than that he himself was a
stranger and, moreover, a muzungu. Moreover, it might have been Irungu
and, to a lesser extent, Rumanika who were frightened by the gun. Para-
doxically, Speke later wrote: 'At Rumanika's request I then gave Mtesa's
pages some ammunition to hurry on with to the great king of Uganda, as

his majesty had orderecl them to bring him as quickly as possible, some
strengthening powder, and also some powder for his gun.'68 Firearms were
already established at the Ganda capital, if not exactly commonplace.

The demand for guns in Buganda was insatiable in the second half of
the nineteenth century. The value placed on them by the Ganda matched

6' Twaddle 1993:9.
6i White Fathcrs: Cl4161 l,ourdel to Bridoux, 6 April l886.
66 Speke lB63b: 187.
67 Ibid.:215.
68 Ibicl.: 245.
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in other parts of the continent; still, in terms of the volume of guns
in Buganda, exact figures are impossible to come by. In 1880,
was of the opinion that 10,000 guns per annum were being
from the coast to Unyanyembe.Gs From Unyanyembe these guns
in several directions but, from Mackay's estimate, it seems

that less than 2,000-3,000 guns thus found their way to Buganda,

atleast the lake region.7O Certainly Buganda must have been the single

had

important market for the Arabs' trade guni, particularly after they
frozen sales to Mirambo, although the latter retained control over

sections of the critical trade routes south of the lake.ir In early 1887

l,4.ackay reported that coastal traders tended to carry with them more guns

than cloth for exchange: 'Within the last month ... a great number oî loads

of breech loading rifles have come into Buganda alone!' A smaller number

of repeating rifles, more advanced and more reliable, were also being

þrought by coastal merchants.Tz The Arab traders themselves recognized

the importance which Mutesa placed on these relations. In 1BBl, a

¡¡erchant arrived in Buganda with some 400 guns, 300 of which he

claimed were a gift from Sultan Barghash to persuade Mutesa to join him
i¡ fighting Mirambo. Lourdel was able to reveal, however, that the Arab
bore neither gift nor message) but was in fact a private trader.73

During the l870s, guns became an established feature of ìife at the

capital, and had begun to influence the development of a new military
elitism. In 1872 Samuel Baker was told by traders that Mutesa 'had a

reglment armed with a thousand guns, in addition to the numerous forces

at his disposal'.7a The distinction between the newly armed regiment and
the bulk of the Ganda army is critical. By the end of the l870s, this royal
corps probably numbered around 2,000 fusiliers, mostly located in the
capital. The extent to which firearms found their way into the districts as

part of the new military batongole expansion is unclear, although important
chieß may have had their own stocks in regional estates. 'Ihe gun had
certainly become a great object of desire, and small-scaie commercial
transactions with both Europeans and Arabs were probably common:
Lourdel, for example, recordecl that he was able to acquire three child
slaves for a rusty and antiquated gun.75 By the time of Mwanga's accession
in I BB4, according to Zimbe,'there were about 4,000 people in the palace
all of whom had guns'.76 Even so, guns were too few in number to have an
impact on the rank and file of the army.

The relative rarity, in the context of the army as a whole , of guns not-
withstanding, the formation of Ganda armies was increasingly based
around the select few who possessed guns. This was to the detriment of the
army as a whole. The firearms which arrived in Buganda were usually

æ CMS CA6/016(a)/46 Mackay to Hutchinson, 1l June 1880.
70 It is true, hon ever, that Mackay had every r'e ason to exag€ìerate his figure: tlic gun rvas lor

him the root of all evil in Africa.
'r CMS CA6/018,26 O'Neill to Wright, ? October 1877.
2 CMS G3 A5l0 ISBB/194 Mackay to Asl.re, 17 April 1887.
i3 White Fathers: Rubaga Diary 2/ I January I BB1, 3 January IBB1, l4January lBB I
7' Baker 1874: II, 98.
75 lVhite Fathers: Rubaga Diary [Annex Lourdel I2Junc 1879].
1ç Ztmbe 1939: 100.
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archaic and often downright dangerous;
case in many African

work
all. This was the

of powder or ammunition at the capital explodecl as a.result of lightning
striking storag^e huts and starting fires; many guns and crates of powdei
were lost in this way.7e

The frequent shortages of both bullets and powder also contributed to
the ineffectiveness of firearms in the hands of the Ganda. Mutesa's eager-
ness to acquire powder from Speke has already been noted. Much later,
Lugard was compelled to supply the katikiro with 'thirty kegs of powder'
with which to load his guns,Bo despite the fact that powder for muzzle-
loaders was apparently stored in 'enormous quantities' by the chieß of
Buganda.Br lVright has suggested that ammunition was sometimes made
locally 'by cutting iron rods into lengths in imitation of rifle bullets'.82 To
some extent, at least initially, ammunition and powder were centraily con-
trolled, but by the lBB0s efforts by the kabaka to this end were clearly less
successful; the kabaka did, however) possess a substantial personal supply.s3
Guns could be acquired by chiefs and appear not to have been royally
controlled, although the kabaka did distribute guns as largesse and as an
individual trader he had a clear advantage in bargainingpower. In 1880,
Girault recorded that a number of chieß were eager to acquire firearms

77 UNA 426/4 Lugarcl to Admin.-Gen., IBEAC l3 August l89l. Breechloading rifles,
which fired more rapidly than any gun previously, rvere developed in Europe in the mid-
nineteenth centrtry, and were associatcd in particular with the Prussian army in thcir
defeats ofAustria (1866) and France (1870).il CMS CA6/025/B Wilson to Wright, 6July 1877.

7! For example, White Fathers: Rr-rbaga Diary 3/23 February l886.e UNA 426,24 Lugard to Aclmin.-Gen., IBEAC l3 August l89l.
8r Ibid. Interestinely, Lugard indicates that many chieß actually tracled their sr:rplus powder

fbr ivory, apparently to the north.
8'? Wright 1971: 67.e CMS G3 A610 1BB5/98 Mackay to Wigram, ? May lBB5,
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ammunition from Europeans ancl coastal traders in the capital
military campaign.B't How successful theya

, as they
were ln

quest is unclear; in any case, fbr this particuiar engagement Mutesa
out guns and ammunition from the royal stocks,B:' suggesting that,

1n theory anvone could trade for account, the
endeavoured to ensure that his was

preparlng for

the last years
at

of Mutesa relgn,

guns on their own
the lion's share.

did exlst afl real
rt was common hear guns

It is clear that the Ganda scarcely knew how to use guns properly,
the problems outlined above. It is true that a new branch of

iron-working industry developed around firearms, and as we have seen

a number of blacksmiths, at lcast at the capital, became gunsmiths.B6 The
that a number of Ganda could now repair firearms went some way to

ensuring that a proportion of the weapons continued to function.
flowever, the effective utilization of any firearm requires training, and in

as elsewhere 1n Africa this trme, this not ln v
to

þeing fired into the air as a rallying call, or as a noisy accompaniment to a
celebration. Yet it was relatively easy to parade guns around the royal
enclosure; as Zimbe tellingly, if unwittingly, wrote, the royal bodyguard
'all appeared very nice to look at'.BB It was a different matter to load, aim
andñre repeatedly and in order in the heat of battle. By the late lB70s, a

detachment of Sudanese or 'Nubians' were serving, according to Zimbe , as

'the instructors of the Kabaka's soldiers', as they were 'experts in the gun
exercises'.8e Indeed, they appear to have attached themselves to the
kabaka's entourage at the invitation of Mutesa himself, who clearly valued,
and probably feared, their technical knowiedge and military background.
The military impact of this foreign assistance was minimai, although
Zimbe teils us that one of the ofÊcers of the royal bodyguard, Kapagala,
was 'very skilled in gun exercises'. What these exercises actually entailed is
unclear, but they appear to have consisted of nothing more useful than
marching up and down, blowing trumpets and shouldering arms. Still, the
Ganda took them very seriously. Soldiers of lower ranks wore cartriclge
belts, and those of more responsible station were equipped with swords as

well.eO Kiwanuka has arsued that the real aim in developing these
regiments 'was to have trained men who could march, play clrurns and
blow trumpets and present arms'; the new ekitongole was 'in fact a collection
of banclsmen designed to impress foreign guests rather than a special armed
force'.er Yet it seems that Mutesa intended much more than this. The
pomp and ceremony at court conceal the fact that these soldiers were
being used to fight, and that their role was fundamentally altering the
nature and the outcome -' of Ganda warfare.

8r White Fathers: Rubaga Diary I/3 Ma¡ch lBB0,
8i White Fathers: Rubaga Diary 1/ l6 March lBB0.
80 See for example Lugard lB92: B2B.
87 Sec however Legassick I966: 95-l 15.
88 Zimbe 1939: 45.
æ lbid_

'go Ibid.: 45-7. Swords were purely clecorative; though highly prized as a tlade good, they
wcre never used in battle.

el Kiwanuka 1967:73.
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Bakedi using our sticks, because amongst us there were two very brave
people in fighting with sticks namely Somera and Mbazira'.sa Peopie who
were 'very brave' in fighting with guns had presumably yet to emerge.
Ironically, when the deputation arrived safely back at the capital, Mutesa
distributed rewards of guns and bullets.e5 The distribution of firearms to
favoured young chiefs and pages at the royal court was increased by
Mwanga, u'ho did so with the intention of empowering his army and
winning the loyalty of these ambitious and increasingly powerful mcn;
clearly, despite the commercial availability of guns, many wiil still have
been attracted by the prospect of receiving firearms free in return for at
least outward displays of loyalty. Regardless of the practical functions of
the gun itself, it became a symbol of autonomy and authority. The new
technology came to represent to those who owned guns their widening
opportunities in the fluid society in the capital which characterized the
1870s and 1BB0s. The original motives of Mutesa and Mwanga can be
understood, but the plan u,as to backfire on the latter. The firepower of the
new eiite may have been more symbolic than real, but events were to
prove this irrelevant. The combination of the gun culture and the cre ation
of a new class of chiefs with the introduction of new religious loyalties in
the form of Catholicism, Protestantism and Islam would prove explosive.s6

Some had misgivings about the ways in which firearms were altering
warhre. By the mid-1BB0s, as the Nyoro brought their guns to bear on the
armies of Buganda, bullet wounds had become common among returning
soldiers. Yet the Nyoro seem to have relied less on guns than the Ganda,
perhaps because they possessed considerably fewer; aT any rate, their

tl

e2 Zimbe 1939: 49.
{J3 Dunbar 1965:42; Dunbar 1960: 73. On Nyoro military organization more generally, see

for example Beattie 1971: l28, 253.
et Zimbe 1939:51.

'!r Ibid.: 52.
e6 Ibid.: 165, 174. For an unsurpassed account of the political and religious backgrounds to

thc sr-rbsequcnt coups at thc capital, see Twadcllc 1988c: Bl 92.
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organization appears not to have experienced anything like the
adaptation of the Ganda. In lBB7, a French missionary recorded the
expressed by a chief known as the þambalango, one of Buganda's

rgost promrnent war heroes of the t1me. 91 The year before, he had been
a particularly bloody campargn agalnst Bunyoro 1n which he

sustained two bullet wounds. In an accoLrnt of the war made before the
court, the þarnbalango claimed to have told the katikiro on the eve of his

battle that the Ganda were no longer ln the era of man-to-
where the warnor could rely upon his own stre ngth, his

ln battle and his skill 1n handìing his weapons. They had entered
ta new genre of battle' 1n hich the hand of a coward hidden 1n the bushes

could put an end to the most courageous soldier. Thus, he declared, they
were going to fight with the gun, 'since the gun is the fashion'.sB A military
revolution was under way, a revolution that not only was undesirable but
was undermining the great Ganda warrior tradition. Guns were in fact

with indigenous methods of fighting, but they had come to
perceived as necessary; their adoption, indeed, was inevitable.ee The

lqambalango, who was, it would seem, a relatively young man and not a
veteran in whom opposition to change might have been more natural,
went on to describe his own injuries from Nyoro gunfire. The Nyoro may
have had fewer guns than the Ganda, but the implication is that they
possessed better models which they were able to put to more eflective use.

None the less, according to the þambalango, the Ganda felled many Nyoro
with their own steady fire.roo

By the 1890s, the number of guns in Buganda was increasing rapidly,
despite the efforts of a fledgling British administration to control the flow.
In 1893, for example, it was reported that individual Ganda were exchang-
ing firearms, probably for ivory, with the Soga, suggesting the extent to
which guns had begun to be common currency.r0' A British-led force in
1894 consisted of around 1,000 soldiers with guns out of a total of a little
over 5,000.'02 Ziml:e asserted that by 1890 there were around 10,000
firearms in the kingdom;ro3 Lugard was somewhat more conservative,
estimating in 1891 that there was a total of 5,700.'0a Perhaps Zimbe had

e7 It seems to have be en a title of some importance, although details are difËcult to come by.
On first arriving in Bugancla in 1875, Stanley counted 'Chambarango' among the eminent
chief! ol the kingdom. The 'tall and handsome Chambarango' played a major part in the
war against Buvuma that year; he was, incleed, a 'general', while Stanley also described
him as 'Chiel'of Usiro', meaning that he probably commandecl soldiers from that ssala,
although he may also have been the mugtma or governing chiefofBusiro: Stanley lBTB: I,
lB9, 302, 305. After 1894, the þambaktngo rvas made chìef of Buyaga ssa7a, one oî the
districts lvrestecl from Bunyoro and incorporated into Buganda by the British.

e8 Write F'athers: Rubaga Diary 3/21 March 1887.
es An almost identical situation had provoked the 'warrior crisis' ofsixteenth-century Europe.

The biographer of the sixteenth-century warrior Louis de la Tremouille wrote: 'What is the
use, any more, of the skill-at-arms of the knight, their strength, their hardihood, their
discipline and their desire {br honour when such [gunpowder] weapons may be used in
rvar?': quotecl in Keegan 1993: 333.

ìm White Fathers: Rubaga Diary 3/21 March lBB7.
ro UNA A2ll Mcmo by Wiliiams, I March 1893.
0 UNA 42,/2 Diary olcxpedition to Mruli, 29 April IB9*.
ror Zimbe 1939: 287.
ru UNA 426/4 Lr-rgard to Admin.-Gen., IBEAC l3 August 1891.
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better information than the mulungu newcomer. At any rate, there rys.^
more guns_in Buganda than in any othcr srate in, the region, o"¿ LuSu.à
remarked that 'the large number of ggls fthe Ganda] possessed ... rendËred
them invincible to their enemies'.r05 If anything, the opposite was true.

NevertheÌess, the balance of guns took on a new significanc.e during thq
political and reiigious upheavals of the Ìate 1880s. and. early l8g0i, ¿g
Twaddle has demonstrated.106 In 1889, the forces gathered.around KaÌema
reportediy possessed_ around 2,000 guns, while-Mw^anga's^dispersed ¿n¡
depleted forces could barely muster 300 and suflered from a ssys¡.
shortage of powder. Mwanga was at a disadvantage in that the agents 6¡
the firearm trade, the coastal merchants, were ranged against him.'ot By
the end of the year, however, Nfwanga's forces had recouped somewhat
and boasted arounc{ 2,000 guns. Spears and shields were still, of courss,
the predominant lorm of weaponry, but Mwanga had been able to také
control of firearm supply routes.r0B Yet the Muslim party remained a force
to be reckoned with. f-he missionary Livinhac reported that Kalema
commanded 5,000 guns, with a substantial rescrve of ammunition, as a
direct result of his alliance with 'the merchants of Zanztbar'.toe It is ironic
that the coastal merchants found themselves in_ a position to challerrge
indigenous authority, considering that Mutesa had perceived his king-
dom's military development to be directly linked to the firearm, and that
the acquisition of guns was to a very real extent dependent on the Arab
community in Unyanyembe and, ultimately, Zanzibar. Yet Mutesa did not
ft,resee the role to be played by the British. Mwanga was finaliy reinstated
by lB90 and over the next few years the British gradually established a
presence in the kingdom; a new source of military hardware, organiza-
tional skill and both moral and practical support, the British oflered an
opportunity for regional resursence which Mwanga, at ìeast initially, was
eager to grasp. His rebellion in 1897 signified the final passing of Buganda
into the colonial era, an era in which regional dominance was g'uaranteed
but in which the price ft¡r snccess was loss of sovereignty, engendered by
the very power from which the Ganda themselves had benefited.

Ioi UNÌA 426/4 Lugard to Admin.-Gen., IBÐAC 24 December 1890.
roo -l-waddle 1993: 35- 6.
r07 White Irathers: Cl41191 Lourdel to Superior-Gcneral, 1B September lBB9
r08 Ibid.
roe White Fathcrs: Cl3/l l7 Livinhac to Lavigerie, 12 December lBB9.
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Lake Victoria,

the Final Frontier

inextricably linked to key developments discussed earlier, the most
important of which were the growth of long-distance trade from the 1840s

and Buganda's military stagnation. Canoes, and the creation of a canoe
in the service of the state, became critical in the attempts both to

control the former and to overcome the latter.
Few pre-colonial societies south of the Sahara possessed a more

developed naval organization, or were more intimately attached to a lacus-
trine or coastal position, than Buganda. Navies, indeed, are not readily
associated with African civilization, for a number of reasons, not least ol
which is the fact that Africa's strikingly regular coastline allowed for few
natural protected ports. Yet several historians have demonstrated that
water transport was important in a number of regions, usually inland. In
West Africa, canoes were vital for commerce on Lake Chad, sections of the
Volta river, and along the more sheltered estuaries and lagoons of the
Atlantic coast; more over, the middle section of the Niger was, according to
Hopkins, 'one of the great centres of pre-colonial trade in Africa', thanks
to the canoe.2 Fishing in canoes along the Zaire ríver and its major
tributaries was an important economic activity in the area, and water-

I This chapter is closely derived from my article 'The Ganda on Lake Victoria: a nineteenth-
century East African imperialism' (Ileid l998b), I woulcl like to thank Cambridge
University Press for their kind pelmission to reprint some of the material.

? Hopkins l9l3: l2-3.
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borne trade also flourished.3 Again in West Afüca, naval warfare was also
practised, along the protected lagoons, in the Niger delta as well as further

|pr1v9r, and on Lake Chad. As Smith has demonstrated, canoes were used
both for transporting and suppþin_g armies on distant campaigns, ancl as
weapons of war in themseives.a In Buganda, as we .rh,ull_.:.", fishing,
transport and war we-re_activities in which canoes were 

"it?J. T.l. lake itself
was a criti_cal part of Ganda life and culture, oflering a. livelihood in ¡¡.
form of fishing to shoreline communities, which. also supplied ¡¡.
hinterland; the lake was also the home of the kingdom's most potent deiry,
Mukasa. In military terms, the Ganda were able to extend their hegem.ny
by using the lake; at the height of its naval power, B.uganda. was sufferini
a series of setbacks on land ancl this servecl to underline the importance 6¡
the navy, for the lake representgd, t9 Mutesa,in particular, the only
remaining route by which the kingdom could extend its control or
influence beyond extant terrilory.

Canoe construction

By the second half of the nineteenth century a wide variety of canoes were
being built along the Ganda lake shore and on the islands. Many of the
canoe types had been in use for several centuries, and others were ofmore
recent origin. The Ganda employed a correspondingly broad range of
wood types in construction; particular regions were noted for their abun-
dance of materials, and Buganda was in general extremely well wooded.
Even so, wood was undoubtedly one resource which influenced the
direction of Ganda expansion. The Sesse islands, for example, represented
an important source) being described by one missionary as 'splendidly
timbered'.5 Specifically, mþewere was widely used, and was found around the
Katonga valley, in northern Buddu and Mawokota.6 Roscoe noted the
prevalence in canoe-building of muuule, which was comparable with mahog-
any in that it hardened in water; this wood is resistant to termite attack and
is a useful substitute for teak.7 Muuule was indigenous throughout the lake
region: according to colonial forestry surveys, it was common in Bunyoro,
Ankole and Busoga.B It was found in most wooded districts in Buganda.e

Kagwa suggests that for canoes made from planks, or the vessels which
comprised the bulk of the Ganda mþ'ingu or nar,y, the wood o¡pes emþoru
and nkoba were preferred for the sides of the vessel, being hard and thus
resistant to violent weather and ieakage.to The Minziro forest system in

3 Vansina, 1990: 91, 94; Harms 1981: ¡trcsim.{ Smith l9B9: 5l-2.
s CMS CA6,/025/17 WiÌson to Wright, l9 April 1878. The Sesse gror:p comprises one large

island and numerous smaller ones. The largc island is generally known as 'Sesse', and thus

¡çives its name to the group; the people ofthe whole group ofislands are knorvn as the (Ba-)

Sesse.
6 Thomas & Scott 1935
7 Roscoe 19ll: 385.
8 Thomas & Scott 1935

'0 Eggeling 1940:234-7
ro Kagwa 1934: 15l.
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'and southern Buddu contained nkoba, whtch was also located in

conclusions, rt SEElTlS likel that up until secondthe half
century the Ganda relied heavil on Kyagwe for wood

canoes. The acquisition of Buddu, as in so many other spheres of
a significant openrng up considerably theboost,

t)?es for canoe constructlon.
is little evidence for the impact of canoe construction on local

canoes had been built by the Ganda. Many of
trees, AS only two planks gotate from

v
v

these vessels each required
one tree'. As a result, the

author of the report surmised, anything up to 30,000 trees had been felled

during this period alone.13 Although this is probably exaggerated, it cloes

suggest that some forest areas may have been seriousiy depleted; and,

although the Ganda probably made use of the leftover wood from canoe

construction, there is no evidence to suggest that they attempted to
forests by rotating their source areas.

There were obvious variations in construction styles. The mmanuu, or
dugout canoe> was distinct from the larger vessels constructed from planks:
an entire tree might be dug up, roots and all, apparently to minimize the
risk of splitting the wood. The required length and diameter were
measured and the tree was fashioned accordingly. Kagwa suggests that the
inside of this canoe was on average 10-i5 ft in length. The trunk was

hollowed, the ends tapered and the bottom flattened, whereupon the

canoe was rolled on logs to the shore: clearly the closer the materials were
to the water, the better.'a Roscoe states that they could be anything up to
20 ft in length and 4 ft wide, and many contáined flattened floors to
lacilitate the transport of cattle across rivers or shallow bays offthe lake.'5
In general, dugout canoes were used for short trips, as ferries across the
inland arms of the lake, and for shallow-water fishing both along the lake
shore and on rivers further inland, as well as on Lake Wamala in southern
Singo. This type of vessel was not unique to Buganda, and was probably of
a common design; the Vuma also built canoes capable of carrying livestock
between the island and mainland.'6 Chaillé-Long, travelling in such canoes
along the Nile from Bulondoganyi, opined that river canoes were inferior to
those on the lake;r7 yet, given the contrast in the elements each had to face,

ìr Thomas & Scott 1935: 161 l, 534.
ì? UNA AB/1 Prenclergast to ?, 2July 1900.
13 UNA AB/1 Tomkins to Commissioner, 13 Novembcr 1901.
r'' Kagwa 1934: 151.

'5 Roscoe 1911:385 6.
16 UNA A4lB Report on the Caravan Route from Mombasa to Kampala, by Hobart l5July

I 897.
I' Chaillé-Long 1876: 155.
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of feathers exactly like a grenadier's plume
were fitted with what was effectively a

?s

b ttenng ram,
Many of the

to
a

a
up to 5 ft in front.26 The launch of a canoe was an occasion of

excrtement attended by the builders and their wives.27 When not in
canoes would been pulled on to dry land; strenuous efforts were made

to conceal them and, if not on land, they might be sunk with large stones,2s
as a precaution against robbery or sabotage

By the second half of the nineteenth century, the size of canoes varied
enormously Roscoe recorded that larger canoe

loads each and smaller vessels managed
was generally

could carry 'twelve
on average four loads:

07 ib in weight.
described by

29 The Iargest
Mackay ln BB3,

vessel recorded
which was

B0 ft long and 5 fi wide.3o Staniey noted a canoe which was 72

ft in length, over 7 ft wide and 4 ft deep.3' At the south end of the lake,
gtanley also observed 14 large Ganda canoes, 'with ample storage room,
and all the goods, ammunition, and asses, and all the timid men, women)
and children, and Wanyamwezi, were placed in these'.32 These magnifi-
cent vessels were clearly built with long-distance transport in mind, but
would also have served as war canoes; other canoes described by Stanley
during the war with Buvuma in 1875 were 50 70 ft in length, other
varieties again 30-50 ft. The smallest war canoe on this occasion was lB ft

33

Naval developments c. I 700-c. I 840

Smaller-scale activity involving the littler vessels described above had
existed before the nineteenth century. In commercial terms, the salt trade
centred on the northeast corner of the lake, as discussed in an earlier
chapter, is just one example of a canoe-based exchange system which
doubtless existed before naval expansion in the second halfofthe nineteenth
century.3a The Ganda also used canoes in warfare before the reign of
Mutesa, in both a lacustrine and a riverine context. Kabaka Mawanda,
probably in the 1720s or 1730s, used a'fleet ofcanoes'to fight the people
of Bugerere, north of Kyagwe. A prince named Namatiwa led the fleet

25 Speke l863b: 390-1. The nsunu, or more commonly mþala, is the Uganda kob, a large
antelope , after which modern Ka-mpala ('place of the antelope') is named.

26 Roscoe l91l:386.
?7 Kagwa 1934: 152.
?8 Roscoe l91l: 391. Kagwa claims that anchors were attached: Kagwa 1934: 152.
?e Roscoc l92l:64.
s CMS G3 A6/0 1BB3/120 Nlackay'sJournal,6July 1883.
3r Stanley 1B7B: i, 314.
3'? lbid.: 293.
33 Ibid.: 314.
3j Salt was almost certainly only one among marly commodities traded by canoe, although
' lack of concrete evidence renders this speculative. Stanley, for cxample, notecl that at

Musira Island, offthe western lake shore south of the Kagera river, 'we founcl four orfive
canoes from I(amiru's country loadecl with coflee and butter'. 'fhe Ganda may also have
been involvcd in such commerce: Stanley 187B: I, 2lB.
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into enemy wâters, probably via the Nile, and on this occasion
was subdued.35 It may incleed be possible to date the origins of

Around 1800, a military campaign rlvolving canoes was undertaken by
Kamanya against the Kedi or Langi. This war was noted for its ferocity
and, according to the version told to Stanley, Kamanya became so
exasperated at his inability to overcome the enemy that a grand council
was held to discuss tactics. Significantly, the geography of the enemy
territory was daunting to the Ganda, the land being intersected by 'broad
rivers' and the eastern arms of Lake Kyoga. The use of canoes as instru-
ments of war was clearly seen as unconventional:

Stimulated by large rewards, the chieß proposed various tactics for
retaliating upon the enemy; but it was the plan of the grandfather ol
Sabadu the historian fwho told Stanley this and many other stories] that
was deemed the best. This person advised Kamanya to command i00
canoes to proceed by water toJinja, where they might be taken to pieces
and conveyed overland throug^h Usoga to the Nagombwa river, whence,
after reconstruction, they could proceed to attack the Wakedi in the rear,
while the king himself could proceed with his army to Urondogani, along
the western bank of'the Victoria Nile, and menace Ukedi from that side.
This wise counsel was loudly applauded and at once adopted, the charge
of the canoes being given to Sabadu's grandfather himself.38

The battle which ensued was eventually, if not easily, won. Kagnva's
version does not differ substantially, although one or two details are worth
noting. Although th,e gabunga was ordered to 'build canoes' rather than
simply collect them, it was Sewankambo the sekibobo who was eiven
command of them. In terms of organization, this is worthy of note, as we

35 'Emmamba ye Namukuma: Kabaka Mawanda awangula e Kyagwe', Munno (1913) p. ll1.
¡o 'Ebye llugancla: Entabalo za Sekabaka Mawanda', lvlunno (1921) pp.10 11.
37 Village porls along this stretch of the Nile had probably been in existence fol several

centuries. One of the earliest references to Bulondoganyi in this regard is in a mid-
seventeenth contcxt: Kagwa l97l: 50.

38 Stanley 1B7B: I, 361.
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see below. Moreover, the canoes were used for ferrying the soldiers
were not directly involved in the fighting.3e

large-scale naval campaign appears to have taken place
reign, and was directed against the Soga, who had fled to
in the Buvuma channel and established themselves there in

The next
Suna s

island

said to consist of some 500 canoes, probably an exaggerated figure,

the remainder came from the Ganda mainland. The Soga, aided by other
allies, apparently managed to muster an equal number. According

Stanley's version, the Ganda felt difñdent about fighting on water; it was

¡ot universally accepted that canoes and warfare were naturally com-
The fact that Ganda soldiers were willing to fight on water at all,

course su ggests a certain versatility, which doubtless lcnt a particular
to the kingdom military effort, although this scarcel awas,S

v
for competence For month Ganda unable eitherone the were

overwhelm the Soga canoes, or to land on the island itself. Suna then
decided to besiege the island, preventing the Soga from obtaining supplies

from the mainland; the conflict lasted a further two months until, on the
verge of starvation, the Soga capitulated.40 The idea of a naval blockade
may not have been entirely novel, but on this occasion it was carried out
to great efÏect, demonstrating the utility of the canoe as an instrument of
war,

It was no coincidence that such expeditions were carried out by a ruler
noted for his interest in developing a state fleet and long-distance trade
routes simultaneousiy. Although the Ganda had had indirect dealings with
coastal traders since the late eighteenth century, the arrival of the first such
merchants at Suna's court in lB44 provided commerce with a new
impetus.ar With their arrival and increasing presence south of the lake, the
I B40s saw the beginning of a pe riod in which wate rborne communications
took on an unprecedented significance. Suna recognizecl this, and his
campaigns along and off Buganda's lake shore represented a concerted
effort to secure Ganda control of the north end of the lake and, thereby,
lake traffic. As we shall see, it is a matter of debate whether this was
wholly achieved. Nevertheless, these campaigns are a good example of
how war was expected to bring both short- and long-term gain; while
slaves and other booty were acquired, the Ganda were attempting to
improve their overall economic and strategic position. During the last
years of his reign, Suna was increasingly preoccupied with the
southbound trade routes and was prepared to use military force to secure
Buganda's interests. Suna's son and successor, Mutesa, carried this policy
even further.

3s Kagwa 1971: 109-10.
ro Stanley 1B7B: I, 365 7.
{l The standard account is by Gray \947
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The growth of :naval power from c. 1840

Canoes, then, were used but infrequently in war before c. I840, and ir,,
only in the second half of the nineieenth century that attempts;;;; ;:*
to use them to extend Ganda military po*.r'oiä.ìäö'ãtil"::.îi:
building and manning of canoes in the 

"i".1.^.S\_.entury remaiied
specialized professions, as they had been before lB00..However, I p.opor.
that from the 1840s onward there was a dramatic increase in both'the
number of canoes constructed and the scale of the vessels themselves. ThÀ
canoe became a more overt instrument in the extension of state poi"
both in a physical, territorial sense, and in the marshriilt;iË"#iii
raw materials for state service. There were two main reasons for this suro.o.
the expansion_of long-distance commerce following the. arrival or .ourìii
merchants in Buganda in 1844; and the gradually declining success rate of
the Ganda army on land, for which naval expansion was in the firsi
instance ¡uppo¡ed to compensate. It may also be suggested that the control
exerted by Mirambo over the Unyanyambe-Karagwe route forced
Mutesa to rely increasingly on waterborne transport during the lB70s.a2

The precise origins of longer-distance canoe journeys remain unclear,
as the relevant sources are not specific. But it seems reasonable to suppose
that the first such voyage had been made by at Ie ast the early 1850s.^Suna
is credited with the establishment of a naval force capable of launching
attacks against the Soga and even further east. Burton described how thË
'merchants have heard that.Sun^a, the late de_spot of Uganda, built matumbi,
or undecked vessels, capable of containing forry or fifty men, in order to
attack his enemies, the Wasoga, upon the creeks which indent the
feastern] shores of the Nyanza'.a3 Suna also sent canoes as far south as
IJmara and perhaps lJkerewe.aa Certainly, we can ignore Stanley's claim
to have prompted Mutesa to open trade links with the south end of the
lake.a5 The second haif of the nineteenth century saw a remarkable
increase in the use of the lake as a trade route, so much so that in lB71
Mutesa sent a mission to Zanzibar requesting, among other things, that
the sultan send ship-building experts to Buganda to help him navigate the
lake, although the Ganda were already capable of this.+6 By the 1BB0s,
coastal merchants were commonly choosing waterborne transport,
normally in the form of Ganda canoes, although occasionally their own
dhows, rather than the land route through Karagwe.ai

Slaves and ivory were the primary commodities exported from Buganda
by canoe. The journey from the Ganda ports to Mwanza took on average
three or fbur weeks, the canoes huggrng the western shore; remaining close

'f2 Hartwig 1970: 552. Hartwig later enlarged on some of the themes discussed in this article:
see Hartwig 1976. See also Reid l99Ba.

13 Burton l860: II, 212.

'r HartwigI970:542.JamesGrantwastoldthatSunasentcanoes'tothccountryofUmara,
east olUgarrda and near to the Masai': Grant l8l2:267.

+t Harrrvig 1970: 536.
i6 Grant IB72:265-6.
''i 'llhe first Arab dhow appeared on the lake in lBBl and belonged to the trader Said ibn

Seil Hartwig 1970: 546.
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land was essential in order to acquire supplies and to avoicl the storms

that might loom on the horizon. The advantage s of'the lake route included
porterage costs ancl a minimal risk of slaves escaping; in aclclition

there was the motlve of avoiding the centre ()Ì Mirambo' AS noteds

eafher Arab traclers hacl pay considerably lessalso to

customs ituty As lvve haVC noted aft arlier cliscussion, lmp1n e

emprre,
in local hongo or

the ortance of
land route had dwindleci by the end of'the l870s, and some 2,000

have been transported by2I yeaf mây

However, as we haVC also seen, the Iake route
canoe during
hacl perils of

the BB0s

rts own)

5torms could appear with terrifying abruptness in certain seasons. On the

Buddu shore, for example, winds are calm to moderate during February-
¡4arch and SeptemberOctober; at other times of the year, north-
¡orthcast winds die down in the early rnorning to be replaced by south-

southeast trade winds that can reach gale force during the day.'te These

difficulties, combinecl with the fact that travel of this magnitude required
considerable stamina and certain navigational skills, probably meant that
the voyage was the preserve of a small grclup of people even during the
1870s. A number of Europeans claimed in the lB70s to have expericnced
considerable difficulty in either getting access to the lake or rounding up
suflcient boats and crews. 'fhcy may have been exaggerating, but it seems

to have been the case that Ganda lhemselves often expressed reluctance to
have anything to do with the 1ake.50 A voyage from one encl of'the lake to
the other wâs never one to be taken lightly, as we have already seen in the
context of commerce. In lB77 , for example, the missionary Wilson was
transported in a canoe from Mwanza to Buganda and clescribecl how the
pilots on two occasions lost their way, mistaking islands for the Ganda
shore.sr Trepidation doubtless accompanied all such trips, which makes it
all the more remarkablc that Gancla lvere prepared to push these voyages
into commercial and military spheres.

Prompted by repeated military failure on land and by ever greater
commercial rer'varcls, the Ganda na\,y was at its most powerful in the
1870s and 1BBOs. T'o some extent) Mutesa was abie to ofïìet the limitations
imposed by land warfare by adopting a policy of informal empire . Perhaps
the best instance of this was the influence exerted over Lukonge, the ruler
of lJkerewe. The attack macle by a Gancla fleet in that direction in lB7B,
supposedly in response to the killing of two European missionaries there,
was actually made in reply to Lukonge's request for assistance against his
rebeilious brother, The insnrrection was put down and the Ganda with-
drew, the status quo maintained and Buganda's reputation intact.52 At the
same time, naval strength 1ed the Ganda to respond positively, even
violently, to commercial developments. In lB78, a missionary notecl that a
Ganda canoe had been 'prowling' off the southern shorc of the lake, near

{8 lVlirambo's polity rvas corìcentrated west ancl northrvest of Unyanycmbc; the lancl journcy
f'rom the southcrn shore of the lake still mcant moving along the lringes of his clomains, but
this was clearly preferable.

+e Chorley l94l: 17.
50 For examplc, Chailló-Long lB76: 141; Stanley lB78: I, 214.i' Wilson & Fclkin lBB2: I, l0l 2.
¡r Kae-,va 1971: 174.
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the creek known as Jordan's Nullah', capturing people along the sþ6"^
and selling them as slaves to the Arab trader Songoro.s3

In 1883, Mackay noted that a great many of the smaller islands d6çn
the western side of the lake hacl been 'devastated' by the Ganda ârd we,^
now dcserted.'"t'l''o be sure, these were sofi largets, but theywerc nonc;h;
less stark reminders of Buganda's na-val goy9r. lfhat year, there were ¿¡o
reports of'large-scale naval expeditions led ¡y th. gab.ynga, the chief çþq
was, in theory at leas! in charge of all canoes. According to Ashe, one 6¡
these was against 'Kutahala';55 the precise direction 9f. {e attack ìs
unclear. It was often the mercenary dimension of their activities which lent
the Ganda their naval potency. Requests for Ganda assistance in local
conflicts went some way to cnsuring Ganda hegemony. In lBB3, a chief
named Rwoma on the southwesi shore of the lake, hearing of ¿n
impending attack by a Ganda fleet, hastily dispatched a placatory gift of
ivory. He also requested Ganda assistance in reducing a rebellious islan¿
under his suzerainty. The Ganda obliged, were successful and returned
home.s6 By this means, as in the earlier case of'Ukerewe, Mutesa was able
to extend his influence over areâs that would otherwise have remained
outside Buganda's reach.

Yet it seems likeiy that Mutesa was frustrated by his inability to
strengthen his control over the southern part of the lake, particularþ the
mainland. Contemporary Europeans, relying on Ganda informants, tended
to exaggerate the extent to which various peoples around the lake owed
alleg^iance to Buganda. Livinhac noted in 1BB2 that Mutesa regarded the
ruler of Karagwe as tributary to him.s7 The White Fathers were also given
the impression that the rulers of Mwanza ancl Sukuma were tributary to
Buganda.s8 Although the region may have intermittently fallen under Ganda
sway, the term 'tributary' is a gross overstatement of the relationship.

It was much closer to home that the tensions between ambition and
reality were most evident. The campaign against Buvuma in lB75 is

perhaps the most fämous and certainly the best documented example of
how the fleet was used in war and of'the fleet's limitations as an instrument
of war. Mutesa was continuing the struggle begun by Suna to pacify the
northern shore of the lake; it was a struggie that, on the evidence of the
1875 campaign, Buganda was ultimately unable to win. In this war, which
came about because of Vuma raids along the Ganda shoreline, canoes of
varying sizes were deployed against the Vuma. The most important
vessels, however, were those that, according to Stanley, could carry 60
100 soldiers exclusive of crews. These were formed into what amounted to
squadrons of 50-100 vessels, each under the command of a prominent
military chief. The squadrons then advanced en masse across the channel

53 CN4S CA6/01 [,ettcrs fì'orn the Forcign O{Ece] 3A Kirk to Derby, I April 1878.

'' CMS G3 A6/0 1BB3/120 Mackay'sJournal, l5July 1883.
s5 CMS G3 A6/0 lBB4/38 Ashe co Lang, ? November lBB3. Ashc also mentions an attack

against 'Kurlyagga', lvhich is a Luganda lvord meaning to raid or plundcr; hc presumably
misnnclerstoocl.

r C\iIS G3 A6/0 lBB3/120 lVlackay'sJournal,4 September IBB3.
57 lVhite lrathers: Cl3l37 Livinhac to Lavigerie, 30 April lBB2.
58 lVhite Fathers: Cl4l38 Lourclel to Superior-General, 24 Àtlarch 1882.
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separating Buvuma from the Kyagwe shore, the oarsmen squatting at the

sides of the canoes and the soldiers standing upright, wielding spears and

shields. In military terms, the campaign against Buvuma was at best

lnconclusive; although the Vuma agreed at length to pay tribute to Nlutesa,

this result was achieved at great cost. The smaller and quicker vesseis of
fiuvuma repeatedly dodged the more cumbersome Ganda canoes, enabling
them to launch lightning attacks and then swifily withdraw.5e

The Vuma, it is true, were no novices at waterborne activity; even in
the 1890s, Europeans noted the size of their canoes and the skill with
which they handled them.60 Yet something of a paradox remains. The
Ganda hacl increasingly used canoes in warfare since the early eighteenth
century; yet) even in the lB70s, comparatively few Ganda appear to have

been adept at water-based military operations. Tactically, they appear to
þave remained undecided about the precise role of the large canoe. The
problem of whether it should be employed simply as a troop transport or
as a weapon in itself perhaps undermined the development of a truly
eflective naval strategy. Certainly, by the second half of the nineteenth
century, the Ganda were capable of building vessels that could travel the
length of Lake Victoria at the behest of the state; but they were unable to
use such technology to overcome small local islands. This had wider
implications, for such unresolved conflicts on occasion paralysed the entire
commercial system, leaving merchants stuck on one shore of the lake or
the other waiting for their transport to be freed from local military
operations.Gr This said, the fäilures of Ganda lacustrine imperialism should
not overshadow the complexiry and the force of the system of exploitation
that lay behind it. The fact that the statc was able to marshal the resources
for such a project and organize the fleet and army in tandem is alone
worthy of examination.

'The helots of Uganda':
the Sesse & Ganda :naval expansion

Bug^anda's canoe technology developed unevenly. After c. 1700, the Ganda
gradually attempted to iink together two separate spheres of' activity,
namely military expansion and fishing, for which they had long made use
of smaller canoes. Efforts to use the skills of fishing communities for military
expansion met with variable success. Even in the late nineteenth century,

5! StanleylBTB: 301-4l.The325canoescountcdbyStanleyontheGanclasidercprcsentecl
a markedly smaller force than that used against Busoga by Suna perhaps 30 years earlier.
'Ihis may seem strange consiclering that by the lB70s large-scalc naval expansion hacl
taken place, but it is vcry likely that by the lB70s many more vessels rvere involvccl in
operations bcyond Buganda's home rvaters ehan had beer the case in the 1840s and 1850s,

lvhen the vast br¡lk of nar'¿rl l'esources were concentratecl around the Gancla shoreline.
Moreover, we do not knorv rvhat kind of vessels were employed during Sr.ura's expeclition;
presumably there were consiclerably fewer larse canoes than in the lB70s.

o0 For example, UNA A4l8 Iìeport on the Caravan Route lrom N4ombasa to Kampala, by
Hobart, l5July 1897.

ôr For example, CMS CA6/09/6 Copplestone to Wright, 24June I879.
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it was often an uncomficrtable pairing, using experts among the S^
islanclers, rvho had little experienie of Lanrpoîting largc 

""ttrË.r, ì-,i,i'*'in battle conclitions, ancl soicliers, who like tËe majärity';f G""ã¡¿"j ìltn
direct expe rience of the lake uná 

",r",'r 
less of figh'ting'or.r *u-,ä* "'u ttttle

Nevertheless, the development of Ganda navaÌ power v¡¿s closely linked
to the Sesse islands, strategicaliy located ancl rich.in expertise andìaw
materials. The historical relationship between the islands and.the r¡¿in_
Iand is not, however, very clear; it is not obvious when Buganda firrm¿l1y
extendecl its rule over Sesse, although Kiwanuka argues that thís
'probably' occurred in the sixteenth c_entury.62 Althoug! details are dilficult
to come by, it is likely that the Gancla appointed chieß from among rheir
own governing class to m¿ìnage Sesse aflairs. -Indeed, a numÈer of
prominent nineteenth-century mainland chieß had enclosures on the
island shores and these probably made use of local collaborative elites. yet.
even cluring Mutesa's reign, the Ganda r,vcre known to launch arr¡¡f,
expeditions in the direction of'Sesse, suggesting that this combination of
collaboration and coercion clid not always function smoothly.G3 It secms
likeìy that, before the British intervenecl, Sesse retained a degree of
political, and certainly cultural, autonomy from the nrainland. Perhaps it
was their historical experience as an island pcople that as *u.h u,
lnythlng else eng'endered the entrenched feelings of separateness among
the inhabitants of the Sesse group. Roscoe tells us that up until the htË
nineteenth century many Sesse liad never visited the mainland, and a
journey to the capital of Buganda amounted to the trip of a lifetime.6't

The islands h1d probably been blogght into some form ol tribr_rrary
relationship with Buganda by the middle of the eightcenth century. Thê
original impulsc bchind the development of canoe transport in Buganda
did not come from Sesse, but the economic ancl professional benefits of
closer cooperation between mainland and islands uncloubtedly stimulatecl
the rapicl grorvth of the state fleet in the nineteenth century. The origins of
mainland expertise are unclear, although Roscoe noted a tradition that the
principal canoe-builders of Buganda arrived cluring the reign of lGntu
'from the north ol the lake'. As a geographical expression this is hardly
revealing, but these early canoe-builders and oarsmen were apparently the
forefathers oÎ the mamba clan, traditionally associated with lacustrine a{Iairs
and from the Kintu periocl onward the most prominent representatives of
the profèssion on the mainland. Nloreover, it was from thcir ranks that the
gabunga, thc 'chief of canoes', came.65 Accorcling to one Ganda sourcc)
I(intu crossed Lake Kyoga by ,,vay of a port named Podyo, implying that
canoe technology and a transport network had alreacly emerg-ed in the
reg'ion.66 None the less, developing links with the Sesse islands represented
an ongoing investment fè,r Gancla leaders. Roscoe gathered that the Sesse

people lecl their field as 'experts in canoe-building, while as sailors they also
possess an accuratc knor'vleclge of the geography and physical features of

ô2 I(irvamka's notes in l(agrva 197 I : 9; Iürvanr"rka 197 1 : 66.

'ìir For example, Kasrva I97l: 160 l.
6Ì Roscoe ì921:61 2.
o5 Roscoe 19ll:383.
ûô Zirnbe 1939: 9.
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lake'.67 Had not Sesse skills and natural resources been harnessed by the
it is unlikely that the latter would have been able to clevelop the

yaÌ por,ver they did in the nineteenth century. 'lhe skill of the Sesse in
construction was to some extent rivalled by that of the Vuma and thc
who had more timber than the other shores of the lakc, but only the
and Ganda, forming an unequal partnership, managed to build vessels

of moving considerable clistances from their territorial waters.cB
By the l870s, the Sesse islands were a crucial pool of canoe-builders

oarsmen; yet their importance to Ganda naval developmcnt con-
with the economic ancl cultural gulf' that existed between the
and the mainland.6s Stanley wrote that the islanders, 'because of

coal-black
regarded as

colour, timidìty, superstition,
the helots of Uganda'.70 Undou

uncleanlv life,
exagserate this still

and general
btcclly d

something of the relationship between the Ganda and the Sesse.
reminds US that mainlanders regarded islanders with deep suspiclon,

the Sesse were considered cannibals. l'he sense of separateness7l

probably reinforced the fu1fi1Ìe d cluring campaÌgns;roles naval
were oarsmen ancl Ganda were warrl()rs and, course, mostlyof

bers. 1S likely arrogance inherent tn the Ganda militarythat the
led many solcliers look down upon the Sesse, ho were oftcnto more

by

I

not merely their means of transport. Sessc did not normally
in the fighting. Perhaps because of' this, Sesse also had a
for abject cowardice. Livinhac wrote in lBBg: 'The oarsmen,
of the Sese islands, r,vhose cowardice is proverbial, were

by the gun-shots ancl threw themselves into beating a retreat. In
orclcr to retain them, Gabriel fthe Ganda cornmanderl lvas forced to have

to the most terrible threats.'7z Whether deserving or not, this
is revealing of Ganda attitucles

At the end of the nineteenth century, tensions between the islands and
mainlancl persisted, and indeed the nascent colonial presence offered
Sesse an opportunity to voice their dissatisfaction with their position in
reÌationship. In 1898, some Sesse chieß presented a list of grievances

the British agent lVilson, among which was the fact that 'the Island race
regardecl in Uganda as being inferior and subordinate to that country'.ls

over, canoe-building had tcmporarily ground to a halt because of the
'severe strain upon the IsÌancl labour resources'. f'his discontent was
considered 'so serious as to endanger the existence of the canoe service,
now so essentiaì with the increasing demands on the Victoria Nyanza lake
transport'. Ï'he fäct that local taxation olten took the form olcanoe labour
reflected pre-colonial arrangements between Sesse ancl their mainland

lìoscoe 1921:61.
Ihid.: 62.
Stanley lBTB: I,212 l+.
Ibid.: 2 14.
Kcnny 1977:721.
!\¡hite Fathers: Cl3,/ll5 Lir,'inhac to Lavigerie,3 November lBB9. 1'his reputation l'or
timidity is all tlie more perplexing considerins that thc principal Ganda gocl of war,
Kil¡uka, is supposed to havc come from the Sesse islands. It is, however, also worth noting
that a number of Sesse islanders were renowncd for their ritual power; this mìght help
explain thcir low status, lvhich r'vas olicn associated lvith such rolcs.
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overseers.T3 By 1900, according to a contemporary report, a nuryber 
^cSesse had'emigrated' to the mainland,'where they.find ... more freedoiì

from the power of the Chieß than they have on the islands,,where they ¿¡s
constantly cailed, by the Ba Ganda chieß, to man canoes ftrr transpórt qf
Government and other loads ... [Such workJ takes thcm from thq¡.
homes, I believe, as lone as seven to eight months in the year ...'z+

Even, allowing for recent changes wrought by.the protcctorate govern_
ment, these grievances had clearly been festering. for some time. Thì
precise relationship between chiefs and canoeists is unclear, but rna¡y
contemporary accounts 

_sLtggest 
that Sesse oarsmen were_ miserable and

subservient, with virtually no rights over their own labour and little
recourse to the freedoms enjoyed by the Bakopi on the mainland. Mackat
wrote in lBBl: 'The canoes are all built by the Basese, who are the very
siaves of slaves. At the point of a spear, on Mutesa's orders, they are
obliged to leave theìr homes and paddle all thc way to Usukuma & back,
receiving no þa2 and noþod for any journey.'75 Mackay exaggerated whe;
he claimed that all canoes were built by the Sesse, as there were ¿156
mainland centres of construction; but the significance here lies in the
exploitation of their labour. Similarly, another missionary suggested that
they were expected to provide their own food on iong voyages, could
anticipate little payment and above all had no choice in undertaking the
journey itself. In sum, 'the Msese must feel greatly honoured and must give
thanks for performing the work of the king for free!'76

Evcn by the late nineteenth century, long-established fishing com-
munities remained largely separate from the blossoming profession of
long-distance lake travel. Still, it is likely that in the case of the Sesse

islands, the constant drafting of professional oarsmen had an adverse eflect
on the local fishing economy. The drain on Sesse iabour would clearly
have interfered with the local economic infrastructure. Worse, the men
were often absent for at least two or three months, while the labour itself
receivcd ìittle or no remuneration. It might be suggested that the islands in
the second halfofthe nineteenth century represent a classic case ofunder-
deveiopment; the islanclers themselves were closely involved in the expand-
ing cycle of long-clistance commerce that was seen to bring economic
advancement to Buganda, but they received none ofthe benefits.

The expansion of ports

Canoes, particularly the larger vessels, needed ports for landing, collection
and, indeed, construction. Before the second haÌf of the nincteenth century,
there were few ports between the Nile and the Kagera river, the latter
approximately representing Buganda's southern extremity. There existed,
instead, numerous smaller landing stages, which were used according to
season. Many of the shoreline fish markets notably those in Kyagwe -

" UNA A4l12 lVilson to Berkeley, 4 September 1898.il UNA AB/l Pordage to Acting Dep. Comm., l4 August 1900.
75 CN/[S G3 A6/0 1BB1/66 Mackay to Hutchinson, 20 April lBBl.
76 Write Fathers: C141167 Giraud to Bridor-rx, 24July 1885.
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locatecl in villages which stretched to the watcr's edge and
landing areas for fishing canoes. Many of the se were also prob-

centres of construction, at least for smaller vessels. In some areas,
flooding

Emin Pasha
may have prevented
believed that regular

the establishment permanentof
rtses tn the level of the lake could

amid
almosl: the water' edge.

up to miles inland creatl ng marsh ground2 3 v
the low solTìe areas stretched

the of extremelycanoes
flo and possiblemade

the late

This
difficult. In other areas, stccpcr shores

the blishment of landing areas.esta

to ?7

o
O 7 Emin Pasha observed pornta along thc shore which

approach to
the fact that

Usavara was an
there may have

called Usavara where the incline to the water was steep and where
¡þere was a shelf 'which for about forty feet is absolutely bare of
yegetation'. This allowed 'the boats to comr: right up to the landing-stage,

hence lJsavara is the usual starting-place for voyages on the lake'.78

Usavara probably lay close to Entebbe, then beginning to emerge as a
port. lVhile the shelf itself was natural, it was probably

of vegetation by hand. In I875, Stanley asserted that Usavara (or
now Kaazi), which he describecl as 'the Kabaka's hunting

viilage', was located on the east side of Murchison Bay. It was here that
first landed in Buganda and it was clearly quite a large settlement.

The drawing accompanying Stanley's text plainly illustrates the cleared
landins alea described by Em tn Pasha. The broad, neat the

ter, the huts depicted to the left of the landing and thealea
1S shown to be some

important collection pornt
distance away suggest that

for canoes.Te Further south,
been an important port at Buganga, at the mouth of the Katonga,
although this lay close to marshy ground liable to flooding during the wet

80 Canoes were ordinarily collected here to transport men and
livestock across the Katonga itseÌf.8l As weil as a port) it may also have
been an important centre of canoe construction. Lugard wrote of the
Buganga promontory in 1891,'there is here a landlocked harbour, and
the opposite shore of lluniako is the main timber supply of this part, from
whence came most of the large forest trees used for making canoes and
planks'.82 Passing through the 'Katonga valley' in 1862, Speke aiso wrote
of the 'magnificent trees' which 'towered up just as so many great pillars,
and then spread out their high branches like a canopy over us'.83 This

i7 Schwein{urth et al. ISBB: I 26. Of the shoreline of southern Buddu, Speke rvrote: 'Indeed,
it appeared to me as if'the N'yanza must havc once washed the loot of these hills, but hacl
since shrunk arvay from its original margin': Speke 1863b: 265 6.

78 Schweinfnrth et al. \BBB: 126.
ie Stanlcy lBTB: I, l86-8.
m UNA A4lB Hobart to Comm., 15.July 1897.
8r UNA A6/9 Cunningham to Comm., 24 Septembcr 1894.
fl UNA 426,/4 Lugard to Admin.-Gen., IBEAC l3 August l89l. Lugarc{ drew attention to

the abundance ofconstruction woocl in Buddu generally, and implied rhat the only othcr
sra¿a which was as rich in this respect was þagwe .

8' Notably, Speke and his party wadcd across the Katonga instcacl of using canoes. He wrotc
that'instcad offinding a magnificent broad sheet ofwater, as I hacl been led to cxpect by
the A¡abs'account ofit, I founcl I had to wade through a succession ofrush-drains divided
one from the other by islands'. He did, howevcr, use canoes to cross the Kagera: Speke
1863b:263,277."8.
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area, indeed, may be an example of the manner,in wl.rich,pa¡¡icular por¡g
werc under the command ollot'al naval commandcrs. Stanlcy, for 

"*u.npìàìdescribed a journey to Jumba's Cove. -fhe jumba, discust..l. mo." futLj
below, was a vice-admiral in the European sourccs, and was in charge s¡
the district of 'Unjaku', which was 'a headland abutting on thc lc"fr s.
north bank of the Katonga river'.Bt

By the late nineteenth century, the port of Munyonyo hacl also becorne
establishe d on the eastwarcl-facing shore of the peninsula between present
Entcbbe and Kampala. -l'he origins of this 

-port 
are ,rl+1., but it fì¡si

came to prominence in the late 1860s, when Mutesa established one of his
capitals there. For several years the kttbaka regularly travellecl to this spot to
observe Ramadan.rr:' Speke may have been describing Munyonyo when in
l862 he accompanied Mutesa to 'the royal yachting establishment, the
Cowes ol lJeancla', apparently located 'clorvn the west flank of'Murchison
Creek'.86 In 1875, Stanley mentioned Monyono lìay as being the location
oî the kabaka's 'favourite canoes'.B7 Twenty years later, British ofÊcials were
also impresscd with the sitc as a port. Ternan notecl a 'good approachable
foreshore fbr boats and steamers', the fact that the ground was 'well raised
above the level ofthe lake a very gentle slope' and the ready availability
of timber nearby.BB In the ìater nineteenth century) Munyonyo became
notecl primarily as the base for the kabaka's'pleasurc trips' on the lake.
Roscoe note d that the kabaka kept a large uumber of canocs at the 'King's
port', almost certainly Nlunyonyo, enabling him 'to eo at pleasure to the
lake and spend some time in the water'.rÌe 'Ihe traclition of royal pleasure-
boating at Nlunyonyo remains strong. The recent souvenir book cele-
brating Mutebi II's coronation alleges that a canoe regatta was founded by
Mwanga in the late 1BB0s. There is no evicience for this; it is more likely
to have originated under Vlutesa. Throughout the twentieth century such
events have been closely associatecl with thc kabaka; in 1993 a regatta took
place amid much publicity.s0 Munyonyo, howcver, had an adclitional, less

frivolous, function: royal canoes were maintained here which in the event
of an emergency - namely rebellion or foreign irrvasion - could facilitate
the kabaka's hasty departure.ei The port itself may have existed for this
purpose since before i800.

Finally, the origins of Entebbe are, again, unclear, although there can
be little cloubt that a fishing^ settlement had existecl near modern Entebbe
fbr several centuries. I(agrva oflers one ofthe earlicst referenccs to Entebbe
when he suggests that Kabaka Kiggala, perhaps in the mid-fifteenth
ccntllry, sought sanctlrary there upon hearing^ of his brothcr's rebeÌlion.s2
Little mention is made of Entebbe in any source as a major port until the

{r'r Stanley 1818: I, 212.
8:' Kzrgrva l97l: l5B, l6l.
B'ì Spcke lB63b: 389,391.
87 Stanley 1B78: I, I86.
u UNA A4l5 Tcn.ran to Berkeley, l9 August 1896.
B! Roscoe 1921,62 3.
eo Coronation Special Sauuenir (I(ampala, 1993) p. 25. A copy of this entcrtaining and often

informativc booklet is hcld by the author.
eì Roscoe 1921:89.
!? Kagrva l97l: 20.
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late nineteenth century, and its development was probably directly linked
¿6 the growth of long-distance canoe travel. Even then it seems to have

þeen, for several years, less important than Munyonyo or lJsavara

lBusabaia). In 1879 a French missionary described it thus: "I'he port of
¡{teve is larec and very wcll-shelterecl; on thc shore there are no more
than three or four poor houses for travellers; thc village of Mteve is some
distance from there.'e3 Mutesa seemed reluctant to lend his support to the
development of Entebbe as the main arrival point of coastal merchants.
Girault suggested in lBB2 that the kabakawas anxious to control customs
cluty on the incoming traders, and that Entebbe was regarcled as being too
distant from the capital for this to be done effectively.ea None the less,

Entebbe aiso had the major advantage of being well served by local
timber,es and this was doubtless a significant factor in the settlement's
emergence; still, Entebbe's later pre-eminence was largely based on its
selection as the capital ol the British colonial administration.

The organization of the fleet

In theory at least, the gabunga, the state official rcsponsible for canoe trafÊc,
was at the pinnacle of Bugancla's naval hierarchy. In practice, his authority
was often limited, and probably did not usually extend beyond control
over the kabaka's favourite vessels. His responsibilities depended on current
circumstances. It seems likely, for example, that his position was graclualiy
undermined during the aee of long-distance travel aftcr the 1840s. This
was largely because the uses to which naval technology was put at this time
demanded either commerciai or military expertise; there is little evidence
that the gabunga was expected to have either. In the 1870s and 1BB0s, it
may have been his job to look after Europeans on the lake, overseeing the
arrival of missionaries and their goods. Increasing'ly, however, although he
did on occasion lead military expeclitions, it was a largely honorary
position, and the importance of the holder should not be exaggerated. One
of the problems in analysing his role is the extent to which he was able to
organize large concentrations of canoes. His main enclosure was in the
ssr¿¿¿ of Busiro, where, according to Roscoe, he was virtually as important
as the county chief, the mugema. In theory, he 'controlled al1 the traffic on
the lake', and a great many chieß were under his authority) as were
hundreds of canoes. Thus, he was 'often called upon to furnish the means
of transport for troops on their way to attack fthe south end of the lake]'.
His authority in peacetime is sugg'ested by the fact that he 'also provided
canoes for people who wishecl to visit the more remote parts of the main-
land, which could be reached more easily by water than by making a long
over-land journey'.e6 Roscoe may well have been describing the duties of

e3 Whitc Fathers: I{ubaga Diary 0/l7Jr"rne 1879.
er White Fathers: Rubaga Diary 2/17 February lBB2. Nlutcsa appears to have favoured, for

a while at least, a point closer to I-weza, about rvhich liLtle is known. In lB75 À4utcsa
apparentlywent to Lweza'to consnlt thc god Wannema': I(agwa 1971: 166.

c5 UNA A4l19 Whyte to Ternan, 26July 1899.
e6 Roscoe l91l: 254.
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the gabunga in a past era, rather than those of the later nineteenth csrr¡,,
flt. füfti"g u,-rd .u.ro. industries were traditionally linkeJ i; ;il;.,;l;

clan, whose foundation,,again, was supposedly contemporaneous witlr ths
arrival of Kintu. The gabunga is generally regarded as the head of the ci
although his claim is"dispútedîy tne cnie"f Nanke.re. A..".ai"g'to'[[
version, Kìntu asked the gabunqa y!el.ll Buganda he wanted to settle, t6
which the latter replied'near the lake'. Thus, as Kagwa wrote, '[t]he rn¿in
function of the Mamba clan was to construct Kabaka's canoes and
Gabunga took sole charge of all the canoes that were on the lake,.sr
Theoreticaily_this may have been true, but there was.littie evidence of it by
the _nineteenth century. As we have noted, the position ol The gabungalaa,
probably undermined by the linking of maritime culture to warfare ¿q¿
commerce. Yet, as eariy as the mid-seventeenth century) the gabunga \¡qs
experiencing political vicissitudes. At this time, according to one
indigenous account, Kabaka Kayemba favoured Lugumba, a sub-chief of
the nuubu clan, and gave him 'the leadership of the canoes'.eB It is not clear
how long this appointment lasted, or indeed what exactly it entailed; the
gabunga had presumably re-established his position by the end of the
eighteenth century, when he took a limited part in l(amanya's war against
Bukedi, discussed above.

Moreover, although the mamba clan may have had an older claim to
naval responsibility, they did not have a monopoly of it, or of water-based
activities generally. One of the most important clans in this context is that
ol the nkima, and we return to this below. The nuuma or katinuuma clan also
stress the importance of canoes in their heritage. The sub-chief Munyagwa
appears to have been in charge of canoes at Bulondoganyi on the Nile, a
responsibility which would have increasecl in importance as Bulondoganyi
itself grew in significance and as Ganda control in the area was
consolidated. In acldition, Munyagwa 'was also in charge of transporting
the Basoga from that side to Buganda and likewise he transported
Baganda who left to fight in Busoga. His canoe is claimed to have been
very large.'ee It is impossible to place thesc duties in a historical context,
but their relevance is clear. Members of the same clan hacl aiso come to
the attention of Nakibinge in the early sixteenth century because 'they
protected him to and from Ssese'.r00 Their canoe heritage embraced both
riverine and Ìacustrine transport. A chief of the ka:imba clan, Kabazzi or
Kabuzi, claimed to be in charge of the kabaka's canoe Nakawungu - many
vessels had names of which he was the chief rower.r0rThe'fox'clan werc
also closely associated with maritime culture, having supposedly come
from an island off the mainland and settiing originally along the Kyagwe
shore.r02 Finally the nkqjje clan established their naval prowess in the early
eighteenth century under Kabaka Mawanda. The case of the nkejje is
striking because it explicitly makes the link between fishing and naval war-

e7 Kagwa 1972:3*"8
!B lbid.: 85.

" Ibid.: 58.
rm Ibid.
roì Ibid.: 63.
ro'Ibid.: 87.
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¿re. Mayemba, the clan head, 'was an expert at sailing and he constructed

rlvo canoes Nalubugo and Nalugo both of which he used ft,rfishing'. But

he was able to appiy these skills to fighting when Mawancla dccided to
yeake war on Busoga. Mayemba distinguished himself indeed conquered

¡þe Soga army single-handed, according to the clan history - and

iv{awanda rewarded him with a copper paddle. lVe have alreacly noted the

sienificance of copper, and the reward was clearly of consiclerable value.
the Soga campaign, Mayemba built a number of canoes at

¡,famukuma in Kyagwe and was apparently greatly favoured by the king.

J¡ is significant that these events occurrecl during the reign of Mawanda,
who, as we have noted, was probably the first kabaka to encourage the
jevelopment of naval power as an extension of military strength. What is
clear is that all of thcse clans, or sections of them, were mobilizcd by the

state in the nineteenth century to contribute to naval expansion.
'lhe gabunga might be described as the senior naval chief, but other

chief's were in charge of local fleets. Chieß whose estates bordered the

lake had such responsibility, and indeed it was probably these men in
whom real naval authority was vestecl. Early colonial ofEcials, for
example, clearly felt little need to use the gabunga to collect canoes for
them. In 1896, one officer, wanting 20 canoes to travel down river to
\4ruli, 'called the principal cliieß together, and explained to them the
nature of the undertaking required of them. They at once issued orders
lor 20 canoes to l¡c at Fouira in 24 days.'ro'f One of these chiefs may have

been the jumba, notecl in the previoris section: in 1862, the jumba was
placed in charge of organizing canoes to take Speke east to the Nile.
Spekc described him as 'the fleet aclmiral', ancl a junior chief namecl
Kasoro, who was 'a lieutenant ofJumba's', was ordered to provide the
European r'r'ith canoes at Bulondoganyi.r05 Stanley also later mentioned
the jtLmha, which he described as 'the hereditary title of one ol the jr"rnior
admirals in command of a section of the imperial canoe fleet', based in
the district ol'Unjaku' on the north bank of the Katonga river.r06 T'he
jumba appears to have been an important figure. It was the hereclitary title
of a chief of the nkima clan; the main enclosure associated with thc title
was in Bunjako in the ssaza of Mawokr¡ta. According to Kagwa's history
of the nktmu c\an, the jumb¿ was historically a very por,verful character who
'would not see the Kabaka' and who was extremeÌy wealthy. He was
more or less the social equal of the kahna, the governor of lVlawokota.roi
Notably, tlre clan history gives no indication of the jumba's naval
responsibiiities, which may only have been conferred in the nineteenth
century. The office retained authority through the lBBOs and 1890s,

however, and in 1897 was still a prominent naval position.r0B Stanley also
mentioned 'Magura', who was 'the admiral in charge of the naval yards

rol Ibid.: 106.
ro' UNA A416 trVilson to Comm., I7 September 1896,

'o' Speke lB63b: 446, ++9,453.
106 Stanley IBTB: I,212 14.
lo7 I(agwa l9l2: 19.
r08 UNA A4l9 Pordage to Wilson, 4 September 1897. In

namcd Noah Naluswa.
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at Sesse'.r0e This man does not appear in any other.source under thìs
namc, but his responsibiliry wc,uld have becrr considerable.

Kagwa.suggests that there were around 100 specially pade canoes {i1¡
state servicc, each with its own name and captain, belonging to
particular-clan and stationecl at its own mooring ri :. T1:r. *:1.'thì ;;d:
and joy of the Ganda fleet, which when launched in ll, and ìnclusive 6¡
'all the additional vessels of the chieß and the fishermen', p.obobiy
numbered thousands of canoes.rro 1-o talk of an. operat]onal flss1
numbering thousands of'vessels is, however, sr.rrely mistaken. It 

.is highÇ
unlikely that such a number of vessels ever acted in_ concert.. Nor is it clear
that fishing vessels were regularly requisitioncd for militay ssrvice,
although this seems to have been the case during the war with Buvuma ìn
1875, when Stanley noted among the assembled fleet small vessels each
carrying between threr: ancl six men.ìrr None the less, canoe-builders,
oarsmen and actual canoes wcrc cloubtless pooled for naval campaigns in
much the same way that large-scale armies were. The statc flcet had
numerous vessels at its disposal between the mainland and the islands, and
a flotilla of 'a hundred strong could easily be collected in two or three
days'.r12 Chiefì¡ based on the islands were obliged to have ready at all times
a number of canoes for use in the service of the kingdom - military
campaigns or long-distance commercial missions and punishment coulcl
be expected if such canoes were not in good condition.rrs

Moreover, such chieß were expected to cooperate with the miiitary
establishment as need arose. Once again, Stanley's account of the war
against Buvuma in 1875 is illuminating as it shows the organization of the
fleet at war) as well as the ways in which the army worked in tandem with
the naly. The fleet was basically at the army's disposal; it formed part of
the resources utiÌized by the army, and was not capable of independent
action, nor was it expected to be. In 1875, the Sekibobo was in command of
both the army and the assembied canoes. Including some 150 canoes, the
fleet totalled over 300 larse and smaìl vessels, of which Stanley reckoned
230 to be 'really eflective for war'. About half were manned by the Sesse,

the iest having crews from other islands tributary to Buganda and the
mainland shores. These had apparently been hand-picked by the kikwata,
another 'vice-admiral'.rr4 The kikwata was later described by a British
official as 'the man in charge of the canoes at Munyonyo'.tt5 Th.e jumba
and gabunga had also collected crews from the islands and mainland. The
gabunga was indeed the grancl admiral of the fleet, but in a joint action with
the army he could not hold a position of'supreme command. In wartime,
the fleet appears to have been relegated to a subordinate position within
the great hierarchy of responsibility, ancl it was the gabunga's duty 'to
convey the orders of the fighting general to his captains and lieutenants'.

ìoe Stanley lBTB:I,212 14.
Iì0 Kagrva 1934: 153 6. Kagva's figure of 'tcn thousand'is presumably notional.
rrr Stanley IBTB: I, 314.
ìr2 Roscoe 1911: 384.
I'3 lbid.: 384-5.
rrr Stanley IBTB: I, 312-13.
r15 UNA A9ll Comm.'s OfEce to Collector, 30July lB0l.
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Stanley suggests that the principal reason for this was that the oarsmen
fought, except in dire emergency, and thus were denied the glory of

rank. There were parallel lines of command, however, and the
structure of the fleet was

tn each cano only
respected in
took orderse

Joint actions. The soldiers
lrom their supreme com-

- in lB75 this was the sekibobo - and the oarsmen only obeyed the
gabunga, who himself, of course, received instructions from the sekil¡obo.lt'
"Whether this lent itself to efficiency in operations is another question; it is
probable that a joint expedition was a cumbersome affair indeed, under-
aining the overall eflectiveness of the operation itself, Cooperation of this
kind was made possible by what might be clescribed as the Ganda
deference to the ideais of hierarchy. Care may have been taken not to
oflend prominent naval personages; yet one might contrast this with the
haughty disdain directed toward the Sesse oarsmen. Campaigns of a
different nature may have afforded the gabunga greater authority, although
where a substantial military presence was involved, this was probably rare.

fiven so, we have already noted the campaigns led by the gabunga in late
1BB3 and early 1884. O'Flaherty obserued him on the eve of one of these

expeditions, 'surrounded by several thousands ofhis choicest warriors' and
being blessed by various priests, The campaigns were apparently success-

ful, although the gabunga himself died on the journey back to Buganda.rri
In 1875, more junior land-based commanders were given charge of

various sections of the naval advance.'I'he þambalanglwas in charge of the
right flank, consisting of 50 canoes. The centre was under the command of
the kauta, who had responsibility for 100 vessels. 'I'he mukwmda, command-
ing B0 canoes, led the left flank."B Estimating that the three categories of
larger canoes had on average crews of'20, +0 and 50 respectively and
estimating the total number in each of these categories, Stanley produced
the figure of8,600 as the aggregate number ofnaval personnel involved in
the war against Buvuma.rrs Stanley implies that the war was indeed one of
great importance, but this may reflect his desire to be seen at the centre of'
great events rather than the reality of the war itsclf. Bearing this in mind,
we should read with caution Stanley's calculation that the Ganda were
capable of putting on the water a forcc of 'from between 16,000 to 20,000
... for purposes of war', including the soldiers in the canoes.r20 None the
less, a large force requiring close coilaboration between two separate
agencies of power in Buganda - the army and the canoe fleet - was clearly
gathered in 1875 and, as we have noted, the long-term failure of
operations along the northern shore was symptomatic of a much greater
malaise, regardless of the significance of the lB75 campaign in particular.

There can be little doubt, then, that during the nineteenth century the
Ganda developed water transport into an invaluabÌe resource for
economic and military expansion, and attempted to convert fishing skills
into long-distance navigational and military skills. There was no ready

ì'6 Stanley lBTB: I, 313,
ì17 CN,IS G3 A6/0 l8B4/79 O'Flaherty to lVigram, I April lBB4
ìì8 Stanley lBTB: I, 331.
rrs lbid.: 31,1.
rm Ibicl.
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The heavy rcliance on Sesse labour demonstrated the vigour ¿¡¿
ruthlessness with which the Ganda exploited the human resources and raw
materials at their disposal. Yet this exploitative system was also a source ot'
potential weakness. Despite their highly specialized skilìs and the great
value that the Ganda attached to them, the Sesse appear to have Leen
treated little better than slaves. 'fhe ruthless and grinding process by which
Sesse labour was utilized was not perhaps the most e{ficient way of
developing a motivated maritime class; the undermining of the indigenous
Sesse economy and the exclusion of' the islands from the benefìts of
commerce can scarcely have inspired the Sesse to commit themselves
whole-heartedly to Buganda's programme of military and commercial
expansion.r2r Finally, the Ganda fleet movecl with impunity in those areas
of the lake bordered by societies with no naval technology of which to
speak (for exarnple, the islands off the western shore noted-ty Nlackay in
IB83), enabling the Ganda to extend their influence through mercenary
activity. Elsewhere, eflective challenges were mounted. Buganda's inabiÌity
to completeiy pacify the northern shore meant that valuable naval
resources were often tied up in struggles with the Soga and the Vuma.
Missionaries ancl coastal traders alike wcre often strancled at both ends of
the lake precisely because of this insecurity. The faiÌure to overwhelm
Buvuma in 1875 typifies this. Ironically, perhaps, the Ganda fleet had
more success in the southern) more distant waters of the lake, but herc also
thc Ganda were unable to impose the authority that Mutesa desired and of
lvhich their technology suggested thcy were capable.

r2ì In spite ofthis, it is intercsting to note that) cluring the civil rvar, the Sessc rallied to support
thc dcposecl Kabaka tr{rvzrnpa,

Summary of Part Four

military achievements were indeed remarkable; expanslon
years was achieved

rtsS

some 200
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the regron) was 1n

military esta

but, 1n what
decline, they

kingdom found itself 1n

large part
blishment.

by force of
800, as the

the Ganda
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1n
dominant military state 1n

credit to the organlzation and motivation of
Its success clearly must be studied AS a"

à

arms and the posrtton

army was and not what

component the process of Ganda state formation, andof rt
peeds acknowledged that war was critical the state But anto be to

argument runnlng through the prcceding sectron has been to

demolish myth of Ganda military prowess. In the decades after thethe

onset of colonial rule, the idea of Ganda military supremacy became more

or less set tn stone largely because of their mutually advantageous alliance

with the British. By the trme the first Europe ans arrived to provide eye-

witness accounts the kingdom already experrencrng serlous problems;was
Ganda military organrzatron evenwas perhaps a credit to

tended to rePort what 1t

had been."* 
a,f1t o"g¡ in general the methods of organization and rccruitment, with

th.it átigtit b.å." 1800, appear to have remained fairly constantduring

ih. .ri.r.î.".rth century, we'Ëave seen how political and military chan^ges

;;;; ;"ki"g place from the 1850s onward' This is mirrored by the fact

irrã1, "rrrr.i*lrt 
indigenous weapons remained predominant, guns - in all

theii variety*- were seen to represent a new genre of battle' Both changes

*.r" a.,.i-.ntal to Buganda\ fighting capacity' I have also argued that

ålirL"y å..1i,-," coincidå with thË expãnsion_ollong-distance rrade and of

tlle iuc'.ative commercial connections to the East African coast. From this

oåirr, on. therefore, Ganda foreign policy was driven by two main objec-

if".rì grrìfv,ì;r;^p the grearest lorribl"'b"n.fì.ts lrom rhe coastal traders,

f..i".árr1y'Éy contiollingith. ,o.,r", as well.as rhe traders rhemselves; and,

secondly, to overcome ihe stagnation, and later what we can call active

decline, experiencec{ by Ganda armies abroad'
.lhe-ansrver, it seemecl, iay in the development olthe Ganda fleet. If the

Ganda couid harness túeií advantageoui lakeside position with their

renowned military prowess) the lake" might be controlled and Gancla

irrR.,"... extended far beyãnd the confiñes imposed by land warfare.

Moreover, the same canoes which carriecl soldicrJto the battle zone might-b;;.J-tå 
carry traders ancl their goods huge distances, giving th.e Ganda

-u*irn.,* .or-ri.ol of lucrative lon[-distance commerce These aims were

f.ri"ã,Ly complementary. In sec.'.ing.the lake lr for1t, ln: 91"9ÊJtto
make it'safe fór commerce, and more importantly on thctr terms' I nls was

thcEastAlricanvarietyolr}leimpcrialismof'lrcetradcmadelamoustn
.or"r*.tiort with Britaií's global ptsition in much the same.p-eriod; l'ake

Vi.toriu, therefore, was th"e finai fiontier for Gancla imperialism' and it

*^r"""lfr. waters of th. luk. that the kingdom made its last bid forpre-

i.[n"f n.gemony. The develop-t'''t oi a canoe fleet was indeed an

irr"ã.rátlon,îut the policy behinà it was consistent with earlier phases of

;"pr;;t;;.'Co,-ttin.,i'ty, rather than discontinuity, is the key theme' Naval
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expansion,. however, met obstacles of its own. Ultimately, the success of
this remarkable endeavour was overshaclowed by a series of failings i¡
naval strategy and by the uncertainty attendant in the largely uñpro-
cedented transf'cr of skjlls lrom one sphcre olactivily lo another. Sur'the
entire exercise is a critical one on which to finish any stucly of the Gancla
state, as it brings togethcr the themes of commercial enterprise, organiza-
tion oflabour, state utilization ofnatural resources, the exploitative nature
of the Ganda state and the centrality of military activity to the kingdorn'g
existence. Symbolically, as well as in practical terms, the story of Buganda's
material and military progress culminates in what might be termed the
kingdom's naval period. The Ganda attempt to expand via the waters of
Lake Victoria was the iast great innovation of the pre-colonial era; it y¡¿g

an operation which, over the final decades before colonial rule, symbolizecl
many of the strengths as well as the weaknesses of the pre-colonial
kingdom.
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Conclusions

I have argued that Buganda's growth was inextricably linked to economic
and military developments, and how the material basis of political power,
both internal and external, was on many levels the sine (luanln of the state.
An understanding of this material basis is clearly critical to unravelling the
complexities of the state and of the expansion of the state, both physical
and abstract. Much of the success of the poìitical state was founded on its
ability to marshal human and material resources for what was perceived to
be the common pu{pose, even allowing for the fact that there was a
marked degree of decentralization in terms of organization and consider-
able scope for individual initiative in many spheres of economic activity.
The ethos of state organization manifested itself in a number of'ways, the
recruitment of armies perhaps being the most dramatic. In other spheres
of public life, the collection of tax in a wide range of local produce was a
critical component of the relationship between governed and governing;
the construction of a fleet of canoes represented a deliberate attempt to
join raw materials with ancient skills for the purpose of extending state
influence and making the most of the commercial ancl military oppor-
tunities presented by long-distance trade. Yet such centralization was,
again, balanced by a marked degree of commercial freedom, The ability of
the Ganda to trade freely in an enormous range of products from
foodstufß to textiles to human beings - was to a great extent the true basis
of Ganda weaìth. In this context, the breadth of Buganda's productive
base was striking. Even so, the need to defend commercial strength and
the restle ss search for secure supplies of raw materials strongly influenced
the nature of Buganda's relations, both peaceful and bellicose, with its
neighbours for much of the nine teenth century.

In the opening chapter, we noted that the unifying theme of the book is

the way in which the Ganda state utilized its human and material
resources in order to attain three main and interrelated goals: profit and
economic growth; internal cohesion; and external security. Individually,
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the Ganda traded and produced freely in most spheres of econor¡iq
activity, with a few exceptions; at the same time, however, this freedorn
was more often than not to the benefit of the state. Buganda's strong com_
mercial position, based on the activities of a multitude of private traders
and producers, contributed as much as military organization to the
kingdom's regional domination for much of the nineteenth century; the
state intervened in the progress of commerce when the kingdom's regional
position was threatened, as was the case with the development of long-
distance tracle from the 1840s. The Ganda empire of the nineteep¡|¡
century was less formal than informal, whiìe Ganda military imperialisrn
was inextricably linked to the desire for commercial and economis
hegemony. We have seen, moreover, that througir the commercial and
productive freedom of the individual, the state derived considerable wealth
through taxation.

Yet the state intervened in private life in other ways and, although
internal cohesion was an aim in itself, it was in another sense what we
might call pre-modern nationalism the means to an end, namely external
security. The highways of Buganda represented the combination of these
aims. Roads were built to facilitate human traffic and the transport of
goods and people; clearly, then, they aided the pursuit of profit and
enabled the Ganda to seize the opportunities presented by commerce.
Roads were also critical to the rapid recruitment and deployment of
armies. At the same time, the state's ability to marshal the kind of pubtic
Iabour required in road-making was critical in the search for both internal
cohesion and cxternal security. Political authority was underpinned by
such labour, as it was by the organization of peasant armies. Slavery was
also a critical part of this system, forming a central component of
economic, social and political life; the fact that slaves were mostiy
foreigners further reflected Buganda's desire for external control on an
internal level. Slavery as an institution was as elaborate as it was ancient in
Buganda and, while the situation became even more complex with the
growth of a long-distance slave trade, such complexity reflected the Ganda
desire to utilize the kingdom's human resources, free or unfree, to the
maximum advantage. From such an efficient organizational base, the
kingdom strove to secure the external environment to its own advantage.
Internal cohesion was essential if the kingdom was to control, or exercise
an influence over, the external status quo. As we have seen, internal
cohesion had begun to dissipate by the time British imperialism appeared
on the horizon; the ability of the Ganda to maintain some form of controi
over these new circumstances, by acting as the 'sub-colonists' of the
British, is a credit to the resilience of the pre-colonial politicai system.

It is clear that Buganda's regional power was based not simply on the
resources it was able to derive from other societies, although imports and
tribute we re clearly essential, and the celebration of material culture was
of profound importance within the pre-colonial state. In the case of
barkcloth production, the Ganda themselves possessed the means of
commercial hegemony. Ganda producers of this valued textile traded
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throughout the region during the nineteenth century, ancr crerivecl much
wealth from it. This was as clear an indication of the material basis of
Ganda power as were the military expeditions which often travellcd in the
same direction. Yet these two expressions of Ganda expansionism were
rarcly far apart. semakokiro's revolution in indigenous fäbric production
at the end of the eighteenth century was almost certainlv linked to the
military seizure of Buddu by his brother a few years earlilr. Buddu pro-
duced some of the finest barkcloth in the region. 'lhe.e we.e many
advantages to territorial expansion in this direction; but there was no
greater prize than barkcloth, one of the less dramatic but certainly no le ss

significant determinants of Ganda regional streneth bv thc eailv nine-
teenth century. It was the British, not the coastal Ar-abs, who eventually
destroyed this industry, by which time - the early twentieth century - it
had in any case lost its raison d'être.

We have also noted the importance of iron in Buganda,s.qrowth bv the
nineteenth century. Iron was both the cause and the e{rect ãf .*punrion-
ism. Iron was found in the Ganda core area, but it was parìicularly
abundant in the lands to the west; it lvas the quest for this critical raw
material, as welÌ as for barkcloth and cattle, that drew Buganda's attention
in that direction. The cultural and social importance of blacksmiths
themselves suggests the reverence with which the Ganda treated the
profession and the metal. This was particularly the case in the late
nineteenth century) with the development of a branch of the profession
which dealt in the repair of firearms. In a general sense, metal-working
and pottery were probably the two most celebrated professions in
Buganda, and this celebration of'material culture speaks volumes about
the ways in which the Ganda themselves perceived the kingdom's growth
and development. Great warriors, while rewarded with political position
and material wealth, were rareÌy as lauded as the humbie smith. ll-he
former were certainly not exempt from the arbitrary power of the kubaka in
the way blacksmiths and potters were. The individual endeavour of the
local forge was seen as the means by which economic ancl material
greatness could be attained; and the Ganda appear to have acknowledged
this manifestation of greatness above all others.

Ìabrics and metals, meanwhile, were among the commodities which
placed Buganda at the centre of a compiex and flourishing trading system.
Buganda's central and often dominant position in this netrvork was the key
to the kingdom's material strength vis-a-vis its immecliate neighbours.
Nloreover, the promotion and protection of commerce were the driving
forces behind Ganda diplomatic, military and technologìcal policy in the
second half of the nineteenth century. This was consistent with the
kingdom's objectives since around the middÌe of the sixteenth century,
aìthough clearly the scale of the objectives, like the kingdom itsel{, had
expanded. Yet recognition of'this basic continuiry must not detract from
our appre ciation of the degree to which the Gancla innovated to meet the
challenges of long-distance trade. Theirs was a positivc response: the
presence of Ganda on the southe rn shore of Lake Victoria, in Tabora and
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even on 'Zanzll:ar itself is indicative of the alacrity with which Suna and
Nlutesa scizcd thcir opportunities.

Yet the tensions inherent in Buganda's position after c. lB50 are clear.
Militarily, the kingdom was not the power it had been in I800. The ar
frequently over-reachecl itself, and changes in military o.gunirutiorl ut frl
centre, initiated perhaps in the l840s, served in the long term to impair
the e{fectiveness with which the army operated on the battlefield. The
militarization of junior chieß and pages Y:oth ebitongole and, later,
bagalagala - introduced conflict into command structures and signified thé
kabaka's attempt to strengthen his own position politically. European
military unifbrms at the capital were no mere triviality: in a sense they
represented much deeper changes in the military ethos at the capitai,
where social and poiitical positioning combined with a detrimentai gun
culture to weaken the army more generally. There is also little doubt that,
as pointed out in the opening chapter, these metropolitan tensions were
closely intertwined with the introduction of foreign reiigions; yet religious
factionalism was not the cause but rather the symptom of such tension.
'Ihese difficulties could scarcely have come at a worse time for Buganda,
when slaves were increasingly important as export commodities and as the
kingdom's own reserves of ivory were dwindling rapidly. Indeed, the
expansion of the slave trade itself may have undermined the effective
functioning of the internal labour base; it certainÌy weakened internal
cohesion, generating a level of lawlessness as people scrambled to acquire
the goods offered in exchange for human beings.

We have seen how war and commerce had long been ciosely inter-
woven in the kinsdom's development; both Suna and Mutesa frequently
resorted to conflict to establish favourable trading conditions. The develop-
ment of a fleet of canoes, some of enormous dimensions, was the most
dramatic expression of this policy. The long-term objectives of this pro-
gramme from the I840s onward were the control of vital lake trade routes
and the restoration of Ganda military power in the region. It was clearly
believed that the fleet could overcome the obstacles imposed by land war-
fare. There is little doubt that the fleet did indeecl serve to extend Ganda
influence . It also almost certainly prolonged Ganda power and significance
in the region; without canoes) Buganda's geopolitical position on the eve of
colonial rule would have been considerabiy weaker. But the renewed
confidence which the fleet gave to successive rulers often proved unfounded
and revealed, as on other occasions in the later nineteenth century, the
Ganda tendency to over-confidence and even complacency about their
ability to control the external environment. There is a clear, and on one
level pathetic, paradox in the fact that as the Vuma were repelling Ganda
attacks and even raiding the Ganda shoreline for slaves, the kabaka was
drawing up grandiose plans to invade Buzinza and subdue Mirambo. As
we have seen, the evidence suggests that this was not mere talk, at least
initially, although subsequent events reduced the pÌan to exactly this.
Through the fleet the Ganda were able to take control of vital trade routes,
but even here they were, in a sense, exposing their own weaknesses.
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ifhe reliance on the slave trade, brief but intense , was inimical to the
kingdom's long-term economic development; at the same time, the exalta-
tion of the firearm, perhaps the most value d trade good, led to enervating
political factionalism and the blunting of the army's effectiveness on the
battlefield. None the less, the development of the fleet provides an
excelient example of the ways in which the Ganda state sought to channel
its material and human resources into the extension of power and
influence and the generation of wealth. We have seen, in this context, the
significance of public labour in the construction of highways which
stretched throughout the kingdom. In this way Buganda connecte d itself to
the outside world, a new horizon of increasing significance from the
middle of the nineteenth century, as well as facilitating communications
within the kingdom; at the same time, roads were unifying themes,
providing the foci for social and politicai cohesion. The fleet can also be
seen in these terms, though in practice rather more complex and, perhaps,
less successful. The attempt to transfer the skills and labour of fishing
communities, on both the mainland and the Sesse islands, on to a wicler
economic and military stage met with limited success. But, even within
these limits, it was a remarkable achievement and an even more remark-
able endeavour.

Buganda on the eve of colonial rule was experiencing a series of criscs,
serving to undermine both internal cohesion and prosperity and the
kingdom's ability to control the external environment. The first such crisis
was recurrent food shortage from at least the earþ lBBOs onward. It seems

that food shortages or even full-blown famines were not unknown to
Buganda before Mutesa's reign; what is clear is that the agricultural base
remained potentially fragiìe, as the widespread hunger of the lBBOs

indicates. This fragility was further exposed by the religious wars of the
late lBBOs and early 1890s, during which time crops and plantations
throughout the kingdom were destroyed or abandoned. There can be little
doubt that this situation eased the entry of the IBEAC, and influenced
Ganda policy towards the British. At the same time, a wave of cattle
disease had struck, possibly as early as the late lB70s; this was followed by
the continental outbreak of rinderpest in 1889-90, but in Buganda, at
least, much of thc damage had already been done . Buganda was not, of
course, as reliant on livestock as many other East African societies, many
of which were reduced to mere shadows of their former selves as a result
of rinderpest; but again the impact of the disease on Buganda has been
underestimated, and the timing misunderstood. The death ol livestock on
a massive scaie lvas a crippling blow to the economy ancl combined with
food shortage to produce a catastrophe of'epic proportions; again, the
Ganda entered the colonial period struggling not only to come to terms
with this catastrophe, but to assert themselves in a new and potentially
hostile poìitical environment.

By the 1BB0s, the fact that sources of ivory had become severely

restricted also hacl implications for Buganda's economic and political base '
The value of ivory had changed markedly throughout the period under
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examination; formerly a variety of currency, it had been overtaken in this
regard by the cowry shell, but from the mid-nineteenth centuv, if not
earlier, the new demand from the coast re-established ivory as one ol.
Buganda's most valuable rnaterial assets. Elephant-hunters represented ¿n
increasingly important and indeed elite profession. But the elephants
themselves were rapidly disappearing from Ganda territory by the lB70s,
with clamaging repercussions for the kingdom's political, commercial ancl
ecolog^icai base . As we have seen, the scarcity of elephants in all probability
increased the incidence of the tsetse fly, which, deprived of its prefèrrecl
and relatively impervious host, searched for what were less resistant
carriers, namely cattle. Certainly the incidence of cattle disease - probably
trypanosomiasis ..-escalated during this same period, although this wave of
disease doubtless palecl in significance alongside the rinderpest pandemic
which arrived a few years later. Commercially, too, Buganda was
wcakened: deprived of regular supplies of this most valued trade com-
modity, the Ganda were restrictecl to the export of slaves. During this
period, coastal merchants u,ere increasingly looking towards the more
lucrative ivory markets, such as those in Bunyoro, to meet their demands.
The Ganda could no longer holcl the attention of these traders through
their own resources; even the kabaka, who alone by the early 1BB0s could
ofler ivory in any kind of voÌume to the Arabs, was hard pushed to round
up sufficient amounts. Mwanga, for example, was almost wholly dependent
on supplies from Busoga. But the irregularity of such tribute merely sewed
as a reminder that Ganda influence east of the Nile was not only waning,
but had never been as powerful as the Ganda themselves had led others to
beìieve. When the early colonial authority tried to gauge Buganda's
influence in the young protectorate, the Ganda chieß were extremely, and
understandably, keen to press the traditional tributary obligations of the
Soga, and incleed a number of other peoples. Again, however, this
represented to some extent a sense of desperation among a Ganda elite
determined to seize the opportunity presented by the British arrival.

'fhe consequences of these ecological, agricultural and pastoral criscs
were many. Obviously the most dramatic and tangible of these was
widespread mortality. Pastoral communities were devastated, and in this
sense the cattle catastrophe of the late nineteenth century represented
another blow to the Flima in Buganda, whose numbers may well have
been decreasing throughout the nineteenth century. At a deeper level, the
outbreak ofcattle disease and the failure ofsuccessive crops in the lBB0s
not only unclermined Busanda's economic base, but doubtless weakened
the kingdom's social and political structures. The inability of Mutesa and
Mwanga to feed their vast entourages adequately and to ensure the supply
of food from the countryside to the capital almost certainly we akened the
position of kingship at a time when tensions of a political and religious
nature were already in evidence. We have noted, for example, how the
conspicuous consumption and clistribution of food atthe kabaka's enclosure
had served to underline his authority; inability to do so can only have
damaged perceptions of the kingship. Similar consequences would have
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resuited from cattle disease . Cattle we rc cle arlv critical as sources of food
for a select few, and as trade commodities -or. g.',.rolry; they were,
moreover, symbols of wealth in themselves, and o*ñe.ship áf large herds
was an essenlial part of Ganda chieftainship. political powcr and its
material basis were theref'ore thrown into flux. This is ,,ro i.r, true of the
kabaka himself, whose control of vast Ìrerds and regular distribution of'
cattle f'ormed an important part of royal potency.

Military decline compounde_d Buganda's crisis in this perioct; moreover,
Mwanga's mismanagement at home, particularly in his àbuse of thc long-
stancling public labour and taxation systems, fomentecl a crisis of political
unity whose origins, nevertheless, lay in the reign of Mwanga,s grandfather
suna. Ali of this combined to place Buganda in a precarious þosition on
the eve ofcolonial rule. For at least 200 years, the kingdom had striven for
hegemony through a combination of commerce and conflict; perhaps its
greatest weakness was its periodic inability to achieve the required deft
balance between the two, and this was especialÌy true after c. 1850. Yet
much of Buganda's history is characterized by a striking ability to expand
at the expense of neighbouring societies, to marshal raw materials and
natural resources in the pursuit of productive growth and commercial
gain, and to control or at least influence the external environment. The
expansion of the fleet represented the kingdom's last flourish in the last
decades before colonial rule, a final attempt to harness and manipuÌate
developments and circumstances far beyond its borders. Indeed, the
attempt to control Lake Victoria rnay also be seen in the context of the
concept of nature versus civilization so important in Ganda culture and
historical development. Yet, by the end of the 1BB0s, the external environ-
ment was changing too quickly for even the Ganda to control, and ever
more powerful influences were being brought to bear on the region, There
were new challenges to be met, and still further innovation was essential;
but, as the study of the pre-colonial past demonstrates, this, at least, was to
Buganda's advantage.
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peace 196-7
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Soga,Ì7, 52, 66, 70 117, 128, l38, 140-1,
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155; and famine 34,42; harem of 123;

and human sacrilìce l28; and navies

233,234, and roads I l0; ancl slaves

1 lB, 123, 153, 160; ancl state labour
103; and taxation 99, 100; ancl trade
t+9, t52, 153, 156, t57, 159, 197-8,
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37, 38, 48, 50

Tabora 28, 135, 152, 157, I59, 17 l,'202
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150, 151, 152; in mctals 77 , 79-80, l3B,
139, 156, 197; regulations l4l-2, 156,
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tools 138, 139, 150; ancl war 197-9,
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currencies; f'ood; markets; slavcs;
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tributc 95, 139, 170, 192, 199, 238 see al-so

taxation
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